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1.1 The role of the throttling valve on the transcritical cycle
A throttling valve in inverse transcritical cycles has a different role than in traditional vapour
compression, where it acts merely as a mass flow rate controller that sets the value determined
by the balance of the performances of the three main parts of the circuit: compressor, evaporator
and condenser; thence it follows that a properly sized throttling valve, if correctly operating,
cannot affect the performance of a refrigerating circuit.
This statement applies to the most common throttling valves, i. e. thermostatic valves, used for
feeding dry expansion evaporator and constant level valves, used for feeding flooded
evaporators. All these valves feed the evaporator with the mass flow rate that it is able to
evaporate: this aim is reached by controlling the vapour superheating at the evaporator outlet in
the case of thermostatic valves, or, in the case of constant level valves, by keeping a constant
level of the liquid refrigerant at high pressure inside the liquid receiver, or of the liquid
refrigerant at low pressure inside the separator serving the flooded evaporator. Other throttling
valves, such as the capillary tube or the so called automatic valve (keeping constant pressure at
the evaporator), do not act as flow rate controllers and interfere with the operation of the
refrigerating circuit: their action is not as straightforward as the one of the thermostatic or level
valve and involves some disadvantages (often in terms of energy efficiency) that are the price to
pay to have other advantages such as, in the case of the capillary tube, simplicity, reliability and
low cost.
Whereas in a traditional cycle the condensing pressure is directly linked to the heat transfer
characteristics of the condenser and to the temperature of the external fluid used for the heat
rejection, through the saturation equilibrium, in a transcritical cycle the upper cycle pressure is
depending mainly on the balance between the compressor capacity and the flow resistance of the
throttling valve. If the evaporation temperature and the CO2 temperature at the gas cooler outlet
are constant, the COP depends on the upper cycle pressure; therefore, the valve main task is to
keep the cycle upper pressure at the optimal value for energy efficiency; as a consequence, the
valve is not able anymore to feed the evaporator with mass flow rate adequate to its heat transfer
capability, as it happens with traditional valves; for example, in dry expansion systems, the
thermostatic expansion valve keeps limited the dry area inside the evaporator, while assuring
safe operations against liquid surge at the compressor. Thence it follows that correct feeding of
the evaporator must be ensured by other means.
The effect of the upper pressure of a transcritical inverse cycle on COP is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.1,
where two idealised cycles (internally reversible except for throttling) are represented, in which
2
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only the upper pressure varies. It is evident that a particular value of this pressure exists, which
gives the best COP. This optimal value is the one that realises the best trade-off between two
conflicting requirements; in fact when the upper pressure increases both the compression work
and the refrigerating effect also increase (in Fig. 1.1.1 the percentage of the increase in
compression work is lower than that in the cooling effect).
In transcritical cycles different kinds of throttling valves are used, mainly:
1. back pressure valve
2. back pressure valve, followed by a thermostatic valve with a liquid separator.
3. differential valve, followed by a thermostatic valve, with a liquid separator.
However other throttling devices can also be used: among them the most important are fixed
orifices and capillary tubes, as well as thermostatic expansion valves, that work differently from
that used in traditional systems.

Fig. 1.1.1 Transcritical cycles with different values of the upper pressure

1.1.1 Back pressure valve
It is the most traditional kind of throttling valve used in transcritical cycles. In this valve, the
position of the stem is controlled by the upstream pressure, that, in contrast with an adjustable
spring, acts upon a bellows linked to the stem; the action of the valve keeps constant the pressure
3
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at gas cooler outlet, since the valve reacts to an increase of the upstream pressure by increasing
the flow section.
It is evident that this valve is able to control the upper cycle pressure, but not to feed correctly
the evaporator with reference to heat transfer effectiveness and to safety against liquid surge at
the compressor. The most traditional solution is the one illustrated in Fig. 1.1.2: a liquid
separator is placed after the evaporator to protect the compressor. Such an arrangement provides
flooded operation of the evaporator as a certain mass flow rate of refrigerant is continuously
evaporated inside the separator to produce cooling of the dense gas before the throttling valve; it
is evident that during steady state operation of the system the liquid mass evaporated must be
replaced by an equal mass of liquid exiting from the evaporator. The liquid separator has another
function, i. e. it acts as a storage vessel for allowing the charge transfer due to variations of the
void fraction inside the components of the refrigerating system.

Fig. 1.1.2 Solution that enables to keep flooded conditions in an evaporator fed by a
backpressure valve
In Fig. 1.1.3 another technological solution is presented that differs slightly from the previous
one. Here an internal heat exchanger is used, similar to the one used in traditional cycles between
the liquid line and the suction line, to evaporate a certain amount of liquid, tapped from the
separator. The effect on the operation of the evaporator is the same as in Fig. 1.1.2, however
4
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combined with oil recovery, thus avoiding oil hold-up inside the separator. Moreover this device
adds the advantage of the regenerative heat transfer between hot dense gas and cold vapour, thus
increasing the refrigerating effect at the expense of a limited increase in the compression work.

Fig. 1.1.3 Another solution for feeding an evaporator using a back pressure valve

1.1.2 Back pressure valve combined with a thermostatic expansion valve
The system described in the previous section is not compatible with the current design of dry
expansion evaporators and moreover it is not suitable for feeding more than one evaporator.
The system illustrated in Fig. 1.1.4 allows feeding evaporators with traditional expansion valves,
while controlling the upper cycle pressure with a back pressure valve.
According to this solution, there is a back pressure valve, that performs a first stage of throttling
(from the gas cooler pressure to intermediate pressure at the liquid receiver). The liquid collected
inside the receiver feeds one or more thermostatic valves in service of dry expansion
evaporators. The fluid charge has to be sufficient to ensure in any operating condition the
presence of liquid phase inside the receiver and the internal volume of this vessel must hold any
level variation caused by the changes in the refrigerant mass present in the other circuit volumes,
due to variations in the working conditions.

5
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Fig. 1.1.4 Throttling system including a back pressure valve, a thermostatic valve and a liquid
receiver
The pressure inside the liquid receiver is determined by the condition of having saturated liquid
exiting from the back pressure valve as shown in Fig 1.1.5. Points 1 and 1’ represent two
possible states of the refrigerant entering the valve; the pressure is imposed by the valve, while
the temperature depends on the operation of the gas cooler. Then, the state of the fluid (and so
the intermediate pressure) at the exit from the back pressure valve (points 2 and 2’ in 1.2.5) are
given by the intersection of the isenthalpic line going through point 1 and 1’ with the curve
representing the saturated liquid conditions.
The reason why saturated liquid conditions exist at the exit of the back pressure valve is the
following: inside the receiver the fluid is in saturation equilibrium (there are both liquid and
vapour phases) and vapour phase cannot enter the receiver since a liquid seal exists at the outlet
and therefore the vapour phase neither would exit nor condense, under the assumption of steady
state operation.

6
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Fig. 1.1.5 The throttling transformation performed by the back pressure valve in Fig. 1.1.4.

1.1.3 Differential valve combined with a thermostatic expansion valve
It is possible, in the system of Fig. 1.1.4, to replace a back pressure valve with a differential
valve as illustrated in Fig. 1.1.6.
A schematic of a differential valve is shown in Fig. 1.1.7. In this valve, the stem position is
determined by the pressure drop through the valve, since the difference between the upstream
and the downstream pressure acts against the spring tension: this valve could therefore be
defined as a flow regulator proportional to pressure drop, but the proportional band is in general
very narrow, so the pressure drop is kept nearly constant.

7
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Fig 1.1.6 Throttling system including a differential valve, a thermostatic valve and a liquid
receiver

Fig. 1.1.7 Section of a differential throttling valve 1.1.1
About the state of the fluid at the exit of the differential valve, the same considerations apply as
for the previous system; i. e. saturated liquid is the only possibility.
To determine the intermediate pressure we can refer to Fig. 1.1.8. As far as the inlet conditions
are concerned, here, unlike the case in Fig. 1.1.5, the pressure is floating and only the
temperature is defined, depending on the gas cooler performance; on the other hand the
differential valve sets the pressure drop related to the first stage of throttling. Therefore the initial
point of the transformation (1) and the final point (2) can be found imposing three conditions: a)
point 2 must lie on the saturation curve of the liquid, b) point 1 must lie on the isothermal curve
8
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corresponding to the operation of the gas cooler, c) the pressure difference between points 1 and
2 must be the one set by the differential valve. So both the couples of points 1, 2 and 1’ and 2’
marked on Fig. 1.1.8 are possible for the considered value of pressure drop p. As we can easily
see, being the same the pressure drop p, the upper cycle pressure increases as the temperature
of the refrigerant at the outlet of the gas cooler is increasing.

Fig 1.1.8 The throttling transformation performed by the differential pressure valve in Fig. 1.1.7.

From the system efficiency point of view the cycle, the optimal value of the high side pressure is
a function of the refrigerant temperature at the gas cooler outlet; higher temperature calls for
higher pressure and therefore the requirements for the COP optimisation are in accordance with
the trend of the high side pressure modifications imposed by the throttling system here
considered.
An analysis of this topics is reported in [1.1.2]; the authors investigated through an accurate
simulation model of a transcritical refrigerating system the ability of a differential valve
combined with a thermostatic valve to realise high COP values during variable operating
conditions of the gas cooler. The analysis was performed for a system with a water cooled gas
cooler in service of retail refrigeration at medium temperature (above 0°C). The conclusion was
9
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that, for water temperature ranging from 10 to 40°C, a suitable choice of the pressure drop
through the differential valve (30 bar) makes it possible to keep the value of the high side
pressure close to the one assuring the maximum COP. Instead, a back pressure valve with fixed
set point was found not adequate to get high COP over the whole range of water temperature
assumed for the simulation.

1.1.4 Thermostatic valve
Using a traditional thermostatic valve in a refrigerating system operating in transcritical
conditions is certainly a possible and simple solution, although it is not a specific technology for
such applications. In particular, this valve provides correct feeding of the evaporator, but the
high side pressure can unpredictably vary, since depends on the charge of refrigerant and on the
average fluid density (mainly depending on the void fraction) that sets up inside the heat
exchangers. It follows that it is difficult to keep high COP when the operating conditions of the
system vary and a severe penalisation certainly arises in the presence of leakage of refrigerant
(undercharged systems).
The high side pressure tends to increase when the evaporation temperature falls and also when
the temperature rises of the external fluid used for rejecting heat at gas cooler; this last trend is in
agreement with what is required for the optimisation of the cycle, but if it really works
satisfactorily it is yet to be demonstrated.
Some experimental results about heat pumps operating on transcritical cycle with thermostatic
expansion valves are reported in [1.1.3]; a rather moderate penalisation in COP was found for
quite wide variations in the temperature of the external fluids at evaporator and gas cooler.
However it is certain that the thermostatic valve is a device posing hard problems for optimising
a transcritical cycle, difficult to tune, not flexible in operation.A more specific type of
thermostatic valves was developed for transcritical cycles: the TBR valve (Thermal
Backpressure Regulator), represented in Fig. 1.1.9.
The TBR valve, adjusts the gascooler inlet pressure according to the gascooler outlet
temperature. Therefore the bulb of the TBR valve is connected to the gascooler outlet.
Depending on the gascooler outlet temperature, the pressure acting on the upper face of the
diaphragm inside the TBR valve varies according to the properties of the fluid placed inside the
bulb; this causes a bow of a membrane which changes the orifice for the refrigerant, in the sense
that the valve tends to close as the gas cooler outlet temperature increases.
10
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Fig. 1.1.9 TBR valve (left picture). Valve section (
right) [1.1.4]

1.1.5 Fixed orifices and capillary tubes
Capillary tubes, like in traditional applications, are the most common choice for low capacity
systems, for which it is difficult to find on the market other throttling devices. It is a simple,
reliable, cheap component, that allows pressure equilibrium during off time; this last
characteristic, while permits using electrical motor with low starting torque, involves some
drawbacks, well known in traditional applications.
A capillary tube is not able to vary its flow factor and therefore the equilibrium between the mass
flow rate of refrigerant through the compressor and through the throttling devices can be reached
only thanks to a self adjusting action of the refrigerating circuit, which varies its operating
conditions. There is a similarity between traditional and transcritical cycles in the fact that the
new equilibrium mainly relies on the variation of the fluid amount resident inside the condenser
or inside the gas cooler. The effect in subcritical cycles is flooding or starving the condenser
(which produces in its turn variations in condensation pressure and in liquid subcooling), while
in transcritical cycles is a mere increasing of the upper cycle pressure. As a result, when the fluid
temperature at the exit of the gas cooler is increasing, the capacity of the capillary tube tends to
decrease and consequently the pressure at gas cooler increases; this self adjusting action of the
refrigerating circuit is in favour of improving the energy efficiency of the cycle, but yet again,
there is no certainty that the operating conditions remain close to the optimal ones.
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1.2 Methods for improving the energy efficiency of carbon dioxide
transcritical cycles
1.2.1 Considerations about thermodynamics
In traditional compression vapour refrigerating cycles two processes are responsible for the
exergy losses of the idealised cycle, i. e. throttling of the condensed liquid and desuperheating of
the compressed vapour.
The idealised cycle is a thermodynamic reference, i. e. a internally reversible cycle, except for
throttling, so as to take into account only the exergy losses that are intrinsic to the fluid
properties; it is evident that the exergy losses arising from the operation of the actual components
(heat exchangers, compressor, transfer lines…) add further penalisation.
The T-s diagram allows a simple and clear visualisation of he exergy losses in terms of areas, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.2.1. In this figure, assuming the condensation temperature equal to the
ambient one, the areas market Пth and Пds represent respectively the exergy losses due to
throttling and desuperheating, while the Carnot work necessary to obtain the refrigerating effect
(h3 – h2) is the rectangle over the transformation 2-3; as a consequence the actual work is the
sum of all dashed area in Fig. 1.2.1.

Fig. 1.2.1 The intrinsic exergy losses of an idealised subcritical refrigerating cycle
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In Fig. 1.2.2 the same representation is made for an actual transcritical cycle, where we can see,
beyond the intrinsic exergy losses, also two minor losses due to the actual compression and
evaporation processes.

Fig. 1.2.2 The intrinsic exergy losses of an actual transcritical refrigerating cycle
The comparison between the throttling and the desuperheating exergy losses concerning
subcritical and transcritical cycle shows how much a compression cycle is penalised when the
upper pressure is approaching or exceeds the critical one.
Staged throttling and staged compression are the traditional methods for reducing the intrinsic
exergy losses of the compression refrigerating cycle. Very often in technological applications,
two stage compression is combined with two stage throttling; this method is effective both for
subcritical and transcritical cycles and cuts both the throttling and the desuperheating losses
roughly by 50%. Of course multiple compressions and expansions with more than two stages are
still more effective in reducing the intrinsic exergy losses, but this possibility is indeed very
seldom utilised, since, apart from the increased installation cost, the advantage is often balanced,
13
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if not reversed, by the reduction in isentropic compression efficiency caused by too low pressure
ratio of each compression.

1.2.2 Double throttling and double compression cycles
The basic system performing two stage compression and throttling is the one depicted in
Fig.1.2.3. The high side pressure gas downstream of the gas cooler is throttled to the
intermediate pressure and enters an Open Flash Tank (OFT) from which the vapour is sucked by
the high side pressure compressor; the stream of the vapour produced by flashing is used to cool
the high side pressure gas downstream of the gas cooler by means of the High side pressure
Internal Heat eXchanger (HPIX). The liquid collected inside the open flash tank is throttled to
the evaporation pressure, after having undergone a regenerative heat exchange in the Internal
Heat eXchanger (IHX), where the liquid at the intermediate pressure is refrigerated by the cold
vapour at low pressure, which is then superheated before entering the compressor..

Fig. 1.2.3 Double throttling, double compression, open flash tank system
The cycle performed by the system in Fig. 1.2.3 is represented on the p-h diagram in Fig. 1.2.4.
The thermodynamic benefit of two stage throttling turns into saving of compression work, since
the vapour arising from flashing during the first throttling stage is prevented from any further
expansion and directly compressed up to the upper pressure. The desuperheating exergy loss is
reduced since the cooling of the vapour or dense gas discharged from compressors is performed
with a much lower temperature difference between the refrigerant and the external coolant.
This system is very similar to the analogous one used with subcritical cycles. However there is a
difference in the intercooling process between the two compression stages; usually in traditional
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cycles the vapour temperature at the discharge of the first compression stage is too low for
enabling cooling with an external coolant and therefore the vapour is cooled down at the expense
of some liquid evaporating from the intermediate vessel (OFT). Instead, with carbon dioxide the
temperature of the vapour at the intermediate pressure is high enough to enable using an external
fluid, usually the same employed for gas cooling; this clearly improves the energy efficiency of
the cycle. The heat rejected from the compressed vapour often plays an important role in the
search for the optimal value of the intermediate pressure, since this variable controls the
temperature of the discharged vapour and so the heat transfer. For the same reason the internal
heat exchanger IHX is important and effective in improving the COP, much more than it would
have occurred with a single stage compression.

Fig. 1.2.4 The cycle performed by the system in Fig. 1.2.3 on the p-h diagram
As in case of traditional two stage subcritical cycles, also with transcritical cycles a variant exists
of the basic cycle that replaces the open flash tank with a heat exchanger, used to cool down the
high pressure fluid before it enters the throttling valve. The system that carries out such a cycle is
represented in Fig. 1.2.5 and the related cycle on the p-h diagram is shown in Fig. 1.2.6.
In traditional subcritical applications the two cycles behave very similarly and the COP is nearly
the same; the removal of the vessel involves a reduction in cost, but the fluid entering the second
valve is a bit warmer, since heat exchange entails a difference in temperature between hot and
cold fluid.
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Transcritical cycles differ from subcritical ones since the isobaric curves in the region of dense
gas or liquid do not strictly adhere to lower limit curve in the T-s diagram; so the split cycle in
general is not penalised in comparison with the open flash tank cycle.

Fig. 1.2.5 Double throttling, double compression, split cycle system

Fig. 1.2.6 The cycle performed by the system in Fig. 1.2.5 on the p-h diagram
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1.2.3 Double throttling, auxiliary compressor cycles
It is possible to perform two-stage throttling without two-stage compression, but using an
auxiliary compressor to remove at the intermediate pressure the vapour arising from flashing
during the first expansion, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.7.

Fig. 1.2.7 Double throttling, using an auxiliary compressor
The related cycle here is carried out by a simpler system than those previously described, yet
allowing a significant increase in energy efficiency. As compared with the OFT cycle, shown in
Fig. 1.2.4, this cycle entirely retains the benefits arising from two-stage throttling process, but
loses the ones related to two-stage compression that results in work saving as an effect of
interstage cooling that reduce the specific volume of the vapour at the upper stage suction. On
the other hand, when operating under low pressure ratios (medium temperature applications),
two-stage compression can be not advisable, since below a certain value of the pressure ratio, the
isentropic compression efficiency is lowering. Thence it follows that this cycle is very suitable
when the evaporating temperature is not very low; in this case, better energy efficiency and
larger refrigerating capacity are obtained, without increased cost of the installation, taking in
mind that the overall generated volume of compressor is less than required with a single
compressor.
Unfortunately this system raises some problems concerning the oil recover at the crankcases of
the compressors, since they operate at different pressure and therefore the oil level equalisation
by gravity is not admitted. A practical solution is related to the use of the so called “parallel
compression”; this method requires a particular type of reciprocating compressor in which the
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cylinders are assembled with separated suction headers, so allowing operation as required by the
system in Fig. 1.2.7, but such components are protected by a license and are not of common use.
Another solution for solving the oil problems is the one illustrated in Fig. 1.2.8, where the
refrigerant after the gas cooler undergoes a further cooling inside an Internal Secondary Heat
exchanger (ISHX), provided by an auxiliary circuit fully separated from the main circuit. The
refrigerant in the main circuit is then throttled down to the evaporation pressure.

Fig. 1.2.8 Double throttling, using an auxiliary compressor and separated circuits
From a thermodynamic perspective, this system behaves roughly as the one in Fig. 1.2.7. The
main advantage consists in increased refrigerating power, which is exactly equal to the one of the
auxiliary cycle, but is paid, in terms of compression power, much less than what it would have
cost in the main cycle; on the other hand the installation does not entail higher cost, taking in
mind that, being the same refrigerating power, the total swept volume of compressors is reduced.
Moreover the solution with separated circuits offers additional advantages in terms of cost and
reliable operations, when compared with the single circuit one; two compressors in separated
circuits do not pose any problem about the oil recover at the crankcase and also enable using
different refrigerant in the main and in the auxiliary circuit. The auxiliary circuit can be a self
packaged unit with low charge and can apply, if convenient, even non-natural (synthetic)
refrigerants or preferably natural refrigerants such as ammonia or hydrocarbons, relying on very
reduced charges.
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1.2.4 Single throttling, double compression cycle
This simple system is represented in Fig. 1.2.9 and uses a single throttling valve and two stage
compressor with an intercooler where the vapour compressed at the intermediate pressure is
cooled by an external heat transfer medium.
Although this layout does not exploit the full potentials related to two stage compression, which
enables also two stage throttling, it is rather frequently applied when the user pursues simplicity
and reliability of the system, but single stage compression is not possible due to higher pressure
ratios, that involves unacceptable temperatures of the compressed gas. Nevertheless a significant
increase in energy efficiency is obtained by the effect of the intercooler that reduces the
compression work of the upper compression stage, i.e. also a significant reduction in the
discharge temperature.

Fig. 1.2.9 Single throttling, double compression system

1.2.5 A numerical analysis on the optimisation of complex cycles
In the present section the different cycles described in the previous sections, which implement
traditional methods of reducing the exergy losses during throttling and compression, are
investigated. Similar analyses are available in the open literature, for example, in Huff et al.
[1.2.1], Baek et al. [1.2.2], Minetto et al. [1.2.3].
This is the list of the investigated cycles:
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1) Single-Throttling, Single-Compression (STSC): the basic cycle with a single-throttling valve
and a single compressor. This cycle is performed by a refrigerating circuit similar to the one
shown in Fig. 1.2.9, except for substituting a single-stage compression for the two-stage
compression here represented.
2) Single Throttling, Double Compression (STDC): the cycle with a single throttling valve and
two stage represented in Fig. 1.2.9.
4) Double-Throttling, Double-Compression, Open Flash Tank (DTDC_OFT): the system and the
related cycle represented in Fig. 1.2.3 and Fig. 1.2.4.
3) Double-Throttling, Double-Compression, Split Cycle (DTDC_SC): the system and the related
cycle represented in Fig. 1.2.5 and Fig. 1.2.6.
5) Double-Throttling, Auxiliary Compressor Cycle (DTAC): the system and the related cycle
represented Fig. 1.2.7 and Fig.1.2.8.
All the considered cycles, except the Double-Throttling, Auxiliary Compressor Cycle (DTAC)
include an internal heat exchanger (IHX) between the line of high pressure fluid (gas or liquid)
directed to the main throttling valve (the one before the evaporator) and the vapour suction line.
The above cycles were theoretically investigated using an original simulation code under the
following assumptions:
1) Saturated vapour at the evaporator outlet.
2) No superheating at ISHX of the DTAC cycle, at the low pressure side.
3) Temperature approach at gas cooler, at ICHX, IHX and ISHX heat exchangers = 3°C. For
gas cooler and ICHX the same external cooling agent was considered; its flow rate was supposed
large enough to realise the closest approach between the fluids flowing inside heat exchangers at
the cold end.
4) The overall isentropic compressor efficiency is depends on the compression ratio,
according to the diagram in Fig. 1.2.10. Two different curves are assumed, as functions of the
compressor suction pressure. Curve (a) is applied whenever the suction pressure is higher than 2
MPa, while curve (b) is used if the suction pressure is lower than 2 MPa. Curve (a) is derived
from a combination of experimental data [1.2.4] and catalogue data [1.2.5] of reciprocating semihermetic compressors for transcritical applications. Curve (b) is interpolated from catalogue data
of reciprocating semi-hermetic compressors for subcritical applications [1.2.6]. Overall
isentropic compressor efficiency includes the electric losses of the motor.
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Fig. 1.2.10 Overall isentropic compressor efficiency as a function of pressure ratio
The variables subjected to optimisation depend on the considered cycle. It is well known that in
transcritical inverse cycles the upper pressure is not any more linked to the temperature of the
heat rejection, but it is an independent variable to be optimised: as a matter of fact, if the
refrigerant temperature at the gas cooler outlet is constant, the increase in the discharge pressure
brings about an increase in the compression work and, at the same time, a higher value for the
refrigerating effect so as to give rise to the maximum COP for a definite value of the upper
pressure. Beyond this variable, two-stage compression entails an optimal value of the
intermediate pressure with respect to COP. Moreover, in the split cycle (DTDC_SC) it is
possible to freely choose another variable, the ratio

of the flow rate of the main stream exiting

from the gas cooler to the remaining part. In fact the condition of a definite approach temperature
inside the High Pressure Internal Heat exchanger (HPIHX) is not sufficient to determine this
flow rate ratio and therefore it follows that the optimal subdivision of the main stream has to be
determined. This optimisation has to be carried out considering that the specific heat of the fluid
can vary to a large extent as a function of temperature.
In the case of the auxiliary compressor cycle (DTAC), the optimisation process involves the
evaporation pressure of the secondary cycle instead of the intermediate pressure, as well as the
high pressure of the same cycle. The evaporation pressure of the secondary cycle determines the
mass flow ratio χ, between the flow rate of the auxiliary cycle and the flow rate of the main
cycle, required to match the specified approach at ISHX.
In the simulation code to find the optimum values of the independent variables was applied a
Broyden’s method. The refrigerant properties are computed by interpolation from the points of a
suitable database that was previously generated through the code REFPROP 7.0 [1.2.7].
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In the diagrams of Fig. 1.2.11 the performance of STSC and STDC cycles are compared at +4, 10 and -30 °C evaporation temperature and 30 °C external cooling agent temperature. These two
cycles are different only for the compression process (single-stage and two-stage with inter-stage
cooling) and the gain in COP is mainly a consequence of the inter-stage heat rejection, although
also the modified pressure ratios have an effect on the isentropic compression efficiency. Of
course, the intermediate pressure, having a strong influence on the operation of the intercooler
and on the resulting COP, must be optimised: COP data in Fig. 1.2.11 concerning two-stage
compression refer to intermediate pressure leading to maximum COP.
Inter-stage heat rejection depends heavily on the presence of the internal heat exchanger IHX
and on its effectiveness: to clarify this point in Fig. 1.2.11, in addition to the data referring to
STSC and STDC cycles, the corresponding data obtained without IHX are shown. The obvious
conclusion is that the internal heat exchange between the vapour at low pressure and the high
pressure fluid before throttling enhances the benefit of inter-stage heat rejection.
The role played by upper and intermediate pressure in energy efficiency is illustrated for
different cycles in Fig. 1.2.12 at +4 °C evaporation temperature and 30 °C external cooling agent
temperature.
For low intermediate pressures, no significant improvement appears from using more
sophisticated cycles than STDC, except for DTAC cycle. In this specific situation DTAC
performs better than the other cycles because the pressure ratios of both compressors allow
higher values of isentropic efficiency. When the intermediate pressure increases beyond a
definite limit the trend line of COP for DTDC_SC and DTDC_OFT cycles changes and a
growing advantage appears; the reason lies on the fact that the temperature of the compressed
gas at the intermediate pressure enables inter-stage cooling; COP increases up to its maximum
value and then decreases when the compression work of the upper stage becomes too small in
comparison with that of the lower stage
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1.2.11 COP values of STSC and STDC cycle, with and without IHX, at different
evaporation temperatures, as functions of the upper cycle pressure
In Fig. 1.2.13 the curves of STDC and DTDC_OFT cycles with or without IHX and ICHX are
plotted with the purpose of separating the effects of heat exchange from those resulting from
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double throttling, The conclusion is that for transcritical CO2 cycles, unlike the traditional
application of two-stage inverse cycles, energy saving resulting from inter-stage cooling during
compression is even more important than the one resulting from staged expansion.

Fig. 1.2.12 COP as a function of the intermediate pressure, for different cycles at different upper
pressures.

Fig. 1.2.13 Effect of the heat exchangers IHX and ICHX on the COP of two different cycles at
different upper pressures, as a function of the intermediate cycle pressure
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The five cycles previously mentioned are also compared in terms of COP with reference to the
typical working conditions of the following applications:
1) Retail refrigeration of frozen foodstuffs: Tev = -30 °C.
2) Retail refrigeration of fresh foodstuffs: Tev = -10 °C.
3) Air conditioning: Tev = +4 °C.
Only STDC, DTDC_SC and DTDC_OFT cycles were considered suitable for the first working
condition. The temperature of the external cooling agent was varied in the range from +25 to
+35°C, and for air conditioning the range was extended up to 50°C, to include also automotive
applications; the fluid temperature at the gas cooler outlet is assumed 3°C higher than the
temperature of the external fluid. It is worth reminding that the same assumptions previously
mentioned apply to evaporator superheating, internal heat exchanger approach and overall
isentropic compression efficiency.
The COP values of the considered cycles are shown in Fig. 1.2.14 and 1.2.15, respectively for
retail refrigeration and air conditioning, as functions of the temperature Te of the external fluid.
The optimised values of the upper cycle pressure (pG) and of the intermediate pressure (pI) for
DTDC_SC, DTDC_OFT and DTAC cycles are shown in Fig. 1.2.16 and 1.2.17; for DTDC_SC
the optimised ratio  is also displayed.
For every working condition, it results that the Split Cycle (DTDC_SC ) and the Open Flash
Tank Cycle (DTDC_OFT ) outperform all other options, showing 20.6 and 16.8% average
increase respectively in energy efficiency over the STSC cycle at +4°C evaporation temperature,
29.3 and 28.7% increase respectively at -10°C. At -30°C, where STSC cycle is hardly advisable,
the increase over the STDC cycle is of 15.6 and 15.7% respectively.
The single-stage cycle coupled with a gas cooling circuit (DTAC) shows a 17.3% increase in
energy efficiency in comparison with the basic single-stage (STSC) cycle at –10°C evaporation
temperature, outperforming also the single-throttling, double-compression (STDC) cycle. As it
can be seen in Fig. 1.2.15, at +4°C evaporation temperature, its performance fades when the
temperature of the external cooling agent raises.
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a)

b)

Fig. 1.2.14 COP as a function of the temperature of the external fluid, for different cycles at
Tev=-30 °C (a), -10 °C (b)

Fig. 1.2.15 COP as a function of the temperature of the external fluid, for different cycles at Tev=
4 °C
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a)

b)

Fig. 1.2.16 Upper pressure, intermediate pressure and mass flow ratio of different cycles, as
functions of the temperature of the external fluid, for Tev=-30 °C (a), -10 °C (b)

Fig. 1.2.17 Upper pressure, intermediate pressure and mass flow ratio of different cycles, as
functions of the temperature of the external fluid, for Tev=4°C
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1.2.6 Expanders as substitutes for expansion valves in transcritical CO2 cycles
Unlike the traditional refrigerating cycles, using an expanders with CO2 transcritical cycles is
more profitable, since for these cycles the throttling exergy loss is by far larger; the benefit is
double, as it is due to increased refrigerating effect and decreased compressor work.
Of course, the improvement in energy efficiency is largely depending on the isentropic
efficiency of the expansion. It is a reasonable assumption to consider for the expansion lower
isentropic efficiency than for the compression; the reason lies in the state of the fluid during the
processes (single phase during the compression and two phase during part of the expansion), as
two phase flow is more subjected to friction losses. In this, transcritical cycles behave better than
traditional cycles, since the expansion process to a large extent concerns single phase (the fluid is
dense gas above the critical pressure and only the final expansion involves two-phase fluid);
moreover during the two phase process the densities of liquid and vapour are not so much
different as in traditional cycles. All that helps to keep high enough the isentropic efficiency of
the process, unlike what happens when trying to use expanders with the common refrigerants.
A general estimation of the possible increase in COP obtainable with expanders is reported in
Fig. 1.2.18 [1.2.8], where the cycle performance is calculated according to reasonable
assumptions for the state of art of the components technology.
Unfortunately, expanders are not yet available on the market and only some prototypes have
been so far realised, which have demonstrated the viability of this approach. They mainly belong
to the following families:
a) reciprocating expanders;
b) rotating volumetric expanders;
c) ejectors.
1.2.6.1 Reciprocating expander
Reciprocating expanders in the past were of common use as steam engines. They used a
distributor, usually in form of a sleeve valve, to control the entrance of the fluid, so separating
the admission phase from the expansion phase. The most common kind of the expanders tested
for CO2 cycles are also using a sleeve multiple distributor, although their design is very different
from the steam engine, since they are operating on the principle of staged multiple expansions
and employ a stepped double effect free piston that performs a partial compression of the
refrigerant, so directly exploiting the work recovered from the expansion; as a consequence, this
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approach need a main compressor, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.19, since the expansion work is only
a minor part of the total compression work.
In Fig. 1.2.20 is represented the design of an unity expander/compressor, as realised by J. Nickl
et al. [1.2.9]. The free piston can move in the opposite directions, being commanded by the
distributor, which has two position and is moved by the disk 3. The expansion takes place since
the stepped piston has double effect and the fluid is forced from a larger chamber that is
shrinking into a smaller one that is enlarging; here the expansion is performed in three stages,
whereas the compressor directly employs the expansion work and the related compression is
performed in single stage.
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Fig. 1.2.18 Values of COP of different cycles using expanders, compared with traditional cycles.
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Fig. 1.2.19 System with an expander, which drives the second stage of compression

Such an expander/compressor, although its rather complex design, proved to be energy effective
and reliable, but operates at rather low cyclic frequency, so it is quite cumbersome and probably
expensive as manufacturing cost. Of course simpler design is possible, but at the cost of lower
energy efficiency.

Fig. 1.2.20 Expander/compressor with stepped free piston and a single slide valve for six
expander volumes
1.2.6.2 Volumetric expanders
Volumetric rotating compressor can be easily employed as expanders: the ones performing an
internal compression of defined volume ratio, as scroll, screw and rotating vanes compressors,
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which are characterised by an internal built-in volume ratio, are the most suitable to operate as
expanders, since they can basically exploit both the admission and the expansion work.
Nevertheless also rolling piston compressor can be used as expanders; single stage recovers only
the difference between admission and discharge work (often the major part of the total expansion
work), but multistage compressor is able to perform a true expansion when the fluid is
transferred from a small cylinder to a larger one, as depicted in Fig. 1.2.21 [1.2.10].
Another advantage of rotating volumetric expanders is related to the possibility of using the
same shaft as the main compressor, as depicted in Fig. 1.2.22 [1.2.10]. Thence it follows that
there is no need to install an auxiliary compressor, to which the expander has to be linked as in
Fig. 1.2.18, since the electric motor provides the additional torque required by the main
compressor.

Fig. 1.3.21 The structure (left) and the expansion process (right) of the two-stage expander by
Daikin
It follows a great simplification of the global system and it is probable this will be the first
system introduced into the market.
In Fig. 1.2.23 the scheme is illustrated of an expander derived from a rotary vane compressors
with oval chamber [11]. In this case the built-in volumetric expansion ratio is determined by the
geometric shape and location of the inlet and outlet ports and therefore the expansion can be
performed by an unique impeller; the vane expander shares this characteristics with scroll and
screw expanders.
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Fig. 1.2.22 Structure of a prototype of a hermetic compressor/expander unit by Daikin

Fig. 1.2.23 Structure of a rotary vane expander [1.2.11]
1.2.6.3 Ejectors
One of the solutions for reducing the penalisation concerning the throttling process is the
application of a two-phase ejector for recovering a part of the expansion work. The expansion of
the fluid during throttling entails a transformation of kinetic energy into heat through friction;
this means that a method of improving the energy efficiency of the process is the recover of
kinetic energy by converting it in pressure energy. This is exactly what an ejector is performing.
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Many authors have investigated this topic for conventional subcritical and transcritical cycles
and the arrangement of the refrigerating circuit they propose is essentially the same, as depicted,
for subcritical cycles in Fig. 1.2.24 [1.2.12].

Fig. 1.2.24 Structure of a rotary vane expander (A: one chamber, B: two chambers)
Basically the ejector operates as a booster compressor in a system with two stage compression
where the final expansion, from the intermediate to the evaporating pressure, is accomplished by
throttling. Of course, the energy efficiency of such a system is depending on the performance of
the ejector evaluated for both the expansion and the compression functions. There are very
scarce experimental tests, especially for transcritical cycles, so it is difficult to assess what is the
increment of entropy during the expansion and during the compression processes; a recent
estimation of the gain in COP for typical air condition operating conditions, performed by
theoretical analysis, is of the order of 16% [1.2.13].
The complex fluidynamic two-phase processes involved in the operation of the ejector make
quite unreliable the theoretical analysis of its performance with simple thermodynamic models,
but whatever is the improvement in energy efficiency, the cost of such a device is moderate and
its reliability in operation very high, as it is a static component. Moreover, it is worth noting that
a good point for the application of ejectors in transcritical cycles is related to the characteristics
of the two phase processes, rather close to the ones predicted by a homogenous model, as a
consequence of the relative proximity of the densities of the liquid and the vapour phases; this
circumstance helps in improving the performance of the ejector in comparison with the one of
traditional refrigerants.
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1.2.7 Evaporative Cooling
Spraying water on condenser is a well known solution in refrigeration for facing peak
temperatures [1.2.14]; it offers very good performances, but it requires water anti-scale
treatment, large availability of water, as it is extremely difficult to limit the amount of water to
the exact needed quantity. Some commercially available systems spray water against the air
stream, so that water droplets are ideally evaporated before they reach the coil surface. However,
the contact of water with fins leads to scaling and corrosion problems, unless a proper surface
treatment is applied.
To avoid the drawbacks of water wetting the finned coils, evaporative cooling of air through
adiabatic saturation is nowadays more and more often proposed as a solution for hot climates, or
for facing peak temperatures. A near adiabatic saturation is achieved by forcing air through a wet
pack .
Fig. 1.2.25 schematically represents an adiabatic saturation device [1.2.15]

Fig. 1.2.25 Adiabatic saturation device [1.2.15]
The saturation efficiency of an evaporative cooler s [-] , as expressed in Eq. (1.2.1), represents
the ratio of the actual decrease in air temperature, which is achieved through the pack, to the
maximum possible one, i.e. the difference between the dry bulb and wet bulb air temperature

s 

t dry  t air out
(1.2.1)

t dry  t wet
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being tdry the dry bulb temperature of the air stream entering the pack, twet its wet bulb
temperature and tair out the dry bulb temperature of the air exiting from the pack, which
corresponds to the temperature of the air at the inlet of the gas cooler .
The saturation efficiency of commercially available packs for air velocity typical of gas coolers
(1.0-2.5 m/s) is very high, and pressure losses are quite limited [1.2.16-1.2.17], as represented in
Fig. 1.2.26. Efficiency increases as the pack thickness increases, as there is much more contact
area between air and water, while pressure losses rise as well.

Fig. 1.2.26 Pressure Drop and saturation efficiency as a function of air velocity for different
thickness of the evaporative pack of a commercially available module [1.2.17]
The actual benefit which can be achieved with evaporative cooling depends on the difference
between the dry and wet temperature, i.e. on the amount of humidity in air. The humidity ratio,
together with the dry bulb temperature, is normally used to describe the thermo-hygrometric
properties of the air. It is clear that the best results from evaporative cooling can be obtained in
dry climates.
Fig. 1.2.27 represents the temperature at the evaporative cooler outlet t air out as a function of
the dry temperature, for different relative humidity R.H. [%] levels, with a constant saturation
efficiency s of 80%.
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Fig. 1.2.27 Calculated air temperature out of the evaporative cooling pack t air out as a function
of the air dry bulb temperature t dry and for different relative humidity R.H. values. Saturation
efficiency 80%. [1.2. 18]
Carbon dioxide heat rejection at the gas cooler is ideally an isobaric and not isothermal process.
Unlike traditional subcritical applications, where it is convenient to apply the evaporative
cooling to the total air flow which crosses the condenser, being the heat rejection an isothermal
process, CO2 offers the opportunity of using evaporative cooling only for a part of the total air
stream. As a matter of fact, if the gas cooler is properly arranged, it might be sufficient to cool
down only the air stream which flows through the very last part of the gas cooler. As a result,
with a limited penalisation in COP, a relevant amount of water can be saved [1.2.18-1.2.19]
This solution requires a proper design of the gas cooler and a suitable arrangement of the
evaporative cooling system.
Fig. 1.2.28 shows two different arrangements, where 100%(A) or only 33% (B) of the air
entering the gas cooler is precooled.
Some figures about the benefits that can be gained from the two different solutions can be found
in [1.2.18-1.2.19], where the performance of a specific gas cooler has been analysed according to
the following alternative assumptions:
100% cooling: the air has uniform temperature on the whole face area at the inlet of the gas
cooler, corresponding to the temperature of the air exiting from the evaporative cooler;
30% cooling: the gas cooler is divided into two parts, by subdividing the face area into two
portions; one part (the one placed just after the compressor, according to the refrigerant flow) is
cooled by ambient air, while the other part is cooled by air exiting from the evaporative cooler.
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The gas cooler circuits, refrigerant side, are arranged in counterflow.

Fig. 1.2.28 Possible application of evaporative cooling to a fin and tube gas cooler [1.2.18]
COP is calculated assuming that external air temperature is 40°C and relative humidity is 50%
and saturation efficiency is 80%.The following general assumptions are made for the cycle
simulations: -8°C saturation temperature with 5K vapour superheating at the compressor inlet;
no suction line heat exchanger; 0.65 as the overall isentropic efficiency of the compression, in
terms of electrical energy spent, referred to the ideal work. This value is kept constant, regardless
of compression pressure ratio. A single compression, single throttling cycle with optimise upper
pressure was chosen, to emphasize the influence of evaporative cooling on COP.
Discharge pressure during simulation is limited to 120 bar, mainly for technological reasons
related to the pressure design of the refrigerating units.
In the case of evaporative cooling, the additional power needed for ventilation was also taken
into account and was added to the electric power spent for the compression. An overall
efficiency of 0.5 is assumed for fans; the pressure drop across the finned coil is 15 Pa, as
evaluated by the simulation model; for the evaporative cooler and the additional air channels, the
pressure drop is constantly assumed equal to 75 Pa. The main results of the simulations are
summarised in Table 1.2.1 .
The COP improvement, with reference to the solution without evaporative cooler, is 17% for the
30% precooling solution and 27% for the 100% precooling solution. These values are only
slightly reduced if the additional fan power consumption is considered. The water consumption
is reduced by 70% if we move from the 100% precooling solution to the 30% precooling one
The best option must be chosen with reference to the actual climate of the area where the gas
cooler will be installed and water availability is to be considered.
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1) No precooling
2)100% precooling
3)30% precooling

Air
temperature
after
evaporative
cooling
[°C]

CO2
temperature
out of the
gas cooler
[°C]

Optimal
high
pressure
[bar]

COP
[-]

COP
Water
(with fan consumption
[(m3/h)/kW]
power
input)
[-]

40.0
32.2
32.2

41.5
34.7
35.6

116
100
114

1.38
1.75
1.60

1.38
1.71
1.59

---0.000926
0.000291

Table 1.2.1 . COP and water consumption of two different gas cooler configurations, for 40°C
and 50% relative humidity external conditions [1.2.19]
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MASTER MODULE 2
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS
Compiled and revised by Christian Heerup Danish Technological Institute
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2.1 General system design – limits and possibilities
2.1.1 Pressure
It is well-known that CO2 is a high pressure refrigerant. Even R410A which is known as a high
pressure refrigerant does not come close to the pressures that exist in a CO2 system.
Condensation using outdoor air or sea water is not possible (even with Danish conditions only
for short periods each year) within the pressure limits of a ”normal” refrigerant system – and in
that context it is unimportant if 25 bar or 40 bar design pressure is defined as normal.
That has resulted in a new pressure range of 52 bar components aimed at industrial refrigerant
systems being developed by companies like Danfoss and even for systems with higher pressures
components are now available.

2.1.2 System types
The three following solutions address the problems concerning the level of design pressure.
1. Transcritical system. The transcritical system typically operates with 50-120 bar (abs)
on the high pressure side where CO2 at high ambient temperature does not condensate but
is instead cooled as a transcritical fluid before it is flashed down to a lower pressure. See
figure 2.1.1 and figure 2.1.2. The transcritical principle is very common in Denmark for
commercial systems such as supermarkets. Globally, it is gaining ground in smaller
systems such as air-conditioning systems in cars, domestic heat pumps and in vending
machines. That is possible as the (relatively) small capacities give small component sizes
(pipes) that are suited for very high pressures. For industrial purposes, transcritical
systems are not immediately attractive. Components in industrial sizes are scarce or
perhaps they can be found at suppliers of equipment for the chemical industry (= much
higher price) and in addition large refrigerant volumes under high pressures also
increases the price. Nevertheless examples are given later of technology transfer from the
supermarket sector to other applications to installations with a size normally associated
with industrial installations. Today, transcritical systems for industrial use are being
developed but the main focus of this chapter will deal with subcritical systems.
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Fig. 2.1.1: Simplified diagram of transcritical system.

Fig 2.1.2:
The process of figure
2.1.1 entered in log Ph diagram.

2. Cascade system. In a cascade system,

Kondensator

CO2 is condensed at a rather low
temperature and the condenser is

Kompressor

cooled by another cooling cycle, see
Kaskade køler

figure 2.1.3. Therefore, there are two
cooling cycles where one supplies
power to the other – in cascade. In that

CO2 kompressor

way, the pressure in the CO2 cycle can
be kept down at a level where com-

Pumpe separator
Forbruger(e)

monly accessible components can be
used. The other side of the picture is of
course that the system is more com-

Pumpe

plex. However, the complexity is not
expressed in the price as

the

smaller

Figure 2.1.3: Simplified diagram of
cascade system with pump separator.

components compensate for that
- especially in larger systems. In general it can be said that the larger the system the more
attractive the CO2 cascade solution. Conversely, there will be a lower limit for when a
cascade system becomes profitable.
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Kondensator

3. Indirect system. In an indirect system CO2 is
used as a volatile secondary fluid; liquid is

Kompressor

pumped to the cold rooms etc. where it
evaporates. Instead of compressing the gas
before condensation, condensation takes place

Kaskade køler

Fordamper

at the same pressure level as evaporation, see
figure 2.1.4. This system is quite common on

CO2 Pumpeseparator

low temperature applications as a standard
range

of

25

bar

industrial

refrigerant

components are available. Due to the wish

Pumpe

Fig.2.1.4: Indirect cascade system
with pump circulation.

to reduce large ammonia charges and the
availability of 52 bar components including pumps the indirect systems are expected to
gain market share and replace the brine systems. With regard to efficiency, this system is
better than a brine system. The temperature difference in the cascade cooler gives a loss
in COP, but it is less than for a brine system as the heat transfer characteristics are better
for CO2 which gives an advantage in all the heat exchangers and in the distribution
system.
Cascade and indirect systems are often used in combination where condensate from the cascade
cooler is pumped to the medium temperature evaporators at cascade pressure. In that way, it is
possible to have two different temperature levels – typically low and medium – in the same
system.

2.1.3 Compressor size and efficiency
The high operating pressure is favourable with regard to the saturation pressure at low
evaporation temperatures. R22 and R717 goes below atmospheric pressure at -41°C and
-33.6°C, respectively, while CO2 has a pressure of 6.8 bar(abs) at -50 °C and 5.2 bar(abs) /
-56.6 as the (absolutely) lowest limit.
The high pressure means that the gas density is high which gives a compressor capacity that is
much higher than when traditional refrigerants are used. A CO2 compressor delivers app. 10
times as much cooling as the same compressor with R717 or R22. In addition, the pressure ratio
is rather low (as the suction pressure is high) and therefore the efficiency (COP) is high for a
CO2 compressor.
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It is not always easy to compare things as the CO2 compressor cannot operate on its own but has
to be used in a cascade. However, if the total installed swept volume is calculated for a 40°C/+25°C CO2/R717 cascade system then it is app. 40% of the amount that is necessary for a
R717 or R22 system with the same capacity. At -50°C/+25°C it is app. 33%. In addition, the
COP is substantially better as it is app. 10% higher at -40°C and it is app. 20% higher at -50°C.
The financial gain from installing smaller compressor capacity is reduced as the system is
somewhat more complex, but the result for a low temperature application is still more cost
effective than for e.g. a two stage ammonia solution.

2.1.4 Pressure loss and size of piping
The high gas density also means that the suction pipe (wet and dry) can be smaller than for
traditional refrigerants. The CO2 saturation curve also has a very favourable shape which gives
considerable advantages for the suction pipes and evaporators. Table 2.1.1 below shows the pressure drop in Pa equivalent to 1 K lowering of the saturation temperature.
+20°C

0°C

-20°C

-40°C

-50°C

R717

27.4

16.1

8.4

3.8

2.4

R22

25.4

16.2

9.5

4.9

3.3

R404A

29.8

19.2

11.4

6.0

4.1

CO2 (R744)

134.5

92.3

60.7

37.0

27.7

Table 2.1.1: Pressure drop in Pa for a change in saturated temperature of 1K.
It is well known that a pressure loss e.g. in a suction pipe gives a higher saturation temperature in
the evaporator, resulting in reduced capacity and poorer COP. Therefore, the design of the
suction pipe is always a compromise between a large diameter out of regard for the pressure loss
and a small diameter out of regard for installation costs (pipes, welded seams, insulation etc.). It
is obvious that CO2 can manage much higher pressure drops before it seriously influences the
saturation temperature which again contributes to keeping the pipe dimensions small. In order to
compare suction pipes with different refrigerants with respect to CO2 the diameters has been
calculated in order to have the same change in saturated suction temperature. The results are
displayed in table 1.1.2.
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-50°C

-40°C

-30°C

-20°C

R717

206%

191%

179%

169%

R22

263%

251%

241%

232%

R404A

275%

261%

249%

238%

CO2 (R744)

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table 2.1.2: Diameters of suction pipe related to CO2 calculated with the same change in
saturated suction temperature.
It is obvious that CO2 has a great advantage with regard to purchase and installation including
insulation etc. In addition, it is worth considering what a pressure loss means to compressors in
efficiency loss – especially in connection with low temperatures. A pressure loss of 1 bar in the
suction line means a lot for R717, R22 and R404A, but less for CO2.

2.1.5 Evaporators
From a heat transmission point of view there are no considerable problems connected with
designing most heat exchangers for CO2 but the dimensioning of evaporators with evaporation
inside the channels/pipes deserves special treatment. As mentioned earlier, the density of CO2 is
high compared to traditional refrigerants. Therefore, the volume flow is much smaller for the
same capacity and if the same evaporator is used the velocity will also be much lower. At -40°C,
circulation rate 3, the velocity with R717 is 9 times greater than the velocity with CO2. That
means that the flow in the refrigerant channel/pipe becomes very different. When flows in pipes
are classified they are divided according to the so-called ”flow patterns”. An outline of the flow
patterns for horizontal pipes is shown in figure 2.1.5.
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Figure 2.1.5: Different flow patterns.
The different flow patterns shown in figure 2.1.5 express different velocities and gas/liquid
compositions. In connection with the dimensioning of evaporators it is important that the entire
surface is wet so a good heat transfer coefficient can be obtained on the refrigerant side. It is
obvious that certain flow patterns are better than others. Usually, the evaporator is designed to
operate in the annular area where a film of liquid is pulled along the pipe surface by the gas
velocity. Please note that the drawing has a film (although thin) on the upper part of the pipe.
Precisely the velocity is essential for the emergence of an annular flow and as CO2 has a much
lower velocity than traditional refrigerants the use of CO2 in an “old-fashioned” evaporator will
result in another flow pattern. The flow will typically be ”stratified” or ”stratified-wavy” and the
refrigerant liquid will flow as a lazy river at the bottom of the pipe. Therefore, only a small part
of the surface becomes wet resulting in a significantly reduced heat transfer. The solution to this
is an evaporator with channels with smaller channels/pipe cross sections so the velocity once
again can increase and the flow patterns once again can become annular. Likewise, fewer but
longer circuits can give greater velocity in the channels/pipes. As mentioned earlier, the CO2
properties with regard to pressure loss are favourable and therefore the pressure loss (in Kelvin)
which is due to smaller, longer and more loaded channels can easily be kept within what is
customary with other refrigerants.
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At the beginning of the “new” career of CO2, there were a lot of air-cooler manufacturers who
offered R717 or freon air-coolers to be used together with CO2 which gives problems with
maldistibution, low performance and wet suction lines for dry expansion units. Today, most
manufacturers are aware of the difference, but we advise to compare the offered CO2 evaporator
with the manufacturer’s R717/Freon products and to ask in-depth questions as problems are still
seen.
This is only a problem in evaporators with evaporation inside the channels/pipes. Typical
products in this category are air-coolers, plate freezers and chillers with direct expansion.

2.1.6 Defrosting
Another problem connected with the high pressure of CO2 is defrosting. At 0 °C the saturation
pressure of CO2 is 34.8 bar (abs) and in order to defrost a temperature of op to 5-10 °C is
required, corresponding to 39-45 bar (abs). Many people do not use CO2 for defrosting but prefer
electrical, glycol or natural defrosting. These methods are often efficient but from an energy
efficiency point of view they are not optimum. Hot gas defrosting with CO2 is without doubt the
most efficient method with regard to energy consumption as well as to the defrosting process
itself. Hot gas defrosting supplies the heat where the ice is situated - on the cooling surface - and
does not have to be led through air etc. as is the case with electrical or glycol defrosting. As the
hot gas defrosting will melt the ice from the cooling fins and outwards the ice will often slide of
the fins in small chunks which makes defrosting much faster. In addition some of the ice will end
up in the drain before it melts which means that less heat is required. If the hot gas system is
well-designed, it is possible to keep the size of the system small. In that way, only a few
components have to be able to stand the defrosting pressure and the price can be kept at a
reasonable level that can be justified when compared to the savings in operation costs.
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Basically, there are two different ways to supply hot gas:


A defrosting compressor can be fitted as to receive cooled discharge gas from the lowtemperature compressor usually at 25-30 bars. The gas is then compressed to app. 45 bar
and supplied to the evaporator that requires defrosting.
An important point is that the defrosting compressor only can supply hot gas if the lowtemperature compressor supplies gas and therefore load on the system is necessary when
defrosting is needed. Therefore, a system with one single evaporator will normally not be
able to defrost with hot gas as there is no load when the evaporator is to be defrosted.
One way to overcome this is described in chapter 2.8 concerning the CO2 test system at
DTI. As a rule of thumb, it is possible to defrost 1 out of 3-4 evaporators that are
identical. As the gas (which the defrosting compressor removes) no longer has to be
condensed in the cascade cooler some interesting phenomena will arise. First of all, the
load on the cascade cooler will decrease and in cases where the capacity of the defrosting
compressor is large compared to the cascade cooler the decline can be rather large and
the secondary cooling cycle that cools the cascade cooler can have difficulties in reducing
the capacity fast enough. That can be countered by intelligent control and at worst a hot
gas bypass can be mounted on the secondary cooling cycle. Hot gas defrosting with CO2
gives improved system COP. As mentioned, some of the gas that should have been
condensed in the cascade cooler will instead be compressed by the defrosting compressor
and condensed in the defrosting evaporator. A defrosting compressor that runs -10
°C/+10 °C typically has a COP that is twice as high as an ammonia compressor that runs
-15 °C/+30 °C, so when the load is moved over on the defrosting compressor the
electricity consumption will be smaller and an improved system COP will be obtained.
Of course, the total contribution depends on how much and how often defrosting takes
place and how efficiently the load on the secondary cycle can be reduced.



CO2 can be evaporated at a sufficiently high pressure and afterwards it can be condensed
in the evaporator that needs defrosting. If heat from the secondary cooling cycle is used,
then good energy efficiency can be obtained. However, that solution is ascribed to the
same limits as the solution with a defrosting compressor. If there is no load on the
cooling cycle, then there is no load on the cascade cooler or on the secondary cycle and
therefore there is no heat. Alternatively, an external heat source can be used but in cases
where it is heat that costs money (e.g. not waste heat) there is no energy related reason to
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use that solution. In order to evaporate at high pressure it is necessary to pump liquid
from the cascade cooler to the defrosting pressure. As the cascade cooler already has
condensed the discharge gas from the cooling compressors, the COP gain from hot gas
defrosting of the compressor is not present with this method.
In general, the defrosting system can be designed in several ways. One of the most common
points of dispute is whether the hot gas should be supplied to the top or the bottom of the
evaporator – i.e. if defrosting gas should be supplied to the suction header or to the liquid inlet.
Those who prefer defrosting from the bottom of the evaporator believe that the liquid in the
evaporator should be heated by supplying hot gas until it is above the freezing point and until the
evaporator is defrosted. That procedure is possible but there are certain risks involved when
using the procedure. When the pressure of the liquid is increased it is sub-cooled and when
superheated gas is injected the gas will collapse. In many cases that will take place without
problems but in some cases the gas bubbles might collapse resulting in violent pressure
pulsations. These pressure pulsations can be compared to cavitations and it is well-known that
they can destroy pumps etc. The pulsations can easily give pressures that are many times higher
than the hot gas pressure itself. Therefore, the pressure can exceed the design pressure of the
system components and cause disastrous failure. Flexible hoses on plate freezers and valves
seem to be most sensitive to such pulsations. Similar problems can arise in connection with
intense adjustment of a modulating valve.
Instead, we recommend defrosting from the top – i.e. supply hot gas to the suction header. By
using that method it is possible to empty the evaporator of liquid through the hot gas pressure
and condense on the entire internal surface of the evaporator. When the hot gas has condensed in
the evaporator it has delivered its latent heat and should be drained in order to obtain the best
result. That method gives no risk of violent bubble collapses. In the defrosting drainage
connections it is custom to place a valve that adjusts the defrosting pressure. If the pressure is too
low the valve will close and in that way the defrosting pressure is kept high. However, the
procedure has some unintended consequences as it hinders complete draining of the evaporator.
In reality, the valve will remain closed and build up liquid level until the accessible surface can
condense the hot gas which the defrosting compressor can supply at the defrosting pressure.
When initiating the defrost cycle the evaporator is very cold and it will have a high condensing
capacity with a very small surface due to the large temperature difference and that means that the
valve will keep the evaporator almost completely filled with liquid. It is possible to counter the
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problem due to the fact that the defrosting does not have to take place at a constant pressure. If
the evaporator is drained completely it will be possible to deliver much higher capacity with a
temperature that initially is below zero. With a lower defrosting pressure the defrosting
compressor can supply a higher capacity and the defrosting process will speed up. It is not a
problem that defrosting starts at e.g. -15 °C because the temperature increases faster with the
higher heat input. Complete draining of all liquid in the evaporator requires a float valve or a
valve with similar properties. In the case of CO2 no ordinary float valves with sufficient capacity
are available within the refrigeration industry due to the high pressure but they exist as steam
traps for applications within steam heating and the chemical industry. As they can be more
expensive than the valves from the refrigeration industry, as an alternative it is possible to use a
thermodynamic liquid discharger or a small float valve (that can manage the defrosting pressure)
as pilot for a larger valve. In ordinary plants (R717, R22 etc.) it is normal to defrost at
condensation temperature as the defrosting capacity (condensation capacity) of the evaporator to
be defrosted is small compared to the total condensation capacity and therefore the condensers
control the pressure.
With CO2 the defrosting pressure is not related to the condensation pressure (cascade pressure)
and experience has shown that 2-8°C is enough and that is convenient as the pressure then can be
kept within 50 bar which can be obtained with certain industrial compressors. In addition, the
lower defrosting temperature results in a lower supply of heat to the evaporator and with that a
reduced supply of heat to the cooled goods. It even means a lower pressure drop in the supply
pipes as lower gas temperatures results in higher gas density and lower velocity.

2.1.7 Cascade coolers
The CO2 is condensed in the cascade cooler and the refrigerant in the high temperature circuit is
evaporated. Today, most suppliers are able to deliver cascade coolers and all ordinary types can
be used; shell-and-tube, shell-and-plate and plate heat exchangers. Usually, the temperature
difference is a topic that can be discussed when designing a cascade cooler. Compared to a little
temperature difference a large temperature difference will mean that the secondary cooling cycle
has to evaporate at a lower temperature or that the CO2 cycle has to condense at a higher
temperature - or at a combination of both. Therefore, the efficiency of one or both compressors
becomes smaller – meaning that the total system COP becomes smaller. On the other hand, a
smaller temperature difference will demand a larger cascade cooler which is more expensive. Of
course, the final solution to the problem depends on the customer’s preferences – first cost or
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operating economy. In any case a temperature difference higher than 5 K cannot be
recommended. Raising the design pressure for the cascade cooler should also be considered: I
some applications it will be possible to produce hot gas for defrosting directly by raising the
cascade temperature (max. differential pressure for the CO2 compressor will normally limit this).

2.1.8 Determination of the cascade temperature
The cascade temperature, usually stated as the CO2 condensation temperature, is of importance to
the superior system COP. Generally speaking, the cascade temperature is an expression of the
balance that is obtained when the CO2 compressors supply a condensation capacity that
corresponds to the cooling capacity of the secondary cycle. Several tests have been carried out to
investigate at which cascade temperature the best COP exists. So far these investigations have
pointed at a temperature of app. -10°C, but it should be mentioned that the COP variation around
that point is very little. In practice, it is often a question of which balance can be obtained with
the compressors that are at hand. If it is possible to draw up several solutions for a given cooling
capacity, then they should be investigated with regard to total COP, e.g. the cooling capacity of
the CO2 compressors divided by the total of the compressor power consumption. Further off
design (normal or abnormal) conductions should be considered. See also 2.14).

2.1.9 Standstill cooling
During standstill, the temperature of the refrigerant will adjust to the surroundings meaning that
the pressure in the system will increase. In traditional refrigerants that is not a problem but for
CO2 the result will be unacceptably high pressures. The most ordinary solution is to add a
standstill refrigeration unit that via a coil in the pump separator cools/condenses CO2 and in that
way the pressure of the refrigerant is kept down. Such a standstill unit will typically be a simple,
prefabricated condensing unit with R404A or R134A. Of course, the capacity depends on the
size of the system and on the extent of insulation - but very few kW is an ordinary size. Do not
forget to specify a coil in the pump separator when ordering. The coil is most efficient when
mounted in the gas phase where it will liquefy the gas. Alternatively a plate heat exchanger can
be mounted on the return pipe on the top of the pump separator as long as it is ensured that the
liquid can drain freely into the vessel. And please remember that all (!) liquid returns to the
pump separator during standstill because it inevitably will be the coldest place – due to standstill
cooling.
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2.1.10 Power drop-out and emergency stop
In case of power drop-out, the standstill unit will of course not be able to keep the pressure down
in the system. The system will always be equipped with a safety valve, but as the valves do not
close before it has dropped to a pressure that is substantially below the opening pressure (usually
15% below), and often do not close properly again, the CO2 loss can be substantial. Therefore, it
can be considered to mount a valve that – via battery operated control and actuation – can blow
off CO2 at more controlled conditions. The set point of the valve must of course be lower than
for the safety valves.
In case of power drop out and emergency stop there will be yet another factor to keep an eye on.
As long as there is liquid in the evaporators they will have a certain capacity and supply gas back
to the pump separator. In that way, the residue capacity can increase the pressure and the
standstill unit will not be able to keep it down – if it has any power at all. Dimensioning the
standstill unit for this scenario will give an unrealistically large standstill unit. In traditional
systems it is usually no problem. When the pressure increases, the evaporation pressure will also
increase and therefore the capacity of the evaporators will in time be reduced to zero. However,
for CO2 systems with freezing equipment that can give rise to pressures far above what the lowpressure side has been dimensioned for.
In the case of excessive pressure in pump separator during a maintenance stop a quick way to
bring the pressure down is to start the circulation pump: If a minimum flow line is connected to
the separator above the liquid level and there is a substantial amount of sub cooled liquid in the
separator then the introduction of cold liquid into the gas space will give an efficient
recondensation of the gas. Note: This will only work if no liquid simultaneously is distributed to
other warmer parts of the system and the liquid temperature is substantially lower than the
saturation temperature corresponding to the opening pressure on the pressure relief valves.
In pump systems it is recommended to carefully choose valves for the evaporators. If the
evaporator is emptied of liquid the capacity will decline to zero and the load and pressure
increase will be minimised. In practice that is done by letting the gas that is developed press the
liquid out of the evaporator. Solenoid valves in the suction pipe, liquid line and hot gas line have
to be “normally closed” (NC) and in the defrosting return line the stop valve has to be “normally
open” (NO). Example shown in figure 2.1.6.
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Figure 2.1.6: Arrangement for protecting against standstill pressures.

2.1.11 Pumps
Most refrigerant pump manufacturers can supply CO2 pumps and generally they do not give rise
to many problems. Cavitation is a minor problem with CO2 compared to other refrigerants as the
energy that is released is much smaller. Even pumps which are known to cavitate often during
operation have shown no defects or signs of pitting on the impeller. That does not imply that
cavitation is acceptable as the pump will not supply the expected flow when cavitating. The
relation between pressure and temperature – which in many ways helps – can involve pump
problems. The NPSH of the pump expresses the overpressure that is necessary to avoid
cavitation in the pump – expressed in metre liquid column.
The necessary overpressure ensures that local pressures in the pump do not drop below the
saturation pressure. With CO2 there is the little difference that a given pressure change gives a
small change in the saturation temperature compared to other refrigerants. That means that subcooling at the bottom of a liquid column is smaller for CO2 than for other refrigerants. It is not
the sub-cooling itself that ensures that the pump does not cavitate but with a minor sub-cooling
only a small heat transmission is required to make the liquid return to the saturation temperature
and the pump is in danger of cavitating. Therefore, it is a good idea to insulate drop pipes and
feed pipes to the pump and if it is practically possible to insulate the pump itself.
In addition, there is the difference that the pump during standstill always contains very cold
liquid. Systems with R22 or R717 will equalize the temperature to the surroundings and therefore a small amount of liquid will evaporate. Systems with CO2 will have a temperature of e.g. 30°C as the standstill unit keeps the temperature down. Therefore, continuous heat transmission
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and continuous evaporation of liquid take place. As some water is always present in the CO2 the
concentration in the pump will increase until it surpasses the saturation point of the liquid CO2.
Then the additional water will exist as free water and create water ice that can prevent the pump
from operating. This will be observed as a full failure of the pump as the water ice will not be
able to melt again at the operating temperatures. That problem is most pronounced in systems
that has longer stand still periods and systems that have large concentrations of water dissolved
in the CO2. Please also see the chapter: ”Pollution with water”.
For many applications the traditionally known refrigerant pumps have too high capacity, but new
small capacity pumps (from 2 to 8 m3/h) from Grundfos with integrated speed control are being
field tested and will be introduced to the market in 2010.
2.1.11.1 Alternatives to centrifugal pumps
As the capacities of the available pumps for CO2 are quite large and the pumps are relatively
expensive some alternative solutions have been developed by innovative contractors. In the
following, two solutions used in Danish installations will be described.

2.1.11.2 The thermal pump system
This system was developed by the Danish company Birton A/S and first applied on smaller
medium temperature systems. As they had very good experience with the first systems that were
built, the capacities grew and they can now supply units for air conditioning as well as medium
temperature applications up to 500 kW of cooling capacity per unit. The most common
configuration is with R1270 on the high temperature stage with the pumping vessels integrated
under the air cooled condenser as seen in figure 2.1.7

Figure 2.1.7: Thermal pump unit 500 kW.
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The following piping diagrams show the pumping modes and the intermediate change over
mode. The working principle will be described in the following text and referred to in figure
2.1.8, 2.1.9 and 2.1.10. The primary side consists of a normal refrigerant circuit with an
additional liquid sub-cooler (plate heat exchanger) situated between the air cooled condenser and
the expansion device. The energy for the sub-cooling is recovered from the CO2 circuit. In figure
2.1.8 it appears that the solenoid valve A2 is feeding liquid to the heat exchanger. The liquid is
evaporated by the energy transferred and thereby vessel A is pressurised facilitating the supply
of CO2 to the evaporators. The evaporators are direct expansion units with Danfoss AdapKool
and AKV valves controlling the super heat. With the primary circuit in operation the cascade
heat exchanger will condense dry CO2 vapour returned from the evaporators (refrigerated
cabinets, fan coils etc.) of which only one is shown. The condensed liquid is supplied to vessel B
where it will be stored as long as vessel A is in operation. As the liquid CO2 is below ambient for
most of the year a small part of the CO2 will evaporate due to the heat impact in spite of the
insulation. To vent this and the vapour displaced by the liquid charged the solenoid valves B1
and C will be open in the vent line.

Figure 2.1.8: Vessel A supplying and Vessel B receiving CO2.
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Eventually, vessel A will run out of CO2 liquid and the liquid level switch N will go low and
initiate the change over mode seen in figure 2.1.9. The duration of the change over mode is 5
seconds during which the primary circuit continues operation. In this time interval, the system
pressures in the vessels A and B are equalized and in this way some of the high pressure
generated in vessel A is conserved. Equalizing is achieved by opening solenoid valves A1 and
B1 and closing the remaining valves.

Figure 2.1.9: Equalizing pressures at change-over.
When the equalizing process is concluded a new pumping sequence is initiated by energizing
solenoid valves B2, A1 and C (the rest is closed) and vessel B starts pumping and vessel A is
charged (Figure 2.1.10). The build up time for the pressure is only a few seconds and the total
change over time is approximately 10 seconds.
The required pumping pressure is minimum 2 bars which is easy to achieve. That is sufficient for
operating a direct expansion system as the pressure drop in the piping can be kept at a very low
level, minimising the thermodynamic losses. The pumping sequence is controlled by a dedicated
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microprocessor and with the solenoid valves and the liquid level sensors as the only active
components the result is a very reliable system.

Figure 2.1.10: Vessel B supplying and Vessel A receiving CO2.
2.1.11.3 Energy consumption of the thermal pumping system
The cascade heat exchanger will be loaded with extra capacity for condensing the vapour
evaporated in the pumping process. This extra capacity can be approximated with the help of the
ratio between vapour and liquid density. At -10 °C delivery temperature the ratio will be
app. 14 corresponding to 7 % of the cooling load, and with 3 % to account for the losses in the
process the extra load will amount to ~ 10 %. As the extra load is balanced by the additional
subcooling of the liquid on the primary circuit, the remaining effect is that the cascade heat
exchanger will work with a slightly lower evaporation temperature.
Assuming the following conditions the additional power consumption is calculated:


temperature difference of 4 °C at full load



extra difference due to pumping system 0.4 °C



compressor isentropic efficiency at 0.65
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evaporation temperature -14 °



mean condensing temperature 25 °C in the course of one year.

The consequence of the change in COP is that the power needed is 0.5 % of the cooling capacity.
As the pumping capacity automatically adapts to the cooling load that gives very good part load
performance. Compared to a traditional pump solution, with maximum and minimum flow
orifices, with the motor heat delivered to pumped liquid and with typical part load characteristics
over the year, this means 5 to 10 times lower energy consumption.

2.1.12 Pollution with R717
It is quite normal to use R717 as refrigerant in the high temperature circuit and a mixture of CO2
and R717 is then possible in case of a leak in the cascade heat exchanger. As the pressure on the
CO2 side of the cascade cooler is much higher than on the R717 side, pollution will take place on
the R717 side. The mixture of CO2 and R717 gives the following reaction:
2 H20 + 2 NH3 + CO2 -> (NH4)2CO3 + H20
(NH4)2CO3 is ammonium carbamate. In dry
condition it is a white powder and in aqueous solution it is extremely corrosive. The
substance can give rise to serious problems
in a R717 system. A cascade cooler that was
subject to a leak is shown in figure 2.1.11.
The white substance in the connections is
ammonium carbonate. In this case it had
blocked the heat exchanger so effectively

Figure 2.1.11: Cascade cooler after leakage.

that there was refrigerant remaining inside
when it was dismantled.
Various measures have been discussed with regard to this problem. A shell-and-tube cascade
cooler can be made with double tube plates. A possible leak will penetrate into the space between the two pipe plates where a leak can be detected before it develops to a leak from the CO2
side to the R717 side. However, having ascertained that a number of chemical systems have used
cascade coolers without double pipe plates for many years it has been estimated that the extra
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costs were not proportional to the gains and therefore double pipe plates are not used to a greater
extent.
Another safety measure could be to use two cascade coolers each with a separate R717 circuit. If
a leak arises in one cooler, the other can keep on running - thanks to the separate circuits. Often
none of the above measures are used and the problems have been minor but should be addressed
if an eventual loss in production capacity can not be accepted.

2.1.13 Pollution with water
Water in a CO2 refrigeration system is a problem, just as it is in ordinary refrigeration systems. In
CO2 systems the water can react with CO2 and with oil and in both cases acids are developed
which can lead to corrosion. However, so far corrosion problems have not been ascertained in
systems beyond process systems with massive amounts of water. Another problem is the
accumulation of water in the low-pressure side: As the solubility of water in the vapour phase of
CO2 is very low compared to the solubility in the liquid phase virtually all the water will gather
on the low-pressure side. In the course of time, the result might be that the concentration of water
will increase to levels where problems might arise (see 2.12). In that context it should be stressed
that a moisture indicator in the high pressure line can indicate a very dry system although that is
not the case.

2.1.14 Increased suction pressure during pull down or batch processes
During batch freezing, the capacities of the evaporators are usually much higher at the beginning
of the freezing process than at the end. At the beginning, the capacity can be several times higher
than the average load and many times higher than the load at the end of the freezing cycle.
Systems with many parallel batch processes will normally sequence the processes so the freezing
cycles do not start at the same time. That each freezer delivers e.g. 3 times the average load for a
short period of time means less in percentage increase in the entire system. Besides, several of
the freezers will be at the last part of the freezing cycle and therefore they will deliver a smaller
load than the average. In that way, the entire load is quite constant.
However, if only a few batch freezers are connected, the load variation – in percent – can be
substantial and therefore variations in the suction pressure will appear. Usually, compressors are
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dimensioned in the light of an average capacity which is why the suction pressure will increase
to above the design point at the beginning of a batch process.
The same situation will be present during the initial cooling of e.g. a cold storage or a production
system after for instance cleaning. The increasing suction pressure will lead to a substantially
higher capacity of the system but there are certain differences compared to traditional systems.
Traditional systems – for freezing systems normally two-stage R717 or freon systems – will
react by supplying the requested capacity as long as the compressor motors can supply the
necessary power.
However, in a CO2 cascade system it is not always so simple. There are often limits to the
maximum operational pressure of the components. In a -50°C system, the CO2 condensation
temperature will be set to -10°C – from a COP point of view. That involves a condensation
pressure of app. 25 bar and in the light of that it will be possible to assume that a design pressure
for the cascade cooler of 40 bar would be sufficient. Even if the a higher design pressure is
chosen the capacity can be limited by the high temperature cooling system.
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2.2 Industrial CO2 refrigeration system
In the course of the past 4 to 5 years, cascade refrigeration plants operating on ammonia in the
high temperature part and on CO2 in the low temperature part have been used for freezing food.
Two main elements have initiated this development: The environment and the economy. Cascade
refrigeration plants have proved to be reliable and energy efficient.

2.2.1 CO2/R717 cascade system
The principle of a cascade system is shown in figure 2.2.1. As already described the high
pressure CO2 gas is condensed in the cascade cooler, which in turn is cooled by the evaporation
of the refrigerant in the high temperature stage (in the figure shown as a R717/NH3 plant).
Ammonia condenser

Ammonia
Compressor
CO2 /ammonia
cascade cooler

CO2 Compressor

CO2 circulation
pump

Figure 2.2.1: Principle cascade refrigeration system.
In order to present the considerations with regards to the choice of components, design of system
subassemblies, control strategies and commissioning the following section gives a description of
the 110 kW test plant designed and installed in the DTI lab.
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2.2.2 High temperature stage: The R717 system
The high temperature stage of the system is a traditional pump circulated R717 unit based on a
YORK Sabroe CMO26 reciprocating compressor controlled by a YORK UNISAB II control
system. The maximum cooling capacity of the unit is 145 kW at 0°C evaporating temperature. In
order to reach as high a capacity as possible, the drive line was changed for VSD using a
frequency converter to cover the entire, permitted speed range (900 – 1.800 rpm). As the water
cooled condenser was designed for 1.500 rpm operation of the compressor the extra 20% rpm
did not give the same increase in refrigeration capacity as the condensing pressure increased. At
some running conditions, the UNISAB II built-in limitations on the pressure ratio resulted in the
reduction of the capacity of the R717 compressor resulting in a reduction of the CO2 compressor
load. The speed was manually controlled on the VSD.
The control of the high temperature (HT) stage of a cascade system has to be fast enough to
“catch” the CO2 load changes on the cascade cooler. Different philosophies have been developed
including a type of feed forward control in which the HT stage is controlled by the CO2 suction
pressure. The HT stage in this system was simply controlled by the R717 suction pressure, with
no interconnection to the CO2 system. By speeding up the control on the R717 system, a stable
operation of the whole cascade system was possible.

2.2.3 Low temperature stage: The CO2 system
The CO2 plant is schematically shown in figure 2.2.2. It is based on the smallest reciprocating
CO2 compressor from YORK (Sabroe HPO24) – purpose-built for max. 50 bar condensation
pressure and equipped with a frequency converter and hot gas bypass. The allowed speed range
is extended in the project to cover 900 to 1.800 rpm. In that way, considerable flexibility is
obtained with regard to power (0-110 kW at -50°C evaporation) and operational conditions.
The circuit is also equipped for testing hot gas defrosting with up to 250 kW heating capacity:
Even though the compressor is designed for max. 50 bar discharge pressure, the max. allowed
differential pressure (25 bar) implies that the compressor cannot supply the hot gas in one
compression step from the suction pressure during freezing.
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An industrial CO2 installation would normally be designed to let the defrosting compressor draw
gas from the pressure side of the freezer compressors (= the CO2 pressure of the cascade cooler)
and therefore a two-step plant would be in question. That was not a possible design on the pilot
plant and therefore an extra evaporator has been installed which is connected to the cooling
water circuit through a frost-proof propylene glycol circuit, heated by the district heating system.
The system design also makes it possible to carry out dynamic tests on the plant for which pilot
plants normally are not designed. The control is based on YORK UNISAB II Rotatune (for
variable speed driven (VSD) compressors) which combines the standard capacity control base on
engage/disengage of the working cylinders and the variable speed. In that way, continuous
regulation of the capacity is possible.
The high pressure side of the CO2 unit including the oil separator is designed for 50 bar g, the
cascade cooler including the expansion valve for 40 bar g and the low pressure side is designed
for 25 bar g.
The unit is a “high pressure controlled” type meaning that the liquid receiver is on the low
pressure side. In order to be able to test the ice-cream freezer a high pressure receiver has been
installed.
At standstill, the pressure in the pump separator is kept constant corresponding to app. -28°C
saturation temperature by a small R404A based unit (not shown in figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2.2: CO2 refrigeration unit, schematic.

2.2.4 CO2 compressor
The compressor, shown in figure 2.2.3, has been in operation for more than 3.000 h during the
project. No problems have been encountered. It should though be observed that due to the
relatively small 55 kW electrical motor installed the start-up of the compressor can be impossible
if the pressure difference is too high for the motor/VSD combination. This was experienced after
a short stop at hot gas defrosting conditions.

Figure: 2.2.3: CO2 compressor (part of figure2.2.2).
The two-stage oil separator, in which demister and coalescing element design is combined, is
very efficient: During the whole period of operation only 5 l has been charged to the compressor,
proving the robustness of the oil separation and the return of oil from the separator.
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2.2.5 Control
The control and safety management is handled by a UNISAB II R controller (YORK-SABROE).
The built-in safety controls cut-out the compressor if the operation limits are exceeded
(maximum and minimum temperatures and pressures and maximum differential pressure over
the compressor). Most of them can be adjusted by skilled personnel but maximum differential
pressure over the compressor is fixed (warning at 25 bar and cut-out at 26 bar).
The compressor capacity was controlled according to a suction pressure set point. At start-up,
after a longer period of standstill, that resulted in a rapid increase in capacity. In case the R717
system could not match this the controller would decrease the CO2 compressor capacity in order
to reduce the discharge pressure. The two limits: maximum differential pressure and maximum
discharge pressure accomplish that and it works very well. As the discharge side operates at two
different pressures (maximum 40 bar when condensing the CO2 and maximum 50 bar at hot gas
defrosting) and the operating limits of the compressor cannot be changed depending on the
running mode, the limits had to be adjusted according to hot gas defrosting mode. As a
consequence, it is possible to reach discharge pressures above the safety valve setting for the
cascade cooler (40 bar g = +5°C). It turned out not to be a problem as the controller would
reduce the capacity due to the differential pressure limits in case the suction temperature was
lower than -30°C (= 13 bar g). When the above-mentioned control was activated the compressor
capacity was rapidly reduced and after the running situation was normalized the capacity was
gradually increased again.
During manual operation, the same safety controls apply but the capacity is not gradually
increased: When the normalized operating condition is re-established, the capacity “jumps” back
to the original setting before the abnormality. That can make the compressor safety limits cutout. That was discussed with YORK where there was an ongoing discussion about this (in some
systems it is mandatory to return to the chosen capacity).
As already stated, the two controllers on the CO2 compressor and the R717 compressor are not
coordinated in the control of the whole cascade system. Experience has shown that it is very
difficult to trip the plant. The simple control strategy seems to be sufficient for this kind of
system.
Compared to the other normally refrigerants that normally are used, CO2 has a challenge close to
the triple point. As the pressure at triple point is 5.2 bar, high capacity of the compressor is maintained also at triple point. The figure 2.2.4 on the next page shows the situation where the set point
has been changed from -40°C to -55°C. In order to reach the new set point, the compressor
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increases the capacity. When passing the new set point, the capacity is gradually reduced.
Shortly afterwards the triple point was reached and further reduction in suction pressure is not
possible until all the liquid CO2 is turned into solid state (or evaporated). As a consequence, the
difference between the set point and the process value is small resulting in a slow reduction in
compressor capacity. In other words, if not dealt with there is a risk of unnoticeably making dry
ice in the liquid phase.
Different measures can be taken to eliminate the risk:


Adjust the capacity controller for very quick regulation: That can be undesired as it will
also result in quick regulation above the triple point.



The built-in safety limits for the suction pressure in the UNISAB can be set at a little
higher pressure. This will first try to reduce the compressor capacity and, if not sufficient,
stop the compressor.



A stand-alone controller.



A CO2 gas bypass returning high pressure gas to the suction side. That can also be
requested to reach cooling capacities below the minimum load of the compressor.
11
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Figure 2.2.4: Suction pressure as the compressor set point is changed from -40° to -55 °C.
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2.2.6 Cascade cooler
The cascade cooler (Vahterus PSHE 3HH - 310/1/1), shown in figure 2.2.5, operated satisfactory
at all operating conditions.

Figure 2.2.5: Cascade cooler (part of figure 2.2.2).
Measurements showed a temperature difference of less that 3 °C between the evaporating
temperature of the R717 and the condensing temperature of the CO2. Negative pressure difference was measured on the CO2 side of the cooler: Due to the compact design of the heat
exchanger and the high capacity, the CO2 gas was sucked and not pumped into the plates as the
condensation was very efficient. That resulted in a (small) liquid hold-up in the outlet for the
cooler which gave no problems as long as the R717 supply was sufficient.
If the R717 supply was too low the temperature difference increased, increasing the local
condensation capacity which gave lower local CO2 pressure which again resulted in a higher
liquid hold up/ blockage of the condensing surface. In the project it was not possible to measure
the optimum circulation rate of the R717 as the system was not prepared for this.

2.2.7 Expansion valve, high pressure control and high pressure receiver
The philosophy of the high pressure control system for the expansion valve is to keep the liquid
amount on the high pressure side at a constant (low) level. As a result the receiver volume is on
the low pressure side of the expansion valve. In order to do that, the expansion valve is
controlled by the liquid level on the high pressure side. See figure 2.2.6.
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Figure 2.2.6: Expansion valve, etc.
Two systems for liquid level measuring are installed on the test plant:
1. Without receiver volume
2. With receiver volume.
In order to limit the plant costs, a capacitive level sensor (special version of Danfoss ASK 41)
was installed in the vertical pipe parallel to the liquid line out of the cascade cooler. Due to the
PED regulation, category 3.3, the biggest pipe that can be used is pipe size DN32. As the liquid
line is pipe size DN25 it was decided to use the same for the level sensor. The system works well
but the level signal is (as expected) very fluctuating as the liquid volume is very low.
The receiver shown in the diagram was installed in order to test the ice-cream freezer. A level
sensor of the same kind was installed in the vessel. As appears, liquid CO2 does not flow through
the receiver. It turned out that CO2 gas flowed from the cascade cooler to the expansion valve at
some running conditions. That directly influences the capacity and COP of the CO2 compressor.
It has not been possible to conduct a full investigation of whether or not that could be eliminated
with a quicker regulation and expansion valve: if the gas is carried along the liquid as small
bubbles only a suitable receiver will be able to separate the gas.
As stated, the CO2 pressure is kept low at standstill by a small stand-by refrigeration unit on the
pump separator. As a consequence, liquid CO2 has to be let (or pulled) to the pump separator at
standstill. At stop, liquid CO2 will be trapped in the high pressure receiver when the level is
lower than the set point of the expansion valve. The control system installed in the test plant
(Danfoss EKC 347) does not have a feature for this and for that reason the set point has to be set
at “0.0” during stop in order to force the expansion valve to stay open.
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2.2.8 Pump separator
The design of the pump separator follows the traditional guide lines and has not given rise to any
problems.

Figure 2.2.7: Pump separator.

2.2.9 Suction line
As indicated in the diagram (figure 2.2.8) a drain volume and valve are installed in the suction
line near the compressor. That is in order to collect CO2 condensing in the suction line (if any):
When raising the suction pressure rapidly after a long time of operation at a low temperature,
condensation in the suction line can take place. This change of operation is the case when going
to hot gas defrost mode, but until now no liquid CO2 (or oil) has been seen in the collecting
volume.

Figure 2.2.8: Suction line, drain volume and valve.
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2.2.10 Hot gas defrost mode, gas generator and hot gas bypass
When changing to hot gas defrost, the connecting valve between the suction line and the hot gas
line is opened first keeping the hot gas valve closed. When the pressure has been raised enough
the connecting valve is closed and the hot gas valve opened to let high pressure gas flow to the
freezer. The PLC controls the pressure in the pump separator to a chosen pressure by controlling
the liquid CO2 valve to the gas generator. The propylene glycol flow is kept constant and the
temperature is controlled by its own stand-alone controller. It is a very stable system as long as
the capacity of the compressor is high enough to ensure sufficient opening of the liquid valve.
Arrangement is shown in figure 2.2.9.

Figure 2.2.9: Hot gas bypass and defrost generator.
It is found that the compressor can be kept running under the pressurization of the pump
separator. By running the R717 compressor in manual mode it is possible to raise the discharge
pressure of the CO2 compressor. The hot gas bypass has sufficient capacity to blow back the gas
flow at 50% CO2 compressor capacity.
The hot gas by-passed the compressor is returned to the pump separator below the liquid surface
to keep the suction temperature low. That works very well and makes it possible to run the
compressor idle.
When the hot gas valve is opened the discharge pressure will drop as the gas is blown to the
freezer. At this stage it is possible to close the gas inlet valve to the cascade cooler.
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After this, the set point of the hot gas bypass is changed from 37 bar (when operating the CO2
cascade cooler) to 47 bar. The bypass flow is controlled by a Danfoss ICS 25 3 port valve with
two CVP-XP pressure control pilot valves in parallel, one set at each of the mentioned pressures.
In series with the CVP-XP at 37 bar a NO solenoid valve is installed. When energized the
control of the opening pressure is changed to the other CVP_XP having a set point of 47 bar. In
case of power failure the solenoid valve will be de-energized and the opening pressure will
change back to 37 bar ensuring that the safety valve on the cascade cooler will not open.
After hot gas defrost, the R717 compressor is started (if not running) and the capacity of the CO2
compressor is reduced. Normally, the suction pressure of the R717 compressor is quite low as
the compressor does run for 10 minutes (can be changed) before stopping when CO2 is not
condensing in the cascade cooler. Before opening the gas inlet valve to the cascade cooler the set
point of the hot gas bypass is changed to 37 bar reducing the compressor discharge pressure
making it possible to open the inlet gas valve and end the hot gas defrost mode. The procedure is
partly automatic and operation is very stable and “undramatic”.

2.2.11 Valves
Five types of valves have been installed in the CO2 system:
1. Danfoss ICV (including ICS and ICM)
2. Danfoss SVA hand-operated stop valves
3. Danfoss REC hand-operated regulation valves
4. Danfoss SNV needle valves
5. Full bore, three part ball valves.
In general, quite large leaks can occur when the valves are exposed to rapid temperature changes.
It seems that also the small SNV valve can end up leaking a little when exposed to many large
temperature variations (wet return line). Dramatic leaks were seen on the ball valves especially
when the pressure was changed at low temperature (wet return line at defrost). The control
valves did not show any problems. The bearings on one valve were changed due to liquid CO2
hardening the lubricating grease. This problem was known to Danfoss and has been solved.
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2.2.12 Leaks
A number of leaks were found on the CO2 system. Due to the difficulties in obtaining the right
welding fittings in the correct material, the threaded fittings were sealed using PTFE tape which
gave varying results: The best way to seal is to use a flat seal face and a metal ring (for example
Al rings). PTFE rings are not a good solution due to creep which can result in e.g. blocking
instrument connections.

2.2.13 Moisture
No drying filter was installed in the CO2 system. No problems were encountered due to this until
recently. As shown on the diagram in figure 2.2.10 a return line is fitted from the pump to pump
separator returning the flow above the liquid CO2 surface in the separator. At standstill,
distillation of CO2 will take place in the pump resulting in oil and water gathering in the pump.
Three times, the liquid pump was not able to rotate after longer periods of standstill, but it will
operate again when the pump has been emptied and defrosted at normal room temperature and
then evacuated.

Figure 2.2.10: CO2 liquid pump and pump separator.
The problem will not appear in systems without long stops. An ordinary drying filter was recommended and is now installed. The problem of free water has not been seen since.
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2.2.14 Operation at off-design conditions
Compared to two-stage refrigeration systems, the capacity of a CO2 cascade system can be lower
at higher evaporation temperatures. Even if the capacity is higher than at the design point the
pull-down time after defrosting/cleaning of freezers will increase. That is because the high
temperature stage (in this case the R717 system) cannot change the operating point (increase the
evaporation temperature above the design point and thereby increase the capacity) due to the
limitations imposed by the design pressure of the cascade cooler. At refrigeration loads at higher
than design evaporation temperatures capacity thus has to be reduced on the LT compressors.
Over-sizing the cascade cooler incl. rising the design pressure and high temperature stage can
reduce/eliminate the problem. Alternatively liquid flow to the LT evaporators can be restricted to
enforce a lowering of the evaporation temperature, on direct expansion systems by employing
MOP function on the expansion valves. While not increasing the LT capacity it will avoid stops
due to high pressure cut outs on the CO2 side.

2.2.15 Liquid drain at hot gas defrost
An ordinary valve system for hot gas defrost has been built and tested: the system keeps a
constant defrost pressure (above 0°C) in the freezer not taking into account if liquid CO2 is
present and blocking the surface to be defrosted. A new system using a solenoid valve as drain
valve has been tested with great success.
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2.3 Ice-cream freezer
2.3.1 Basic concept for the ice-cream freezer
The dasher rotates at the inner diameter of the cylindrical heat exchanger. At the outside
diameter of the dasher, scrapers are attached which touch the wall in nearly full length. The icecream flows inside and outside the dasher and is continuously removed from the surface. The
evaporating of refrigerant takes place on the outer surface of the cylinder during operation and
creates cooling for the production of ice-cream, see figure 2.3.1.

Figure 2.3.1: The evaporator with dasher inside, schematic view and photo of the entire freezer.
The following description refers to figure 2.3.2. The evaporating gases are conducted into the
cyclone separator to remove any droplets of refrigerant and in that way ensure that only pure gas
is led into the compressor system. Liquid refrigerant accumulating in the cyclone is returned to
the evaporator through the piping.
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Figure 2.3.2: PI diagram of the ice-cream freezer.
A level switch at the bottom part of the cyclone controls the
refrigerant level in the system and if the level is low, liquid is
injected by means of the liquid valve (7). The liquid enters the
refrigeration system in the cyclone.
The

evaporation

pressure

controls

the

refrigeration

temperature. That takes place by a pressure controlled servo
valve (30). In case of excessive pressure, the system is
protected by a safety valve (70) which opens at a pressure of

1
3
6
7
12
13
20
30
31
32
34
35
51
60
70

Stop Valve
Filter - Liquid Supply
Expansion Valve
Coil DC
Filter
Solenoid Valve - Hot Gas Pipe
Solenoid valve – Evacuation
Servo Valve
Pilot Valve
Valve Unit for EVM
Pilot Valve
Stop Valve - Suction Pipe
Oil Drain Valve - Quick Closing
Vibrating Fork - Liquid Level Switch
Safety Valve

12 bars.
All valves necessary for operation are placed conveniently at the rear end of the freezer, except
for the manual oil outlet valve which is placed on the left-hand side of the freezer behind the
front plate (R717 models).
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2.3.2 Design of the ice-cream freezer with CO2
The GIF 2000 is chosen as the basis of the CO2 ice-cream freezer. The ice-cream freezer designed for CO2 in the COMPFREEZE project - is basically a conventional ice-cream freezer,
but it is designed with the following considerations:
1. Modelling of heat transfer showed very good heat transfer by nucleate boiling and
therefore the refrigerant annulus was not reduced but the pressure drop was reduced.
2. Due to higher pressure with CO2 the outer and inner cylinders had to be redesigned.
3. The cyclone separator had to be redesigned.
The mix pump capacity of the GIF 2000 freezer is 1000 litres/hour, giving a maximum of 2000
litres/hour of ice-cream at 100% overrun.

l/h at -5°C

Cooling capacity

Min.

Max.

NH3

CO2

GIF 2000

200

2000

50 kW

65 kW?

GIF 4000

400

4000

100 kW

130 kW?

Table 2.3.1: Capacities of ice cream freezers
With regard to CO2, capacities are expected to increase due to the possibility of lower
evaporation temperature. Alternatively, it will be possible to make colder ice-cream from the
freezer. The design of the evaporator (the annulus between the scraped inner pipe and the outside
diameter) has been analysed. As known from the literature study, nucleate boiling heat transfer is
very high with CO2 and therefore a pool boiling configuration with low circulation number could
be beneficial. A simulation programme has been made to analyse this behaviour. See figure
2.3.3.
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Figure 2.3.3: Calculation programme for the ice-cream freezer.
Ice-cream freezer: Models used:
Heat transfer: Gorenflo’s correlation (VDI Heat Atlas) /84/ and /85/
Pressure drop: Müller Steinhagen correlation, Oudi /86/
It is expected to be possible to increase the capacity of the freezer (65 kW) in order to reach
lower discharge temperatures of the ice-cream and to decrease the residence time and in that way
improve the ice-cream quality. The calculation tool will be validated against measurements and
then it can be used to dimension the freezer.

2.3.3 Redesign of freezer and valves
The design pressure is 52 bar and the regulating valves are delivered from Danfoss. Safety
valves are supplied by Herl. It has to be possible to adjust the liquid level in the refrigeration
system. A level switch does not suffice; a "level switch" has to be incorporated. No oil return
system will be mounted on the freezer as the compressor is expected to liberate tiny amounts of
oil. At the same time, all the liquid is emptied out of the freezer during each stop and in that way
greater amounts of oil do not accumulate in the freezer.
The main motor on the freezer has to be operated via a frequency exchanger so the revolutions
/min. quickly can be changed.
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A sight glass will be built into the refrigeration system so it is possible to see the liquid level and
boiling.

2.3.4 Design of cyclone separator
The cyclone will be calculated by DTI. The following data is available: max. 65 kW cooling
capacity at -40°C evaporation temperature. Must function properly at partial load (evaporator
temperatures higher than -40°C). The cyclone separator is very compact compared to other liquid
separators. Especially in connection with CO2, gas and liquid can be very difficult to separate
due to densities in the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the cyclone principle is most
beneficial for CO2.
The principle is shown in figure 2.3.4 below.

Figure 2.3.4: Principle of the cyclone separator.
Liquid is circulated by gravitation from the bottom of the cyclone to the bottom of the evaporator. In the evaporator, liquid boils and the gas is returned tangential into the separator. Along
with gas there are also small drops of liquid and these liquid drops will reach the wall of the cyclone due to the swirl of the flow. The dry gas is led back into the main refrigeration cycle to the
compressor.
A simulation model is made to design the geometry of the cyclone and the necessary height
above the evaporator is also investigated (to balance gravity forces and pressure drop). The
cyclone is designed for a circulation number at 1 - 1.5 at full load due to the need for pool
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boiling in the evaporator to enhance the heat transfer. Detailed design of the cyclone is not
included in this report as such information is considered confidential.

2.3.5 Freezer tests
We will mainly try to prove the following:
 Function of cyclone and evaporator
 Capacity increase
o Improved heat transfer
o Lower evaporation temperatures
 Lower discharge temperature of the ice-cream
 Dependency of dasher speed and dasher design on ice-cream quality.
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Figure 2.3.5: Graphic representation of test results.
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2.4 Plate freezer
The use of CO2 in plate freezers has a high potential for a boost in performance due to
minimization of the thermodynamic losses involved. In figure 4.1 the performance is compared
between a two stage ammonia system and a cascade system with CO2 and ammonia. This
example is based on industrial open type reciprocating compressors. The cascade system has a
better performance in the whole range for low evaporation temperatures and the lower the better.
It is thus possible to lower the evaporation temperature without increasing the operation costs.
On the other hand it is also possible to operate at lower temperatures and thereby boost the
performance of the plate assembly.
COP for two-stage system
3
2,5
C
O
P

2

Ammonia - CO2
cascade
Two-stage
ammonia

1,5
1
-50

-40

-30

Suction Pressure [°C]

Figure 2.4.1: Comparison of low temperature systems. 4.2: Pump vessel and plate assembly.
The major part of the thermodynamic loses are related to pressure drop in the plates. The
configuration of the pump vessel, the pump and the plates is shown in figure 2.4.2. Due to the
batch wise operation the thermal load is very high at the start of cooling cycle. To avoid dry out
in the plates the flow has to be sufficiently high. With a constant flow the circulation number
will then be low at first and very high when the product has reached the required core
temperature. The relation between the mean surface temperature of the plates and the circulation
number is calculated and shown for three refrigerants in figure 2.4.3 with a specific load and
pump vessel temperature. It is clearly seen that CO2 is performing far better than R404A and
R717.
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Surface temperatur [°C]

Temperature loss in plate freezer (1300 W/m²)
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Figure 2.4.3: Plate surface temperature dependent on the circulation number.
In order to illustrate how this relation influences the pull down time for batch operation the core
temperature has been simulated in a cross section of 200 mm times 100 mm. The length is less
than seen in practice but is used as it requires less time to calculate and is accurate enough to
demonstrate the influence of the relevant variables. The result is shown in figure 2.4.4. The
specific load has been chosen to 700 W/m2K and the pull down time has been calculated for
three different pump vessel temperatures: -52 °C with CO2, -40 °C with NH3, and -30 °C with
the tree refrigerants R404A (-22 °C), NH3 (-25 °C) and CO2 (-28 °C) (the numbers in brackets
are referring to the resulting mean temperature of the plate surface).
The higher efficiency for CO2 is evident; for the same pump vessel temperature of -30 °C the
pull down time needed to reach a core temperature of -20 °C is reduced with 14 % when
compared with NH3 and 28 % when compared with R404A.
For operation near the triple point (-52 °C) CO2 gives a pull down time approximating the half of
NH3 (-30 °C). Even if this will compromise energy conservation it will boost production speed
and depending of product enhance product quality.
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Figure 2.4.4: Calculated pull down time with respect to core temperature and pump vessel
temperature.

2.4.1 Design of the plate freezer
DSI sells, develops and produces horizontal, vertical and automatic horizontal plate freezers. The
design of the DSI freezers, make them easy to clean and meet the highest hygienic standards.
DSI freezers have an ergonomic design an in that way everyday work routines of the personnel
who handle the freezers are taken into consideration.
DSI plate freezers are especially recommended for the freezing of meat, meat cuts and blood,
fish, shellfish, chicken, vegetables, fruit, juice, pulp and concentrates, ready-made meals as well
as many other types of packaged food.
DSI has developed a plate freezer that uses CO2 as refrigerant with the objective of developing
environmentally friendly and high capacity freezers. Experience shows that CO2 freezers reduce
the freezing time by 25 – 50 %. Fast freezing preserves the freshness and the natural quality of
the products and ensures an excellent product quality.
Focus has mainly been on 5 areas regarding the design of the new CO2 based plate freezer:
1. Higher pressure for plates and manifolds
2. Optimum geometry of channels
3. Optimum circulation in parallel channels
4. Optimum circulation number
5. Defrost.
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In order to facilitate hot gas defrost the plate, manifold and hoses have been designed for 52 bar
pressure level.
Furthermore, the plate geometry has to be optimised for CO2 as refrigerant. A design programme
has been made to optimise the plate freezers, see figure 2.4.5. The design programme can be
used to make a parameter study where the influence of the number of parallel channels,
circulation number and capacity can be investigated in relation to the “effective surface
temperature”.
For the calculations of the plate freezers following models are used:
Heat transfer: Thome /83/, updated version of The Kattan Thome Favrat /91/ and /92/
Pressure drop: Müller Steinhagen correlation, Oudi /86/

Figure 2.4.5: Simulation of surface temperature depending on the circulation number.
Simulations are carried out with CO2 as refrigerant with an evaporation temperature of -55°C.
Increasing the circulation number gives an improved heat transfer coefficient and increased pressure loss. Increasing the heat transfer coefficients normally results in a lower surface temperature
but when the pressure loss is too high the surface temperature will increase. Therefore, the
optimum circulation number has to be found that gives the lowest surface temperature. The
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calculations are carried out at 3 different loads per plate at 0.5 kW, 1.5 kW and 2.5 kW which
corresponds to the load on the plate from the beginning to the end of the freezing period. The
calculation is shown in a diagram where the efficient surface temperature is on the y-axis and the
circulation number is on the x-axis.
Regardless of the plate model (V3, V4, H7 and H20) one pass was found to give the best
characteristics e.g. the lowest surface temperature and this is shown in the figures 2.4.6 to 2.4.9.
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Figure 2.4.6: Surface temperature dependency on the circulation number.
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Figure 2.4.7: Surface temperature dependency on the circulation number.
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Figure 2.4.8: Surface temperature dependency on the circulation number.
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Figure 2.4.9: Surface temperature dependency on the circulation number.
In connection with the analysed plate geometry it appears that single pass is preferred as it also
has the advantage that mal distribution between parallel channels can be avoided which is
important especially for the vertical plates.

2.4.2 Tests of freezer station
The plate freezer shown in figure 2.4.10 is a full-scale freezer with 11 plates. It contains two
hydraulic jacks at the back of the station that can lift out the product.
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Distribution of refrigerant (CO2) to and
from the plates takes place with an entry and
an exit header and flexible hoses. On a
vertical plate freezer the headers are
horizontal and on a horizontal freezer the
headers are vertical.
Distribution to the individual plates takes
place with orifices that are mounted at the
inlet – either in the connection fitting be- Figure 2.4.10: Test set up for plate freezers.
tween the inlet header and the hose or in the connection fitting between the hose and the plate. It
is the intension that the pressure loss created by the orifice should even out the differences in
pressure loss, so each plate receives the same amount of liquid.
A metal block is used to divide each station. These are used to divide the block station into two
blocks if desired.
Temperature sensors are placed between each plate in the freezing water.

2.4.3 Test procedure
All tests were performed with freezing of water for a number of reasons. The alternatives would
have been to use the actual product or artificial meat packages. As the freezer's load was around
250 kg per freezing, quite a lot of products would have to be made available and disposing of the
frozen product would also be resource consuming. However, water posed one problem. The
freezer was not completely water tight and as a measurement of the block core temperature
formed the basis of the energy balance / capacity calculation it was not desirable to have to refill
the stations during the freezing. Refilling with an unknown amount of water with an unknown
temperature would make the energy balance calculation invalid. For this reason it was decided to
use plastic bags to hold the water. This is a common practise on some freezer installations and
the bags used were kindly donated to us by an owner of an installation.
10 tests were performed with different evaporation temperatures and circulation rates.
The freezing starts when the pump is started and the freezing process ends at 2425 sec. which is
the average freezing time of the blocks. At the very beginning of the freezing period, the pump
feeds -50°C liquid into a plate freezer that is approximately +20°C. The very large temperature
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difference results in a violent almost explosive boiling process resulting in a sharp pressure
increase in the plate. This rise in pressure restricts the inflow of more refrigerant liquid and in
some extreme cases results in backflow into the liquid feed lines. For this reason a check valve is
recommended and it was fitted in the system that was used. This initial instability usually last
about 100 to 150 seconds – 1½ to 2½ minutes. Hereafter, the temperature drops slightly at the
beginning (150 – 750 s) until it drops sharply to another level after 750 s. In the first (almost)
constant period, the freezer evaporates all the liquid fed into the plates and therefore the fluid in
the exit hose connections is vapour which has been superheated in the last part of the plate. But
as the capacity drops the liquid feed is sufficient to allow overfeeding of the freezer. When liquid
is present in the outlet hoses, the temperature on the exit connections drops sharply. After 2000 s
at the end of the freezing period the circulation rate increases significantly. The temperature of
the outer plate drops before the others as it is only loaded with approximately half the capacity
compared to the others.

2.4.4 Defrost
Defrosting is a necessary part of the freezing cycle. At the end of the freezing period the freezer
is virtually one big block of ice and therefore defrosting is necessary to get the product out of the
freezer. The key point in a defrosting is speed. A quick defrost lessens the time needed to empty
and refill the freezer resulting in a higher production rate, but more importantly quick defrosting
reduces the risk of soft block surfaces that could lead to transport damage and price reductions.
When defrosting with CO2, the temperature is 5 to 10°C compared to approximately 30°C with
traditional refrigerants. That means that very effective defrosting is necessary but on the other
hand it involves a lower risk of softening the blocks. Effective defrosting can be performed by
draining all liquid as soon as possible and then continuing to drain the condensed vapour. By
doing this the maximum area is made available for condensing.
Defrosting was performed after most of the freezing tests. The defrosting time was satisfactory
and functioned very well. Liquid draining was regulated manually by opening a solenoid valve
and that sometimes slowed the defrosting process. Valves, system design and control are
essential to reach a good defrost process.
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2.4.5 Conclusion
It is suggested to use a circulation rate around 4-5 where very good heat transfer properties are
reached for the freezer with CO2 (1.3 kW/m^2) and penalties from the start-up phenomenon are
limited. The circulation rate is of no importance as long as it is above a certain value. A
threshold value of circulation rate of 3 has been determined, but it can be recommended to
design for slightly higher circulation rates. If the capacity is higher than expected – which is not
uncommon if previous experience for the specific product is with R22 or R717 – then the
circulation rate will be lower and it is possible that the freezer will not have optimum
performance. However as too large an increase only increases the necessary pump power and
increases the purchase price of the pump and piping, a maximum circulation rate of 4 to 5 is
recommended.
The freezer capacity dependency of the evaporating temperature is proportional to the temperature difference between the product's freezing point and the evaporating temperature in the
plate. That is clearly demonstrated through a constant AU value (above the threshold circulation
rate).
During defrosting it was demonstrated that a good defrost could be performed at 5-8°C as long
as the plates were drained of liquid at all time. Furthermore, it is recommended to use a check
valve at the liquid inlet.
The test has shown optimum conditions for plate freezers working with CO2. Lower temperatures (-50°C) and quicker freezing times are possible compared with other refrigerants.
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2.5 Transcritical plant design: Applied from supermarket refrigeration
In Denmark the driving force for substituting HFC’s with natural refrigerants was first the tax on
HFC which was followed by a limit to the maximum charge per refrigerant circuit of 10 kg HFC.
As most supermarket systems up to this point were designed with direct expansion of R404A
with a central compressor pack it prompted an immediate change in plant design. The first CO2
systems were cascade type with a smaller charge of HFC or HC on the high temperature side. As
experience was gained with CO2 the idea evolved to eliminate the cascade heat exchanger and to
develop a CO2 only system based on the transcritical process. The design described below was
pioneered by the company Knudsen Køling A/S in Denmark and originally targeted to smaller
discount stores. It has now been transferred to larger capacities for supermarkets and even
outside the supermarket sector. Other companies have modified the design slightly and are
targeting even larger capacities but the design is still true to the basic concept and it is therefore
reviewed here and completed with a short description of two cases in chapter 2.6.

2.5.1 Type of system
The system is built as a booster system with gas
bypass, see figure 2.5.1. The gas from the low
pressure compressor is mixed with gas from the gas
bypass

as

well

as

the

medium

PC

temperature

evaporators. The gas that exits the low temperature

35 bar

compressor is cooled and can safely enter the high
temperature compressor. The booster principle is used
because it gives a safe oil return and good system
efficiency. The system is commonly used with other
refrigerants and is easily maintained. The gas bypass
principle has been chosen because it ensures a low
pressure in the distribution system (in this case 30
bar). When the gas is flashed, a
small amount of liquid is formed; that liquid is then

Figure 2.5.1: Piping diagram booster
used to cool the gas exiting the low pressure compressor.
The system is also fitted with a combined oil separator and silencer. In the following text the
summer design conditions are given, but please bear in mind that acceptable energy consumption
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on a yearly basis is only achieved due to low ambient conditions with floating head pressure
control down to 44 barg (10 °C). Knudsen Køling estimates that these CO2 only systems have an
energy consumption equivalent to the HFC systems they provided in the past.

2.5.2 High pressure compressor
The high pressure compressor receives CO2 from the high temperature heat exchanger. The gas
is compressed facilitating the heat dissipation from the gas cooler. The high pressure compressor
actually consists of two compressors in parallel, based on the flow limitations imposed. The CO2
gas enters the compressor at an approximate pressure and temperature of 26 bar, 10 °C and is
compressed to maximum 90 bar, 130 °C. Two Bock HA CO2 compressors are used, one of
which is fitted with a frequency converter to give better capacity control.

2.5.3 Gas cooler
The gas cooler is very similar to a traditional air cooled condenser apart from the design pressure
and the optimized coil. Most parts of the year it will actually work as a conventional condenser
(often from 23 °C ambient and below). The gas cooler is typically placed outside, drawing air
from the surroundings. The CO2 gas enters the gas cooler as vapour at a maximum pressure of
90 bar, 130 °C and is cooled to 35 °C with 32 °C ambient air.

2.5.4 High temperature heat exchanger
The high temperature heat exchanger (high pressure internal heat exchanger or suction line heat
exchanger) is subcooling the gas exiting the gas cooler by heating the suction gas entering the
high pressure compressor. The CO2 from the gas cooler enters the heat exchanger at a maximum
pressure of 90 bar, 35 °C and is cooled to 32 °C, remaining at app. the same pressure. CO2 gas
bound for the high pressure compressor enters at app. 26 bar, -1.5 °C and is heated to 26 bar, 9
°C. The heat exchanger improves the overall efficiency of the system and increases system
reliability by evaporating eventual liquid droplets in the suction gas that otherwise would have
entered the compressor.
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2.5.5 High temperature expansion valve
Within this valve the CO2 undergoes a large pressure drop and exits as a liquid and gas mixture.
CO2 leaving the internal heat exchanger enters the expansion valve at app. 90 bar, 32 °C and
leaves as a gas/liquid mixture at 30 bar, -5.5 °C. The valve is set to ensure the highest possible
system COP, controlling the pressure as a function of the temperature exiting the gas cooler. If
there is a need for more capacity than the compressors can deliver, then the high pressure set
point will be increased to provide more capacity. That results in a system that is less efficient but
reduces the initial costs.

2.5.6 Separator/Receiver
The separator receives a gas/liquid mixture from the high pressure expansion valve. It is
designed to separate the two flows; sending the remaining gas through a bypass valve to be fed
back to the high pressure compressor, liquid is fed through the expansion valve to the medium
temperature evaporator. CO2 enters the separator at approximately 30 bar as a mixture of gas and
liquid. The gas content can be as high as 55% mass flow. The pressure is controlled by the gas
bypass valve.

2.5.7 Gas bypass valve
The CO2 gas enters the bypass valve at approximately 30 bar, -5.5 °C and exits at 26 bar, -10 °C.
This gas is mixed with gas from the medium temperature evaporator and the low pressure
compressor, before entering the compressor via the high temperature heat exchanger. This valve
has a negligible effect on system efficiency, but ensures an operating pressure below 40 bar in
the receiver and liquid supply pipes. This allows a large part of the system to be built with
standard components, reducing initial costs without affecting operational costs. An operating
pressure of 30 bar is chosen because of the limitations of the AKV valves which are used as
expansion valves on the evaporators. The maximum pressure difference allowed between inlet
and outlet for an AKV valve was 16 bar at the time when the system was designed. Danfoss who
are the manufacturer of the AKV valves have the tolerances for the pressure differences under
revision.
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2.5.8 Evaporators and expansion valves
The evaporators are standard finned copper coils with reduced number of circuits optimized for
direct expansion of CO2. The expansion valves are controlled by standard Danfoss ADAPKOOL
cabinet controllers. For the MT evaporaters CO2 liquid enters the expansion valve at
approximately 30 bar, -5.5 °C and evaporates at 26 bar ( -10 °C) with 5 to 10 K superheat.
Correspondingly for the LT evaporators the evaporation pressure are 14 bar (-30 °C) and exits
with 5 to 10 K superheat. Due to the problems experienced with some evaporators Danfoss has
now released an upgraded controller with an optimized algorithm which will close the valves
faster if liquid is detected at the evaporator outlet.

2.5.9 Low temperature heat exchanger
This heat exchanger (internal or suction line heat exchanger) is not shown on the diagram. It is
mounted in counter flow configuration between liquid supply line and suction return line
connecting the LT evaporators.
CO2 liquid feeding the expansion valve is subcooled in the heat exchanger. If there are liquid
droplets in the suction gas the heat exchanger increases the COP of the system by evaporating
them and reduces the risk of liquid entering the low pressure compressor. The heat exchanger is
often mounted together with a suction accumulator to compensate for evaporator design
inappropriate for CO2.
Liquid enters the heat exchanger at approximately 30 bar, -5 °C and is cooled to 30 bar, -8 °C.
Gas enters at 14 bar, -25 °C and is heated to 14 bar, -19 °C.

2.5.10 Low pressure compressor
CO2 gas from the low temperature heat exchanger enters the compressor at approximately 14
bar, -19 °C and is compressed to 26 bar, 35 °C. Immediately after exiting the compressor, gas is
mixed with flow from the medium temperature evaporator and the gas bypass valve, before
flowing through the high temperature heat exchanger. There is only one low temperature/
pressure compressor in the system; to adapt to variations in the refrigeration load it is fitted with
a frequency converter.
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2.5.11 Oil return system
The high pressure compressors have been equipped with an oil separator. This is not necessary
on the low pressure compressors as the discharged oil will pass through the high pressure
compressors and be separated there. The separator is a cyclone type separator where the oil/gas
mixture enters the cylindrical separator tangentially. Thus the oil droplets are forced to the
separator wall by the vortex created and collected at bottom outlet whereas the gas exits at the
top. The oil is fed to an oil reservoir at 35 bar through a capillary tube. From the reservoir the oil
is distributed to the compressors via an oil management system similar to the standard type. To
ensure the proper pressure in the oil reservoir there is a vent line to the suction side of the high
pressure compressors. The efficiency of the separator is not of great importance as the oil will
return to the compressors because of the high miscibility of POE oil with CO2.

2.5.12 Silencing
Excess system noise was experienced from the air cooled gas cooler. The high density of CO2
caused noise from the compressors to migrate to the gas cooler. This can develop into a major
system problem as supermarkets are often built in densely populated areas and are typically
restricted to noise levels of 35 dB or less. On conventional systems it is often sufficient to fit a
washer in the compressor discharge port. This will dampen the pulsations as they are absorbed
by the gas itself. CO2 is not compressed as easily as conventional refrigerants; therefore the
effect of this would be very small. The CO2 specific silencing system consists of a storage
volume and a flow restriction (a washer or orifice). With the right combination of restriction and
volume a significant silencing effect is obtained. The restriction creates a pressure drop large
enough to create the silencing effect, without compromising energy efficiency. In this system,
the oil separator and the silencer is combined in one unit where the volume of the separator is
used as the volume in the silencer and an orifice is fitted to the separator exit. This solution
eliminated the excess noise from the air cooled gas cooler.
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2.6 Cases: Large transcritical systems
Netto Central Cold Store, Årslev (Århus, Denmark)

Figure 2.6.1: The construction site for the Netto Cold Store.
The Danish chain of discount super markets called “Netto” has chosen a transcritical CO2
installation for its new cold store which is part of a strategic logistics warehouse. The
refrigeration capacity is 1.1 MW for the medium temperature cold rooms and 200 kW for the
low temperature cold rooms. The installation is scheduled to be commissioned in the second half
of 2009. The capacity is divided into 5 separate packs, 4 on the MT side and one LT cascade
pack which is connected to one of the MT packs. The storage facilities also include provisions
for cleaning and washing equipment why the packs are equipped with heat recovery heat
exchangers designed to supply hot tap water up to 70 °C. The packs are manufactured by Fisher
Kälte and installed by Vojens Køleteknik A/S. It is estimated by the contractor that the total
installation is app. 20 % cheaper than an equivalent ammonia installation, despite the 45 CO2
compressors needed.
Source: Netto Technical Department and Vojens Køleteknik A/S.
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Air conditioning system for Parken, Copenhagen, Denmark
During recent years, there has been a trend in Denmark towards using distributed systems with
water or brine for air conditioning systems due to Danish legislation and the wish to minimise
the use of HFC refrigerants. Theses systems use chiller packs with ammonia, HFC or
hydrocarbon. For these applications, systems with CO2 only have not been used previously.
Recently, systems utilising CO2 with direct expansion in the cooling coils in the air handling
units have been installed. The coil is connected to a CO2 pack similar to those used for
supermarket applications, with a remote gas cooler/condenser.
The benefit compared to indirect water systems is that the evaporation temperature typically can
be elevated from 2 °C to 7 °C. Furthermore, no pumps are required which will reduce the power
consumption especially in relation to low load situations. That also means that proper capacity
control with several parallel compressors or inverter control is necessary to minimise the energy
consumption (as for the supermarkets). Due to the temperature profile of ambient temperatures
in Denmark the percentage of the operation time during which transcritical operation is actually
needed is quite low even for fresh air systems.
The cost of piping can be reduced dramatically due to the smaller diameter needed for CO2 and
that compensates for the higher price of the CO2 pack.

Figure 2.6.2: Parken (existing
building).

Figure 2.6.3: Transcritical Pack from
Advansor.
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This concept has been applied to a new office building in connection with Parken in
Copenhagen. The total capacity is 1.2 MW divided on 3 air handling units. It is estimated that
the annual energy consumption of this refrigeration system is 15 % lower than a HFC chiller
solution. It should be noted though that in Denmark in order to comply with the legislation the
HFC solution would consist of multiple chillers each containing maximum 10 kg of HFC.
In this case, the contractor also estimates the total installation costs to be 20 % less than the HFC
solution.
Source: Advansor A/S.
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MASTER MODULE 3
COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
Written by Samer Sawalha, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden
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Preface
This chapter has been based on the results of research work done by the Energy Technology
Department at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in cooperation with IUC Sveriges
Energi- & Kylcentrum AB laboratories in Sweden. Several research projects have been
conducted in relation to CO2 refrigeration usually co-financed by the Energy Agency and several
companies in the field.
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3.1 Introduction
Commercial Refrigeration is the part of the cold chain comprising equipment used by retail
outlets for preparing, holding and displaying frozen and fresh food and beverages for customer
purchase (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2005). It includes the following
equipment and system types; supermarket refrigeration systems, self-contained systems (such as
beverage merchandisers and reach-in and roll-in refrigerator/freezers), walk-in coolers and
freezers, refrigerated vending machines, water coolers, and ice machines (Arthur D. Little 1996).
The main energy consuming application in commercial refrigeration is the supermarkets;
therefore, sometimes the term commercial refrigeration implied mainly referring to supermarket
refrigeration.
Commercial refrigeration accounts for about 28% (135576 tons/year) of the worldwide
consumption of refrigerants which makes it the second largest consuming application after
mobile air conditioning, which accounts for 31% (Fischer, Hughes et al. 1991). Therefore, the
use of CO2 based solution will lead to significant improvements in terms of protecting the
environment.
Three main types of equipment are mainly used in commercial refrigeration: stand-alone
equipment, condensing units and full supermarket systems. CO2 is used mainly in full
supermarket centralized refrigeration systems. Such systems consist of a central plant in the form
of a series of compressors and condenser(s) located in a machinery room or an outside location.
This provides refrigerant liquid or a heat transfer fluid at the correct temperature levels to
cabinets and cold stores in other parts of the building. Each rack of multiple compressors is
usually associated with a single air-cooled condenser. Specific racks are dedicated to lowtemperature or medium-temperature evaporators (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
2005).
Supermarkets are high energy consumers and the refrigeration system accounts for a major share
of the electricity bill. For instance, electricity consumption in large supermarkets in the US and
France is estimated to be 4% of national electricity use (Orphelin and Marchio 1997). In Sweden,
approximately 3% of the national electricity consumed is used in supermarkets (Sjöberg 1997).
A typical supermarket in Sweden uses between 35-50% of its total electricity consumption for
refrigeration equipment (Lundqvist 2000). When the influence of refrigeration systems on the
environment is evaluated, direct and indirect impacts are considered. The direct impact results
from the release of CO2 to the environment due to leakage from the refrigeration system, which
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is, in the case of CO2, negligible. Indirect impact results from the CO2 release due to the energy
consumption of the refrigeration system, which implies that the energy efficiency of any
refrigeration system for supermarkets must be a main factor in selecting the system solution.
CO2 has certain characteristics which favors its application in supermarkets refrigeration among
other natural refrigerants. Primarily, it has good safety characteristics; it is non-flammable, nonexplosive, and relatively non-toxic, which make it almost an ideal fluid to be used in the
refrigerated space with relatively large quantities, especially that it is inexpensive.
One of the main advantages of CO2 as a refrigerant in general is the low pressure drop and the
corresponding saturation temperature drop. The high operating pressure of CO2 results in a high
density compared to other refrigerants, which will result in low velocity of CO2 in the pipes, thus
the pressure drop will be low. Also the steep slope of the saturation pressure-temperature curve
will result in low corresponding temperature drop. In practice, this will result in small tubes and
components which mean less radiation losses, less volume therefore smaller refrigerant charge
and it will be easier to connect cabinets due to smaller pipes underneath.
The following figure shows the ratio between pressure drop values of selected refrigerants and
that of CO2 for same geometries and operating conditions. It can be clearly seen that CO2 have a
much lower relative pressure drop.
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Figure 3.1.1: Vapour pressure drop ratios for selected refrigerants and
CO 2 (Refrigernat/CO 2 ) at different saturation temperatures (Sawalha
2008) .
The corresponding temperature drop will also be lower for CO2. This can be seen in the figure
below where the ratio of the saturation temperature drop of the selected refrigerants to that of
CO2 is plotted at different saturation temperatures.
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Figure 3.3.2: Saturation temperature drop ratios for selected refrigerants
and CO 2 (Refrigernat/CO 2 ) at different saturation temperatures (Sawalha
2008).
CO2 has also been tested for light commercial refrigeration in beverage coolers and vending
machines. Veje and Süss (2004) tested vendor with a nominal cooling requirement of 600 W and
two door beverage cooler with a nominal cooling requirement of 800 W. The results have shown
an improved energy efficiency compared to baseline R134a capillary tube systems. (Veje and
Süss 2004)
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3.2 CO2 system solutions in supermarket refrigeration
The early application of CO2 in supermarket refrigeration was as a secondary working fluid in
indirect systems. Some of the main reasons for using CO2 in indirect system arrangements are
the simplicity of the system and the possibility of using components for other refrigerants to
build its circuit.
Due to the widespread interest in CO2 as an alternative to synthetic refrigerants in the two major
refrigerant consuming applications, i.e. mobile air conditioning and commercial refrigeration,
components which are specially designed to handle CO2 have become increasingly available and
competitive in price. This has broadened the possibilities of using CO2 in arrangements other
than indirect systems so that its favourable characteristics can be utilized effectively. About ten
years after the first CO2 installation, other arrangements such as cascade and multistage systems
have also been applied commercially.
In general, two temperature levels are required in supermarkets for chilled and frozen products.
Product temperatures of around +3°C and –18°C are commonly maintained. In these
applications, with a large difference between evaporating and condensing temperatures, the
cascade or other two-stage systems become favourable and are adaptable for the two-temperature
level requirements of the supermarket. The following section describes CO2-based solutions that
fulfil the refrigeration requirements of supermarkets.

3.2.1 Indirect arrangements
CO2 as a secondary working fluid in indirect systems for freezing temperature applications was
the first CO2 refrigeration system to be commercially applied. As discussed earlier, the two main
reasons why CO2 was phased out were the high operating pressure and low critical temperature.
In the low temperature indirect concept, the operating conditions are far from the critical limits
and the pressures are reasonable (11 bars at -37°C).
The CO2 circuit is connected to the primary refrigerant cycle via its evaporator, which evaporates
the primary refrigerant on one side and condenses CO2 on the other. Basic schematic diagrams of
two possible arrangements for CO2 secondary circuits are shown in Figure 3.2.3. The circuit
contains a vessel that acts as a receiver and accumulates the CO2 returning from the
condenser/evaporator. CO2 is usually circulated via a pump that maintains a certain circulation
rate of fluid in the circuit.
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The arrangement B in Figure 3.2.3 is more favourable than A due to the expected higher heat
transfer coefficient in the evaporator/condenser. Also the system in Figure 3.2.3.A may operate
with some instability when load variations change the inlet vapour quality, heat and mass fluxes.

Figure 3.2.3: Basic schematics of two arrangements for CO 2 secondary
circuits.
In this type of arrangement, the CO2 evaporator is kept wet in all cases by running the pump to
provide a certain circulation ratio at base load. Circulation ratio value of 1 means that the mass
flow rate of refrigerant provides compete evaporation without superheat at the evaporator exit
(vapour fraction of 1). A value of 3 for the circulation ratio means that the mass flow of
refrigerant is 3 times the value that provides complete evaporation; in this case the evaporator
exit vapour fraction is 0.33. This ensures good heat transfer in the evaporator and the system will
tolerate fluctuations in cooling demand while keeping the evaporator wet.
An area of concern relating to the pump is the problem of cavitation. In order to avoid cavitation,
the Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) should be respected. NPSH does not have a unique value
since the factors that are used to calculate it are dependent on the mass flow rate. If the flow rate
increases, as is the case where all the valves are open, then the pressure drop between the tank
and the pump will increase and a higher NPSH will be required. The presence of the filter before
the pump makes this factor even more critical. Therefore, a maximum flow orifice is usually
installed in the pump in order to prevent the mass flow rate from reaching values where the
NPSH exceeds the liquid head over the pump and causes cavitation (Stoecker, 1998).
CO2 pumps used in this application are usually hermetic which requires a bypass line after the
pump to the accumulation tank in order to ensure sufficient cooling of the pump in case all the
valves in the downstream lines are closed.
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The favourable heat transfer conditions in the evaporator result in a smaller temperature
difference across the evaporator compared to direct expansion (DX) and single phase indirect
systems. In DX systems dry heat transfer takes place in the superheating section, whereas in the
single phase indirect solutions single phase heat transfer generally has a lower heat transfer
coefficient compared to boiling. Moreover, in single phase indirect systems the single phase heat
transfer results in at least a couple of degrees of temperature difference along the heat exchanger.
Wet evaporation is also advantageous from a defrosting viewpoint as the constant temperature in
the evaporator on the refrigerant side results in more uniform frost formation and may therefore
reduce the defrosting time. Additionally, the rate of frost formation may be lower due to the
expected higher evaporating temperature of CO2 in the evaporator.
From gaining experience in operating CO2 at freezing temperature levels, the same concept has
been applied to medium temperature levels, as reported by Madsen et al. (2003). The
temperature required for chilled food is usually around +3°C and should not go higher than 7°C
for long periods of time. Assuming 7K of temperature difference in the display cabinet results in
CO2 operating at –4°C, which corresponds to around 31 bars. In this case, components that can
withstand 40 bars (corresponding to saturation temperature of 6°C) can handle CO2 with
acceptable safety margins.
When comparing the energy consumption of an indirect system with that of a DX system, the
indirect system is generally expected to have higher energy consumption due to the temperature
difference that exists in the additional heat exchanger. This is denoted as evaporator/condenser in
Figure 3.2.3, which couples the primary and secondary loops. This necessitates that the
compressor operates at a lower evaporating temperature and therefore consumes more energy for
the same refrigeration capacity. Moreover, the power needed to run the secondary working fluid
circulation pump will add to the running costs of the indirect system.
In the specific application of supermarkets, the distribution lines are long which means that in
the DX refrigeration system there will be a further increase in the temperature lift across the
compressor due to the temperature drop in the suction line. This temperature drop may be 0.52ºC at -30ºC evaporating temperature (Stoecker, 1998). The low pressure drop, and the
corresponding temperature drop, for CO2 suggests that the temperature drop in the return line
(suction line in the case of DX) will be small and this may compensate for some of the
temperature difference in the additional heat exchanger.
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Figure 3.2.4 shows plots of temperature drop of the return line of a CO2 indirect system and of
the suction line of an R404A system for a system with 50kW capacity and 60 m long
suction/return line.
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Figure 3.2.4: Temperature drop in the suction/return line for R404A and
CO 2 (CR=3) for different pipe diameters. Cooling capacity at the
freezing temperature level is 50kW (Sawalha 2005).
The plots clearly show that the temperature drop of CO2 is much lower than for the R404A.
According to Figure 3.2.4, if 2 5/8” (62 mm of internal diameter) suction line is used it will
results in a 1.9ºC temperature drop in the 60-meter-long pipe. For the same pipe size, the
temperature drop in the CO2 return line is 0.07ºC (about 27 times less). These calculations give
an indication of the real situation when the plant is converted to CO2, having originally operated
using R404A. In this case the pipes from the original plant are used to build the CO2 secondary
loop. If the system had originally been designed to operate using CO2, then, according to the
results in Figure 3.2.4, a size of 1 5/8” (38 mm internal diameter) could have been selected
which would result in a temperature drop of 0.65°C.
The low pressure drop for CO2 and the low volume flow rate, due to the high vapour density of
CO2, will contribute towards minimizing the energy consumption of the pump in the secondary
circuit, which will give CO2 a major advantage compared to single phase indirect systems but it
may result in higher energy consumption compared to DX systems.
For non-phase changing secondary fluids there exists an optimum value for the flow rate where
the maximum COP can be achieved. At flow rates lower than the optimum value heat transfer
will be reduced and at rates higher than this value the pump power will be high, see the figure
below (Horton and Groll 2001).
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Figure 3.2.5: Basic COP as a function of secondary thermofluid flow rate
(Horton and Groll 2001).
In the case of CO2 such an optimum does not exist. Increasing the circulation ratio results in an
increase in the pressure drop across the heat exchanger with a negligible improvement in heat
transfer. The negligible change in heat transfer coefficient can be attributed to the boiling mode,
the influence with changing the mass flow rate will only show an effect on heat transfer if the
boiling regime is changed. Several studies of CO2 evaporation, e.g. (Hirata and Fujiwara 1998)
and (Zhao, Molki et al. 2000), showed that mass flux has an almost negligible effect on the heat
transfer coefficient, which was explained by the dominance of nucleate boiling mechanisms.
In order to investigate the influence of circulation ratio on heat transfer, a plot of the average
Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) against the circulation ratio has been
developed and presented in Figure 3.2.6.
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Figure 3.2.6: Average LMTD at different circulation ratios CR in plate
heat exchanger at evaporating temperature of -8ºC (Sawalha 2008).
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As can be observed in the figure the influence of the circulation ratio on improving heat transfer
can be seen to be insignificant; the influence is very small whereby the average LMTD varies
within a range of 0.2K.Therefore, the circulation ratio should be chosen to be as low as possible
to ensure wet evaporation at the highest expected load. Due to the low surface tension of CO2 it
tends to have dryout in the evaporator at a relatively low vapour quality. The quality at which
dryout occurs is dependent on the refrigerant mass flux. During the course of the experiments
dryout was not observed, thus either it did not occur, because the mass flux did not reach the
onset value, or it did occur but had insignificant influence on performance.

3.2.2 Cascade systems
Cascade systems with CO2 in the low-temperature stage have been applied in several
supermarket installations and are becoming a more and more competitive alternative. The
refrigerant in the high-temperature stage is usually propane, NH3 or R404A. The medium
temperature circuit uses either CO2 as a secondary working fluid, in a similar indirect
arrangement to the one discussed earlier, or conventional single phase secondary working fluids.
In the cascade system each refrigerant operates within the system’s boundaries where it can
provide good COP with reasonable pressure levels and favourable operating conditions. The low
critical point for CO2 implies that the COP will be relatively low, which can clearly be seen in
Figure 3.2.7. It will, however, operate with a higher theoretical COP between low temperature
ranges further below the critical point. The differences in COP in sub-critical operation between
CO2 and the compared refrigerants are smaller than in the high stage operation. This can be
observed when comparing the COP curves in Figure 3.2.7 and Figure 3.2.8. In the figures, the
COP is calculated under the assumption of an ideal compressor, with no superheating or subcooling. In Figure 3.2.7, COP values above the critical point are obtained at optimum pressure on
the high pressure side.
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Figure 3.2.7: COP of CO2 compared to other main refrigerants in high
stage operation.
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Figure 3.2.8: COP of CO 2 compared to other main refrigerants in low
stage operation.
The favourable thermo-physical properties of CO2 result in low pressure and temperature drops
in the system’s components, which, in addition to good heat transfer characteristics, will
contribute to an improvement in the COP values of CO2 in Figure 3.2.8.
By using CO2 as the working fluid in both the low- and medium-temperature stages, it will be
possible to use only one heat exchanger to provide the required cooling for the medium and low
temperature circuits, as shown in Figure 3.2.9.
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Figure 3.2.9: CO 2 cascade system with CO 2 as the refrigerant for the
medium temperature level. B and C are alternative arrangements for the
cascade joint. D and E are alternatives for the evaporator arrangement.
Different arrangements of the cascade condenser and evaporator are possible in the cascade
system. The evaporator/condenser could be a plate, shell-and-plate- or shell-and-tube heat
exchanger. When single phase secondary working fluid is used instead of CO2 for the medium
temperature level, the primary refrigerant can be arranged to expand in two separate heat
exchangers in order to provide the required cooling for the medium and low temperature circuits.
Another solution is to have two separate circuits to provide the cooling at the medium and low
temperature levels.
When CO2 is the refrigerant at the medium temperature level, a single vessel can act as the
receiver to collect liquid for the medium and low stage circuits while condensation is taking
place outside the vessel in the evaporator/condenser, labelled Cascade Joint I in Figure 3.2.9A.
Figure 3.2.9B and Figure 3.2.9C are two possible options for the cascade joint. In the case of
Cascade Joint I, the hot discharge gas from the low stage compressor passes directly through the
cascade condenser after mixing with the saturated vapour from the CO2 tank. When mixing the
hot gas with the relatively cold saturated vapour, it will become de-superheated to a certain
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degree and then in the cascade condenser further de-superheating and condensation will take
place. In this study such a solution is referred to as the hot gas de-superheating arrangement.
Alternatively, the hot gas could be passed through the colder liquid in the tank where it desuperheats close to saturation by boiling off some of the liquid. In this case only saturated vapour
enters the cascade condenser. This solution, Cascade Joint II, is shown in Figure 3.2.9B. As a
third option, all heat exchange can be arranged to take place inside the vessel where the
refrigerant in the high temperature stage is evaporating in the tubes, and CO2 condenses and
accumulates in the vessel to provide the two CO2 circuits with the required refrigerant, Cascade
Joint III shown in Figure 3.2.9C.
The common cascade condenser arrangements are Cascade Joint I and II due to simplicity in
manufacturing. In tests conducted to compare the system performance when Cascade Joint I and
II are used (Sawalha, Perales Cabrejas et al. 2007), both arrangements had good and comparable
heat transfer in the cascade condenser and there was not a noticeable difference in system
stability between the two cases. However, in Cascade Joint I case, the load ratio, compressor
discharge temperature, On-Off compressor operation, cooling load control, and load variations in
both temperature levels are factors that will strongly influence the CO2 conditions at the inlet of
the cascade condenser and may result in different performances than those measured in the
laboratory tests. Consequently, the experimental results of the thermosyphon (Cascade Joint II)
solution are better able to be generalized to other installations.
For the low temperature evaporator a direct expansion of CO2 can be performed that will require
a certain superheat at the evaporator outlet, Figure 3.2.9E, in which case a suction line internal
heat exchanger (IHE) could be used to provide a few degrees of sub-cooling in order to avoid
flashing gas in the liquid line. Or, alternatively, flooded evaporators can be used in a concept
similar to that for the CO2 secondary circuit, Evaporator Arrangement I in Figure 3.2.9A. This
will result in better heat transfer in the evaporator but will have slightly additional energy
consumption by the circulation pump. One further arrangement for low-stage evaporation is
shown in Figure 3.2.9D where the vessel is used to sub-cool the refrigerant before the expansion
valve. This is achieved without superheating and the refrigerant entering the compressor is
saturated vapour. Flooded evaporator arrangements are more likely to be applied in large-scale
installations and in industrial refrigeration applications.
When brine is used and not CO2 for the medium temperature level, the primary refrigerant can be
arranged to expand in two separate heat exchangers to provide the required cooling for the
medium and low temperature circuits, Figure 3.2.10A. Figure 3.2.10B represents another
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arrangement, which is more commonly used, for the cascade connection where the two stages
are connected via the brine loop. This implies that there will be high difference between the high
stage evaporating and the low stage condensing temperatures which will add to the energy
consumption of the plant. This arrangement may be common, despite the apparent high
temperature difference disadvantage, because of the relative simplicity of building the system by
coupling the low and medium temperature refrigeration packages by the medium temperature
loop.

Indirect circuit
(Medium
temperature)

Cascade circuit
(Low
temperature)

(A)
High stage
evaporator

Medium
temperature cabinet

Low stage
condenser

(B)

Figure 3.2.10: Schematic of a cascade system with brine as the
refrigerant for the medium temperature level. A and B are alternative
arrangements for the cascade joint.
Assuming isentropic compression and 7K of superheat, the temperature of CO2 exiting the
compressor under operating conditions of between –37°C and –4°C is about 38°C. Therefore,
there is a possibility of removing some heat by means of colder heat sinks available in the
vicinity of the plant (tap water, room or ambient air), which reduces some of the cooling capacity
in the high stage cycle, see the schematic in Figure 3.2.11.
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Condenser
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Figure 3.2.11: Schematic of a cascade system with free de-superheating.

3.2.3 Trans-critical systems (CO2 only systems)
The main advantage of a two-stage system with CO2 as the only working fluid in the plant,
compared to the cascade concept, is the absence of the cascade condenser and its temperature
difference. The drawback is that the condensing/heat rejection pressure of the high-stage cycle
will be much higher than if any other common refrigerant is used. When the ambient temperature
is high, then CO2 will be operating over the critical point and trans-critical operation is enforced.
In general, higher condensing/cooling temperatures will result in a loss of COP. An operating
parameter which is important to control in the trans-critical operation is the pressure in the gas
cooler (condenser in the sub-critical operation), where an optimum value for the highest COP
exists for each ambient temperature.
This kind of system is most suitable for cold climates or where cold heat sinks are available. In
this case, the operation of such plants will mostly be in the sub-critical region. If hot water
production is needed, then it is possible to effectively use the trans-critical side of the cycle for
hot water production, which will improve the cycle’s overall efficiency.
The three main possibilities for system solutions where CO2 can be used in supermarket
applications as the only refrigerant are the parallel, centralized arrangements and the booster. As
can be seen in the following figure, the parallel solution consists of two separate circuits; one
serves the medium temperature level cabinets and the other serves the freezers. DX is applied at
both temperature levels and two-stage compression is used for the low temperature circuit. This
will decrease the discharge temperature, minimize losses in compression, and reduce the
enthalpy difference across the compressors. Since the temperature lift is presumed to be small in
the medium temperature circuit then single stage compression is used. System with similar
solution have been presented by Girotto et al. (2003).
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Figure 3.2.12: A parallel system solution with single stage compression
on the medium temperature level with IHE on both circuits. Similar
solution can be found in Girotto et al (2003).
In the centralized system solution1, Figure 3.2.13, the three circuits in the system merge in the
accumulator/tank. Thereby, in this solution the evaporators for the medium temperature cabinets
are flooded with CO2, which is circulated by a pump, while DX is used in the freezers.
Compression at the high stage is done in a single phase. Similar systems have been discussed and
investigated by Schiesaro and Kruse (2002).

1 Usually what is referred to as a centralized system is a system with the central refrigeration unit located in a machine room. In this
chapter it refers to systems with a layout similar to that shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 3.2.13.
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Figure 3.2.13: A centralized system solution with single stage
compression at the high stage. Similar solution can be found in Schiesaro
and Kruse (2002).
The parallel system seems to be more applicable mainly due to its similarity to conventional DX
systems. The fact that there are two separate circuits makes it more convenient to shut down one
circuit if failure occurs, while keeping the other circuit unaffected. An important practical
difference between the two systems is the oil return mechanism; in the parallel system
appropriate sizing of suction lines and evaporator pipes, in addition to an efficient oil separator,
should secure a sufficient return of oil to the compressors.
In the centralized system solution oil escaping from the oil separator will “dissolve” in the tank
liquid or float on the surface, or partly dissolve and float, depending on the oil type and its
miscibility characteristics in CO2. Therefore, an additional oil separation loop should be added to
the system to remove oil from the tank and return it to the high stage compressors, especially
when the oil used is of the POE type which is soluble in CO2 and can only be separated by
evaporating off the liquid CO2. It might be even more challenging to handle other types of oil
that are not soluble in CO2 and because oils are usually lighter than CO2 so it will float on the
liquid surface in the tank.
A schematic drawing of an example of oil separation system is presented in Figure 3.2.14
whereby liquid CO2 from the tank is heated up until it evaporates and the oil is thus separated.
Oil is collected in a small vessel and returned to the high stage via a pump that is triggered when
a certain oil level is reached. Such a system is presented by Stoecker (1998).

Figure 3.2.14: Oil return system (Stoecker 1998).
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Generally, CO2 is a chemical non-active substance and most of oils do not react with it, bigger
concern is the reaction with the refrigerant in the high stage of a cascade system in case of
mixing.
The third possible solution is the booster system presented by the schematic in the figure below.
The system has two compressors; one for the low stage with discharge pressure equals the
pressure at the medium temperature cabinets and the high stage compressor should be big
enough to cover the loads at the medium and low temperature levels.

Figure 3.2.15: A centralized
compression at the high stage.

system

solution

with

single

stage

3.2.4 CO2 supermarket installations examples-The case of Sweden
R22 and R12 were the most commonly used refrigerants in commercial refrigeration in Sweden
prior to the enforced phase-out of HCFCs and CFCs. The use of CFC refrigerants was stopped
by the year 2000 and by 2002 the refill of HCFC refrigerants was banned. Thereafter, the
number of plants running with R22 and R12 decreased dramatically. The HFC refrigerants
R134a and R404A have been used as replacements for R12 and R22. R134a has some
drawbacks, such as a relatively low vapour density, so the compressor displacement required for
a certain refrigeration capacity is high, necessitating a larger and more expensive compressor
(Stoecker 1998). R134a compressors have to run at relatively high pressure ratios, which may
compromise compressor reliability and result in low volumetric efficiency. Moreover, for
evaporating temperatures lower than -26°C, the saturation pressure of R134a will be sub118
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atmospheric, resulting in reliability concerns with regard to air leaking into to the system. Such
drawbacks do not exist in R404A, so by 2005, according to Arias (2005), it became the dominant
refrigerant in supermarkets comprising up to 70% of refrigerants used in 371 stores.
The first CO2 indirect system plant was implemented in Sweden in 1995 with financial support
from the government through the Swedish State Department of Environment Protection; it was
useful in testing the technology since no consumer would risk the investment. The successful
operation of the first plant encouraged the owners to adopt the new technology, which was
relatively harmless in environmental terms. By the year 2007, more than 100 plants were running
with capacities ranging from 10 to 280 kW.
In early installations of CO2 indirect, the refrigerants most commonly used in the machine room
are NH3, R404A, and Care50 (a mixture of ethane and propane). Some of the plants were
converted from old systems running with artificial refrigerants. The machine room was
completely altered due to the change of the working fluid. Owing to the simplicity of the
installed systems, there was no problem in finding refrigeration technicians and engineers to run
the systems and carry out maintenance in a proper and safe manner.
In cases where NH3 was used as the refrigerant in the machine room, the installation was more
expensive when compared with other systems using relatively safe refrigerants (Rolfsman 1996);
this is due to the safety devices required for NH3 usage. The special safety equipment required
varies from one case to another, depending on the place where the plant is installed and its
surroundings.
A Swedish example of a CO2 indirect system installation is the City Gross shop in Rosengård,
Malmö. The area of the supermarket is 14000 m2 and the CO2 charge is about 450 kg. The
primary refrigerant is R404A with a cooling capacity of 3x55 kW on the freezer’s side (Nihlen
2004).
The application of CO2 cascade systems in Sweden followed the implementation of this
technology in countries like Denmark and Luxembourg (Heinbokel 2001). The use of single
phase secondary working fluid instead of CO2 at the medium temperature level has generally
been preferred due to the relatively high working pressure of CO2 in the secondary circuit. As is
usually the case in medium size supermarkets, at the low temperature levels direct expansion
evaporators are used. Flooded evaporators improve the heat transfer coefficient and have better
cooling performance from a temperature point of view but the high installation cost limits their
usage.
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The first cascade system installed in Sweden was in the town of Kristinehamn. NH3 is the
primary refrigerant and freezing cabinets are specially designed for CO2 with thicker pipes and
electronic expansion valves that are also used as magnetic valves during defrosting, which is
performed three times a day. The system is reported to be more expensive than a traditional one
but savings in running costs are expected to reduce the total cost. The freezing capacity is 50 kW
and the pressure on the high side of the CO2 cascade system is 30-34 bars (-5-0°C), and at the
low temperature side the pressure is 11 bars (-37°C) (StayCool 2002).
Another example of an installation is in Linköping, where the system has a cooling capacity of
130 kW at the medium temperature level and a freezing capacity of 20 kW. NH3 is used in the
high stage with 38% propylene glycol as secondary working fluid at the medium temperature
level. The CO2 and NH3 compressors used are from Bitzer and the charge of CO2 is 50 kg,
whereas that of NH3 is 30 kg. A small cooling unit is used to cool the system and reduce its
pressure in the event of downtime (Dahlberg 2003).
Systems that solely use CO2 as the working fluid are suggested by Girotto (2004) to be a
competitive solution in cold climates, for instance under the weather conditions of Stockholm.
Such systems may be efficient when working in sub-critical conditions, at ambient temperatures
below about 20ºC, and in that way it will be competitive with conventional systems such as DX
R404A (Girotto 2004). Average ambient temperatures in the majority of Sweden suggest that the
boundaries of the system will allow it to operate in sub-critical conditions for long periods of the
year during both the cold winter and the temperate summer.
The first trans-critical installation in Scandinavia was installed in Odense/Denmark in 2003
(Rehnby 2004). Nowadays, there are at least 20 trans-critical installations in Sweden. ICA
Kvantum in the town of Varberg is the first installation of its kind in Sweden, with capacities of
2x25 kW on the freezer side and 2x55 kW on the medium temperature side (Tesab 2004). This
installation is an application of the system presented by Girotto et al. (2003) where two parallel
DX circuits are used to provide the cooling capacities at the low and medium temperature levels.
The CO2 charge of this plant is around 50 kg which is lower than the amount an CO2 indirect
system would absorb (Ekenberg 2004). This can be attributed to the absence of an accumulation
tank in the DX system, whereas it must be installed in CO2 indirect systems. Another system in
Luleå has been in operation since September 2004, the capacity of which is 50 kW on the freezer
side and 150 kW at the medium temperature level which serves the units display cases in a 3000
m2 shop (StayCool 2004).
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3.2.5 Comparative studies
In some of the comparisons performance cannot be evaluated fairly due to different system
requirements, sizes and boundaries. This is especially true when attempting to compare actual
installations, which are rarely exact. Theoretical analysis should give a better indication of the
performance of different systems because many of the parameters that cannot be controlled in
practice, due to commercial, practical and market restrictions, can be handled by the simulation.
The following comparisons, selected from the available literature, are for different operating
conditions and system requirements and the aim is to give a general indication of the
performance of different CO2 systems compared to conventional and alternative technologies.
Theoretical analysis of the R134a/CO2 cascade system, shown in , resulted in a 16% reduction in
energy consumption compared to a traditional DX R404A system. The R404A/brine indirect
system consumed 41% more energy than the cascade system, mostly due to the brine pump. The
capital cost of the R134a/CO2 cascade system is lower than the indirect option and slightly more
expensive than the conventional DX system (Elefsen and Micheme 2003).

Figure 3.2.16: R134a/CO 2 cascade system (Elefsen and Micheme 2003) .
In a field study, Heinbokel (2001) reported that the CO2 indirect system has a 6% higher energy
consumption than a conventional system, defined as the DX R404A single stage, while a brine
system had a 20% higher consumption. The cascade system only had a 2% higher energy
consumption and also has the additional advantage of a low CO2 charge. In both cases, the CO2
systems in this study used brine at the medium temperature level, whereas using CO2 for that
level would improve the COP.
Multi-stage systems must be used with NH3 due to the high discharge temperature, which is
150°C for isentropic compression between -35 and 30°C. In case of propane, single stage
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compression can be used due to the steep slope of the constant entropy lines, which results in a
low discharge temperature; 40°C for isentropic compression between -35 and 30°C. Haaf and
Heinbokel (2002) compared three system solutions; the first is a two-stage NH3 indirect system
with brine at the medium and low temperature levels. The second is a single-stage propane
indirect system with brine at the medium and low temperature levels. The third is a CO2 cascade
system with NH3 or R404A in the high stage. The field study comparisons are made with a
conventional DX R404A system. NH3 was 20-30% more expensive in terms of investment costs
and had a 10-20% higher energy consumption, while the propane system had 15-25% higher
investment costs and a 5-20% higher energy consumption. For the cascade system the
investment costs and energy consumption were almost the same as DX R404A.
According to Girotto et al. (2003), the installation of the trans-critical CO2 system, as per the
schematic diagram shown in Figure 3.2., is more expensive than the R404A system by at least
10%. The annual energy consumption of CO2 was 8% higher. The COP of the plant proved to be
better than a comparable R404A system for the periods of the year when ambient temperatures
were low. In this comparison the CO2 high side pressure was floating while R404A was
condensing at a constant pressure/temperature.

Figure 3.2.17: Schematic of trans-critical CO2 parallel system (Girotto, Minetto et al. 2003).
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3.3 Computer modeling simulations
The application of new system solutions must be verified against existing technologies where
theoretical analysis is an essential step in defining potential advantages, disadvantages and
limitations in each solution. CO2 system solutions for supermarkets are mainly compared with
DX R404A systems, which represent a “good” conventional system solution.
Assumptions made for the calculations in the following sections are mostly the same for the all
the systems. Main assumptions are; cooling capacity of 150 kW at the medium temperature level
with product temperature of +3ºC and 50 kW at the low temperature level with product
temperature of -18ºC. Approach temperature differences and the temperature change of air
across the heat exchangers (products cabinets) have been obtained from experimental
investigations and were used to calculate the evaporation temperature in the medium and low
temperature cabinets. Curve fit of compressors’ data have been used from the literature to
simulate the performance of the different compressors in the systems. Whenever IHE has been
used the effectiveness was assumed to be 50%. More details about the assumptions made for the
calculations can be found in Chapter 4 at Sawalha (2008).

3.3.1 Trans-critical CO2 system solutions
In a CO2 only system, a high heat rejection temperature means that it will operate in the transcritical region with a relatively low COP. Key operating parameter for a CO2 trans-critical
system is to allow the head pressure to float, matching changes in ambient temperature. As a
result, the COP for the CO2 system will improve and may become higher than conventional
systems, even if they would operate with a floating head. Therefore, the COP calculations for
each system are made for different ambient conditions.
3.3.1.1 Parallel system
The performance of the parallel system is evaluated by calculating the COP of the low and
medium temperature circuits. The reference case, denoted as “Ref” in the plot, is defined as
having two-stage compression at the low temperature level and single stage compression for the
medium temperature circuit, as shown in the system in Figure 3.2.12. The COP is calculated for
different ambient conditions and plotted in Figure 3.3.17.
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Figure 3.3.17: COPs of two- and single-stage compression arrangements
for medium and low temperature circuits in the parallel CO 2 system.
The improvement of COP when two-stage compression is used in both stages compared to single
stage compression can be seen in the plot; along the calculated temperature range the
improvement of the medium stage COP varies between 9-27%. The improvement in this stage of
the circuit is important since the load is usually higher at the medium temperature level;
therefore, energy consumption savings will be more prominent.
Two-stage compression at the low temperature level will result in significant improvements in
the COP. COP values are calculated to be 22-72% higher over the selected ambient temperature
range than for single stage compression. In both medium and low temperature cases the COP
improvement is greater given high ambient conditions.
The total COP of the system is the ratio between total cooling capacity and total energy
consumption. Total COP values are plotted in Figure 3.3.18 for different solutions in the parallel
system arrangement.
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Figure 3.3.18: Total COPs for the different parallel CO 2 system
variations.
When two-stage compression is used in both circuits the total COP becomes 4-16% higher than
the reference case and 15-45% higher than in the case of single stage compression in both
circuits.
3.3.1.2 Centralized system
The calculation of COP for the centralized system solution is carried out in the same way as for
the parallel arrangement. The pump power used by the medium temperature circuit is included in
the system’s energy consumption, which is usually very small compared to the total energy
consumption; in this case 740W was calculated as the energy required to run the pump at a
circulation ratio of 2.
The reference centralized system, denoted by “Ref” in the following plot, is defined as having
single-stage compression in the high stage, as per the system in Figure 3.2.13.
In Figure 3.3.19, the total COP is plotted for the reference centralized system solution, which
reveals a 4-21% higher COP compared to the reference parallel system. The improved parallel
system solution with two-stage compression in both circuits gets close to the reference
centralized system solution and at ambient temperatures higher than 30ºC it gives up to a 6%
higher COP.
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Figure 3.3.19: Total COPs for centralized and parallel CO 2 systems for
reference arrangements and for two-stage compression cases.
Modifying the centralized reference system to include two-stage compression with an intercooler
in the high stage, as in Figure 3.3.20, results in a 13-17% increase in COP over the improved
parallel system. This is expressed by the highest curve in the figure above.

Figure 3.3.20: CO 2 centralized system solution with two- or single-stage
compression at the high stage.
The COP values generated at low ambient temperatures in floating condensing and for the two
stage compression cases are based on the assumption that the compressor operates with
isentropic efficiency according to Brown’s et al. correlation (Brown, Yana-Motta et al. 2002) for
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pressure ratios down to 1.2. The pressure ratio in the simulations ranged from 1.7 to 3.7 in the
case of single-stage centralized systems and from 1.2 to 2.2 in the case of two-stage centralized
systems.
3.3.1.3 Modified centralized system
According to the analysis of the models presented in the preceding section, the centralized
system concept is a better solution than the parallel one, whereas the two-stage centralized
system produces the highest COP of all. In order to obtain the best performance from the twostage centralized system, a proper evaluation of the influence of some of the components on its
performance should be carried out, thus enabling optimization of the system. The components
and parameters investigated are:
High stage IHE
The high stage IHE can be seen in Figure 3.3.20. The value for IHE effectiveness used in the
reference system is 50%, at which value the optimum intermediate pressure correlation was
generated. As can be seen in the following figure, the influence of IHE effectiveness on the
optimum discharge pressure is small; at an ambient temperature of 30°C with 100%
effectiveness the value for the optimum pressure is just 2% less than with 10% IHE effectiveness
and the high stage COP is only about 3% higher. What is referred to as the high stage COP here
is the ratio between the cooling capacity provided by the high stage compressor in the reference
system and its power consumption. The improvement is greater at high ambient temperatures;
this can be seen in the figure where at an ambient temperature of 40°C a 5% reduction in the
optimum pressure value is observed and this will result in a 9% increase in high stage COP. One
more advantage that can be observed in the plot is that the optimum COP dome becomes flatter
with an IHE, and this will make the system’s performance less sensitive to the control of the
optimum discharge pressure, especially at high ambient temperatures.
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Figure 3.3.21: High stage COP at different discharge pressures and
ambient temperatures for a CO 2 trans-critical cycle with different IHE
effectiveness values.
IHE effectiveness will also affect the optimum intermediate pressure (the pressure between high
stage compressor stages) and the resulting COP. With an efficient IHE the volumetric
refrigerating cooling effect will increase and the start of the compression process will move to
the area of greater superheat where the isentropic compression lines become flatter. Thus, not
only the volumetric refrigerating effect but also the resulting enthalpy difference across the
compressor will be higher for the same pressure ratio. As can be seen in Figure 3.3.22, with
higher superheat, i.e. higher IHE efficiency, the optimum intermediate pressure value will be
reduced. This is due to the fact that the isentropic compression lines are steeper at lower
superheat values which means that it will be more efficient to reject the heat at lower
intermediate pressure. In this case with higher IHE efficiency, higher pressure ratio compression
will take place in the second stage of the compressor, thereby moving a larger part of the
compression to the left in the P-h diagram where the isentropic compression lines are steeper.
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Figure 3.3.22: High stage COP at different intermediate pressures
(pressure between high stage compressor stages), IHE effectiveness
values, and ambient temperatures. Evaporating temperature is -9ºC.
With the intercooler exit temperature assumed to be constant, then the inlet temperature of the
intercooler at the intermediate pressure level will be higher given a highly efficient IHE; this will
result in more heat being rejected at the intermediate pressure level which in turn reduces the
power demand on the high stage compressor. As a result of the reduced compressor work needed
with high IHE effectiveness the COP of the system will be improved and this is what can be
observed in the figure above. At an ambient temperature of 20ºC an IHE which is 100% efficient
will improve the COP of the high stage by about 4% compared to the 50% IHE. At 30°C
ambient the improvement will be about 6%.
Low stage IHE
A centralized system solution with a low stage IHE is shown in Figure 3.3.23. Using the IHE at
the low stage with 100% effectiveness and a low stage compressor with isentropic efficiency of
about 80% will result in discharge gas temperature of about 75°C, which is acceptable for good
lubricant performance. The rate of increase in low stage compressor power due to the flattening
isentropic compression lines with greater superheat values will be slightly higher than the
increase in the cooling capacity of freezing cabinets; this will result in a lowering of the COP of
the low stage. Using an IHE with 100% effectiveness will degrade the low stage COP by 3%
compared to a system without an IHE.
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Figure 3.3.23: CO 2 centralized system solution with a low stage IHE.
As a result of an assumed load ratio of 3, the low stage IHE will have a very small influence, of
about 0.5%, on the total COP of the two-stage centralized system at an ambient temperature of
30°C. This can be seen in the “No De-superheat” line in Figure 3.3.25.
The use of IHEs in supermarket applications is usually preferred, providing sub-cooling in the
liquid supply line to the cabinets in order to prevent evaporation of the refrigerant as a result of
the pressure drop. For CO2 the pressure drop is much smaller than for other refrigerants, using
the same tube diameter, which indicates that only a small IHE would be needed to provide a few
degrees of sub-cooling.
Low stage de-superheat by ambient
In order to reach a product temperature of +3°C at the medium temperature level the evaporation
temperature should be about -3°C. For a frozen product temperature of -18°C an evaporation
temperature of about -34°C must be maintained. When the low stage compressor operates
between -34 and -3°C, the discharge temperature will be about 50°C when a low stage IHE is not
used and the superheat in the evaporator is 9K. If the effectiveness of the IHE is 50%, then the
discharge temperature is about 60°C. As ambient temperatures are normally much lower there is
the potential for removing heat from the low stage directly to the environment, so the cooling
capacity on the high stage will be reduced and consequently the compressor power will be
lowered. This heat removal to the environment at the medium pressure level is referred to in this
chapter as free de-superheating and the heat exchanger is denoted a de-superheater. A centralized
system with a de-superheater is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3.3.24: CO 2 centralized system solution with low stage IHE and
de-superheater .
Figure 3.3.25 is a plot of the influence of the effectiveness of the IHE on the total COP of the
two-stage centralized system both with and without a de-superheater. The improved COP with
higher IHE effectiveness is due to the fact that the low stage discharge temperature gets higher
and more heat can be removed from the hot gas.
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Figure 3.3.25: Influence of the IHE and the free de-superheat on the total
COP. Ambient temperature is 30 ºC.
For a low stage IHE with 50% effectiveness and de-superheating, a 2% improvement on the total
COP can be achieved; this can be seen in the following figure which represents the percentage
improvements in total COP with de-superheater for different IHE effectiveness at different
ambient temperatures.
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Figure 3.3.26: Influence of free de-superheating on improving the total
COP for different values of effectiveness for the low stage IHE at
different ambient temperatures.
It is obvious that the amount of heat that can be rejected from the de-superheater is dependent on
the heat sink temperature; at low ambient temperatures more heat can be removed to the
environment due to a lower de-superheater exit temperature. As can be seen in the figure, the
improvement in total COP at an ambient temperature of 10°C will be about 2.7% compared to
2% at 30°C.
For cases with load ratios lower than 3, which are used in the reference and the two-stage
centralized systems, the influence on the total COP will be greater. This is due to the higher heat
load that can be rejected to the environment at the medium pressure level; the plot in the figure
above clearly indicates the improvement due to de-superheating for one case with a load ratio of
2 at an ambient temperature of 30°C, where the total load is kept the same.
DX evaporator superheat
The superheat value used in the reference and two-stage centralized systems was 9K which is
based on experimental data for NH3/CO2 cascade systems (Sawalha, Soleimani K. et al. 2006).
The freezers that are used in the experimental cascade system are not specially optimized for
CO2; they have a long single coil with a large diameter. This has been chosen in the experimental
rig in order to evaluate the performance of CO2 in conventional display cabinets. If the cabinet
were to be specially designed for CO2 it would be with smaller and shorter pipes, which would
mean that it will be possible to operate the system with a lower superheat value with good
stability. The low pressure drop of CO2 would permit the use of smaller pipes in the heat
exchanger compared to cabinets for other refrigerants. If the superheat value is reduced to 7K
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then the low stage COP will increase by 8% which accounts for about a 1.3% improvement in
the total COP. The main reason for this improvement in the COP is the increase in the
evaporating temperature due to shifting the minimum approach temperature difference to the air
exit side of the evaporator.
As can be seen in Figure 3.3.27, the influence of the superheat value will be higher at lower
ambient temperatures; this is due to the fact that the work of the low stage compressor at low
ambient temperatures will account for a larger share of the total power consumption.
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Figure 3.3.27: Total COP at different ambient temperature with 7 and 9K
DX freezer superheat and flooded evaporator.
Flooded freezing cabinets
A solution that may improve the COP of the system is to use a low pressure receiver and pump
the refrigerant into the freezers in the same way as is used in the medium temperature cabinets.
In the case of the flooded evaporator freezing cabinet, the superheat value is zero and the
approach temperature difference is assumed to be similar to that of medium temperature cabinets
and equals 2K; this assumption is due to the improved heat transfer conditions on the refrigerant
side. The lowest temperature approach will be on the air exit side of the heat exchanger;
therefore, the temperature profile in the heat exchanger can be presented by the sketch in the
following figure. The warmest product temperature is 2.5K higher than the air inlet temperature
and the air temperature difference across the heat exchanger is 7.5K; these assumptions are
similar to the values used for the DX freezer calculations.
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Tproduct

L (m)
Figure 3.3.28: Temperature profile in the freezer’s flooded evaporator.
In this case, with no superheat in the evaporator and a smaller approach temperature difference,
it is clear, by looking at the temperature profile in the figure, that the evaporating temperature
needed to provide the required product temperature will be higher than in the case of DX . The
evaporating temperature increase due to pump pressure is also taken into account in calculating
the product and evaporating temperatures. The pump power needed for a circulation ratio of 2 is
included in the total power consumption calculations. Using flooded freezers improved the total
system COP, especially at low ambient temperatures, as can be seen in Figure 3.3.27. .
Modifications summary
Based on the results of the parametric analysis presented in the preceding sections, it will be
possible to evaluate the performance with different system variations; thus the combination of
variations which will give the best centralized system performance can be concluded. The COP
is compared to that of the two-stage centralized system solution, presented in Figure 3.3.19, and
presented as a percentage of improvement. The different modifications that can be applied to the
system can be found in the schematic diagram in the following figure.
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Figure 3.3.29: Modified centralized CO 2 system with DX or flooded
evaporator options.
The IHE used for low and high stages has an effectiveness of 50%; the design of the IHE is a
trade off between heat transfer and pressure drop and this value is seen to be practically
acceptable.
The influence on COP by superheat in the DX freezers, flooding the freezers, free de-superheat
with and without IHE are calculated and plotted in Figure 3.3.30. As can be seen in the plot; the
highest COP can be achieved by flooding the evaporator, using a low stage IHE and with free
de-superheat. As such, up to a 7% improvement at 10ºC can be achieved. Accordingly, this
system is defined as the modified centralized solution due to it having the highest COP.
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Figure 3.3.30: Total relative COP improvement for different centralized
system variations compared to the two-stage centralized system solution
at different ambient temperatures.
The flooded evaporator solution implies that a low pressure receiver and pump should be used,
which will add to the installation cost compared to the DX solution. In this case the pump will
provide head before the distribution lines which should be sufficient to avoid flashing gas in the
liquid line, and since solenoid valves will be used to control the flow in the evaporators, instead
of an expansion valve, then it will be of little importance to strive to avoid flashing gas in the
liquid line. Consequently, the sole reason for using the IHE will be to create a higher compressor
discharge temperature so that more heat can be rejected out into the environment. A flooded
system with de-superheater and without IHE will produce an improvement in COP compared to
a flooded evaporator without de-superheating and IHE at ambient temperatures below 25ºC.
Above this value the ambient temperature will be very close to or higher than the compressor
discharge temperature and therefore no heat will be removed.
A DX system with an IHE and free de-superheating results in a higher COP than the flooded
evaporator without de-superheating; this can be observed for ambient temperatures lower than
37°C. The improvements range from between 2 to about 6% over the whole series of
temperatures, compared to the two-stage centralized system. The presence of the IHE is essential
with relatively long distribution lines and DX freezers; therefore, the additional component in
this solution is the de-superheater which will make this concept more favourable from a
installation point of view.

3.3.2 Comparisons with alternative systems
3.3.2.1 Trans-critical, cascade, and DX R404A
Using the computer simulation models with assumptions described in Chapter 3.4 at Sawalha
(2008) and based on the input values and calculations presented in the preceding sections, the
COPs of the different trans-critical, cascade and DX R404A systems are calculated. Thereafter,
the annual energy consumption of selected systems is calculated for three different climates;
moderate European, hot and cold.
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Total COP calculations
COPs have been calculated for the two-stage centralized system solution (Figure 3.3.20),
modified centralized (Figure 3.3.29), and the three alternative system solutions; NH3/CO2
cascade, DX R404A, and two-stage (on both circuits) CO2 parallel.
Schematic of the simulated NH3/CO2 cascade system solution can be seen in Figure 3.3.31.

Figure 3.3.31: NH3/CO2 cascade system.
The DX R404A system consists of two separate DX circuits; one is a single-stage circuit for the
medium temperature level and the other is a two-stage compression circuit, similar to that shown
in the schematic diagram in Figure 3.2.12 except for the high pressure regulating valve used with
CO2. Due to the steepness of the isentropic compression lines for R404A two-stage compression
with inter-cooling has very little influence on improving the COP of the medium temperature
level. Two-stage compression at the low temperature level may not be a conventional solution
with R404A; however, it has been used in calculations to see what COP a good R404A system
can produce.
The following plot of COP comparisons also includes additional calculations made for DX
R404A system with evaporation temperature of -16°C at the medium temperature level,
representing a system with indirect loop at the medium temperature. Pump power was not
included in the COP calculations. This system represents a more realistic conventional R404A
solution due to regulations on the use of HFC’s. A superheat value of 7K was assumed for all
DX cases.
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Figure 3.3.32 is a plot of the total COP of each system at different ambient temperatures. As can
be seen in the plot, different systems are better at different temperature ranges.
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Figure 3.3.32: Total COP of different system solutions for ambient
temperatures between 10 and 40°C.
The simulated trans-critical CO2 systems show lower COPs than the cascade and the DX R404A
systems for most of the calculated temperature range. The cascade system shows a higher COP
than the DX R404A system for ambient temperatures higher than 21°C. The CO2 parallel system
has the lowest COP at ambient temperatures higher than 22°C, where at lower temperatures the
R404A indirect (pumping power not included) has the lowest COP.
It must be pointed out that the modifications which were applied to the centralized system can
also be implemented on the cascade system whereby its COP could be further improved.
In conventional refrigeration systems the condensing temperature can usually be estimated to be
constant, at about 40°C all year round, an assumption which is supported by data in Arias
(2005). With a fixed head pressure the cascade system is the only one that has a higher COP than
the DX R404A system.
Annual energy consumption
Since performance differences between the systems under investigation vary over the ambient
temperature range, then differences in annual energy consumption will depend on the climate in
which the system will operate.
Three different climatic examples were selected. The first is a typical European climate
represented by the climate of Frankfurt/Germany. This city was also selected by Wertenbach and
Caeser (1998) for their analysis of mobile air conditioning applications. A hot climate in the
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USA is represented by Phoenix-Arizona/USA. Stockholm/Sweden is the third example, selected
as being representative of a cold climate.
Ambient temperatures and their variation over the year were generated using Meteonorm
(Remund, Lang et al. 2001) for every hour of the year. As can be seen in Figure 3.3.33 the
temperature in Stockholm and Frankfurt under 10°C for more than 50% of the time. In Phoenix
the temperature levels tend to be higher; the temperature is above 30°C for the greatest number
of hours compared to the other temperature ranges.
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Figure 3.3.33: Number of hours per year for different ambient
temperature levels in Stockholm/Sweden, Frankfurt/Germany, and
Phoenix-Arizona/USA .
A CO2 trans-critical system in Stockholm or Frankfurt will operate sub-critically for most of the
time while in Phoenix the system will operate in the trans-critical region for about 40% of the
time.
Using ambient temperatures from Meteonorm for the selected cities as input variables in the
simulation model the annual energy consumption for each system in Figure 3.3.32 is calculated.
An additional system is added to the comparison, which is a single-stage centralized system
solution. It is added to the group of systems analyzed because in practical terms it may be more
applicable than the two-stage centralized system solutions.
When the ambient temperature is lower than 10°C then the model uses 10°C (15°C
condensing/gas cooler exit temperature) as the input variable, which is chosen as a limit for
floating condensation. It is important to note that the heat sink temperature supplied to the
condenser/gas cooler and the intercooler should be the same, otherwise, if the intercooler had a
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lower heat sink temperature, the refrigerant may condense at the inlet of the high stage
compressor. When controlling the heat sink temperature is necessary it will be difficult to
achieve this with an air cooler; therefore, a water/brine loop may be needed to reject the heat.
This will make the temperature difference between the refrigerant and ambient temperature
higher than the assumed 5K.
Figure 3.3.34 represents annual energy consumption for the different systems under investigation
for the three selected cities. As can be seen in the figure, except for the modified centralized, the
trans-critical CO2 systems have the highest energy consumption among the examined solutions
in hot climates. The R404A indirect has the highest energy consumption in the cold and
moderate climates.
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Figure 3.3.34: Annual energy consumption for different supermarket
systems in Stockholm/Sweden, Frankfurt/Germany, and PhoenixArizona/USA.
The values presented in Figure 3.3.34 can be related to each other in percentages. This is detailed
in Table 3.3.1 where the systems in rows are related to the ones in columns as a percentage. In
the table, the values for the hottest and coldest examples are chosen for the comparison. In the
case of Swedish/Stockholm weather conditions the DX R404A system solution has the lowest
energy consumption over the year, 3% less than the modified centralized and 6% less than
NH3/CO2 cascade. All the systems investigated consume less energy over the year compared to
R404A indirect. This is also the result in the case of Frankfurt, which can be observed in Figure
3.3.34.
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Table 3.3.1: Percentage difference in annual energy consumption
differences between the different solutions. A 5K temperature difference
is assumed between the condenser/gas cooler exit and the heat sink.
Systems in rows are related to the ones in columns.

In the case of a hot climate, the NH3/CO2 cascade system has the lowest annual energy
consumption; 6% lower than for the DX R404A. Whereas, the single stage centralized system
has the highest. Looking at the three centralized system solutions, it is clear that the
modifications to the system are more important at high ambient temperatures where the
percentage improvement is higher and the reduction in annual energy consumption is also high.
As can be seen in Figure 3.3.32, it is clear that differences in energetic performance, COP,
between the systems depend on the ambient/condensing (or gas cooler exit) temperature. In the
calculations above, the difference between the condensing/gas cooler exit temperature and the
heat sink, air in this case, is assumed to be 5K. If a brine/water loop is used to transfer heat from
the condenser/gas cooler to the environment then an additional temperature difference will exist
and this will affect the annual energy consumption figures presented above.
With all the systems having a water/brine loop on the condenser/gas cooler side an additional 5K
temperature difference is assumed between the heat transfer fluid and the ambient. Accordingly,
the temperature difference between the condenser/gas cooler exit and the ambient becomes 10°C.
The temperature limit for floating condensing is kept the same as in the calculations above; 15°C
of condensing or at the gas cooler exit.
Following the same calculation procedure as presented above the percentage values in Table
3.3.1 are regenerated with these new assumptions, presented here in Table 3.3.2.
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Table 3.3.2: Percentage difference in annual energy consumption
between the different solutions. 10K temperature difference is assumed
between the condenser/gas cooler exit and the heat sink. Systems in rows
are related to the ones in columns.

In the case of Stockholm, the DX R404A was the solution with the lowest energy consumption,
4% lower than the cascade system. In the case of Phoenix, the cascade system was the lowest
with 12% less energy consumption compared to the DX R404A; this is larger difference than in
the case with the assumed 5K temperature difference between the condenser/gas cooler exit and
the heat sink.

3.3.3 CO2 indirect vs. DX R404A
Simple schematics of the DX and indirect refrigeration systems investigated are shown in Figure
3.3.35 and Figure 3.3.36 respectively. The dashed lines represent the suction and return lines and
the components connected to them.
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Figure 3.3.35: Schematic of a DX system.
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Figure 3.3.36: Schematic of a single- stage CO2 indirect system.
By calculating the temperature and pressure drops in the suction and return lines and the heat
exchangers, temperature and pressure profiles can be established as in Figure 3.3.39 and Figure
3.3.40, for DX R404A and R404A/CO2 indirect systems respectively. The indirect system profile
is for a converted plant case where the same pipe sizes are used. Only the sections of loop,
denoted in Figure 3.3.37 and Figure 3.3.38 by dashed lines, are included in the temperature and
pressure profiles. The logarithmic mean temperature difference in the air cooler is assumed to be
5K. The air inlet temperature to the cabinets’ evaporator is assumed to be -20°C and
subsequently cooled down to -30°C. The maximum permitted temperature drop for the
refrigerant side of the air cooler was estimated to be 1°C (Downing 1988). In order to ensure the
proper superheat of the primary refrigerant, the minimum approach temperature difference in the
CO2 condenser (R404A evaporator) was estimated to be 2K. For simplicity, the temperature and
pressure drops for the CO2 condenser were assumed to be identical to the values in the CO2
evaporator.
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Figure 3.3.39: Temperature and pressure profiles for DX R404A system
(2 5/8” suction line).

Figure 3.3.40: Temperature and pressure profiles for R404A/CO 2 Indirect
system (2 5/8” return line) 2
As shown in the temperature profiles, the compressor inlet temperatures for the DX and indirect
systems are -29.4°C and -33.6°C respectively. The corresponding inlet pressures are 169 and 140
kPa. The logarithmic mean temperature difference in the CO2 condenser equals 6K and the total
CO2 temperature drop (air cooler + return line + CO2 condenser) is less than 0.1°C. This is very
low compared to the temperature drop in the R404A suction line which is about 1.9°C.
For the 50 kW freezing capacity, the compressor power required to provide the temperature lift
needed to operate the system is 27.8 kW for the DX R404A system while the R404A/CO2
indirect system requires 30.9 kW (11% higher).

2 R404A flow direction in the CO2 condenser/R404A evaporator is reversed in the figure for explanatory reasons, but the
calculations are based on counter-flow conditions.
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Should the system have originally been designed to operate with CO2 then smaller pipes could be
used for the CO2 loop. Accordingly, a return pipe size of 1 5/8” (38 mm internal diameter) was
selected which results in energy consumption 13% higher for the R404A/CO2 indirect system
compared with the DX R404A.
In the same way, the power consumption for the indirect system using NH3 or propane as the
primary refrigerant is calculated. Table 3.3.3 summarizes the results of the power consumption
calculations for different refrigerants in the two systems.
Table 3.3.3: Calculated power consumption for different primary
refrigerants in conventional DX and CO 2 indirect systems with two
different return line sizes.
CO2 indirect system
Primary
Ref.
2 5/8”
(Converted)
1 5/8”

DX R404A

R404A

NH3

Propane

30.9

27

27.5

31.4

27.4

27.8

system

27.8

In an indirect system, the charge of the primary refrigerant becomes relatively small, and the
limited volume of the machine room makes it easy to handle the primary refrigerant. Therefore,
NH3 or propane can be used as primary refrigerants given proper safety precautions; this is the
case in some supermarket installations in Sweden. As shown in Table 3.3.3, when NH3 or
propane is used instead of R404A in the indirect system, the energy consumption becomes less
than or equal to that of the DX R404A system. According to the calculations NH3 has the lowest
energy consumption among the indirect systems investigated, having approximately 3% lower
energy consumption than the DX R404A system when large return line pipes are used, and 1.5%
lower when smaller pipes are used. However, temperature lift in this application is high and the
discharge gas from the NH3 compressor will be very hot. It is also possible that the evaporation
pressure of the NH3 could become lower than atmospheric pressure which may cause leakage
into the system. These problems may be solved by carefully designing a tight system at the low
stage with two-stage compression and an intercooler; the latter will also reduce the compressor’s
power consumption. Propane/CO2 indirect has similar energy consumption to the DX R404A
system.
If the plant was originally constructed with an NH3/CO2 indirect system then it would be
possible to have smaller distribution lines, which would financially compensate for some of the
additional equipment needed for the secondary loop and the safety devices needed because of the
use of NH3.
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The calculations for the pumping power were based on the assumption that the plant was
originally operated with R404A in a DX system and then changed to a CO2 indirect system. The
same liquid lines were used for the liquid CO2 in the secondary loop.
The sizing of the R404A liquid pipe in the DX system is based on the results presented in Figure
3.3.41, where the permitted velocity must be in the range of 1-2.5 m/s (Stoecker 1998), which
gives a pressure drop of around 100 kPa. This value is also acceptable according to Dossat
(1991) where approximately 70 kPa is recommended and can be exceeded with adequate sub3
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Figure 3.3.41: Velocity and pressure drop in the liquid line for R404A in
different pipe dimensions .
The power required for the CO2 pump is calculated based on the assumption that the flow in 50%
of the CO2 loop is in the liquid phase and in the other 50% is a two-phase flow with a quality of
0.33 (circulation ratio= 3). Pump efficiency is assumed to be 50%. The results show that the
required pumping power is about 115 and 140W for the 2 5/8” and 1 5/8” return lines
respectively. This is very small compared to the compressor’s power and accounts for less than
1% in this case.

3.3.4 Summary of the results
Calculations for the indirect system solution show that CO2 has a substantially lower pressure
drop than R404A, as well as a corresponding drop in saturation temperature. This brings the inlet
conditions of the compressor in the indirect system close to the conditions of a DX system with
R404A. Hence the power consumption of the indirect system is not much higher than that of the
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DX system with the same refrigerant in the primary loop. For the calculated example this is up to
13% higher.
The indirect system solution allows the use of refrigerants which cannot be used in a DX
solution. NH3 and propane cannot be used in DX systems for safety reasons, but can be used in
indirect solutions, and the calculations show that the power consumption of such systems is less
than or equal to that of the DX R404A system.
For trans-critical system solutions, in the ambient temperature range of 10-40°C, the single-stage
centralized system solution demonstrates a 4-21% higher COP than the parallel system with
single-stage compression at the medium temperature level. Using two-stage compression at the
high stage of the centralized system solution will further improve its COP by about 5-22%. It is
essential for the application of this solution with floating condensing to have a compressor with
good isentropic efficiencies at the low pressure ratios required in this case.
Several options for improvements have been examined for the two-stage centralized system;
such as, high and low stage IHEs, free de-superheating at the medium temperature level, a lower
superheat temperature in the DX evaporators, and flooded evaporators. COP improvements of up
to 7% at an ambient temperature of 10ºC were achieved by flooding the evaporator, with low
stage IHE and free de-superheat. This system is referred to as the modified centralized solution.
COPs for selected trans-critical, NH3/CO2 cascade, DX R404A, and R404A indirect (not
including pumping power) systems have been generated for different ambient temperatures. The
differences between the COPs of the analyzed systems vary depending on the ambient
temperature. The DX R404A system solution shows the highest COP among the systems for
ambient temperatures lower than 21ºC, above which the NH3/CO2 cascade system has the
highest COP. The CO2 parallel system has the lowest COP at ambient temperatures higher than
22°C, where at lower temperatures the R404A indirect has the lowest COP.
Due to the regulations on the use of R404A, the realistic conventional solution is not the DX
R404A but the indirect, where an indirect loop is used at the medium temperature level. The
calculations in this chapter did not include the pumping power which will decrease the calculated
COP of the R404A indirect system.
Since performance differences between the systems under investigation vary over the ambient
temperature range, the differences in annual energy consumption will depend on the climate in
which the system will operate. Examining the systems in three different climate conditions;
cold/Stockholm, moderate/Frankfurt, and hot/Phoenix-Arizona, showed that CO2 systems, with
the exception of the parallel system, are good for cold climates, such as in the case of Stockholm.
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However, the NH3/CO2 cascade system is better for hot climates, such as in the case of PhoenixUSA. This analysis shows that from an energy consumption point of view the CO2 centralized
and NH3/CO2 cascade solutions are good for low ambient temperatures whereas the NH3/CO2
cascade solution is good for high ambient temperatures.
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3.4 Laboratory experimental evaluations
The investigated system solutions in the following sections are applicable to a medium size
supermarket installation in Sweden. In such a supermarket cooling capacities are typically 150
kW for a product temperature of +3ºC and 50 kW for frozen products at -18ºC. The condensing
temperature is kept constant, at up to 40ºC. Accordingly, the systems have been designed to
operate between these temperature boundaries and to provide a cooling capacity which is scaled
down while trying to keep a load ratio close to 3. The experimental investigations have been
conducted in a controlled laboratory environment.
Comprehensive laboratory testing of supermarket refrigeration systems is very important
because in field installations it is hard to change system boundaries, measure all necessary
parameters, and modify the design. The test rigs were installed at the IUC Sveriges Energi- &
Kylcentrum AB laboratories where all the testing took place.
More details about the experimental investigations in the following sections can be found at
Sawalha (2008).

3.4.1 Cascade system test rig
The laboratory cascade installation uses NH3 at the high stage and CO2 at the low stage, and at
the medium temperature level CO2 is pumped to provide the required cooling load. Figure 3.4.42
is a schematic diagram of the test rig system.
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Figure 3.4.42: Schematic diagram of NH 3 /CO 2 cascade system with CO 2
at the medium temperature level installed in the laboratory.
Temperature levels of -8 and -37ºC were chosen to provide the required product temperatures of
around +3ºC and -18ºC, with a designed condensing temperature of 35ºC. The system has a rated
cooling capacity of about 16.6 kW for the medium temperature level and about 7.4 kW of
freezing capacity at the rated speed of the CO2 compressor.
The 16.6 kW cooling capacity at the medium temperature level is divided between two display
cabinets, with 5 kW each, with the other 6.6 kW supplied by an electric heater. The electric
heater, referred to as a load simulator, provides heat to a secondary loop which is then exchanged
with the refrigerant in a plate heat exchanger, as can be seen in the schematic diagram above.
The CO2 compressor is a Copeland scroll type with operating temperatures between -37ºC and 8ºC and a displacement of 4.1 m3/h. The CO2 pump is hermitic with a capacity much higher than
the highest circulation rate desired; therefore a bypass to the accumulation tank is used to reduce
the flow rate pumped into the medium temperature circuit. The NH3 unit uses a Bock
reciprocating compressor with a displacement of 40.5 m3/h and the ability to run at 50% reduced
capacity by unloading half of its cylinders. In addition to the unloading of the cylinders, the
capacity is controlled by a frequency converter. A frequency converter is also used with the CO2
compressor. NH3 is circulated in the evaporator via a thermosyphon loop.
The cascade condenser is a plate type heat exchanger that is specially selected to handle the
pressure difference that will exist between CO2 and NH3. Under the design conditions, when
CO2 condenses at -8°C the pressure is 28 bars while NH3 will have a pressure of about 2.7 bars
at 12°C.
Freezers and medium temperature display cabinets can be defrosted using the conventional
electric defrost method. Alternatively, freezers can be defrosted using some of the compressors’
discharge gas. Since the condensing temperature of the CO2 at the compressor discharge pressure
will be below zero, the heating of the evaporators will be achieved via the sensible heat of the
hot gas, however, this defrost technique may be suitable only for high capacity systems.

3.4.2 Trans-critical system test rig
The system works with CO2 as the only working fluid. The NH3 unit in the cascade system,
shown in Figure 3.4.42, is replaced with a CO2 unit which works with a two-stage compressor
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and intercooler. A schematic diagram of the trans-critical system with two-stage compression is
shown in the following figure.

Figure 3.4.43: Schematic diagram of the two-stage trans-critical CO 2
system installed in the laboratory.
This system solution is similar to what is referred to as “centralized” in Figure 3.2.13. It can be
observed from the diagram that a cascade condenser is used which separates the system into two
circuits. The main reason for using the cascade condenser was to separate the high stage
compressors from the accumulation tank where oil will eventually collect and a special
mechanism will be needed to return it to the high stage compressors. The oil used is of the POE
type which is soluble in CO2 and can be separated by evaporating off the liquid CO2.
Using the cascade condenser solution allows for system testing while bypassing potential oil
return problems. After the system has been evaluated, the cascade condenser can be bypassed as
indicated by the dashed lines around the cascade condenser in Figure 3.4.43. The high stage CO2
system is built as a separate unit first and then connected to the laboratory’s heat supply and sink
systems in order to have better control over the system for preliminary evaluation. Figure 3.4.44
is a schematic diagram of the two-stage CO2 trans-critical unit which shows the loop that
connects its evaporator to the laboratory’s heat supply system.
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Figure 3.4.44: Schematic diagram of the high stage trans-critical CO 2
unit .
The two-stage compressor is a Dorin semi-hermetic unit with a rated speed of 2900 rpm and
swept volume of 10.3 m3/h. The compressor can stand 100 and 163 bars of pressure in the
suction and discharge lines respectively. The schematic diagram in Figure 3.4.44, for the sake of
simplicity, shows two separate single stage compressors; however, the installed compressor is a
single unit with two-stage compression.
A requirement for the compressor’s oil cooling procedure is that the temperature of the oil
should not exceed 65˚C. It is carefully pointed out by the manufacturer that the oil cooler
capacity can withdraw about 20% of the electric motor power consumption (Dorin 2007). A
SWEP plate heat exchanger with a cooling capacity of 3 kW at a temperature difference of about
6°C on the water side and the capability to stand a pressure up to 100 bars is installed as the oil
cooler.
The gas cooler, the cascade condenser, and the intercooler are SuperMaxTM plate heat
exchangers from TRANTER. The gas cooler has a design pressure of 100 bars and a maximum
design temperature of 100˚C. The cascade condenser and intercooler can stand up to 91 bars. The
expansion/regulation valve is a Danfoss electronic with maximum working pressure of 140 bars.
The accumulator, oil separator, and coaxial IHE were designed and built in IUC Sveriges Energi& Kylcentrum AB laboratories and can stand pressures of up to 200 bars.
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3.4.3 R404A test rig
In the laboratory of IUC Sveriges Energi- & Kylcentrum AB, where the NH3/CO2 system was
installed, an R404A system was built. The R404A system has been installed as part of a separate
investigation with the objectives to study control strategies, floating condensing, and heat
recovery (Claesson 2006). The system has been defined as that which would be most likely to be
installed in a Swedish supermarket today. This was according to contact with companies
involved in the project and a survey of some of the main supermarket chains. Figure 3.4.45 is a
schematic diagram of the R404A installation.
Low Temperature Circuit

Subcooler

2.5 kW

2.5 kW

9 kW el

Figure 3.4.45: Schematic diagram of the R404A system installation in
the laboratory .
As can be seen in the figure, the system consists of two separate circuits for the low and medium
temperature levels. At the medium temperature level two compressors, in two separate primary
circuits, provide the required cooling to a 40% solution of propylene glycol in an indirect system
arrangement. As can be noticed in the secondary working fluid loop, an electric heater can
provide a load of 3, 6 or 9 kW directly into the loop. The medium temperature compressors are
of the scroll type from Copeland with a 20.9 m3/h volume flow rate, and a maximum pressure of
32 bars.
In the low temperature loop, a DX circuit is used with a Bizter compressor which has a volume
flow rate of 63.5 m3/h and a maximum high pressure of 28 bar. A load simulator that provides
1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6.5 kW is used. Cabinets at the medium and low temperature levels are of similar
capacities to those in the NH3/CO2 cascade system.
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The system can provide a cooling capacity of 22 kW at the medium temperature level and 10 kW
for the freezers. It is designed to operate within the same boundary conditions as for the
NH3/CO2 cascade system.

3.4.4 Comparisons
The NH3/CO2 cascade and R404A systems run in the same laboratory environment where the
boundary conditions are kept as identical as practically possible. Room temperature and relative
humidity were around 20°C and 30% respectively. The two systems have been regulated in order
to obtain evaporation temperatures that produce similar product temperatures in the systems’
cabinets. The temperature of water inlet to the condensers was controlled in order to simulate
floating condensing conditions. Similar defrost methods and procedures were applied.
Temperatures at the boundaries of the systems are listed in the following table.
Table 3.4.4: Operating temperatures (in °C) for the cascade and R404A
systems
Medium
Cond.
Inlet

Product

Water

Freezers
Evaporatio
n

Cas.

404

Cas.

20

2.7

4.5

-7.9

25

2.6

4.3

-7.6

30

2.5

4.3

-7.2

Product

Evaporatio

Condenser

n

404

Cas.

404

Cas.

404

-

-

-

-

-

12.4

17.6

14.0

34.4

36.9

-

-

-

-

-

12.9

17.5

15.5

34.5

36.3

-

-

-

-

-

13.7

17.5

14.5

34.3

34.9

Cas.

404

23.2

27.9

28.1

33.7

33.0

40.7

As can be observed in the table, product temperatures in the cascade system cabinets are lower
than in the R404A’s. Evaporation temperature at the medium temperature level for the R404A
system is lower by about 5K and the condensing temperature is higher than that in the cascade
system.
The measured cooling capacities, load ratios and COPs of the different systems are presented in
the following table.
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Table 3.4.5: Cooling capacities (kW) and resulting COPs for the cascade
and R404A systems
Cond.

Cooling capacity

Inlet

Medium

Low

Water

Cas.

404

Cas.

404

Cas.

404.

Med

Low

Med

Low

Cas.

404

20

13.1

13.6

5.4

10.5

2.4

1.3

1.8

1.6

3.1

1.9

2.6

1.7

25

13.0

13.4

5.3

10.0

2.5

1.3

1.6

1.5

2.7

1.7

2.4

1.5

30

13.4

14.8

5.3

9.8

2.5

1.5

1.4

1.4

2.5

1.6

2.2

1.4

Load

R404A

ratio

Cas. COP

COP

Total
COP

As can be seen in table 3.4.5 the cascade system has a higher COP than the R404A. It has a 50 to
60% higher COP at the tested temperature range. The load ratio for the R404A system in the
tests is lower than that for the cascade which may suggest that the total COP of the R404A
system would have been higher if the load ratio was the same; on the other hand, COP values for
the R404A medium and low temperature circuits are very similar owing to the use of an indirect
system at the medium temperature level, which can be noted in table 3.4.5. Therefore, the total
COP of the R404A system does not significantly improve with higher load ratio.
The electric power consumption of the secondary working fluid pump in the R404A system
varied around an average value of 2 kW. While the CO2 pump in the cascade system had electric
power consumption of 0.85 kW. Since, the experimental test rigs have been scaled down to fit in
the laboratory conditions then there is a risk that the pumps are oversized. Therefore, in order to
eliminate the pump size factor the total COPs of the cascade and R404A systems are compared
in Figure 3.4.46 excluding the pumping power. The total COPs of the R404A system excluding
the pumping power and assuming the same load ratios as for the cascade system have also been
plotted.
3,0
2,8
2,5
2,3

COPtot [-]

2,0
1,8
1,5

Cas. Exp. No pump

1,3

Cas. Exp

1,0

R404A Exp. No pump, Cas. System
load ratio
R404A Exp. No pump

0,8
0,5

R404A Exp

0,3
0,0
18

20

22

24

26

28

30

T [°C]

Figure 3.4.46: Total experimental COPs for NH 3 /CO 2 cascade and R404A
systems at different supply water temperature values with and without
pumping power and at the same load ratios.
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It is clear from the figure that for the same load ratio and excluding the pumping power
consumption the cascade system still has higher COP than the R404A, about 40-50% higher.
As can be observed in Table 3.4.4, the condensing temperature of NH3 in the cascade system is
5-8K lower than in the R404A system. The supply water temperature was kept the same for both
systems and the differences between the two cases could be related to the size of heat exchanger
selected. Nevertheless, if both systems are compared for the same condensing temperature then
the cascade system will still produce a much higher total COP than the R404A, as can be seen in
table 3.4.5 and in Figure 3.4.46.
If the CO2 trans-critical unit, presented in Figure 3.4.44, replaces the NH3 unit in Figure 3.4.42,
then the obtained experimental COP values of the CO2 trans-critical unit can be used to estimate
the total COPs of the CO2 trans-critical system in Figure 3.4.43. Total COPs of the CO2 transcritical, cascade and R404A systems (including pumping power consumption) are presented in
Figure 3.4.47.
3,0
2,8
2,5
2,3

COPtot [-]

2,0
1,8
1,5
1,3

Cascade

1,0

R404A

0,8

CO2 trans-crit.

0,5
0,3
0,0
18

20

22

24

26

28

30

Supply Water Temperature [°C]

Figure 3.4.47: Total experimental COPs for NH 3 /CO 2 cascade, CO 2
trans-critical and R404A systems at different supply water temperature
values.
As can be seen in the figure above, the total COP of the CO2 trans-critical system is very close to
that of the R404A system. The total COP of the CO2 system is based on an arrangement which
uses a CO2/CO2 cascade condenser in order to avoid potential oil return problems. If the cascade
condenser is bypassed then the evaporation temperature of the high stage CO2 unit will be higher
than -12.5°C, which has been used during testing of the trans-critical unit. An evaporation
temperature of -8°C is expected instead, which is the tank temperature in the NH3/CO2 cascade
system experiments. This will improve the system’s COP. However, when the CO2/CO2 cascade
condenser is bypassed then an oil return system must be implemented, as per the system
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suggested in Figure 3.2.14, which will consume some energy and therefore influence the
system’s COP.

3.4.5 Summary of the results
NH3/CO2 cascade, CO2 trans-critical, and R404A systems for supermarket refrigeration have
been built in a laboratory environment. They replicate a medium size supermarket in Sweden
with similar temperature boundaries but lower cooling capacities, while keeping load ratios
comparable.
Among the systems tested, the NH3/CO2 cascade solution produced the highest COPs. The CO2
trans-critical and R404A indirect systems produced comparable COP values. Several
modifications and improvements can be applied to the trans-critical system so higher COP values
than for R404A indirect system can be expected. For instance, a compressor which is specially
designed for the tested operating range should have a higher efficiency. Moreover, because the
intercooler had high approach temperature difference this suggests that it was undersized. If the
trans-critical unit would be fixed on top of the tank, without the CO2/CO2 cascade condenser,
then the evaporation temperature of the high stage unit will be higher than that tested, which will
improve the system’s COP. On the other hand, an oil return system, which will consume some
energy, must be considered.
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3.5 Field measurements
The field measurements study presented in the following sections is a part of a project initiated
by Sveriges Energi- & Kylcentrum in Katrineholm and co-financed by the Swedish energy
agency. The project aimed to evaluate the potential of refrigeration systems using CO2 in
supermarket refrigeration.
The analysis covers three supermarkets using different cooling systems such as CO2 trans-critical
parallel, CO2 trans-critical booster, and R404A/CO2 cascade system. The supermarkets have
complete instrumentations necessary to measure temperatures and pressures and measure or
evaluate the energy consumptions. The collected data cover a period of 7 to 18 months. COPs of
each system have been evaluated.
In the system solutions investigated are two trans-critical and one cascade. The supermarkets
will be named trans-critical system 1 and 2 (TR1 and TR2) and cascade system 1 (CC1). They
are located in different places in Sweden meaning that the outside air temperature will be
different for each supermarket. TR1 is the most northern and TR2 is the most southern
supermarket, CC1 is rather centrally located.
The information in the following sections are based on the MSc thesis works of Sarah Johansson
(Johansson 2009) and David Freléchox (Freléchox 2009). For more details their reports should
be consulted.

3.5.1 Supermarket with trans-critical system TR1
The TR1 supermarket has been open since autumn 2007. The maximum cabinet design cooling
load is 230 kW for medium temperature level and 60 kW for frozen products. There are four
separated trans-critical units, two for the medium temperature cabinets and two for the low
temperature, with an indirect loop system on the heat rejection side. Simple schematic of TR1 is
shown in Figure 3.5.48.
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Figure 3.5.48: Simple schematic of TR1 system

3.5.2 Supermarket with trans-critical system TR2
The supermarket TR2 has been open since August 2008. The maximum cabinet design cooling
load is 200 kW for medium temperature level and 50 kW for frozen products. There are three
separated trans-critical units, two booster units for the medium and the low temperature cabinets
with a load ratio of about 2, and one standard-type for the rest of the medium temperature
cabinets. The system rejects heat directly to the environment. Simple schematic of TR2 is shown
in Figure 3.5.49.
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Figure 3.5.49: Simple schematic of TR2 system
Heat exchangers are placed after the high stage compressors in the booster units and the
compressor in the medium temperature unit in order to recover heat for floor and space heating
needs in the supermarket. Before the expansion valves in each unit additional heat exchangers
are placed to further cool down the refrigerant using the cold ground.

3.5.3 Supermarket with cascade system CC1
The supermarket CC1 has been open since 2006, but the measured data are only available since
December 2008. The cooling load is 220 kW for medium temperature level and 60 kW for
frozen products. It is a cascade R404A/CO2 system, brine at the medium temperature level and
DX CO2 for the low temperature level, with indirect loop system for heat rejection. Figure
3.5.50 is a simple schematic of CC1 system.
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Figure 3.5.50: Simple schematic of CC1 system
The system has two DX CO2 units and two R404A units with single brine circuit. The system
rejects heat to heat recovery system for heating needs in the supermarket so the condensing
pressure is kept almost constant.

3.5.4 Comparisons
In order to achieve as fair comparison as possible, evolution of important parameters such as the
load ratio and the condensing temperature must be performed. Evaporation temperatures of all
systems have been almost constant during the measuring period; about -10 and -35ºC at the
medium and low temperature levels respectively.
The Figure 3.5.51 shows the load ratio for each supermarket for the measured periods. CC1 has
rather constant value. TR1 is slightly affected by the summer period and TR2 is very high during
the starting phase of the system before stabilizing just above a value of 3. From the plots, it can
be observed that the value of the load ratio of each supermarket moves relatively close to the
value of 3, which is what would be expected in a typical Swedish supermarket.
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Figure 3.5.51: Load ratios for the three systems analysed
The condensing temperature is also an essential factor to take into consideration for the analysis
of the different COPs. Average condensing temperatures for the three systems analyzed are
plotted in Figure 3.5.52.
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Figure 3.5.52: Condensation temperature for the three systems analysed
As can be seen in the figure, main differences exist among the three systems. While the system
TR1 seems to run properly at floating condensation since September 2008, the system TR2
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maintains its condensing temperature at high level in order to recover heat during the winter. The
lower condensing temperature of TR2 system than TR1 during the month of June 2009, even
though TR2 is much further south, is may be due to water spraying on the gas coolers.
The condensing temperature of CC1 system can be up to 20°C higher than the other two
systems, so the CC1 energy consumption is expected to be higher compared to the other systems.
The system has been designed with heat recovery function and this is why it was controlled for
high condensing pressure.
Figure 3.5.52 shows the different levels of COP for the medium temperature (chiller) units and
the low temperature (freezer) units.
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Figure 3.5.52: Medium and low temperature levels COP’s for TR1, TR2 and
CC1 systems
As can be seen in the figure, significant variations are mostly observed on medium temperature
units. The impact of low condensing temperature is particularly visible on the curve “COP chiller
TR1” during winter 2009. The proper use of floating condensing in this supermarket can result in
a COP of about 4.5 on the medium temperature units and about 1.6 on the freezers.
The need to recover heat during the winter period in TR2 system has negative impact on its
COP. However, the absence of the indirect loop on the condenser/gas cooler allows it to get the
highest COP at the medium temperature level during warm periods. Evidently, COP’s of the
medium and low temperature levels in supermarket CC1 are the lowest mainly due to the high
condensing temperature.
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3.5.5 Comparisons with a load ratio of 3
Using the COP values at the medium and low temperature levels the total COP for the systems
with load ratio of 3 can be calculated. Figure 3.5.53 shows the total COP for each system with
and without the load ratio correction.
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Figure 3.5.53: Load ratio correction for the three systems
As can be seen in the figure, the correction of the load ratio slightly reduces the gap between the
two trans-critical supermarkets and the supermarket using the cascade system. The three cases
had a load ratio close to 3 for the period from January 2009 and on, so the impact of this
correction is less significant.
Figure 3.5.54 is a plot of the three systems COP’s as a function of the respective condensing
temperatures. The main reason why the COP for TR2 system is higher than TR1 is due to the use
of the borehole to sub-cool the refrigerant. CC1 system does not have much of variations in COP
values due to the rather constant condensing pressure. Observing the trend of TR1 system COP
suggests that at high condensing temperatures the cascade system will be more efficient than
TR1 system.
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Figure 3.5.54: Total COP with a load ratio of 3 as a function of the condensing
temperature for the three systems analysed
By calculating how much the borehole sub-cooling improves the COP, this effect can be
eliminated in order to be able to compare TR2 to the other two systems. Figure 3.5.55 shows the
total COP for the three systems with load ratio of 3 and without the effect of the borehole subcooling.
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Figure 3.5.55: Total COP with a load ratio of 3 as a function of the condensing
temperature for the three systems analysed, TR2 system with elimination of the
borehole sub-cooling effect .
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In this plot the systems COP’s are in comparable form where it can be observed that TR1
systems has higher COP than TR2. The trend in TR1 and TR2 COP curves suggest that CC1 will
have higher COP at high condensing temperatures so it could be good solution for heat recovery
system. However, TR1 system can be connected to a heat pump at the heat rejection side in a
cascade arrangement so it will operate in the region where it has high COP. TR2 system could
also be a good solution when low heating capacity is need in the supermarket. Therefore,
analysis of the heat recovery system is very important to have a good overview of the
performance of the refrigeration system.
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3.6 Safety issues related to CO2 in supermarket refrigeration
A common issue for CO2 systems in supermarkets is the high level of pressure at standstill.
Should the plant be stopped for maintenance, component failure, a power cut or any other
reason, then the refrigerant inside the plant will start to gain heat from the environment and
consequently the pressure inside the plant will increase. Components in the indirect system and
the low temperature level of the cascade and trans-critical systems will not stand high pressure as
they are usually designed for a maximum pressure of 40 bars.
The most common and easiest protective technique is to release some of the CO2 charge from the
plant when the pressure reaches a certain preset value. Consequently, the pressure and
temperature of the CO2 in the plant will be reduced. If the plant remains at standstill, then the
process will be repeated and subsequently the plant must be charged again to compensate for the
lost CO2 charge. The fact that CO2 is inexpensive favours this solution over other more
expensive ones such as an auxiliary cooling unit or a thermal storage vessel. The position of the
relief valve must be carefully selected so that liquid CO2 cannot pass through it, otherwise solid
CO2 (dry ice) will be formed which might block the valve. Dry ice will be formed when the
pressure is reduced below the triple point pressure, 5.2 bars, as clarified in Figure 3.6.56.
On the other hand, the formation of dry ice can be considered advantageous when leakage occurs
in other parts of the system. The increase in concentration rate in the space of the leak will be
lower than in the case of a vapour leak owing to the fact that the dry ice formed will delay the
mixing of CO2 and air by the time that it takes the dry ice to sublime. Moreover, the formation of
dry ice at the leakage point might block or limit the flow.

Figure 3.6.56: CO 2 Log P-h diagram
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Supermarket refrigeration is a relatively large-scale application that requires long distribution
lines and an accumulation tank for solutions where a pump is used. This results in a large system
volume and consequently a considerable refrigerant charge. In the case of sudden leakage, the
concentration levels of the refrigerant might be high and the number of people in the shopping
area exposed to it could be large. Therefore, concern over safety is a major factor in the choice of
the type of system and refrigerant to be used.
CO2 is a relatively safe refrigerant compared to natural and artificial working fluids. It is
classified in group A1, according to ASHRAE Handbook-Fundamentals (ASHRAE 2005). This
is the group that contains the refrigerants that are least hazardous and without an identified
toxicity at concentrations below 400 PPM. Naturally, CO2 exists in the atmosphere at
concentrations around 350 PPM and for concentrations between 300 and 600 PPM people do not
usually notice the difference.
According to ASHRAE (1989), a CO2 concentration of 1000 PPM is the recommended limit to
ensure the comfort for the occupants, whereby in a CO2 controlled ventilation system fresh air
should be supplied so that the CO2 concentration level will not exceed this value. This is the case
in an application where a small CO2 generation rate is expected due to different human activities.
However, in the case of the high leakage rate that might occur in supermarket spaces or in the
machine room, the consequences of serious health hazards, such as suffocation, must be taken
into account.
The following table is a list of selected concentration levels of CO2 and the expected effects on
human health.
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Table 3.6.6: Different Concentrations of CO 2 and the expected heath
consequences
PPM

Effects on health

Reference

350

Normal value in the atmosphere

(Bearg 1993)

1,000

Recommended not to be exceeded for human comfort

(ASHRAE 1989)

5,000

(1)

TLV-TWA

(Rieberer 1998)

Can affect the respiration function and cause excitation followed by (Berghmans

20,000
30,000

(2)

depression of the central nervous system. 50% increase in breathing rate
(3)

50,000
(40,000)

100,000

(4)

100% increase in breathing rate after short time exposure

IDLH

(5)

Duprez 1999)
(Amin, Dienhart et al.
1999)
(Rieberer 1998)

value

(Berghmans

Lowest lethal concentration

and

Duprez 1999)

Few minutes of exposure produces unconsciousness

(Hunter 1975)
(Berghmans

200,000

Death accidents have been reported

300,000

Quickly results in an unconsciousness and convulsions

(1)

and

and

Duprez 1999)
(Berghmans

and

Duprez 1999)

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) revised Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL): Time-Weighted Average
(TWA) concentration that must not be exceeded during any 8 hour per day 40 hour per week

(2)

Threshold Limit Value (TLV): TWA concentration to which one may be repeatedly exposed for 8 hours per day 40 hours per week
without adverse effect.

(3)

Short Term Exposure Limit (STEL): a 15-minute TWA exposure that should not be exceeded at any time during a workday

(4)

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) revised Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) value

(5)

IDLH: maximum level for which one could escape within 30 minutes without any escape-impairing symptoms or any irreversible
health effects.

CO2 has one main drawback in not being self-alarming by lacking a distinctive odour or colour.
This implies that facilities where CO2 may leak must be equipped with sensors that trigger an
alarm when the concentration level exceeds 5000 PPM, above which CO2 concentration may
have an adverse effect on health. CO2 is heavier than air and therefore will collect close to the
floor when it leaks; thus, the sensors and ventilators in the space where CO2 might leak should
be located close to the floor.
Being inexpensive and relatively safe allows the use of large charges of refrigerant and provides
flexibility in the design of the system. Hence, flooded evaporators which require large refrigerant
charges can be used at the intermediate and low temperature levels. Nevertheless, the CO2
charge is not expected to be very high compared to other refrigerants due to the fact that the
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compact size of the CO2 components and delivery lines will help to minimise the charge. Based
on experiences from several installations, an estimate of how much CO2 charge will be needed in
a supermarket application can be found in Heinbokel (2001); about 5.25 and 1.7 kg/kW for
secondary and cascade systems respectively. Of course this should be considered a rough
estimate because it will be different from one system solution and installation to another.
In case of component rupture, the fact that CO2 has relatively high operating pressure compared
to other refrigerants raises questions concerning the hazards of blast effects, shocks and flying
fragments. As described and studied by Pettersen et al. (2004), the extent of potential damage
can firstly be characterized by the explosive energy, which can be estimated as the energy
released by the expansion of the refrigerant contained in a component or system. Secondly, is the
possible occurrence of a Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion (BLEVE) which may
create a more severe blast effect than by ordinary refrigerant expansion. BLEVE may occur
when a vessel containing a pressurised saturated liquid is rapidly depressurised, e.g. due to a
crack or initial rupture. The sudden depressurisation leads to explosive vaporisation and a
transient overpressure peak that may burst the vessel.
As Pettersen et al. (2004) reported, the explosive energy per kg for CO2 is high compared to
R22. However, when the comparison is made for a ductless residential air conditioning system
with equal cooling or heating capacities and similar efficiencies then owing to the smaller
volume and refrigerant charge of the CO2 system the actual explosive energies are in the same
range.
In the supermarket system the expected explosive energy may be higher than in cases with
conventional systems. This is due to the presence of an accumulation tank in most CO2 system
solutions which increases the system’s charge and volume. However, explosive energy is more
of a concern with systems where the occupants are close to the system’s components; such as
mobile air conditioning and residential air conditioning. In supermarket systems the high
pressure components are in the machine room and the distribution lines are usually kept at a
distance from the consumers.
Regarding the possible occurrence of BLEVE in CO2 vessels, Pettersen (2004) reports that the
maximum observed pressure spikes in the tests were only a few bars above the initial pressure.
Therefore, it was concluded that there was no reason to expect BLEVE in CO2 system
accumulators or receivers.
Concerning the concentration levels and ventilation rates in the machine room, according to EN
378 (EN378 2007), if the machine room is occupied for significant periods, e.g. used as building
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maintenance workplace, then the ventilation rate must be at least 4 ACH. The ventilation system
in the machine room must be a CO2 controlled one; and when the concentration level in the
machine room reaches the TLV, 5000 PPM, the fresh air supply flow rate (m3/h) must be
increased according to the formula:
V  50 3 M 2

1

Where M is the refrigerant charge (kg). The increase in the ventilation rate is accompanied with
a low-alert alarm system, visual and acoustic, in the machine room and in a visible place from
outside the room. When the concentration level reaches 50,000 PPM (the IDLH value) high-alert
alarm system is triggered and the workers must leave the machine room immediately
(SvenskKylnorm 2000). This is also in good accordance with the European Standard EN 378
(EN378 2007), which states that refrigerant detection systems shall be fitted in machinery rooms
if the system charge is greater than 25 kg. Refrigerant detection systems shall be fitted to raise
alarms and initiate ventilation if the levels rise to 50% of the acute toxicity exposure limit
(ATEL), which is about 20000 PPM (2 % by volume). The emergency ventilation system shall
not produce more than 15 ACH.
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MASTER MODULE 4
CO2 / R744 MOBILE AIR-CONDITIONING (MAC)
Written by Dr.-Ing. Armin Hafner SINTEF Energy Research Trondheim, Norway
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4.1 Introduction
The first OEM3 mobile AC system (MAC) was implemented into a Packard in 1939. CFC-12
was the refrigerant of the system, as shown in Figure 4.1.1.

Figure 4.1.1 First automotive air conditioning system developed and implemented by Packard,
Bhatti (1999).
The main requirements of automobile AC-systems are individually specified by the car
manufactures. The following terms are mainly described:


Requested cooling capacity at certain design conditions.



Maximum airflow rate.



Minimum air outlet temperature into the passenger compartment



Frost protection and dehumidification capability (airside pressure drop).



System components safety & liability.



Capacity control concept (compressor on/off & re-heat, internal or external control of
variable displacement compressor).



System efficiency (additional fuel consumption).

Figure 4.1.2 indicates the expected production volumes for passenger cars on a worldwide base.
The AC/HVAC penetration rate is supposed to increase and may reach values of 85 % to 95 % in

3

OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer.
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the European and the Asian-Pacific markets. Today’s AC-penetration is in the range of 95 % in
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Figure 4.1.2 Estimated number of passenger cars produced on a worldwide base for the next 20
years. Assumed growth rates shown in brackets. OE (2003).
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4.2 HFC Emissions
MAC systems have been and still are a dominating source of refrigerant emissions to the
atmosphere, and the growing production volume of HFC-134a for this purpose is a raising
concern as shown in Figure .

Figure 4.2.3

Global reported cumulated production and release of R-134a in million Metric
tons of CO2
equivalent. Source: AFEAS Alternative Fluorocarbons Acceptability Study 2007.

As a result, government bodies and environmental organizations are focusing on the need for
reducing the emissions. A study made for the German environmental agency shows that a full
replacement of HFC-134a by R744 in MAC systems from 2007 would cut the greenhouse gas
emissions of Germany by 1 million tonnes CO2-equivalents in 2010 and completely eliminate the
emissions by 2021, as shown in Figure (SCHWARTZ 2003-2007). A comprehensive study using
statistical data from German automobile workshops showed that the average annual emission
rates relative to the system charge from HFC-134a mobile AC systems was 10.2%. MCFARLAND
(2005) presented a comparison of calculated atmospheric concentrations to measured
concentrations of HFC-134a, shown in Figure . The study shows that 20% of the refrigerant in
equipment is emitted to atmosphere each year.
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Figure 4.2.4 Equivalent emissions (in million tonnes CO2-equivalents) from mobile AC systems
in Germany, using a Business-as-Usual scenario (BaU) and a reduction scenario with phase-in of
R744 MAC systems from 2007. From (Schwartz).

Figure 4.2.5 Comparison of calculated atmospheric concentrations to measured concentrations of
HFC-134a. Source: DuPont, MAC-Workshop New Delhi 2005
Beyond the mentioned technical aspects also legislations were supposed and implemented, e.g.
by the EU 4, as presented by VAINIO (2003). The total ‘Greenhouse Gas Emission’ has to be
reduced to the level of 1990, as regulated by the Kyoto Protocol. Some common refrigerants are
identified as non-sustainable solutions and to achieve the target of the Kyoto Protocol,
refrigerants with high GWP5-numbers (> 150 [kg CO2 equivalent]) are banned to be applied in new
car models from 2011 in Europe.

4 DIRECTIVE 2006/40/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 17 May 2006 relating to emissions from air-conditioning systems in motor vehicles and amending Council
Directive 70/156/EEC
5

GWP Global Warming Potential, e.g. GWP of HFC-134 is 1410; GWP of CO2 is 1(0).
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4.3 R744 MAC, a sustainable solution
LORENTZEN AND PETTERSEN [1992] published the first experimental data applying CO2 in a MAC
laboratory prototype system in 1992, demonstrating COP data that were competitive to baseline
CFC-12 system performance as shown in Figure

Figure 4.3.6 CO2 MAC lab. prototype versus a sate of the art (1990) CFC-12 system. First
experimental results, comparing two alternative MAC systems with equal sized components.
Based on these positive test results, the automobile industry initiated several development
projects and further studies on R744 MAC systems. The European RACE project, from 1994 to
1997, included the development and testing of car-installed prototype systems. The RACE
results confirmed the potential for CO2-based car air conditioning (GENTNER) [3]. Members in
the RACE project included car manufacturers like BMW, Daimler-Benz, Rover, Volvo,
Volkswagen, system suppliers Behr and Valeo). A European compressor manufacturer Danfoss
was also part of the consortium.
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Figure shows a picture which was
part of a press release in 1998.
“The new CO2 air conditioning unit
during testing in the wind tunnel.
With a roof heat radiation level of
1000 watts, an air temperature of
40°C and a high relative humidity,
the CO2 prototype air conditioning
units cool the heated vehicle
interiors just as well as the
conventional units installed to date.”

Figure 4.3.7 Press release from Daimler Benz in 1998.
(http://www.daimler-benz.com/ind_gfnav_e.html?/research/text/80331_e.htm)

MAC System layout
Two system concepts are common in subcritical HFC systems nowadays. The application
(decision) depends mainly on experiences the OEM had with previous systems. The ‘orifice’
systems contain an expansion device with a fixed cross section, while the accumulator is located
downstream of the evaporator to prevent the compressor from slugging. The expansion device of
TXV-systems controls the refrigerant superheat on the evaporator outlet. The accumulator is
located downstream of the condenser.
Various concepts, using CO2 as the working fluid, have been investigated in prototype test cars
during the years, GENTNER (1998). However, due to the peculiar characteristics and properties of
CO2 , as described in other parts of this manual only a few circuits are capable to reach sufficient
performance at the varying operating conditions the mobile AC-systems are exposed to. Figure
shows a flow circuit, which has been identified to be the basis for the majority of CO2 ACsystems applied in the automotive industry so far.
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Figure 4.3.8 Flow circuit and pressure-enthalpy diagram of the transcritical cycle.
(LORENTZEN & PETTERSEN 1992)
The circuit shown in Figure .8 is characterized by its ability of actively controlling the high side
pressure and the presence of an internal or suction line heat exchanger. The low pressure
receiver, downstream of the evaporator, stores the refrigerant, which is needed to increase the
high side pressure when required. Among other things, the suction line heat exchanger prevents
the compressor from slugging and increases the available cooling capacity of the CO2 ACsystem at high ambient temperature operation. Figure 4.3.9 shows the flow chart of a SINTEF
in-house system calculation tool.

Gas cooler

4
ph
p

5

3
2 Compressor
Internal HX
1

6

Low Pressure
Receiver
Evaporator

Figure 4.3.9 Flow chart of the Csim simulation to applied to calculate the system performance of
R744 units

4.3.1 R744 Heat exchanger technology
The cost, space & weight of automotive components has to be low, since the number of systems
are much higher than in other branches within the air conditioning industry, only the RAC6
industry makes an exception. Referring to this, advantages can be obtained by increasing the
compactness of heat exchangers, i.e. the size and weight of heat exchangers can be reduced.

6

Residential Air Conditioning
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4.3.2 Compact Heat Exchanger Technology
Heat transfer enhancement strategies in combination with increased area densities can be applied
in the development of compact heat exchangers. However, the additional pumping power or
pressure drop that is needed to circulate the fluids through the heat exchangers has to be
considered, to identify the limits of compact heat exchanger design. The aim of this chapter is to
identify the typical characteristics of such heat exchangers.
Figure 4.3.10 organizes interior heat exchanger designs and defines the terminology for
microchannel tube (MPE-tube) heat exchangers. Brazed plate and fin, also called ‘drawn cup’
heat exchangers are commonly used as evaporators in HFC mobile AC-systems. They are the
successors of the expanded round tube heat exchangers, a technology previously applied in
mobile Air Conditioning. The burst pressure of drawn cup heat exchangers is far below the
working pressure of CO2 refrigeration systems, due to design (large internal cross sections) of
the brazed plates.
Emphasis is given to brazed MPE-tube heat exchanger designs. Two design variants/concepts
can be identified, serpentine flow and parallel flow.
Bent MPE-tubes are characteristic for serpentine heat exchangers, the length of the tube is larger
than the height of the heat exchanger, i.e. they are bent to parallel arrangements with alternating
refrigerant flow direction. One single MPE-tube or several MPE-tubes are connected to the inlet
header, where the incoming refrigerant is distributed into the microchannels of the MPE-tube(s).
The outlet header collects the refrigerant, which flows out of the microchannels. In multi-row
designs, the refrigerant flows through cross-row headers from one row to another.
The parallel flow heat exchanger is characterised by short (about the height of the heat
exchanger) parallel MPE-tubes, which are connected to headers on both sides. To increase the
thermal length of the heat exchanger, baffles are applied inside the headers to form passes
containing a varying numbers of MPE-tubes, instead of bending the MPE-tubes. The refrigerant
flow direction inside a pass is identical. Integrated cross-row connections inside the headers can
connect several rows.
A single-pass parallel flow, multi-row serpentine design represents a combination of both
concepts, as shown in the lower centre part of the Figure 4.3.104.3.10. The MPE-tubes are twistbent and single-channel headers can be applied.
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Interior Heat Exchangers
Brazed plate
and fin

Brazed microchannel
(MPE)-tube and louvered fin

Plate: Al Fin: Al

Complete Al

Limited to low
pressure applications.

Serpentine flow

Parallel flow

Tube
Fin

Single-pass serpentine
flow: Bent MPE-tube.

Single-pass parallel flow:
Header on both sides.
Baffle

Multi(2)-pass serpentine
flow: Bent MPE-tubes.

Multi(4)-pass serpentine flow,
multi(2)-row:
Cross-row headers, various
bent MPE-tubes*, split
(separate) fins*.

Multi(3)-pass parallel flow:
Baffles generate passes.

Multi(5)-row
serpentine:
Twist-bent
MPE-tubes,
single
headers.

Single-row:
MPE-tube,
common
headers.

Multi(3)-row:
Various MPEtubes*, common
headers or
cross-row
headers on both

Figure 4.3.10 Interior heat exchanger design concepts and terminology.
Inlet header; Outlet header; * optional; Refrigerant direction.
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Definition of Compactness
The aim during the design process of new heat exchanger generations is often the need of
increasing the performance per unit volume. Therefore, compactness is more and more the
important characteristic of modern heat exchangers developed for mobile air conditioning
systems. COWELL and ACHAICHIA (1997) examined the development of compact heat exchangers
in the automobile industry and found typical characteristics of mobile heat exchangers, as shown
in Table 4.3.7
Table 4.3.7Characteristics of Automobile Compact Heat Exchangers, from COWELL and
ACHAICHIA (1997)
Heat Exchanger

Compactness Performance
[m2/m3]
[kW/m3K]

Radiator
Condenser
Heater Core
Evaporator
Charge Air Cooler

1000-1500
950-1300
1800-2800
900-1000
600-900

30-200
20-100
65-130
40-80
20-60

Weight Operating
[kg]
Temp.
[°C]
1.5-5
80-125
1.2-4
75-100
0.5-1.2 80-125
1.2-3.5 3-7
0.6-1.5 120-200

The compactness ratio describes the installed airside heat transfer surface to the volume of the
heat exchanger. The highest values are reached by heater cores, which allow very low fin
pitches. Evaporators reach only 1/3 of this compactness value, due to requirements on
‘acceptable’ water drainage and low water retention. The compactness of the prototype heat
exchangers is 1250 m2/m3 for the SINTEF 97 heat exchanger.
The ranges of thermal performance of the heat exchangers is wider than the compactness ratio,
since the value depends more on engine size, vehicle type and operating conditions.
Weight reduction of automotive heat exchangers is an issue in (small size) vehicles. This is one
of the reasons why nowadays light metals like aluminium (different alloys) are used for the
refrigerant headers, tubes and enhanced fins in automotive heat exchangers. The entire heat
exchangers are assembled and brazed together inside a brazing furnace.
The operation temperatures of a reversible interior heat exchanger might be a combination of the
temperature in the condenser and the evaporator shown in Table 4.3.1. Since heating of the
incoming air and the windshields is needed at low ambient temperatures, the operation
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temperature may vary from –20 to +120 °C during heat pump operation of reversible vapour
compression systems. During the hot season the interior heat exchanger can be operated at
temperatures between 0 °C and 15 °C, depending on the requested cooling capacity.

Compact Header Solutions
The share of front (face) area, which is ‘blocked’ by the headers, has to be minimised to increase
the compactness of a heat exchanger. A reduction or dividing of the internal cross section, as
shown in Figure 4.3.11, increases the burst pressure of the header tubes and increases the airside
surface of a heat exchanger at a given front area.
Header

MPE-tube
Fin

Figure 4.3.11 Principles of CO2 heat exchanger geometry using “multi-port” extruded tubes with
micro channels, folded fins, and a compact “double barrel” manifold. The heat exchanger is
assembled by brazing in a furnace. From Pettersen et al [18]

4.3.3 Enhancement Strategies and Techniques
This chapter discusses strategies that can be applied to extend surfaces or/and enhance the heat
transfer coefficient of compact heat exchangers. Some possible heat transfer enhancements on
the liquid or two-phase side of the heat exchanger will be discussed. If the refrigerant
distribution problem is solved properly, main efforts should be made on the airside of the heat
exchanger.
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Figure 4.3.12 and Figure 4.3.13 indicate the importance of high heat transfer coefficients for
compact heat exchangers. If the heat transfer coefficients are low, high temperature differences
and exergy losses are the price when heat has to be transferred.
16
14
Twall - T sat. [K]
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Ref. side heat transfer coefficient [kW/m2K]

Figure 4.3.12 Temperature difference (tube wall temp. – saturated ref. temp.) inside a heat
exchanger at varying refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients, for three refrigerant side heat flux
values.
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Figure 4.3.13 Temperature difference (air temp. – tube wall temp.) inside a heat exchanger at
varying air side heat transfer coefficients, for three air side heat flux values.
The heat transfer coefficient on the airside is typically only 5 - 20 % of the refrigerant side. A lot
of investigation work regarding fin geometries has been published during the last years, some of
the results will be summarised in this chapter.
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The heat transfer rate for a two-fluid heat exchanger is given by
Q  k  A  Tm

(B.II.b.1)

where the term 1/kA is the overall thermal resistance per unit tube area given by
1
1

1

 W 
kA 1 1 A1 W Am  2 2 A2

(B.II.b.2)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the different fluids. W represents the thickness of the wall
between the fluid at a given thermal conductivity W .  represents the efficiency of the
(extended) surfaces.
The capacity of a heat exchanger will be enhanced if the term (1/kA) is increased. This target can
be reached in different ways or combinations of those. The A terms, representing the heat
transfer coefficient and the heat transfer surface of the two fluids, might be increased as
described in the following Sections. The term representing the wall resistance in Equation
B.II.b.2 is of minor importance, since most of the automotive heat exchangers are designed
without ‘wasting’ material, i.e. saving weight. This keeps the wall thickness often at the burst
pressure minimum requirement. Possibly with some corrosion allowance, increasingly,
aluminium is used in these kinds of heat exchangers, which allows brazing the tubes and fins
together in a proper way. Thereby the heat conduction values can be kept at high levels.

Refrigerant Side Enhancements
More than ten enhancements techniques have been identified by BERGLES et al. (1983). They
defined two groups, the ‘passive’ and ‘active’ techniques. Since external power is required by
the ‘active’ techniques (surface vibration, electric or magnetic fields, jet impingement, etc.), only
the feasible ‘passive’ methods will be discussed in this section.
Surface extension is often applied in heat exchanger tubes. Figure 4.3.14 shows an example
where a round tube (Part A) was chosen as the basis. By introducing internal fins (Part B), the
internal surface can be extended up to 3 times. The internal surface might be enlarged by up to
ten times, if the cross section is divided into smaller cross sections, as shown in Part C and D.
The shape of the MPE-tube cross sections often depend on the burst pressure requirement. CO2
heat exchanger tubes have mostly circular cross sections, since a circular shape has the lowest
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circumference and the largest cross-section, thereby the highest possible burst pressures can be
obtained.
The required pumping power or pressure drop in fluid flow through the heat exchanger depends
on the mass flux, density and viscosity. The friction (drag) factor depends in addition on the wall
roughness. An optimum combination has to be identified for individual cases.

A)

100 %

C)

B)

150-300 %

500 % (~300 % external)

D)
1000 % (~600 % external)

Figure 4.3.14 Refrigerant tubes with equal refrigerant side cross section. The increase of the
internal (external) tube surface is shown below the tubes.
Round tube geometry (A) = 100 % (in scale).

The height of the internal fins shown in Part B of Figure 4.3.14 is much smaller than those
typically used on the airside of a heat exchanger. Due to the higher heat transfer coefficient on
the refrigerant side of the heat exchangers, the use of high fins would result in low fin efficiency
and unnecessary use of material.
The inside surface of a heat exchanger tube might be coated, either metallic or non-metallic,
instead of manufacturing it with internal fins. Small particles may be used to enhance nucleate
boiling while larger particles can be applied to enhance single-phase convection, or
condensation. However, the presence of lubricant might suppress some of these enhancement
effects.
Insert devices represent another way of increasing the heat transfer coefficient on the inside of a
heat exchanger tube. They can be applied to increase the single-phase heat transfer by
interrupting the boundary layer near the wall. Examples are wire coil inserts and spaced disk- or
streamline-shaped insert devices, as described by WEBB (1987).
In two-phase flow applications (evaporators) mist flow or droplet flow occurs when most of the
refrigerant has vaporised. Internal helical fins may delay a dry-out situation around the internal
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surface, however, only swirl flow inserts introduces a helical flow into the main refrigerant flow.
Most of the heavier droplets will thereby be pushed to the tube walls, due to centrifugal forces.
To avoid unnecessary large pressure drops, these insert devices may be implemented only in
‘critical’ parts along the heat exchanger tube.

Airside Enhancements
The airside of a heat exchanger has a larger thermal resistance than the liquid- or two-phase flow
side. Thus it represents the dominating resistance, limiting the capacity and efficiency of a heat
exchanger. Therefore, the compactness and performance of a heat exchanger often can be
improved if specific effort is made to enhance the heat transfer on the airside.
In the first place, such an improvement can be approached by increasing the airside surface, as
the A term of Equation B.II.b.2 indicates. The surface extension has its limits, however, some
of the limiting factors are:
 The fin efficiency, due to the necessary temperature gradient inside the fin. The higher the
airside heat transfer coefficient, the lower the necessary height of the fin at given fin
efficiency.
 The growth of boundary layers along the fin (laminar flow) increases the total thermal
resistance.
 Constraints related to the condensation of water vapour on the heat exchanger tubes and
fins in cooling mode. This causes additional airside pressure drop and thermal resistance, if
the water is not properly drained. Therefore a sufficient/minimum fin pitch is required.
Since MPE-tubes are used in automotive heat exchangers, two different fin designs are generally
applied in mobile AC-systems, offset strip fins (A) and louvered fins (B), as shown in Figure
4.3.15. Compared to traditional fin-and-round tube geometries these fin types offer significant
advantages like reduced pressure drop and the ability to have the fins normal to the airflow over
the entire airflow depth. These fins also avoid interruptions in the conduction path. Often
louvered fins are preferred, since the manufacturing process of offset strip fins is more time
consuming and therefore more costly.
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A)

B)

Figure 4.3.15 Enhanced surfaces for gases. A) Offset strip fins; B) Louvered fins
These fins do not enhance the heat transfer by generating turbulence, which would require a
higher pumping power. The airflow remains in the laminar region with relatively thin boundary
layers, due to the short widths of the strips or louvers.

4.3.4 Airside Heat Transfer
The heat transfer mechanisms on the airside are mostly independent from enhancements on the
inside of the tubes. Common correlations may predict the air heat transfer coefficients of plain
fins well, while new enhanced fins, as shown in Figure 4.3.15 that have been on the market
during the past ten years require new models.
An extensive experimental investigation of 18 different microchannel heat exchangers was done
by CHANG et al. (1994). The heat exchangers were brazed and had a common frontal area of
400 x 320 mm, while three different fin pitches, two different fin heights, five louver pitches and
four flow depths were investigated. The louver angle was kept constant at 28°. The finning factor

 (Eq. B.II.c.1) was found to be a suitable geometric variable to correlate the heat transfer data of
brazed aluminium heat exchangers.



Aair side surface
Atube outside

(B.II.c.1)

The use of  can simplify the calculation of the Colburn j-factor in engineering applications. The
Colburn analogy describes the functional relationship between the Nusselt-, Reynolds- and
Prandtl-number and the flow geometry.
The scientific correlation of the Colburn j-factor and the friction factor ‘f ’ could predict 92 % of
the experimental data within 10 %. The analytical model of SAHNOUN & WEBB (1992) could
predict the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of the louver fin geometry with
reasonable accuracy.
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WANG & CHANG (1997) developed a further improved correlation (j - factor correlation) of the
airside heat transfer coefficient.
j  Re

 0.49
Lp


 
 90 

0.27
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 p
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(B.II.c.2)

where,  : louver angle (8~35°); Lp : louver pitch (0.5~3 mm); Fp : fin pitch (0.5~3.3 mm); Fl :
fin length (6~20 mm); Td : tube depth (15~50 mm); Ll : louver length (0.9~18.5 mm); Tp : tube
pitch (7.5~25 mm); f : fin thickness (0.04~0.16 mm).

4.3.5 Drawback of MPE-Heat Exchangers with Louvered Fins
The refrigerant flow direction and the main orientation of the fins is rotated by 90° when
comparing a plate fin & round tube heat exchanger and a louvered fin-&-MPE-tube heat
exchanger, as shown in Figure 4.3.16 Gravitational forces are strongly involved when condensed
water is drained from plate fin & round tube heat exchangers, where mostly adhesive forces
retain the water droplets.
A)

B)

Figure 4.3.16 Airside geometries of heat exchangers.
A) Plate fin & round tube heat exchanger: Ref. flow direction horizontal, vertical fins.
B) Louvered fin & MPE-tube heat exchanger: Ref. flow direction vertical, ~horizontal fins
The more or less horizontal fins of a MPE heat exchanger are blocking the drainage of the water
droplets. Special drain-edges are used on the air down-stream side of the heat exchanger, as for
example discriebd in US2002134537A1. However, a high amount of condensed water remains in
the heat exchanger.
The presence of water on the heat exchanger surface represents additional constraints:



The condensed water may increase the risk of corrosion and biological growth (bacteria,
mould, etc.).
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If the system is operated at temperatures below 0 °C, frosting on the heat exchanger fins
may result in reduced airflow rate, due to increasing blockage of the free airside crosssection. After defrosting, remaining (undrained) freezing water may rupture the brazed
fin from the tubes, during the next frosting period.

A)

B)

C)

Figure 4.3.17 Evaporator design concepts; A) round tube B) serpentine MPE tubes C) parallel
MPE tubes (SINTEF INTERNAL DRAWINGS)

4.3.6 Evaporator
MPE-tubes will be the applied tubes for R744 evaporators. Experimental heat transfer
investigations have been performed at SINTEF/NTNU to measure the refrigerant side heat

31.3

0.81

1.57

transfer coefficient (HTC) inside an MPE tube as shown in Figure 4.3.18.

Figure 4.3.18 MPE tube applied in heat transfer measurements (PETTERSEN 2002)
This is an equivalent tube used in prototype heat exchangers. Extruded from aluminium alloy; 25
flow channels; length 540 mm; heated length 503.4 mm. The measurements were conducted with
a horizontal tube.
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Figure 4.3.19 shows the main results of the experimental investigation at a heat flux of 10kW/m2
at an evaporation temperature of 10°C. At low vapour fractions, the HTC is independent of the
mass flux, while dry out occurs earlier at higher mass fluxes.

Mass flux [kg/m2]

Heat transfer coefficient [W/m 2K]

20000

G = 190
G = 280

HTC independent
of mass flux

15000

G = 380
G = 570

10000

Dry out
occurs earlier
at higher mass flux

5000

to=10oC
q=10 kW/m2

0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Vapour fraction [-]
Pettersen [2002]

Figure 4.3.19 Heat transfer coefficient of an MPE tube as shown in Figure 4.3.18(PETTERSEN
2003)
G. SKAUGEN (2000 & 2002) developed the user-friendly heat exchanger modelling computer
program hXSIM. It includes a wide range of extended surface heat exchangers, refrigerants and
operating modes. The program handles evaporators, condensers and gascoolers, and many tube
& fin geometries can be chosen. The refrigerant circuiting is flexible due to the arbitrary
coupling of the tubes.
Full geometric flexibility is possible since the heat transfer and pressure drop gradients are
calculated locally and integrated along each refrigerant circuit, resulting in the total heat
exchanger performance. hXSIM calculates in an alternating way between the refrigerant- and
airside.
hXSIM has been used during this work to calculate the performance of the heat exchangers
especially in cooling mode. The water condensation rate on the airside can be computed. The wet
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and dry parts of the airside surface are calculated locally by basic mass and heat transfer
analogies.
hXSIM is applied in the following section ‘to show the possibilities‘ (capacity) of different
interior heat exchanger designs for a typical pull-down operation.
In the following Chapter, hXSIM is used to analyse the measurement data of different interior heat
exchanger designs.
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4.3.6.1 Analysis of Evaporator Designs
Different evaporator design concepts were compared by evaluating their performance at pulldown conditions (fixed point). The core dimensions and operating conditions are presented in
Table 4.3.8. Two main groups are identified, e.g. single-row multi-pass heat exchangers and
multi-row single-pass units. As a result of the different circuiting of the MPE-tubes inside the
heat exchangers, the mass flux varied from around 120 to 1400 kg/m2s.
Table 4.3.8 Main assumptions for the calculations of the temperature difference inside heat
exchangers at varying refrigerant side mass fluxes.
Air inlet temperature
Air inlet relative humidity
Evaporation temperature (outlet)
Vapour fraction inlet/outlet
Air volume flow rate

40
40
1
0.49/0.95
410

[°C]
[%]
[°C]
[-]
[m3/h]

Core size of the heat exchanger (h-w-d)
Number of MPE-tubes
No. of channels per MPE-tube (single row)
Fin pitch

200-210-50
20
32
15.4

[mm]
[-]
[-]
[FPI]

Refrigerant side heat transfer correlation
Pressure drop correlation

VDI
Fuchs

VDI-HEAT ATLAS (1993)
FUCHS (1975)
Examples:

Number of rows (x) in serpentine multi-row designs

x = 1* 2-3-4-5

Single-pass
(twist)
5-row

Number of rows (x) in parallel flow single-pass multi-row
designs (ref. redirection inside common headers)

x = 1* 2-3-4-5

Single-pass
3-row
parallel flow

Number of passes (y) in parallel flow single-row designs
(ref. redirection inside common headers)

y = 1* 2-3-4-5

Single-row
3-pass
parallel flow

Number of passes (y) in serpentine flow, single-row
designs (ref. redirection inside common headers)

y = 1-2-3-4-5

Single-row
4-pass
serpentine flow

* Baseline design, 1-row single-pass heat exchanger.
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The graph-colours of the following charts correspond to the different heat exchanger designs,
presented in Table 4.3.8. Figure 4.3.20 shows the mean temperature differences between the
saturated refrigerant and the microchannel wall on the inside of the MPE-tubes.
Two different mechanisms, pressure drop and heat transfer coefficients, are responsible for the
total temperature difference. Pressure drop, from the inlet to the outlet of the heat exchanger,
results in temperature glide along the refrigerant tubes; the mean temperature difference is shown
in the charts. The pressure drop mainly depends on the refrigerant side mass flux. Due to heat
transfer from the wall to the vaporizing refrigerant a certain temperature difference is necessary,
it is dependent on the refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient, which depends on heat flux,
vapour fraction and mass flux (PETTERSEN, 2002).
At refrigerant mass flux values up to 400 kg/m2s the major part of the temperature difference is
caused by the refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient. The total temperature difference of the
different concepts reached a minimum at around 700 kg/m2s at the given operation (pull-down)
conditions. At increased refrigerant mass flux values, i.e. less microchannels per row or pass, the
refrigerant side heat transfer improves. However, the increased pressure drop causes a rise in
mean saturated temperature, compared to the saturated temperature at the outlet of the evaporator
(reference temperature). Hereby two different sources of pressure drop have to be considered,
pressure drop along the microchannel7 and pressure losses in headers and redirection bends. The
lower the losses inside the refrigerant redirection devices of multi-row/pass heat exchangers, the
lower the total mean temperature difference inside the MPE-tubes.
The total (mean) temperature differences, as shown in Figure 4.3.20 are not directly suitable for
a performance comparison of design concepts. The temperature differences have to be examined
on a local base, i.e. along the refrigerant flow through the heat exchanger. The temperature
profiles (local values) of the different designs are analysed at a refrigerant mass flux of around
750 kg/m2s, which is close to the minimum mean temperature difference, as may be observed in
Figure 4.3.20. The cooling capacity of the individual heat exchangers is not equal at this
optimum point (minimum mean temperature difference).

7 If convective evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism, increased pressure drop, due to higher mass velocities may
improve the heat transfer coefficient, resulting in reduced total temperature differences.
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Figure 4.3.20 Mean temperature difference at varying refrigerant mass fluxes.
A) Multi-row designs (common header, serpentine-twist), cross co-current flow.
B) Single-row designs (parallel flow, serpentine flow), dual cross flow.
The wall temperature on the inside of the microchannels and the saturated refrigerant
temperature along the refrigerant circuits are shown in
Figure 4.0.20. Pressure drop inside the redirection headers and bends causes ‘steps’ along the
saturated refrigerant temperature line, which are most conspicuous for the non-serpentine
designs, i.e. where common headers are applied.
The local wall temperatures depend on the heat flux and the heat transfer coefficient of the
refrigerant as indicated by Equation 1.

Q
Aref  side

  ref  t wall , ref  side  t sat. ref 

(Eq. 1)

The higher the heat flux, the higher the wall temperature at a constant heat transfer coefficient
and refrigerant temperature. Since the local heat flux values of the design concepts are different,
both heat flux and wall temperatures have to be considered for a comparison of different design
concepts. The local heat flux values and refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients, as a function
of the relative accumulated cooling capacity, are shown in
Figure 4.3.22.
The heat transfer coefficient inside the MPE-tubes has more or less the same values along the
heat exchanger tubes, since the refrigerant mass flux is almost equal for all the investigated
designs.
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B)
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Figure 4.0.21 Local refrigerant side tube wall temperature and sat. refrigerant (bulk) temperature
as a function of the relative length from the tube inlet. Refrigerant mass fluxes about 750 kg/m2s.
A) Multi-row designs (common header, serpentine-twist), cross co-current flow.
B) Single-row designs (parallel flow, serpentine flow), dual cross flow
The local heat flux (mean value across the tube segment) of the single- row designs is nearly
constant, compared to the multi-row designs.
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Figure 4.3.22 Local refrigerant side heat flux and heat transfer coefficient (HTC) as a function of
the relative accumulated cooling capacity. Refrigerant mass fluxes ~750 kg/m2s.
A) Multi-row designs (common header, serpentine-twist), cross co-current flow
B) Single-row designs (parallel flow, serpentine flow), dual cross flow.
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About 40 % of the total heat is exchanged in the first row of the multi-row heat exchangers,
while the last row has a share of about 12 %.
Referring to the multi-row heat exchanger containing common headers, the heat flux of the first
rows is reduced compared to the serpentine multi-row unit, due to the higher (saturated)
refrigerant pressure (temperature) levels inside the MPE-tubes, caused by the increased pressure
drop inside the headers.

The local mean fin and air outlet temperatures are shown in
Figure 4.3.23. Unfortunately, the current version of hXSIM is not able to plot (save) the local
temperature of the fin sub-elements as function of the relative depth of a heat exchanger.
A)

B)
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1
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Figure 4.3.23 Local mean fin temperature (A) and air outlet temperature (B)as a function of the
relative length from the tube inlet. Refrigerant mass fluxes about 750 kg/m2s.
At equal refrigerant side mass flux values, the multi-row heat exchangers are able to reduce the
air temperature from 40 °C to about 10 °C while mean air outlet temperature of the single-row
units was about 7 K higher. About 40 % more latent and sensible heat has been exchanged by the
multi-row heat exchangers. The temperature difference inside the thermal co-current flow
designs improves the capacity compared to single-pass units at equal refrigerant mass flux rates
on the refrigerant side. However, if the refrigerant mass flux is increased, the capacity of the
multi-row interior heat exchangers can be further improved. Figure 4.3.24 indicates the optimum
refrigerant mass flux values for the given operation (pull-down) condition.
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Figure 4.3.24 Capacity ratio (Q actual /Q single-row, single-pass) at varying refrigerant mass fluxes for the
investigated evaporator designs. Operating conditions as shown in Table 4.3.8
Other Operating conditions
Similar results/differences can be expected at operating conditions at lower cooling capacities.
At higher evaporation pressures, i.e. closer to the critical point, the total temperature difference
(as shown in Figure 4.3.20) decreases, due to higher refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients.
The refrigerant side mass flux range, where the lowest temperature differences are obtained,
starts at slightly reduced values. However, due to higher refrigerant density, the slope of the
temperature difference, caused by pressure drop, has a lower gradient, compared to the one
shown in Figure 4.3.20. I.e. low total temperature difference values are obtainable at high
refrigerant mass flux rates.
Nucleate boiling results in high heat transfer coefficients at evaporation pressures close to the
critical point and at low vapour fractions. At fully developed nucleate boiling the heat transfer
coefficient is independent on the mass flux and vapour fraction.
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Other Heat Transfer Correlations
The VDI-correlation (VDI 1993) was applied for the calculation shown above. As shown in
Figure 4.3.25, for the example of a serpentine four-row heat exchanger, the VDI-correlation was,
compared to ‘other’ available correlations8 (hXSIM), the most pessimistic one and fits best to
measured heat transfer date, including lubricant.
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Figure 4.3.25 Local refrigerant
side heat transfer coefficient
(HTC) as a function of the relative
accumulated cooling capacity.
Refrigerant mass fluxes 800870 kg/m2s.
Serp.
four-row
design.
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Figure 4.3.26 Local refrigerant
side tube wall temperature and sat.
refrigerant (bulk) temperature as a
function
of
the
relative
accumulated cooling capacity.
Refrigerant mass fluxes about
800-870 kg/m2s. Serp. four-row
design.

Figure 4.3.26 shows local saturated refrigerant temperatures and local refrigerant side wall
temperatures (as Figure 4.3.21). The temperature differences, shown in Figure 4.3.20, would
have been much smaller due to higher heat transfer coefficients predicted by the different
correlations. The optimum refrigerant mass flux would move to lower values, if the refrigerant
side heat transfer improves. The calculated cooling capacity was 6-7 % higher when the Steinercorrelation was applied, compared to the VDI-correlation.

8

GW87: GUNGOR & WINTERTON (1987); BC_mod: BENNETT & CHEN (1980);

Steiner: STEINER & OZAWA (1981)
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As an example, Figure 4.0.27 shows the evolution of MAC evaporators developed by BEHR.

Figure 4.0.27 Evaporator evolution (BEHR Company presentation at VDI Wintermeeting / SAE
Pheonix)
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4.3.7 Gascooler
At supercritical or near-critical pressure, all or most of the heat transfer from the refrigerant takes
place by cooling the compressed gas. The heat rejecting heat exchanger is then called gas cooler
instead of condenser. Gliding temperature can be useful in heat pumps for heating water or air.
With proper heat exchanger design the refrigerant can be cooled to a few degrees above the
entering coolant (air, water) temperature, and this contributes to high COP of the system. Heat
rejection takes place at supercritical pressures (gliding temperatures) when the MAC system is
operated in a transcritical process, which is the case at ambient temperatures above ~25 °C.
Different gascooler design options are possible applying the definitions of Figure 4.3.10 :


Single row multi pass



Multi row single pass or



Multi row and multi pass

However, the front end design of a vehicle is determining which of the mentioned concepts has
to be preferred. If not he entire front end is implemented in a test bench, huge differences
between the measurements in the bench an the real vehicle measurements can occur.
The location of the coldest air flow at the front end of a vehicle, which has the least impact of recirculated air from the engine bay, has to be identified. The heat exchanger design has to be
arranged in a way to move the refrigerant outlet part of the gascooler to this low temperature
area. At the refrigerant inlet part of the gascooler, lower air low rates do not have such a negative
influence on the system performance, due to high temperature differences between the incoming
refrigerant and the air at the front end of the vehicle.

Figure 4.3.28 shows the advantage of a proper designed R744 gascooler, to be able to achieve a
very low temperature approach at equal mean temperature differences, compared to a
conventional HFC condenser. When theoretical system calculations are done applying equal exit
temperatures of condensers and gascoolers, the efficiency and performance of R744 units are
underestimated.
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Figure 4.3.28 Principle local temperatures along the heat exchangers during heat rejection.
Figure 4.3.29 shows the measured and correspondingly calculated heat transfer coefficients in
real MPE tubes with an ID below 0.8 mm.
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Figure 4.3.29 Measured and calculated heat transfer coefficient inside MPE tubes during heat
rejection in supercritical CO2 flow (Ref. SINTEF, us-army report).
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The evolution of gascoolers during the past decade for MAC application has come to very
compact designs as shown in Figure 4.3.30

Figure 4.3.30 Actual Gascooler designs (BEHR Company presentation at VDI Wintermeeting /
SAE Pheonix)

4.3.8 Suction line heat exchanger
Figure 4.3.31 shows an extruded profile which can be applied as a suction line heat exchanger
(SLHX) in MAC applications. In some cases such a heat exchanger can replace lines, i.e. it is not
a additional component.

18 mm
Figure 4.3.31 Example of an suction line heat exchanger profile (SINTEF / HYDRO
Aluminium)
There are several benefits of a SLHX in R744 systems:
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Lower discharge pressures-at optimised COP



Capacity and efficiency-maximizing discharge pressure are closer together



MAC system requires less precise or simpler control system (related to liquid suction to
compressor?)



At equal cooling capacities comparable discharge temperature of systems with or without
SLHX.

Figure 4.3.32 Coiled counterflow type
concept
(Sakakibara et al., 1997 Eur. Pat. Appl.)

Figure 4.3.33 Brazed MPE design
(Modine, in-house sketch)

4.3.9 R744 Compressor technology
In the late nineties (1988-1990), the early days of the revival of R744 technology, no small
capacity compressors were available. During the so-called MAC-2000 project SINTEF
Refrigeration Engineering developed a prototype of a 3 cylinder wobble plate R744 compressor,
as shown in Figure 4.3.39, based on a Sanden R12 wobble plate compressor.
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Figure 4.3.39 SINTEF first R744 MAC compressor; One-stage, open type, stroke: 32 mm, bore:
18.5 mm RPM: 2000, capacity: 3.1 m3/h, reed valves.
During the past two decades the major compressor manufactures are nowadays able to supply the
OEM’s with reliable R744 compressors. Due to the properties of CO2 as working fluid, the
size/weight of a comparable HFC-compressor is larger and heavier, as shown in

Figure 3.4.35.

Figure 3.4.35 Comparison of HFC and R744 MAC compressor of equal cooling capacity
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R744 compressors will operate at high mean effective pressures and with large pressure
differentials, however, the pressure ratios are quite low due to operation close to the critical point
as shown in part A of
Figure 3.4.36. The displacement of a corresponding HFC compressor is 7 times larger and the
pressure ratio is ~5 compared to ~3 for the R744 system. Re-expansion losses are much smaller
in R744 systems.
Part B of
Figure 3.4.36 shows typical isentropic efficiencies measured at Uni. of Illinois.

A)

B)

120 P [bar]
100
80

=3.1

pm=43.3 bar

60
40

CO2

20

R-134a
1.0

=5.0 pm=4.6 bar
6.7

V

Figure 3.4.36 Typical pv-diagram of MAC compressors (left) Isentropic efficiency of HFC and
R744 MAC compressors, Ref.: P. Hrnjak et al. University of Illinois (NOW latest developments;
THEN prototypes and state of the art compressors between 1995-2003)
The latest development achievements regarding variable displacement compressors for MAC
applications are shown in Figure 4.3.37. State of the art HFC compressors are outperformed by
80% at higher compressor rpm’s, compared to an R744 compressor.
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Figure 4.3.37 Comparison of state of the art variable displacement compressors Ref.: OE 2008
4.3.9.1 Fixed displacement compressors
The MAC R744 compressor of the early days developed by SINTEF, TES Wankel and Obrist
Engineering had a fixed displacement. Figure 4.3.38 shows the H94 Model of TES Wankel. In
the last years focus was given to low cost compressor developments. Figure 4.3.39 shows the
radial piston design in a IXETIC compressor.

TES Wankel

Figure 4.3.38 TES Wankel / OE H94
fixed displ. compr.

Figure 4.3.39 Fixed displacement
compressor, IXETIC
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4.3.9.2 Variable displacement compressors
Figure 4.3.40 shows a family of variable displacement compressors suitable fro MAC
applications

Figure 4.3.40 Family of variable displacement compressors developed by Obrist Engineering,
Austria.

4.3.10 R744 MAC Heat Pump technology
An increasing share of the new vehicles faces the deficient waste heat challenge, i.e. insufficient
waste heat from direct fuel injection engines is available for heating up the air to the passenger
compartment, due to improved engine efficiencies. Alternative engine concepts are also
dependent on high efficient HVAC systems; the more energy can be saved by the HVAC unit,
the wider the driving distance of the vehicle.
DIENHART et al. (1997) discussed various supplementary heating systems, including fuel burners,
exhaust-gas heat exchangers and electric resistance heaters. However, these concepts require
additional hardware and control unit, while a reversible AC-system can apply available
components.
POMME (1997) presented a reversible subcritical heat pump system (HFC) for electric vehicles.
Heat was extracted from ambient air as well as batteries, electric motor and power electronics,
through a coolant circuit. The system contained a single interior heat exchanger.
KARL (1997) proposed a system where compressor discharge gas was expanded into the interior
heat exchanger to heat the air penetrating the passenger compartment. Such systems are only
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able to convert mechanical power into heat, i.e. the COP of such systems is always less than 1,
due to heat losses from the compressor and the connection lines.
HAMMER & WERTENBACH (2000) presented results of a reversible transcritical AC-system where
engine coolant is applied as the heat source in heat pump mode. The system was installed by
OBRIST ENGINEERING and performed well, e.g. after 5 min running time, the system was able to
heat ambient air from –20°C to +50°C before it entered the passenger compartment. A single
interior heat exchanger was applied. The temperature slope of the engine coolant was similar to a
‘production’ car without heat pump. The additional power demand of the compressor increased
the amount of waste heat from the engine of the car. KUHN et al. (2001) and HEYL & FRÖHLING
(2001) described similar measurement results.
HESSE et all. (2002), describe a reversible system where an additional gascooler (CO2 – engine
coolant) is located downstream of the compressor. Heat is rejected into the engine coolant
system in both operation modes. The interior heat exchanger is only operated as an evaporator
while the exterior heat exchanger rejects heat in AC-mode and operates as an evaporator (air as
heat source) during the HP-mode. The dynamic behaviour of such secondary heating systems is
slower, compared to the system presented by HAMMER and WERTENBACH (2000), i.e. additional
thermal masses and the second heat exchanger introduces additional time delays and heat losses.
The heat pump system presented by TAKEUCHI (2002) includes a second gascooler (CO2 - air),
downstream of the compressor, located inside the HVAC unit. If heating is requested, the main
air flow is penetrating the additional interior heat exchanger. During AC-operation the hot gas
passes through the HVAC unit, where the air flow bypasses the additional gas cooler. The
maximum operation temperatures and pressures of the system exist inside the HVAC unit all the
time.
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4.3.11 Evaluation of alternative MAC systems
Life Cycle Climate Performance
Simple theoretical analysis indicates low energy efficiency for R744 systems compared to HFC134a, especially at elevated ambient temperatures. However, experimental investigations (SAE
ARCRP, 2004; Visteon VDA WM 2007) have shown that R744 systems can be made with equal or

better energy efficiency than HFC systems if the design takes into account the special
characteristics of the refrigerant. By applying a LCCP analysis to compare different systems,
their real life behaviour is taken into account, in contrast to comparison at design point
conditions. In this LCCP study focus is given to the most relevant parts like the Direct and
Indirect impact of the MAC system, since the kind and amount of materials (mainly
aluminium/steal) for MAC systems is quite similar.
LCCP is divided into three parts representing the equivalent Green House Gas (GHG) emissions:


related to transportation of the system (mass),



the direct impact, related to the refrigerant (leakage, production, etc.)



the indirect impact, dependent on the system performance.

Table 4.3.3 shows the measured fuel consumption values of a small car with and without to the
use of the MAC system. These values are applied in the LCCP examples and represent the most
representative input related to the performance of the MAC system. When doing fair
comparisons, the values have to be measured carefully at equal cooling capacities at the different
climate conditions.
Table 4.3.3 Vehicle (Toyota Yaris) fuel
(2007)
NEDC@10°
C
no MAC
5,4
HFC-134a MAC
5,69
R744 MAC
5,58
(New European Driving Cycle, NEDC)

consumption for NEDC, Wieschollek, F & Heckt, R.
NEDC@25°
C
5,42
6,65
6,33

NEDC@35°
C
5,41
7,38
6,82

NEDC@45°
C
5,38
7,89
7,67

Figure 4.3.41 shows the temperature bin, number of driven kilometres and driven kilometres
were AC is in operation. The METEONORM 5.1 climate database is applied to calculate the
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amount of hours in the different temperature bins. Only the hours between 0600 and 2000 are
taken into consideration, i.e. all driving takes equally place during this time of the day.
h/a

km driven

B)

km driven AC on
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Figure 4.3.41 Temperature bin, number of annual driven kilometres and driven kilometres were
AC is in operation. A) New Delhi; B) Frankfurt.
LCCP results
Table 4.3.4 shows other main input values applied for the calculation of the direct impact to
LCCP, related to HFC emissions of MAC systems.
Table 4.3.4 Main input values, direct emissions, Asia / Europe
Asia
Europe
GHG emission due to production of refrigerant (kg CO2 /kg HFC)
10
10
System charge (g)
650
650
Annual Leakage (g/year)
40
25
Life time Services
5
3
End of Life (EoL) recovery rate (%)
801;2
801
EoL treatment; special waste crematory process (kg CO2/kg HFC)
50
50
Loss of remaining charge at service [%]:
202
20
1
As example to show sensitivity of EoL recovery: Athens & Shanghai 50%; Trondheim & New Delhi 0%
2
As worst case scenario; Bombay: 0% EoL recovery and 100 % loss of remaining charge at service.

The European driving cycle NEDC is applied for all locations.
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Asia
Figure 4.3.42 shows the LCCP and fuel consumption results for representative growth regions in
Asia. An average vehicle in Asia drives 15.000 km/a, when equipped with an HFC-134a MAC, it
emits approximately 10 metric tonnes of GHG CO2 equivalents during its lifetime of 15 years in
Bombay. If the vehicle is equipped with an R744 MAC, the GHG emissions can by reduced by
40 %. The amount of fuel required to operate the current HFC MAC system is estimated to
~3000 litres/15 year or 28% less, if the vehicle contains a R744 unit. Due to the warmer climate
in New Delhi, compared to Bombay, in case of an HFC-MAC system, more than 11 metric
tonnes of GHG’s are emitted, while the total fuel consumption due to MAC is around 3500 litres
of petrol. A R744 MAC unit could save 855 litres of petrol per vehicle driving in New Delhi,
while its total GHG emissions related to MAC would be reduced by 4.5 metric tonnes.
Due to the more moderate climate in the chosen Chinese cities, the total amount of GHG
emissions per vehicle related to the MAC unit is less than in India. However, in the city of
Shanghai a vehicle emits around 4.8 metric tones when equipped with an HFC-134a MAC
system. This value can be reduced to more than half, if the MAC system is applying R744 as
working fluid.
The total refrigerant emissions, including all five lifetime services etc (see Table 4.3.4). are
estimated to be between 1.13 kg and 3.25 kg (worst case), depending on the ability of the EoL
facility, local rules and habits.
A)
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Figure 4.3.42 LCCP (A) and fuel consumption (B) of HFC and R744 MAC in Asian climates.
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Europe
The MAC systems of vehicles, which are operated in the southern part of Europe, are emitting
approximately 3.5 metric tonnes of GHG equivalents, during their 12 years of operation, when
travelling 12.500 km every year, as shown in Figure 4.3.43. This value could be reduced to 2.4
metric tonnes, if the HFC MAC systems are tight and a 100% recovery of HFC would take place
at EoL. A R744 MAC system would reduce the GHG emissions with ~50% in the warm regions
of Europe and by 63 % in Central Europe.
The total loss of refrigerant per vehicle, including all three lifetime services etc., is estimated to
be between 630 g and 1070 g, depending on the ability of recovery at the EoL facility.
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Figure 4.3.43 LCCP (A) and fuel consumption (B) of HFC and R744 MAC in European
climates.
The result of poor EoL recovery facilities can be seen for the example of Trondheim (assumed
0 % recovery at EoL) and Athens (50 % recovery), while it is assumed that 80 % of the
refrigerant is recovered before scrapping the cars for the other cities. The additional GHG
emissions per vehicle, if less than 80 % HFC is recovered at EoL are 377 kg (50 % recovery) and
603 kg (0 % recovery).
The annual additional fuel consumption of HFC MAC systems compared to a R744 MAC unit
varies from about 18 litres of petrol in the warm regions (Athens) to 1 litre in the northern part of
Europe.
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Discussion
The cost of MAC systems, delivered from Tier 1 (System / Component) suppliers to the OEMs,
is claimed by the OEM’s to be one of the last hurdles for the global introduction of R744 MAC
units. However, the completely new R744 MAC units represent an upgrade regarding
performance and efficiency compared to current HFC systems. Therefore, a small additional cost
should be accepted for a unit, which is able to cool down the passenger compartment faster and
at the same time require less energy, i.e. the owner of the vehicle and countries saves fuel.
The applied measurement data from VISTEON (shown in Table 4.3.3) indicated that only vehicle
based energy consumption measurements are relevant for LCCP calculations. As also suggested
by B-Cool (HAFNER, 2007), a certain number of vehicle tests have to be performed, driving the
car at certain driving cycles at various ambient conditions, while the same level of comfort has to
be reached. However, the number of these kinds of data in the open literature is rather limited. If
steady state COP values from bench tests are applied, not all parameters (i.e. inertia of
compressor, etc.) are taken into consideration, which have different effects to different MAC
systems. Theoretical data as applied by JAMA (JSAE2007), are out of date and do not represent
the behaviour of real applications, designed by engineers having the possibilities of the
refrigerant in mind.
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4.4 Summary
R744 can be proposed as the global MAC refrigerant for the future with the highest confidence
regarding safety, fuel efficiency, flexibility regarding future developments (heat pumping units)
and system improvement potential.
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MASTER MODULE 5
CO2 HEAT PUMPS
Written by Jørn Stene, SINTEF Energy Research, Norway
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Preface
This chapter about CO2 Heat Pumps has been based on results from long-term research and
development activities at SINTEF Energy Research (Norway), The Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU) as well as universities, research institutions and private
companies in Europe, Japan and the US.
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5.1. Introduction
Heat pump systems in buildings and industry have the following applications:


Space heating, heating of ventilation air and hot water heating



Heating of water for industrial processes, drying, evaporation and distillation



Space cooling, computer cooling and cooling of water in industrial processes

Since heat pumps utilize a freely available heat source, either ambient heat or waste heat, they
reduce the primary energy consumption by typically 50 to 90% in comparison with conventional
heating systems. I.e. 50 to 90% of the total heat supply from the heat pump is either renewable
heat or waste heat. If a heat pump system in a building is connected to a high quality heat source
with a sufficiently low temperature level, e.g. seawater, groundwater or rock, the entire or a
considerable share of the annual cooling demand can be covered by rejecting the excess heat
from the cooling system to the heat source. As long as the heat pump is not operated in chiller
mode, the cooling load is covered by free cooling, which is defined as renewable cooling.
Heat pumps using carbon dioxide (CO2, R744) as working fluid may achieve high cycle efficiency due to the favourable thermophysical properties of the fluid. However, this requires that
the individual components, the heat pump unit as well as the secondary systems on the cold and
hot side of the heat pump are designed to utilize the unique properties of CO2.
The following CO2 heat pump applications are discussed:


Heat pump water heaters (HPWH)



Integrated heat pump systems – space heating and hot water heating



Heat pumps for space heating and heating of ventilation air – hydronic distribution systems



Reversible air-conditioners – air-to-air systems



Heat pump dryers

The first two chapters discusses fundamental aspects regarding thermodynamic efficiency which
are unique for the CO2 heat pump cycle.
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5.2 Thermodynamic Efficiency – Refeference Cycles for CO2 Heat Pumps
5.2.1 The Modified Lorenz Cycle
For heat pump cycles where heat is absorbed and given off at practically constant temperature
and pressure, the reversed Carnot cycle is used as the theoretical reference cycle. However, for
the transcritical CO2 cycle, where heat is absorbed at constant temperature at subcritical pressure
and given off at a gliding CO2 temperature in a gas cooler at supercritical pressure, the modified
Lorentz cycle is more suitable as the theoretical reference cycle (Klöcker, 1998). This cycle is
characterized by the following changes of state, Figure 5.2.1 (T-s diagram), where Tm is the
average temperature of the heated fluid [K] and T0 the temperature of the heat source [K].
4s – 1 Heat absorption at constant temperature and pressure – i.e. constant T (T0)
1 – 2s Lossless (isentropic) compression – i.e. constant s
2s – 3 Heat rejection at constant pressure and gliding temperature – i.e. constant p
3 – 4s Lossless (isentropic) expansion – i.e. constant s

Figure 5.2.1 Illustration of the modified Lorentz cycle in a T-s diagram (Klöcker, 1998).
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The coefficient of performance of the modified Lorentz cycle (COPLZ) is defined as:
T
COP ≡ m
Tm - T0

[Eq. 7.1]

Whereas the Carnot efficiency (C) is commonly used as a measure for the thermodynamic efficiency for conventional heat pump cycles, the Lorentz efficiency (LZ) can be used for the transcritical CO2 cycle. Equation 7.2 shows the definition of the Lorentz efficiency (Klöcker, 1998),
where COP is the Coefficient of Performance and HP refers to the real CO2 heat pump cycle.
 LZ 

COPHP
COPLZ

[Eq. 7.2]

Table 5.2.1 shows, as an example, measured COPs for CO2 heat pumps for space heating and domestic hot water (DHW) heating (Stene, 2004) as well as the calculated Lorentz COP (COPLZ)
and Lorentz efficiency (LZ) for the systems.
Table 5.2.1 Measured COP (COPHP) as well as calculated Lorentz COP (COPLZ) and Lorentz
efficiency (LZ) for two residential CO2 heat pumps (Stene, 2004).
Heating Demand

T0

T2s

T3

COPHP

COPLZ

Space heating

-5ºC

35ºC

30ºC

3.0

8.15

0.37

DHW heating

-5ºC

70ºC

6ºC

3.6

7.40

0.49

LZ

Table 5.2.1 clearly demonstrates that the thermodynamic losses in a CO2 heat pump water heater
are considerably smaller than that of a CO2 heat pump system for low-temperature space heating.
The approx. 30% higher Lorentz efficiency for the heat pump water heater is caused by the better
temperature fit between the high-pressure CO2 and the water in the counter-flow gas cooler.
Figure 5.2.2 shows a principle illustration of temperature-enthalpy profiles in a counter-flow heat
exchanger for a conventional working fluid at constant temperature (condensation) and a secondary fluid (water or air) with a small or large temperature glide (A1 and B1), as well as temperature-enthalpy profiles for CO2 at a gliding temperature and a secondary fluid with a small or
large temperature glide (A2 and B2). At identical evaporation temperature and compressor effi228
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ciency, the COP of the heat pump is solely determined by the average temperature during heat
rejection tm [ºC]. The lower the average temperature tm, the higher the COP.
The best temperature fit between a working fluid and a secondary fluid is obtained when the
temperature-enthalpy curves of the fluids are parallel. This can only be achieved when the fluids
have identical heat capacity flow rates (CP) [kJ/K]. The CP-value is defined as:

 • cp
CP ≡m

[Eq. 7.3]

where m is the mass flow rate [kg/s] and cp is the specific heat capacity [kJ/kgK]. By increasing
the heat transfer surface, A [m2] and/or the overall heat transfer coefficient, U [W/m2K] to
infinite values, the average temperature difference,

t [K] between the fluids will approach zero,

cf. Q = (U·A·t), where Q is the transferred heat [W].

Figure 5.2.2 Temperature-enthalpy diagram illustrating the “temperature fit” between a hot fluid
flow, H (working fluid) and a cold fluid flow, C (water or air) in a heat exchanger.


A – The fluid to be heated has a small temperature glide, e.g. water in a low-temperature floor
heating system (e.g. 35/30ºC). The condensation temperature during heat rejection for the
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conventional working fluid (tm-A1) is considerably lower than the average temperature for the
CO2 (tm-A2), which means that heat pump unit A1 achieves the highest COP (ref. Eq. 7.1).


B – The fluid to be heated has a large temperature glide, e.g. domestic hot water (10/70ºC).
The average temperature for the CO2 during heat rejection (tm-B2) is considerably lower than
the condensation temperature for the conventional working fluid (tm-B1), which means that.
heat pump unit B2 achieves the highest COP (ref. Eq. 7.1).
For the CO2 cycle the temperature difference between the CO2 and the secondary fluid at the
cold end of the gas cooler is denoted the temperature approach (tA)which is defined as:

Δt A ≡ ( tH-out - t C -in )

[Eq. 7.4]

where tH-out is the outlet CO2 temperature from the gas cooler [ºC] and tC-in is the inlet
temperature for the heated fluid (water or air) [ºC].
5.2.2 The Ideal and Real Lorentzen Cycle
For conventional heat pump systems with heat rejection at subcritical pressure, the ideal EvansPerkins cycle is normally used as the ideal reference cycle. Halozan and Ritter (1994) proposed
to use the ideal Lorentzen cycle as the ideal reference cycle for the transcritical CO2 heat pump
cycle. This cycle has the following changes of state, Figure 5.2.3 (T-s diagram):
4–1

Heat absorption at constant subcritical temperature/pressure – i.e. constant T

1 – 2s

Lossless (isentropic) compression to supercritical pressure – i.e. constant s

2s – 3

Heat rejection at constant pressure and gliding temperature – i.e. constant p

3–4

Isenthalpic (adiabatic) expansion – i.e. constant h
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Figure 5.2.3

Illustration of the ideal Lorentzen cycle in a T-s diagram (Halozan and
Ritter, 1994).

The real transcritical CO2 heat pump cycle, which is often referred to as the Lorentzen Cycle, is
characterized by the following changes of state:
4 – 1’

Non-isobaric (i.e. non-isothermal) heat absorption

1’ – 1

Non-isobaric superheating of the suction gas

1–2

Irreversible polytropic non-adiabatic compression to supercritical pressure

2–3

Non-isobaric supercritical heat rejection (gliding temperature)

3–4

Non-isenthalpic (non-adiabatic) expansion

Figure 5.2.4 illustrates the real transcritical CO2 heat pump cycle (Lorentzen cycle) in
temperature-enthalpy (t-h) and pressure-enthalpy (p-h) diagrams.
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Figure 5.2.4

Illustration of the real transcritical CO2 heat pump cycle (Lorentzen cycle) in
temperature-enthalpy (t-h) and pressure-enthalpy (p-h) diagrams.
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5.3 Energy Efficiency for the CO2 Heat Pump Cycle
5.3.1 COP vs. Energy Saving
The Coefficient of Performance (COP) of a single stage CO2 heat pump unit is defined as:

COP = mCO2 • (

qgc
w

)=

Qgc

[Eq. 7.5]

W

where mCO2 [kg/s] is the CO2 mass flow rate, qgc and Qgc are the specific heating capacity [kJ/kg]
and the heating capacity [kW] of the CO2 gas cooler, respectively, and w and W are the specific
input power [kJ/kg] and absolute input power [kW], resepctively, to the compressor(s) and
integrated pumps/fans which are essential for operation of the heat pump unit.
The instantaneous COP and the seasonal COP, i.e. the Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF), are
normally used when comparing and rating different heat pump system in terms of energy efficiency. However, the COP and SPF are only ratios, and does not reveal the actual energy saving,
which is the main purpose of a heat pump system.
The percentage energy saving (E) for a CO2 heat pump system compared to a conventional
heating system with an average efficiency  [-] is:

1
1
)
ΔE = ( η COP

[Eq. 7.6]

For electro boilers, electric baseboard heaters and electric immersion heaters (electric heating
coils) it is assumed that  equals 1.0. For oil-fired, gas-fired and pellet-fired boilers  range from
about 0.5 to 0.95, depending on the efficiency of the boiler system.
Figure 5.3.5 shows the percentage energy saving for a heat pump compared with an electric
heating system. There is a non-linear relationship between the COP and the percentage energy
saving of a heat pump. Example – when increasing the COP from 2.5 to 3.0 (COP=20%), the
energy saving (E) increases by 6.7%, whereas the energy saving only increases 4.2% when the
COP increases from 4.0 to 4.8 (COP=20%). Consequently, the higher the COP, the less
percentage difference in energy saving for competing heat pump systems.
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Figure 5.3.5 COP and percentage energy saving (E) compared to an electric heating system.

5.3.2 COP for a Single-Stage CO2 Heat Pump Cycle
The main factors that determine the COP for a single-stage CO2 heat pump cycle are:
 The evaporation temperature (te)
 The overall isentropic efficiency of the compressor (is)
 The mean temperature during heat rejection, tm, determined by:
o The high-side (gas cooler) pressure (pgc)
o The outlet CO2 temperature from the gas cooler (tH-out)
 Possible recovery of expansion energy:
o Expander or ejector

Figure 5.3.6 illustrates a single-stage CO2 heat pump cycle in a pressure-enthalpy (p-h) diagram.
In the example, the evaporation temperature (te) is 0ºC, and the high-pressure CO2 gas at 95 bar
is cooled down from 100ºC (2) to 40ºC (3) in the gas cooler. Due to the relatively high CO2
outlet temperature from the gas cooler (tH-out), the COP is relatively low (2.7). If the outlet CO2
temperature can be reduced to e.g. 25ºC (3’) or 10ºC (3’’) by further heat rejection at a lower
temperature, the COP will increase by 25% (3.4) and 55% (4.2), respectively. The COPs
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correspond to about 63%, 70% and 76% percentage energy saving compared to an electric
heating system.

Figure 5.3.6 Example – single-stage CO2 heat pump cycle illustrated in a log p-h diagram at
decreasing CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler, tH-out (3, 3’ and 3’’).
Since the discharge gas temperature from the compressor (2) is relatively high (>80ºC), CO2 heat
pumps can cover relatively high-temperature heating demands, e.g. hot water heating (60-90ºC)
and space heating with high-temperature radiators (70-90ºC). However, in order to achieve a
high COP for a CO2 heat pump system, it is essential that useful heat is rejected over a large
temperature range, resulting in a large enthalpy difference for the CO2 in the gas cooler (h2-3)
and with that a relatively low CO2 temperature (tH-out) before throttling/expansion.
A high COP for a single-stage CO2 heat pump cycle without recovery of expansion energy by
means of an ejector or an expander, can only be achieved if the CO2 outlet temperature from the
gas cooler is relatively low. This presupposes a relatively low inlet temperature for the
secondary fluid (water or air) in the gas cooler.

The maximum achievable COP for a single-stage CO2 heat pump cycle with a single gas cooler,
no internal (suction gas) heat exchanger and no expansion work recovery has been calculated on
the basis of the following boundary conditions:
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 Compressor – 5 K suction gas superheat and 10% relative heat loss
 Evaporation temperature – fixed (-5ºC) or variable (-10 to +5ºC)
 Gas cooler pressure – fixed (90 bar) or variable (75 to 120 bar)
 Overall compressor efficiency – fixed (0.55) or variable (0.50 to 0.80)
5.3.2.1 COP vs. Outlet CO 2 Temperature and Gas Cooler Pressure

Figure 5.3.7 shows the maximum achievable COP at varying outlet CO2 temperature from the
gas cooler (tH-out), -5ºC evaporation temperature (te) and 60% overall isentropic efficiency (is)
for the compressor. The gas cooler pressure ranges from 75 to 120 bar (7.5 to 12 MPa).

-5ºC evaporation temperature
60% isentropic efficiency

Variable gas cooler pressure

Figure 5.3.7 COP for a single-stage CO2 heat pump cycle as a function of the outlet CO2
temperature from the gas cooler. The gas cooler pressure ranges from 75 to 120 bar.
When a CO2 heat pump is used for domestic hot water (DHW) heating only, the lowest possible
CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler equals the inlet water temperature from the hot water
tank or the cold mains (city water temperature).
 At 60ºC DHW temperature, the optimum gas cooler pressure is typically 90 bar for a CO2

heat pump water heater. In Figure 5.3.7 the calculated COP is about 3.8 when assuming
5ºC inlet water temperature from the hot water tank or the cold mains and 2 K temperature
approach (tA). The low temperature approach requires optimized gas cooler design.
Optimum gas cooler pressure and temperature approach are discussed in Chapter 5.3.3
“Optimum gas Cooler Pressure vs. Maximum COP in CO2 Heat Pumps”.
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 The higher the inlet water temperature to the gas cooler, the lower the COP. Example –

When the inlet temperature is increased from 5 to 20ºC, the COP drops to about 3.4, i.e.
11% lower COP and 4 %-points reduction in energy saving. Hence, the design of the
DHW storage tank is of great importance in order to minimize mixing of hot and cold
water as well as conductive heat transfer inside the tank (Chapter 7.4).
 The higher the hot water temperature, the lower the COP. Example – When the DHW

temperature is increased from 60ºC to 70ºC, the COP drops from about 3.80 to 3.55, i.e.
7% lower COP and 2 %-points reduction in energy saving at 100 bar gas cooler pressure.
When a CO2 heat pump is used for space heating only, the lowest possible CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler equals the return temperature in the hydronic heat distribution system or
the inlet air temperature in the room. Although the optimum high-side pressure will be lower
than that of the hot water mode, the COP will drop due to the relatively high CO2 outlet
temperature and with that moderate enthalpy difference in the gas cooler.
 Example – at 30ºC return temperature in the space heating system, 2 K temperature

approach and an optimum high-side pressure of 85 bar, the calculated COP is about 2.95.
The COP for a CO2 heat pump supplying heat to a low-temperature space heating system
is 20 to 30% lower than that of heat pump systems using a conventional working fluid.
 The higher return temperature in the hydronic space heating system, the lower the COP.

Example – at 40ºC return temperature for the space heating system the COP drops from
about 2.95 to 2.15 (-27%) when assuming 90 bar optimum gas cooler pressure.
Consequently, CO2 heat pumps will achieve a very poor COP if they only supply heat to
conventional high-temperature heat distribution systems, e.g. radiator systems (80/60ºC)..
5.3.2.2 COP vs. Outlet CO2 Temperature and Evaporation Temperature

Figure 5.3.8 shows the maximum achievable COP at varying outlet CO2 temperature from the
gas cooler (tC-out), 90 bar gas cooler pressure and 60% overall isentropic efficiency (is) for the
compressor. The evaporation temperature (te) ranges from -10 to +5ºC.
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 The higher the evaporation temperature, the higher the COP. At CO2 outlet gas cooler

temperatures below 30ºC, the COP increases on average 2.5% per degree ºC rise in the
evaporation temperature.
90 bar gas cooler pressure
60% isentropic efficiency

Variable evaporation temperature

Figure 5.3.8 COP for a CO2 heat pump unit as a function of the outlet CO2 temperature from the
gas cooler. The evaporation temperature ranges from -10 to +5ºC.
5.3.2.3 COP vs. CO2 Outlet Temperature and Overall Compressor Efficiency

Figure 5.3.9 shows the maximum achievable COP at varying CO2 outlet temperature from the
gas cooler (tC-out), 90 bar gas cooler pressure and -5ºC evaporation temperature. The overall
isentropic efficiency (is) for the compressor ranges from 0.50 to 0.80.

-5ºC evaporation temperature
-5ºC evaporation temperature
90 bar gas cooler pressure

Variable isentropic efficiency

Figure 5.3.9 COP of a CO2 heat pump unit as a function of the outlet CO2 temperature from the
gas cooler. The isentropic compressor efficiency ranges from 0.50 to 0.80.
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 The higher the isentropic compressor efficiency, the higher the COP. At CO2 outlet gas

cooler temperatures below 30ºC, the COP increases about 1.2% per percentage points rise
in the isentropic compressor efficiency.

5.3.3 Optimum Gas Cooler Pressure vs. Maximum COP in CO2 Heat Pumps
5.3.3.1 Specific Heat Capacity for CO2 at Supercritical Pressure – Isobars

CO2 heat pumps rejects heat by cooling of CO2 gas at supercritical pressure (p>73.8 bar). The
pressure and temperature, which are independent variables, heavily affect the specific heat
capacity, cp-value [kJ/kg] for the CO2. Figure 5.3.10 shows temperature-enthalpy curves
(isobars) for CO2 at supercritical pressure ranging from 75 to 200 bar (RnLib, 2008). The slope
of the curves (t/h)p corresponds to the inverse cp-value at constant pressure, cp=(h/t)p. I.e.
the steeper the CO2 isobar, the smaller the cp-value and vice versa.

200 bar

120 bar
100 bar
80 bar
75 bar

Figure 5.3.10 Temperature-enthalpy curves (isobars) for supercritical CO2 (RnLib, 2008).
The heating capacity Q [W] for a CO2 gas cooler at a certain mass flow rate, m [kg/s] and
temperature drop, t [K] for the CO2 is proportional to the cp-value for the CO2:
 =m
 • c p • Δt
Q

[Eq. 7.7]

At supercritical pressures and temperatures relatively close to the critical point (31.1ºC, 73.8
bar), the isobars are virtually horizontal (cp>10,000), and the CO2 temperature remains relatively
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constant during heat rejection. At relatively high supercritical pressures and at temperatures
below the critical point and above roughly 50 to 60ºC, the isobars are relatively steep (cp<5,000
kJ/kgK) and relatively rectilinear. At these operating conditions, the CO2 temperature will drop
rather rapidly during heat rejection, and the higher the pressure, the more rectilinear the CO2
cooling curves (isobars). At 200 bar the CO2 isobar is virtually rectilinear in the temperature
range between 0 and 100ºC, which means that the cp-value is practically constant.
5.3.3.2 Temperature Fit in the Gas Cooler

The minimum temperature difference tm between the hot CO2 flow (H) and the cold water or air
flow (C) in a counter-flow gas cooler occurs at the pinch point. When the pinch point occurs
inside the gas cooler it represents a constraint for the heat transfer process, and affects the
heating capacity and the outlet CO2 temperature from the gas cooler. For a given gas cooler
design, the temperature profiles and the location of the pinch point are determined by the inlet
temperatures for the fluids, the set-point for the water/air, the local heat capacity flow rates (CPvalue, Eq. 7.3) and the overall heat transfer coefficient.

The temperature-heat diagram (t-Q diagram) can be used to show the thermal characteristics for
the hot and cold flows in a gas cooler. The slope of the curves in a t-Q diagram is expressed as:
∂t
1
1
=
=
 • c p CP
∂H m

[Eq. 7.8]

A low CP-value leads to a steep t-Q curve and vice versa. Due to the considerable variations in
the specific heat capacity of CO2 at relatively low supercritical pressure, the temperatureenthalpy curves (isobars) will appear as curves with a sway-backed shape where the CP-value is
increasing and decreasing at different temperatures. On the other hand, the t-Q curves for water
and air (heat sink) are virtually rectilinear, since their specific heat capacities are practically
constant in the temperature range from 0 to 100ºC (0.4%). Consequently, the slope of the t-Q
curve for water or air is solely determined by the mass flow rate of the fluid, m [kg/s].
The thermal drawback caused by a pinch point inside the gas cooler is illustrated in a t-Q
diagram in Figure 5.3.11. In this example, water is heated from 25C (fixed return temperature)
to 50C (fixed set-point), and the initial gas cooler pressure is 75 bar. The diagram does not show
the temperature profiles as a function of the relative gas cooler length.
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Figure 5.3.11 Illustration of pinch point inside a CO2 gas cooler, when water is heated from
25ºC to 50ºC, and the CO2 gas cooler pressure is 75 bar.
The CO2, which has a constant mass flow rate, is cooled from 78ºC to 33ºC (tH = 55 K) and the
water flow is heated from 25 to 50ºC (tC = 20 K).
The inverse slope of the t-Q curve for the water (broken line) represents the theoretical
maximum CP value for the water flow, since it is parallel to the CO2 isobar at the pinch point.
Above the pinch CPH < CPC, and below the pinch CPH > CPC. If the water flow rate is increased
above this maximum value, the outlet water temperature will drop below the set-point, which is
normally undesirable. By increasing the gas cooler pressure, the CO2 isobar will become
straighter and the water flow rate can be increased until the t-Q curve for the water becomes
parallel to the CO2 isobar. The larger water flow rate will in turn reduce the CO2 outlet
temperature from the gas cooler and with that increase the heating capacity of the CO2 heat
pump, QH.
5.3.3.3 Optimum Gas Cooler Pressure

Figure 5.3.12 illustrates the consequence of increasing the high-side pressure from (A) 85 bar to
(B) 100 bar and (C) 110 bar for a CO2 heat pump. The city water temperature is 5ºC and the setpoint for the domestic hot water (DHW) is 70ºC (fixed). The CO2 mass flow rate is constant, i.e.
mH=constant, whereas the water flow rate is gradually increased, i.e. mC3>mC2>mC1. The input
power to the compressor is virtually proportional to the gas cooler pressure, whereas there is a
non-linear change for the gas cooler heating capacity when the gas cooler pressure is increased.
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Figure 5.3.12

Illustration of temperature-heat (t-Q) curves for CO2 and water in a counterflow gas cooler where water is heated from 5 to 70ºC (set-point). QH3 > QH2 >
QH1.
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A) 85 bar gas cooler pressure – The CO2 compressor is running at constant capacity, i.e.
constant mass flow rate mH, and the water flow rate (mC) is increased until the
temperature reaches the set-point (70ºC). Due to the sway-backed shape of the CO2
temperature-heat curve there is a pinch point inside the gas cooler (tm), which hampers
the heat transfer processes and limits the maximum water flow rate. The temperature
difference at the hot end of the gas cooler is also relatively moderate due to the low
discharge gas temperature from the compressor (85ºC). Due to the limited water flow
rate, the CO2 is cooled down to only 32ºC (tA28ºC), resulting in a relatively low
enthalpy difference in the gas cooler and with that a relatively low heating capacity QH
for the CO2 heat pump. Despite the moderate input power to the compressor the COP is
relatively low (3.31).
B) 100 bar gas cooler pressure – The CO2 mass flow rate (mH) is the same as in A), but the
input power to the compressor is higher due to 15 bar higher gas cooler pressure. The
CO2 isobar has now become more rectilinear, and the discharge gas temperature from the
compressor has increased (105ºC). Due to the improved temperature fit between the
fluids and the larger temperature difference at the hot end of the gas cooler, there is no
pinch point inside the gas cooler that hampers the heat transfer process. Hence, the water
flow rate has to be increased to maintain the 70ºC set-point. The increased water flow
rate leads to a larger cool down of the CO2, and the CO2 outlet temperature from the gas
cooler drops from 32 to 8ºC (tA3ºC). The minimum temperature difference tm is now
identical to the temperature approach tA at the cold end of the gas cooler. Since the
marginal increase in the heating capacity (8.6 kW) is considerably larger than the
marginal increase in the power input to the compressor (1.2 kW), the COP increases to
3.95.

C) 110 bar gas cooler pressure – The CO2 mass flow rate (mH) is the same as in B) but the
input power to the compressor is higher due to 10 bar higher gas cooler pressure. Despite
the more rectilinear CO2 isobar and higher discharge gas temperature there is only a
marginal change in the heating capacity for the CO2 heat pump since the temperature
approach tA in B) was already as low as 3ºC. Since the marginal increase in the heating
capacity (0.7 kW) is in the same order of magnitude as the marginal increase in the power
input to the compressor (1.1 kW), the COP decreases by 5% to approx. 3.75.
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Conclusion – In this example 100 bar is the optimum gas cooler pressure that leads to a
maximum COP for the CO2 heat pump at the prevailing boundary conditions. It is important to

note that the low temperature approach (tA) of 1 to 3ºC requires optimum gas cooler design.
Figure 5.3.13 shows measured heating capacity for the gas cooler (Qtotal), input power to the
compressor (Pcompr) and COP for a 7 kW brine-to-water CO2 heat pump for space heating and
hot water heating (Stene, 2004). The temperature conditions were 35/30ºC for the space heating
system and 5/60ºC for the hot water system, and the optimum gas cooler pressure was about 85
bar.

Figure 5.3.13 Measured heating capacity, input compressor power and COP for a 7 kW CO2
heat pump for combined space heating and hot water heating (Stene, 2004).
Table 5.3.2 shows, as an example, the optimum gas cooler pressure popt [bar] for a CO2 heat
pump unit for combined space heating and hot water heating with different set-points, (33/30ºC,
35/30ºC, 40/35ºC) and (5/60ºC, 5/70ºC, 5/80ºC). The evaporation temperature, suction gas
superheat and isentropic compressor efficiency are -5ºC, 5ºC and 0.6, respectively (Stene, 2004).
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Table 5.3.2
2004).

Example of optimum gas cooler pressure popt for a CO2 heat pump unit (Stene,

Temperature level

33/28ºC

35/30ºC

45/40ºC

5/60ºC

5/70ºC

5/80ºC

popt [bar]

80

85

95

90

100

110

The higher the set-point temperature, the higher the optimum gas cooler pressure.
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5.4. Heat Pump Water Heaters (HPWH)
5.4.1 Main Characteristics and Overall Design
Production of domestic hot water (DHW) is regarded to be one of the most promising
applications for the transcritical CO2 heat pump cycle due to the high energy efficiency. The
high COP for the CO2 heat pump water heater (HPWH) is caused by to the good temperature fit
between the CO2 and the water in the counter-flow gas cooler (Chapter 5.2 and 5.3), the
excellent heat transfer properties of CO2 and the relatively high isentropic compressor efficiency.
Another advantage of the CO2 HPWH is the capability of supplying high-temperature hot water
at 60 to 95ºC, which eliminates the requirement for supplementary heating. Figure 5.4.14 shows
a principle sketch of the CO2 HPWH cycle in a Temperature-Enthalpy (t-h) diagram at optimum
gas cooler pressure. The city water temperature is 5ºC and the DHW set-point temperature is
70ºC.

Figure 5.4.14 Temperature-enthalpy diagram for the CO2 heat pump water heater cycle.
Figure 5.4.15 shows the principle of a single-stage CO2 heat pump water heater unit equipped
with a low-pressure liquid receiver (LPR), a suction gas heat exchanger and a counter-flow gas
cooler. The gas cooler is connected to a single-shell hot water tank by means of a water loop.
During tapping, hot water is drawn from the top of the tank (A), mixed with cold city water to 50
to 55ºC in a mixing valve (B) and supplied at the tapping site(s). Cold city water enters the
bottom of the tank (C) and replaces the hot water that is drawn off.
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Figure 5.4.15 Principle sketch of a CO2 heat pump water heater with single-shell DHW tank.
The inverter controlled pump circulates the water from the bottom of the single-shell tank (C)
through the gas cooler (D-E). The water flow rate is adjusted to meet the set-point temperature
(60-95ºC), and the gas cooler pressure for the heat pump unit is optimised for maximum COP.
During the heat-up period there will be a hot water volume and a cold water volume inside the
storage tank. Any mixing of the water volumes as well as internal conductive heat transfer will
increase the average inlet water temperature to the gas cooler and with that reduce the COP of
the CO2 heat pump (Chapter 5.3.2). It is therefore important to use a diffuser to reduce the inlet
water velocity at the bottom of the tank (C), and preferably apply storage tanks with a small
diameter to height ratio since this minimizes internal heat transfer in the tank. For non-

residential systems several single-shell hot water tanks should be connected in series, Figure
5.4.16.

Figure 5.4.16 Non-residential CO2 heat pump water heater with several storage tanks in series.
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5.4.2 Thermodynamic Comparison of Heat Pump Water Heaters
Four different heat pump water heater systems have been analysed with regard to achievable
COP at different temperatures for the DHW, the city water and the heat source (Hjerkinn, 2007).
A) R134 heat pump with condenser and desuperheater (DSH)
B) R134a heat pump with subcooler (SC), condenser and desuperheater
C) R134a heat pump with suction gas heat exchanger (SGHX), condenser and desuperheater
D) CO2 heat pump with single counter-flow gas cooler, optimised gas cooler pressure
Figure 5.4.17 shows the principle system design for the heat pump water heaters as well as
examples of real temperature profiles in the heat exchangers for heat rejection at -5ºC
evaporation temperature, 5ºC suction gas superheat, 5ºC inlet city water temperature and 70ºC
hot water temperature. The overall isentropic compressor efficiencies were based on laboratory
measurements.
A) R134a – The city water is preheated by the condenser (1-2) by condensation of the working
fluid and reheated by the desuperheater to the set-point temperature (2-3) by cooling of the
discharge gas from the compressor. The application of two heat exchangers connected in series
leads to a lower condensation temperature and a higher COP than that of a single condenser.
B) R134a – The city water is preheated by the subcooler (1-2) by sub-cooling the working fluid,
heated to a higher temperature by the condenser (2-3) and reheated to the set-point temperature
by the desuperheater. The condensation temperature is virtually the same as in System A, but due
to the extra heating capacity of the subcooler the COP will be higher.
C) R134a – The city water is preheated by the condenser (1-2) and reheated by the desuperheater
(2-3). The suction gas heat exchanger subcools the working fluid and reheats the suction gas
from the evaporator. The higher discharge gas temperature and increased heating capacity of the
desuperheater results in lower condensation temperature and higher COP than System A and B.
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D) CO2 heat pump – The city water of 5ºC is heated to the set-point temperature by the single
gas cooler. Since the average temperature during heat rejection, tm (Chapter 5.2.1, Figure 5.2.2)
is lower than that of System A, B and C, the COP will be higher.
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Figure 5.4.17 Principle system design for different heat pump water heaters (left) and examples
of real temperature profiles in the heat exchangers for heat rejection (right).
Figure 5.4.18 shows the COP for heat pump water heater system A, B, C and D as a function of
the evaporation temperature. The compressor efficiencies are from laboratory measurements, and
the total UA-value for the heat exchanger(s) that reject(s) heat is 2,400 W/K (Hjerkinn, 2007).

Figure 5.4.18 Calculated COP for different heat pump water heaters (Hjerkinn, 2007)
The CO2 heat pump water heater achieves in average 20% higher COP and 5 %-points higher
energy saving than the best R134a system equipped with a suction gas heat exchanger, condenser
and desuperheater (C). For a real heat pump water heater system the difference in COP and
energy saving will be even higher due to better heat transfer efficiency in the evaporator and
smaller cycle losses related to pressure losses in tubing and components for the CO2 system.
Figure 5.4.19 shows the COP for heat pump water system A, B, C and D as a function of the
inlet water temperature to the heat exchanger(s) that reject(s) heat (Hjerkinn, 2007).

Figure 5.4.19 Calculated COP for different heat pump water heaters (Hjerkinn, 2007)
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Figure 5.4.19 demonstrates that the COP of the CO2 heat pump water heater is more sensitive to
variations in the inlet water temperature than the R134a systems (Chapter 5.3.2). At 30ºC inlet
water temperature the COP is virtually identical to the COP for System B and C. Consequently,
for CO2 heat pump water heaters it is important that the DHW tanks have a relatively small
diameter to height ratio and are equipped with a diffuser at the city water inlet (Chapter 5.4.1).

5.5.3 Laboratory Testing of CO2 Heat Pump Water Heaters
In recent years, a number of prototype CO2 heat pump water heaters have been tested. Virtually
all installations have been single-stage units using a low-pressure liquid receiver (LPR), a
suction gas heat exchanger and a counter-flow tube-in-tube gas cooler.
5.4.3.1 Laboratory Testing of a 50 kW prototype CO2 HPWH – Norway

Nekså et al. (1998) tested the world’s first prototype CO2 heat pump water heater at SINTEF
Energy Research, Norway. Figure 5.4.20 shows a principle sketch of the 50 kW installation.

Figure 5.4.20 Prototype CO2 HPWH tested at SINTEF Energy Research (Nekså et al., 1998).
Figure 5.4.21 shows the measured COP for the prototype CO2 heat pump water heater at 10ºC
inlet water temperature and different evaporation and DHW temperatures (Nekså et al., 1998).
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Figure 5.4.21 Measured COP for the prototype CO2 HPWH in Norway (Nekså et al., 1998).
CO2 heat pump water heaters in the capacity range from 5 to 20 kW have been investigated by,
among others, Rieberer and Halozan (1997), Hwang and Radermacher (1998) and Saikawa and
Hashimoto (2000). The measured COPs of the prototype units are comparable to those of the
CO2 heat pump unit which was tested by Nekså et al. (1998).

5.4.3.2 Field Testing of a 60 kW Prototype CO2 HPWH – Switzerland

A 60 kW air-to-water CO2 heat pump water heater have been installed in the Le Locle Hospital
in Switzerland. The prototype unit, which was supplied by Axair Kobra, has been tested at a
wide range of operating conditions with regard to DHW temperature, inlet water temperature and
ambient air temperature. Figure 5.4.22 shows a principle sketch of the system (Anstett, 2006).

Figure 5.4.22 Principle sketch of the 60 CO2 air-to-water HWPH in Switzerland (Anstett, 2006).
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Figure 5.4.23 shows the measured COP at 70ºC hot water temperature, 20ºC city water temperature and varying ambient air temperature. The considerable fluctuations in the COP are due to
variations in the inlet water temperature from the hot water system to the CO2 gas cooler.

Figure 5.4.23 Measured COP for the CO2 HPWH at 70ºC hot water temperature, 20ºC city
water temperature and varying ambient air temperature (Anstett, 2006).
5.4.3.3 Field Testing of a 60 kW Prototype CO2 HPWH – USA

A 60 kW air-to-water CO2 heat pump water heater has been developed for the US market and
installed and extensively tested (Sienel, 2006), Figure 5.4.24. The units provide sanitary hot
water at a temperature range of 60ºC to 80ºC at an hourly rate of 900 litres/hour. The
measurement data are not available, and the units has not yet been commercialized.

Figure 5.4.24 Field testing of a 60 kW air-to-water CO2 HPWH in the US (Sienel, 2006).
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5.4.4 Commercially Available CO2 Heat Pump Water Heater Systems
In 2001, Denso Corp. Ltd. in Japan in cooperation with Tokyo Electric Power Company and The
Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry was the first company to launch commercial production of a 4.5-6 kW residential air-to-water CO2 heat pump water heater (EcoCute).
The CO2 heat pumps were based on the research results from SINTEF Energy Research and The
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), and subsequent patents from Norsk
Hydro (Norway). In 2002 the Japanese Government introduced a subsidy scheme for the
EcoCute heat pump since it was regarded an energy efficient and environmentally friendly
technology. At present there are about 20 Japanese manufacturers of residential EcoCute heat
pumps and 15 manufacturers of systems for the commercial market. The latter include air-towater and brine-to-water heat pump water heaters with a maximum heating capacity from 20 to
100 kW.
The goal for the Japanese Government is to install roughly 5.5 million EcoCute CO2 heat pump
units by 2010. Figure 5.4.25 shows examples of EcoCute CO2 heat pump water heaters for the
residential and commercial market from different Japanese manufactures.

Figure 5.4.25 EcoCute CO2 heat pump water heaters (HPWH) from the Japanese manufacturers
Denso, Corona, Daikin, Hitachi, Matsushita, Mitsubishi and Sanyo (2007).
The EcoCute CO2 heat pump water heaters are now exported to e.g. Europe by a number of
Japanese manufacturers. More information can be found at http://www.R744.com.
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5.5 Integrated Systems – Space Heating and Hot Water Heating
5.5.1 Main Function – Operating Modes
Integrated (combined) heat pump systems for residences provide both space heating and hot
water heating, and the heat is normally rejected to a hydronic heat distribution system. Integrated
heat pump systems represent an alternative to individual heat pump systems for space and hot
water heating, e.g. an air-to-air heat pump in combination with an air-to-water heat pump water
heater. The main operating modes of integrated CO2 heat pump systems are:


Hot water heating only (DHW mode)



Space heating only (SH mode)



Simultaneous space heating and hot water heating (Combined mode)
In order to achieve a high COP for the heat pump system, the CO2 outlet temperature after
rejection of useful heat in the gas cooler must be relatively low (Chapter 5.3.2). The CO2
outlet temperature from the gas cooler is mainly determined by:



The characteristics of the domestic hot water (DHW) system and heat distribution system



The design and configuration of the gas cooler unit(s)



The design and operation of the CO2 heat pump unit

5.5.2 Possible Design of the Gas Cooler and the DHW Storage Tank
The design of integrated residential CO2 heat pump systems can be classified as follows:
External CO2 gas cooler – The gas cooler is connected to a single-shell domestic hot water
(DHW) storage tank by means of a closed water loop. An inverter controlled pump circulates the
water from the bottom of the tank, through the gas cooler and back to the top of the tank. The
heat pump unit can equipped with: 1) A single gas cooler unit, 2) A bipartite gas cooler (two gas
cooler units, serial or parallel connection on the CO2 side) or 3) A tripartite gas cooler (three gas
cooler units, serial connection on the CO2 side).
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Integrated CO2 gas cooler and DHW storage tank – The gas cooler can be designed as a tube
coil, multiport extruded (MPE) tube etc., and mounted inside the tank, at the tank surface or in a
thermosyphon unit. The heat exchanger for the space heating system can be located inside or
outside the DHW tank.
5.5.2.1 Single External Gas Cooler – Single-Shell DHW Storage Tank

Figure 5.5.26 illustrates a single external CO2 gas cooler (GC) that is connected to a single-shell
DHW storage tank and space heating (SH) heat exchanger T1.1, T1.2 or T1.3.

Figure 5.5.26 Illustration of a single external CO2 gas cooler (GC) and possible designs for the
DHW storage tank and the space heating (SH) heat exchanger. CW=city water.
The combination of a single external gas cooler unit (GC1) and a single-shell DHW storage tank
with one internal and one external heat exchanger (T1.3) is used for the integrated EcoCute airto-water CO2 heat pump systems in Japan. The CO2 heat pumps have a typical heating capacity
of 6 kW, and is equipped with a large DHW storage tank with both internal and external heat
exchangers for e.g. space heating and reheating of bathtub water. Figure 5.5.27 shows the
principle of the EcoCute heat pump system (Hihara and Hirofumi, 2006; Kusakari 2006).
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Figure 5.5.27 Principle illustration of the EcoCute integrated CO2 heat pump system from Japan
(Hihara and Hirofumi, 2006; Kusakari, 2006).
When the Ecocute CO2 heat pump is running, water from the bottom of the hot water storage
tank is circulated by means of an inverter controlled pump through the single gas cooler unit (A),
heated to the set-point temperature and returned at the top of the storage tank. The storage tank is
utilized as follows: DHW tapping – hot water at 65ºC (summer mode ) or 90ºC (winter mode)
from the top of the tank is premixed with city water and circulated to bathtubs, showers etc. (C).
During the tapping periods, city water enters the bottom of the storage tank (D). Reheating bath
tub – the water in the bath tub is reheated by means of a heat exchanger located in the upper part
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of the hot water storage tank (E). Space heating – water from the storage tank is circulated to a
multifunctional heat exchanger (F) for space heating (G) and bathroom heating/drying (H).
The annual performance of the integrated EcoCute CO2 heat pump has been tested and simulated
for Tokyo climate. The heat pump unit was equipped with an ejector instead of a conventional
expansion valve. The measured/estimated average COP for the heat pump unit was about 3.5
when 55% of the total annual heating demand was for DHW and the DHW temeprature was
70ºC (Hihara and Hirofumi, 2006). The average COP for the total hot water heating system
including annual heat losses from the hot water storage tank was about 3.0. The SPF of the total
system would have been increased by improving the tank insulation.
The main disadvantage of the integrated EcoCute CO2 heat pump system is that hightemperature water from the hot water storage tank is used for space heating. This leads to a
relatively high return temperature from the multifunctional heat exchanger (F) during operation
of the space heating system, and this has a major impact on the average inlet water temperature
to the gas cooler and with that the COP. Tank design T1.1 and T1.2 have the same
thermodynamic disadvantage. In Japanese homes the Ecocute CO2 heat pump achieves a
relatively good average COP due to the large annual DHW consumption. However, in homes
with moderate DHW demand, the average COP of the system will be reduced correspondingly.
5.5.2.2 External Bipartite or Tripartite Gas Cooler – Single-Shell DHW
Storage Tank

Figure 5.5.28 illustrates different configurations of external bipartite and tripartite CO2 gas
coolers (GC2.1, GC2.2, GC2.3, GC2.4) which are connected to a single-shell DHW tank (T2.1).
The so-called baseline system comprises a tripartite gas cooler, i.e. three gas cooler units
connected in series on the CO2 side, and a single-shell DHW storage tank (GC2.4 + T2.1),
Chapter 5.5.3.
GC2.1 + T2.1 – The bipartite CO2 gas cooler comprises two parallel gas cooler units for space
heating and DHW heating. The CO2 flows to the gas cooler units are controlled by needle valves.
The system enables both high-temperature space heating (>50ºC) and high-temperature DHW
heating (>60ºC) in Combined mode. The minimum CO2 outlet temperature from the bipartite gas
cooler in SH mode and DHW mode is same as for the baseline CO2 heat pump system, i.e. the
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return temperature in the space heating system and the city water temperature, respectively. The
CO2 outlet temperature in Combined mode (tmix) is calculated from:

hmix ( t mix , pmix ) =

 SH • hSH + m
 DHW • hDHW
m
 SH +m
 DHW )
(m

[Eq. 7.9]

where h is the specific enthalpy [J/kg], m is the mass flow rate [kg/s], t is the temperature [ºC]
and p is the pressure [Pa] of the CO2 flows. The subscripts SH and DHW refer to the space
heating and DHW circuits, respectively, while mix refers to the mixed CO2 flow after the gas
cooler.

Figure 5.5.28 Principle configurations for bipartite and tripartite CO2 gas coolers which are
connected to a single-shell DHW storage tank. GC=gas cooler, CW=city water.
The COP in SH mode and DHW mode will be the same as for the baseline CO2 system, while
the COP in Combined mode will be lower due to higher optimum high-side pressure and higher
CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler. A CO2 heat pump unit equipped with a bipartite gas
cooler with parallel configuration will therefore achieve a lower average COP than the baseline
CO2 heat pump system.
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GC2.2 + T2.1 – The system comprises two gas cooler units in series for space heating and DHW
heating, and the DHW gas cooler unit is located before the SH gas cooler unit. The system
enables high-temperature DHW heating (>60ºC) in Combined mode, but requires a lowtemperature heat distribution system, e.g. a floor heating system. The COP in the SH mode and
DHW mode will be the same as for the baseline CO2 heat pump system, while the COP in
Combined mode will be lower since the minimum CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler is
the return temperature in the space heating system. Consequently, the the system will achieve a
lower average COP than the baseline CO2 heat pump system.
GC2.3 + T2.1 – The system comprises two gas cooler units in series for space heating and DHW
heating, and the DHW gas cooler unit is located after the SH gas cooler unit. The system enables
high-temperature space heating (>50ºC), but is incapable of producing high-temperature DHW in
Combined mode (i.e. tDHW<60ºC), and external reheating may be required. The COP in SH mode
and DHW mode will be the same as for the baseline CO2 heat pump system, while the COP in
Combined mode will be lower due to poorer temperature fit and higher optimum high-side
pressure. Consequently, the system will achieve a lower average COP than the baseline CO2 heat
pump system.
GC2.4 + T2.1 – The baseline CO2 heat pump system is regarded to be the most energy
efficient gas cooler design for integrated CO2 heat pump systems. The unique tripartite gas
cooler is used for preheating of DHW, space heating and reheating of DHW. Theoretical studies
and testing of a prototype CO2 heat pump system have been carried out (Stene, 2004), and the
main design and results are presented in Chapter 5.5.3.
The integrated EcoCute CO2 heat pump system will achieve a lower average COP than the
baseline CO2 heat pump system with a tripartite gas cooler (GC1 + T1.3).
5.5.2.3 Integrated System Design for the Gas Cooler and Single-Shell DHW
Storage Tank

Figure 5.5.29 illustrates different examples of so-called integrated system design for the CO2 gas
cooler and the single-shell DHW storage tank.
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INT1 – Two gas cooler units (tube coils) for reheating and preheating of DHW are located inside
the DHW storage tank, and the gas cooler unit for space heating is located outside the tank. In
DHW mode the SH gas cooler unit GC2 is by-passed, while the DHW preheating gas cooler unit
GC1 is by-passed in SH mode. In Combined mode all three gas cooler units are operative. The

COP in SH mode will be more or less the same as for the baseline CO2 heat pump system
(GC2.4+T2.1), while the COP in DHW mode and Combined mode will be lower since counterflow heat exchange between the CO2 and the water in the tank cannot be achieved. Consequently, the system will achieve a lower average COP than the baseline CO2 system.

Figure 5.5.29 Principle examples of different design of integrated design for the CO2 gas cooler
(GC) and the single-shell DHW storage tank. CW=city water.
INT2 – The CO2 gas cooler is a tube coil located inside the DHW storage tank, and an external
space heating heat exchanger is connected to the tank by means of a water loop and a pump. In
DHW mode and Combined mode, the average CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler during
tapping and charging will be higher than that of the baseline CO2 heat pump system since
counter-flow heat exchange cannot be achieved. In SH mode, the CO2 outlet temperature will be
higher than the return temperature in the space heating system due to mixing of water at different
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temperature levels in the DHW storage tank. Consequently, the system will achieve a lower
average COP than the baseline CO2 heat pump system.
INT3 – Two gas cooler units (tube coils) for reheating and preheating of DHW are located in the
upper and lower part of the DHW storage tank, while the space heating heat exchanger is a tube
coil located in the middle of the tank. In DHW mode, the integral space heating heat exchanger
is by-passed on the water side. For the same reason as for INT2, the system will achieve a lower
average COP than than the baseline CO2 heat pump system.
INT4 – Heat is supplied from a CO2 gas cooler connected to an external thermosyphon circuit.
The water flow rate in the circuit is determined by the temperature/density difference of the
water at the bottom and top of the tank. The space heating heat exchanger is a tube coil installed
inside the DHW storage tank. In DHW mode the integral space heating heat exchanger is bypassed on the water side. For the same reason as for INT2 and INT3, the average COP of the
system will be lower than that of the baseline CO2 heat pump system.
INT5 – The CO2 gas cooler is a multiport extruded micro-channel (MPE) aluminium tube that is
mounted (winded) on the outside metal surface of the DHW storage tank. Similar to INT3 and
INT4, the space heating heat exchanger is a tube coil installed inside the DHW storage tank. The
heat transfer efficiency for the MPE tube will be lower than that of systems using external
counter-flow gas coolers or integrated tube-coil gas coolers. For this reason and the reasons
described under INT2, INT3 and INT4, the system will achieve a lower average COP than the
baseline CO2 heat pump system.

5.5.3 Integrated CO2 Heat Pump System Using a Tripartite Gas Cooler
5.5.3.1 System Design

The most energy efficient integrated CO2 heat pump system utilizes a tripartite gas cooler
comprising three gas cooler units connected in series on the CO2 side for preheating of DHW,
low-temperature space heating and reheating of DHW (Stene, 2004, 2006). Figure 5.5.30 shows
a principle sketch of an integrated CO2 heat pump system using a tripartite gas cooler.
Gas cooler units A and C are connected to an unvented single-shell DHW storage tank and an
inverter controlled pump by means of a water loop. Gas cooler unit B is connected to a buffer
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tank (accumulator tank) in a low-temperature hydronic heat distribution system with radiant
floor heating, convectors or fan-coils. The main purpose of the buffer tank is to serve as a
thermal energy storage and minimize the number of start and stops for the compressor at low
space heating loads. This increases the compressor efficiency and reduces wear and tear.
The integrated CO2 heat pump system has three different operating modes. 1) Space heating only
(SH mode), 2) DHW heating only (DHW mode) and 3) Simultaneous space heating and DHW
heating (Combined mode). During tapping of DHW, hot water from the top of the DHW tank is
premixed with city water and delivered at the tapping site, while cold city water enters the
bottom of the tank. During thermal charging of the DHW tank in the Combined and DHW mode,
city water from the bottom of the DHW tank is pumped through gas cooler units A and C, heated
to the set-point temperature level, and returned at the top of the tank. During operation in SH
mode, there is no water circulation in the DHW circuit, and only gas cooler unit B is operative.

Figur 5.5.30 Principle design of the baseline CO2 heat pump system equipped with a tripartite
gas cooler, A-B-C (Stene, 2004).
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5.5.3.2 Heat Rejection from the Tripartite Gas Cooler

The heat rejection processes in the three different operating modes are illustrated in Temperature-enthalpy (t-h) diagrams in Figure 5.5.31 (Stene, 2004). In this example the supply/return
temperature for the low-temperature floor heating system is 35/30ºC, the city water temperature
is 6.5ºC and the set-point temperature for the DHW is 70ºC. In Combined mode, the so-called
DHW heating capacity ratio is about 45%, which means that 45% of the total heating capacity of

the tripartite gas cooler is used for hot water heating and 65% is for space heating.

Figure 2.22

The heat rejection process for an integrated CO2 heat pump in space heating (SH)

mode illustrated in a temperature-enthalpy diagram. The supply/return temperatures for the space
heating system are 35/30ºC, and the gas cooler pressure is 85 bar.

Figure 5.5.31 Illustration of the heat rejection process in temperature-enthalpy diagrams for an
integrated CO2 heat pump using a tripartite gas cooler (Stene, 2004).
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5.5.3.3 Measured COP – Calculated SPF

Figure 5.5.32 shows, as an example, measured COP at optimum gas cooler pressure, 60ºC DHW
temperature and various supply/return temperatures for the space heating system for a 6.5 kW
prototype brine-to-water CO2 heat pump with a tripartite gas cooler (Stene, 2004). The numbers
at the bottom of Combined mode bars display the DHW heating capacity ratio.
The COP in Combined mode is 2-10% higher than that of DHW mode due to the moderate gas
cooler pressure (85-95 bar) and the relatively low CO2 outlet temperature from the tripartite gas
cooler caused by the excellent temperature fit between the CO2 and the water. The COP in SH
mode is 20-30% lower than that of Combined mode. This is a result of the poor temperature fit
between the CO2 and the water, and the fact that the CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler
is limited by the return temperature in the space heating system. The higher the return
temperature in the space heating system, the lower the COP in SH mode and Combined mode.

Figure 5.5.32 Measured maximum COP at 60ºC DHW temperature and various supply/return
temperatures for the space heating (SH) system (Stene, 2004).
The Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF, average COP) for the prototype CO2 heat pump unit and
a state-of-the-art high-efficiency brine-to-water HFC heat pump unit has been calculated,
assuming constant inlet brine temperature for the evaporator (0ºC) and constant temperature
levels in the space heating system (35/30ºC) and the DHW system (10/60ºC) (Stene, 2008). An
improved CO2 heat pump unit with 10% higher COP than the prototype system has also been
investigated. The COP can be increased by e.g. using a more energy efficient compressor, optimizing the design and operation of the tripartite gas cooler or replacing the expansion valve by
an ejector. Table 5.5.3 shows measured COPs for the heat pump systems.
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Table 5.5.3 Measured COPs for the brine-to-water heat pump systems (Stene, 2008).
COP = 3.0 – SH mode at 35/30ºC
Prototype CO2 heat pump

COP = 3.8 – DHW mode at 10/60ºC – no electric reheating
COP = 3.9 – Combined mode at 35/30ºC and 10/60ºC
COP = 3.3 – SH mode at 35/30ºC

Improved CO2 heat pump

COP = 4.2 – DHW mode at 10/60ºC – no electric reheating
COP = 4.3 – Combined mode at 35/30ºC and 10/60ºC

State-of-the-art heat pump

COP = 4.8 – SH mode at 35/30ºC
COP = 2.8 – DHW mode at 10/60ºC – no electric reheating

The integrated CO2 heat pumps and the state-of-the-art heat pump have reversed COP characteristics, i.e. the CO2 units achieve the highest COP during operation in DHW mode and Combined
mode, whereas the state-of-the-art unit achieves the highest COP in SH mode.
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Figure 5.5.33 shows the calculated SPFs for the three residential heat pump systems during
monovalent operation presented as a function of the annual DHW heating demand ratio. The
latter is defined as the ratio of the annual DHW heating demand and the total annual heating
demand of the residence. The calculated SPF values neither include thermodynamic losses in the
DHW tank caused by mixing of hot and cold water nor internal conductive heat transfer.
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Figure 5.5.33 Calculated SPF during monovalent operation for a state-of-the-art HFC heat pump
and two integrated CO2 heat pump systems (Stene, 2008).
At low DHW heating demand ratios, the state-of-the-art heat pump is more efficient than the
CO2 systems due to their poor COP during operation in SH mode. At increasing DHW heating
demand ratios, the SPFs of the CO2 systems are gradually improved, since an increasing part of
the heating demand is covered by operation in Combined mode and DHW mode. The SPF for
the state-of-the-art heat pump drops quite rapidly with increasing DHW heating demand, since
the COP during operation in DHW mode is about 35% lower than that of SH mode. At the actual
operating conditions, the break-even for the CO2 systems occur at a DHW heating demand ratio
around 45-55%.
In existing houses where the DHW heating demand ratio typically ranges from 10 to 30%, a
state-of-the-art high-efficiency heat pump system will be more energy efficient than an
integrated singe-stage CO2 heat pump system. However, in low-energy houses and passive
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houses, where the DHW heating demand ratio typically ranges from 50 to 80%, an integrated

CO2 heat pump system with a tripartite gas cooler will achieve the highest SPF.
Table 5.5.4 presents an overview of the characteristics of the integrated CO2 heat pump systems
using the gas cooler configurations and DHW storage tank designs as presented in the previous
Chapter (Figure 5.5.26, 5.5.28 and 5.5.29).
Table 5.5.4

Important characteristics for the gas cooler configurations and DHW storage tank
designs for integrated CO2 heat pumps presented in Figures 5.5.26, 5.5.28 and
5.5.29.

SYSTEM

GC1

GC2.1

GC2.2

GC2.3

GC2.4

INT

INT

INT

INT

INT

T1.1

T2.1

T2.1

T2.1

T2.1

1

2

3

4

5

T1.2

Base-

T1.3

line

High-temp. SH 1)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

High-temp. DHW 2)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Techn. complexity 3)

Lower

Higher

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

DHW Pump 4)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

COP, SH mode 5)

Lower

Higher

Higher

Higher

Higher

Higher

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

COP, DHW mode 6)

Higher

Higher

Higher

Higher

Higher

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

COP, Comb. mode 7)

Lower

Higher

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

1) Capability of providing high-temperature space heating in Combined mode (tSH>50ºC)
2) Capability of providing high-temperature DHW in Combined mode (tDHW>60ºC)
3) Technical complexity of the gas cooler units, heat exchangers and DHW storage tank system compared to the baseline CO2
heat pump system: Higher = as baseline system, Lower = simpler than baseline system
4) Requirement of a pump in the DHW circuit – required electric input power to the pump
5) COP in the space heating (SH) mode: Higher = same COP as baseline system, Lower = lower COP than baseline system
6) COP in the domestic hot water (DHW) heating mode: Higher = same COP, Lower = lower COP than the baseline system
7) COP in the Combined heating mode: Higher = same COP, Lower = lower COP than the baseline system
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5.5.4 Commercially Available Integrated CO2 Heat Pumps
Since 2001, when Denso Corp. Ltd. in Japan launched the world’s first commercial residential
air-to-water CO2 heat pump water heater (EcoCute), integrated CO2 heat pump systems have
been developed and about 100.000 units were sold by 2007.

Figure 5.5.34

The Japanese EcoCute integrated CO2 heat pump.

The first manufacturer to introduce CO2 heat pumps for combined space heating and hot water
heating on the European market was Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd. Figure 5.5.35 shows a principle
sketch of the Sanyo integrated ambient air-to-water CO2 heat pump system.

Figure 5.5.35 The Sanyo integrated ambient air- to-water CO2 heat pump system.
Other Japanese manufactures are now offering integrated CO2 heat pumps at the European
market. More information can be found at http://www.R744.com. As for the Sanyo system, the
heat pump units are using ambient air as heat source.
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Some European heat pump companies have developed or are developing different kinds of
residential CO2 heat pump systems including heat pump water heaters and integrated heat pumps
with ambient air as heat source. Figure 5.5.36 shows, as an example, a 5 kW integrated air-towater CO2 heat pump from Stiebel Eltron (Germany). The inverter controlled unit was launched
October 2007.

Figure 5.5.36

5 kW integrated air-to-water CO2 heat pump from Stiebel Eltron.

Several European heat pump companies are developing and testing ventilation air CO2 heat
pumps for low-energy and passive houses. Figure 5.5.37 shows a principle sketch of a 2 kW
prototype CO2 heat pump for a low-energy houses (Friedl and Schiefelbein, 2005). The outlet air
from the house is preheating the inlet air in an air-to-air heat exchanger before it is used as a heat
source for the CO2 heat pump unit. The heat pump supplies heat to a hydronic heat distribution
system with a maximum supply temperature of 35ºC. Since the return water in the heat
distribution system is reheating the inlet air, the inlet water temperature to the gas cooler in space
heating mode will be less than 25ºC. Residential ventilation air CO2 heat pumps for low-energy
houses and passive houses are not yet commercially available.
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Figure 5.5.37 Principle sketch of a 2 kW prototype exhaust air CO2 heat pump system for lowenergy houses and passive houses (Friedl and Schiefelbein, 2005).
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5.6 Space Heating and Cooling – Hydronic Distribution Systems
5.6.1 Concept Description
In European non-residential buildings, e.g. office buildings and commercial buildings, hightemperature radiators are commonly used to cover the space heating demand. CO2 heat pumps
that reject heat to radiators only will achieve a relatively low COP due to the high return
temperature (Chapter 5.2.1 and 5.3.2). However, in many non-residential buildings the demand
for heating of ventilation air after the heat recovery unit constitutes a relatively large share of the
total heating demand of the building. Consequently, by making a serial connection of the radiator
system and the ventilation heater batteries a relatively low return temperature in the heat
distribution system can be obtained, resulting in a relatively high COP for a CO2 heat pump.
Preheating and reheating of hot water as well as use of volume flow control in the hydronic heat
distribution system will lead to a further reduction in the outlet CO2 temperature from the gas
cooler.
Figure 5.6.38 illustrates the heat rejection process for a gas cooler at two different return
temperatures in the hydronic heat distribution system (Stene et al., 2007).

tH-in

Radiators
Reheating DHW

50–80ºC

Heater batteries
Floor heating

30–50ºC

Preheating DHW
Snow melting

5–30ºC

tH-out

Figure 5.6.38 Principle illustration of the heat rejection process in the gas cooler at two different
return temperatures in the hydronic heat distribution system (Stene et al., 2007).
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In the example a serial connection of heat loads reduces the return temperature in the heat
distribution system from tC1-in to tC2-in. As a consequence, the CO2 outlet temperature from the
gas cooler drops from tH1-out to tH2-out, and the heating capacity for the CO2 heat pump increases
by Q. This in turn leads to higher COP for the CO2 heat pump (Chapter 5.3.2).

5.6.2 System Design
The return temperature in the heat distribution system is determined by the heating effect and the
temperature requirement for the different heat loads. In non-residential buildings with negligible
hot water demands, the return temperature will be relatively high when the space heating demand
is dominating. When there is a simultaneous demand for space heating and heating of ventilation
air, the return temperature will be considerably lower due to the relatively low inlet temperature
of the ventilation air. The ratio of the heating effects for space heating and heating of ventilation
air is depending on the following factors:


Heating effect – space heating:
o Insulation standard (U-values) for the different parts of the building envelope, climate,

indoor air temperature, period of use during day/week etc.


Heating effect – reheating of ventilation air:
o Air flow rates, efficiency of the heat recovery unit, set point temperature for the air,

climate, type of ventilation system (CAV/VAV, mechanical/hybrid), period of use etc.


Design of the hydronic system with radiators and ventilation heater batteries:
o Temperature drop over radiators and heater batteries at different operating conditions

Figure 5.6.39 shows examples of measured heating effects (relative values) for space heating and
heating of ventilation air for two office buildings during a three day period (Mathisen, 2006).
The ratio of the heating effects for space heating and heating of ventilation air have been proved
to be relatively constant during the year. As a consequence, the measured relative values during
the three day periods shown in Figure 5.6.39 are representative for the entire year.
A principle illustration of a CO2 heat pump unit supplying heat to a hydronic heat distribution
system where the radiator circuits, heating batteries (ventilation), floor heating system, and hot
water system (preheating) are connected in series is shown in Figure 5.6.40.
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Bldg.

Year of construct.

Heated area

Ventilation system

Heating system

A

2002

850 m2

Hybrid, VAV, no night stop

Hydronic, radiators

B

1996

24.000 m2

Mechanical, VAV, night stop

Hydronic, radiators

Bldg. A

Bldg. B
Heating vent.
Heating vent.

Space

Day 1

Day 2

Space

Day 3

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Figure 5.6.39 Measured heating effects (relative values) for space heating and heating of ventilation air for two office buildings during a three day period, (Mathisen, 2006).
By employing inverter controlled circulation pumps operating at constant differential pressure,
i.e. volume flow control of the primary circuit in the heat distribution system, a low return
temperature can be achieved at all operation conditions (Stene et al., 2007).

Heating batteries,
ventilation
Radiators
Floor heating

Hot water

Cooling batteries,
ventilation
Chilled beams

Boiler

Primary circuit, heating
CO2 HEAT PUMP

Snow melting system

Primary circuit, cooling

Figure 5.6.40 CO2 heat pump system with serial connection of radiators, heating batteries, floor
heating system and hot water system (Stene et al., 2007).
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5.6.3 Energy Efficiency Potential – Example
In order to evaluate the potential for CO2 heat pumps for heating and cooling of non-residential
buildings, the maximum achievable Coefficient of Performance (COP) as well as the Seasonal
Performance Factor (SPF) of CO2 heat pumps at different operating conditions have been calculated by means of in-house software developed at NTNU–SINTEF (Stene et al., 2007).
Figure 5.6.41 shows the maximum achievable COP for a single-stage CO2 heat pump unit as a
function of the CO2 outlet temperature from the gas cooler and the gas cooler pressure (Stene et
al., 2007). In the calculations it has been assumed -5ºC evaporation temperature, 5 K
superheating of the suction gas as well as 75% overall isentropic efficiency and 10% heat loss
for the compressor. The design parameters are typical for heat pumps for non-residential
buildings, and where the heat pump utilizes sea water or energy wells in bedrock as heat source.
The gas cooler pressure for CO2 heat pump systems for this application typically range from 90
to 110 bar.
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10 MPa (101°C)

COP [-]
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Figure 5.6.41 COP for a single-stage CO2 heat pump as a function of the CO2 outlet temperature
from the gas cooler and varying gas cooler pressure (Stene et al., 2007).
Since the CO2 outlet temperature from the compressor is relatively high (>80ºC), a CO2 heat
pump can easily meet high-temperature heating demands. However, in order to achieve a high
COP the temperature drop for the CO2 must be large resulting in a considerable enthalpy
difference in the gas cooler and a low CO2 temperature before throttling.
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Figure 5.6.42 shows the COP for a single-stage R134a heat pump unit as a function of the
condensation temperature at -5ºC evaporation temperature, 5 K superheating of the suction gas,
70% and 80% isentropic efficiency and 10% heat loss for the compressor (Stene et al., 2007).
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Figure 5.6.42 COP for a single-stage R134a heat pump unit as a function of the condensation
temperature at 70 and 80% isentropic compressor efficiency (Stene et al., 2007).
With reference to Figure 5.6.41, the CO2 heat pump achieves a COP of approx. 2.9 to 4.2 at CO2
outlet temperatures in the range from 25 to 35ºC. For the R134a heat pump this corresponds to a
supply water temperature from the condenser in the range from 39 to 56ºC at 5 K LMTD. In the
calculations it has been assumed that the CO2 compressor achieves 5 percentage points higher
overall isentropic efficiency than the R134a compressor (Stene et al., 2007).
The performance data from Figure 5.6.41 and Figure5.6.42 were used as a basis for calculating
the Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) for single-stage CO2 and R134a heat pumps for heating
and cooling of a 7,000 m2 office building located in Oslo (Stene et al., 2007). The heat pump
units were either operated in heating mode or cooling mode, and they supplied heating and
cooling to hydronic distribution systems. The radiator circuits and the circuits for the ventilation
heater batteries were connected in series, and the supply water temperature from the heat pump
system was controlled according to the ambient air temperature (linear function). Ambient air
was used as heat source in heating mode and as heat sink in cooling mode. The efficiency of the
heat recovery unit in the ventilation system was 60%. Table 5.6.5 shows the main design data for
the building and the heat pump units.
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Table 5.6.5 Design data for the building, heat recovery unit and heat pumps (Stene et al., 2007).
Design load – space heating / heating of ventilation air

250 kW

Design load – space cooling

400 kW

300 kW

CO2

R134a

Overall isentropic efficiency, compressor

75%

70%

LMTD – evaporator (constant)

8K

8K

Temperature approach – condenser/gas cooler (constant)

2K

2K

Efficiency – peak load unit (electro boiler)

100%

100%

The required swept volume for the compressors was designed in accordance with the maximum
cooling demand. For both heat pump systems the peak load in heating mode was covered by an
electro boiler (bivalent heating system). For the CO2 heat pump, auxiliary heating was only
required at very high supply water temperatures due to the high outlet temperature from the gas
cooler. Figure 5.6.43 shows the calculated SPF in heating mode for the heat pumps at varying
supply/return temperatures in the heat distribution system at the design outdoor temperature
(DOT), whereas Figure 5.6.44 shows the calculated SPF for heating/cooling mode (Stene et al.,
2007).
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Figure 5.6.43 SPF in heating mode for the heat pump systems at different supply/return
temperatures (design conditions) for the heat distribution systems (Stene et al.,
2007).
In heating mode, the CO2 heat pump achieved the highest SPF at most operating conditions. The
SPF of the CO2 heat pump system was primarily influenced by the return temperature in the heat
distribution system, while the SPF of the R134a heat pump system was mainly governed by the
supply temperature.
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Figure 5.6.44 SPF in heating/cooling mode for the heat pumps at different supply/return
temperatures (design conditions) for the distribution systems (Stene et al., 2007).
The simulation results clearly demonstrated that a single-stage CO2 heat pump unit for heating
and cooling of an office building may achieve the same or higher SPF than a single-stage R134a
heat pump as long as the temperature level in the heat distribution system is adapted to the
characteristics of the CO2 heat pump system. The CO2 heat pump will achieve a relatively high
SPF if the heating of ventilation air is dominating the total heating demand of the building, there
is a considerable hot water demand or the CO2 heat pump is equipped with an expander or an
ejector.
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5.7 Reversible Air Conditioners (RAC)
5.7.1 Market Situation – Future Prospects
The annual world market for reversible residential air conditioning units (RAC split-type) is
more than 40 million units (Nowacki, 2002), and further market growth is expected. HCFC-22,
R407C and R410A are the dominant working fluids in RAC units today. The CO2 technology
has in recent years been commercialized for e.g. heat pump water heaters and residential
integrated heat pumps, and is expected to be introduced in several other applications in the near
future. If CO2 RAC systems are going to be commercialized, equal or better seasonal
performance factors (SPFs) compared to the baseline HFC systems have to be documented.

5.7.2 Testing of a Prototype CO2 RAC Split-Type Unit
5.7.2.1 Test Rig and Test Conditions

A prototype CO2 RAC split-type unit and a state-of-the-art R410A unit have been tested in a
two-chamber calorimetric test rig (Jakobsen et al., 2006). According to Eurovent, the selected
R410A reference unit had the highest cooling COP at the rating point of all the tested R410A
reversible split-type units (Unit 1, Table 5.7.6). The measured COP was about 11 % higher than
that of the second most energy-efficient unit.
Table 5.7.6 Relative rating point COPs for R410A RAC split-type units (Jacobsen et al., 2006).
Unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

COP [%]

100

89

83

73

69

62

64

79

77

83

92

78

75

71

The prototype CO2 RAC split-type unit was equipped with an inverter-controlled two-stage
rolling piston compressor, finned tube heat exchangers (HX), and a tube-in-tube internal heat
exchanger. The compressor was connected to an intercooler to enable cooling of the CO2 gas
between the compression stages. In order to simplify the experiments, the heat exchanger was
water cooled. However, in a real system the heat exchanger will be an integral part of the
outdoor heat exchanger and cooled with ambient air. The CO2 pressure in the gas cooler was
controlled and optimized by means of a manual expansion valve and a low-pressure receiver.
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Figure 5.7.46 shows a schematic diagram of the prototype CO2 unit.

Figure 5.7.45 Reversible residential air conditioner and heat pump unit (RAC split-type unit).

Oil separator

Outdoor
HX

Compressor
Water
intercooler

Oil cooler
Internal HX

Expansion
valve

Lowpressure
receiver
Indoor
HX

Figure 5.7.46 Prototype CO2 RAC split-type unit, AC operation (Jakobsen et al, 2006).
The maximum compressor power consumption for the CO2 unit and the R410A unit was about
2.0 kW and 1.7 kW respectively. Microchannel (MPE) heat exchangers for CO2 in mobile air
conditioning applications have shown excellent performance. However, round tube heat
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exchangers were selected for the CO2 prototype unit due to the limited availability of MPE heat
exchangers, and concern about water retention and frosting issues.
5.7.2.2 Calculation of Seasonal Heating and Cooling Performance Factors

In order to estimate the heating and cooling demands in typical residential dwellings, simulation
models representing conditions for a dwelling in Athens, Greece (hot, dry climate) and one in
Oslo, Norway (cold, dry climate) were created using the integrated ESP-r building simulation
tool. The models were based on a reference dwelling established through the IEA District
Heating and Cooling project. The reference two-floor dwelling was located in a terrace block
with four similar dwellings of 112 m2. Identical dimensions were assumed for the Greek and the
Norwegian dwellings, and the mass of the structure was chosen to reflect thermo-physical
qualities in accordance with building traditions in the two countries. The windows of the Greek
dwelling were assumed to be equipped with external shading systems. Ventilation of the
dwellings was assumed to be solely by exhaust fans placed in the laundry and the bathroom.
Simulations for a whole year were carried out for one hour time steps, using climate data for a
reference year. Figure 5.7.47 shows the predicted heating and cooling loads during the year
(Jakobsen, et al., 2006).
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Figure 5.7.47
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Predicted heating/cooling loads in the two dwellings (Jakobsen et al., 2006).

The set-point for the indoor air temperature was 25ºC in cooling mode, and 21ºC in heating
mode. The indoor relative humidity was calculated using the same absolute humidity as in the
ambient. Cooling in Athens and Oslo started at 23°C and 18°C respectively. The difference was
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mainly due to different practice in the application of solar shading systems and exposure of
thermal mass, as a result of different building traditions in the two countries.
The measured COPs for the CO2 unit, and the manufacturer's data with verified rating point for
the R410A unit, together with the heating and cooling loads at different ambient temperatures,
were used for calculating the seasonal performance factors (SPF) in the heating and cooling
modes in the two different climates, Table 5.7.7. The SPF in heating mode included the electric
peak load (bivalent heating system), while the SPF for the CO2 unit in cooling mode included
intercooling between the compressor stages, which increased the SPF by 5 to 7 %.
Table 5.7.7 Calculated SPF for the RAC split-type units based on measured data in heating and
cooling mode in two different climates (Jakobsen et al., 2006).
RAC unit

Heating Mode

Cooling Mode

Athens

Oslo

Athens

Oslo

CO2 prototype – measured data

4.3

2.7

4.4

6.7

R410A-unit – manufacturer data

4.0

2.6

5.3

6.7

The calculated SPF in heating mode for the CO2 unit was about 7 % higher than that of the
R410A unit in Athens climate, and about 3 % higher in Oslo climate. In cooling mode, the CO2
unit achieved the same SPF as the R410A unit in Oslo climate, but about 17 % lower SPF in
Athens climate. The results demonstrate that it is possible for a CO2 RAC split-type unit to
match the energy efficiency of the best R410A unit on the market in heating mode and in cooling
mode in colder climates, but that further development is required in order to achieve the same
energy efficiency in cooling mode in warmer climates.
Sakamoto (2001) indicated that the overall isentropic efficiency for hermetic R410A
compressors for RAC split-type units is up to 0.65. The measured isentropic efficiency of the
CO2 compressor was about 0.54 (Jakobsen et al., 2006). The relatively low efficiency was
probably due to the fact that the compressor was from an early stage of development. Owing to
the favourable characteristics of the CO2 compression process, CO2 compressors for RAC should
be able to reach at least the same efficiency level as R410A compressor. Postulating an
isentropic efficiency of 0.65 for the CO2 compressor and using intercooling, the SPF for the CO2
unit in cooling mode in Athens climate would have equalled the SPF for the R410A unit.
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The CO2 RAC system is still at an early stage of the development process, and improvements are
required to achieve the same COP as the best R410A units at all operating conditions.
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5.8 Heat Pump Dryers
5.8.1 Food Dryers
Food dryers based on a heat pump may reduce the energy consumption by 70 to 80% compared
with conventional dryers, give the manufacturers of dried products greater possibilities to
optimize product qualities to fit the market demand, and more or less eliminate emissions from
the dryer due to the closed drying loop. The drying conditions, i.e. the temperature and relative
humidity, in the drying chamber can easily be controlled by changing the air cooler and air
heater capacities. This enables drying at conditions both below and above the freezing point of
the product. At temperatures below the freezing point of the product, the drying process will give
product qualities similar to vacuum freeze-dried products.
In the Dewatering R&D Laboratory at NTNU-SINTEF (Norway), a prototype CO2 fluidized bed
heat pump dryer has been constructed, Figure 5.8.48 and Figure 5.8.49.

Figure 5.8.48 Layout of the fluidized bed dryer (left) and the CO2 heat pump (right).
The CO2 heat pump is designed to operate at -20°C to +100°C inlet air temperature for the
drying chamber. At inlet air temperatures below +15°C, the CO2 heat pump will achieve slightly
better SMER values (Specific Moisture Extraction Rate, kg water/kWhel) than that of
conventional heat pump dryers using R134a, propane, R407C, R410A or ammonia as working
fluid. In the temperature range between +30ºC and +50ºC, the SMER for the CO2 heat pump
dryer will be 30 to 40% higher than that of conventional heat pump dryers. Further information
can be found in Eikevik et al. (2003).
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Figure 5.8.49 The fluid bed CO2 heat pump dryer at the NTNU-SINTEF laboratory.

5.8.2 Laundry Dryers
At the University of Essen a laundry dryer based on a CO2 heat pump has been investigated in
detail. Klöcker et al. (2001) concluded that the use of CO2 as working fluid has the advantage of
enhanced performance and safe operation. Because of the environmentally benign behaviour and
the favourable thermodynamic properties of CO2 its use as a working fluid in drying heat pump
processes can be regarded as advantageous. Newly developed semi-hermetic CO2
compressors enable the application of CO2 heat pumps for laundry dryers in commercial
applications, while the development of more energy efficient small hermetic compressors is
promising for household laundry dryers presently still operated with HFC134a as working Fluid.

Figure 5.8.50

Laundry heat pump dryer (Klöcker et al., 2001).
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List of Symbols, Acronyms and Abbreviations

Symbol

Description

Unit

A

Surface area

m2

COP

Coefficient of Performance

-

cp

Specific heat capacity

kJ/(kgK)

CP

Heating capacity flow rate

kJ/K

E

Percentage energy saving

%

h

Specific enthalpy

kJ/kg

H

Enthalpy, energy

W

m

Mass flow rate

kg/s

p

Pressure

N/m2, bar

p

Specific input power

kJ/kg

P

Input power

W

q

Specific heating capacity

kJ/kg

Q

Heating capacity, transferred heat

W

s

Specific entropy

kJ/(kgK)

SMER

Specific moisture extraction ratio

kg/kWh

SPF

Seasonal Performance Factor

-

t

Temperature

ºC

T

Absolute temperature

K

tm

Average temperature during heat rejection

ºC

tA

Temperature approach in a gas cooler

K

tm

Minimum temperature difference (pinch point)

K

U

Overall heat transfer value/coefficient

W/(m2K)

UA

Overall conductance value

W/K

w

Specific input power

kJ/kg

W

Input power

W

x

Relative position

m
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Greek letter

Description



Difference



Incremental change

d

Incremental change



Energy efficiency

Subscript

Description

A

Approach

C

Carnot (refers to the reversed Carnot cycle)

C

Cold flow

C-in

Cold flow, inlet

C-out

Cold flow, outlet

compr

Compressor

e

Evaporation, evaporator

gc

Gas cooler

H

Hot flow

HP

Heat pump

i

Inlet

in

Inlet

is

Isentropic

LZ

Lorentz (refers to the Lorentz cycle)

m

Mean, average – minimum

o

Outlet

opt

Optimum

out

Outlet

total

Total
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Abbreviation

Description

Bldg

Building

CW

City water

CAV

Constant air volume flow (for ventilation systems)

DHW

Domestic hot water

DSH

Desuperheater – heat exchanger for cooling of superheated vapour

EcoCute

CO2 heat pumps manufactured in Japan

GC

Gas cooler

HCFC

HydrogenCarbonFluoroCarbon (working fluids, e.g. R22)

HFC

HydrogenFluoroCarbon (working fluids, e.g. R134a)

HPWH

Heat pump water heater

HX

Heat exchanger

IEA

International Energy Agency

INT

Integrated

LMTD

Logarithmic mean temperature difference

LPR

Low pressure receiver

MPE

Multiport extruded (aluminium) tube

RAC

Reversible air-conditioning unit

SC

Subcooler – heat exchanger for cooling of liquid working fluid

SH

Space heating

SGHX

Suction gas heat exchanger – heat exchanger for internal heat transfer

T

Hot water storage tank

VAV

Variable air volume flow (for ventilation systems)
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MASTER MODULE 6
SAFETY AND LEAKAGES CONTROL
Written by Thorsten Lerch, Bundesfachschule Kälte-Klima-Technik
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What kind of rules, norms and technical standards we have to use when we will build a CO 2refrigerating plant.

6.1 The important Europe-guidelines


Council Directive 89/336/EEC of 3 May 1989 on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to electromagnetic compatibility



Directive 98/37/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 June 1998 on
the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to machinery



Directive 2006/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December
2006 on the harmonisation of the laws of Member States relating to electrical equipment
designed for use within certain voltage limits



Directive 97/23/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 May 1997 on
the approximation of the laws of the Member States concerning pressure equipment



etc.

In these guidelines are descriptions about the safety requirements we have to work on when we
will build some products or a refrigerating plant.
About the practical implementation in the Europe-guidelines it is important to use some kind of
harmonized norms (EN - Norms) and technical rules for example like these:



EN 1736 - Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Flexible pipe elements, vibration
isolators, expansion joints and non-metallic tubes - Requirements, design and installation



EN 60204-1 - Safety of machinery - Electrical equipment of machines – Part 1: General
requirements



EN 294 - Safety of machinery - Safety distances to prevent hazard zones being reached
by upper and lower limbs



ISO 14121-1 - Safety of machinery - Risk assessment – Part 1: Principles
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EN 14276-1 - Pressure equipment for refrigerating systems and heat pumps – Part 1:
Vessels - General requirements



EN 14276-2 - Pressure equipment for refrigerating systems and heat pumps – Part 2:
Piping - General requirements



EN 13136 - Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Pressure relief devices and their
associated piping - Methods for calculation



EN 12263 - Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Safety switching devices for limiting
the pressure - Requirements and tests



EN 13313:2001, Refrigerating systems and heat pumps — Competence of personnel



EN 1779:1999, Non-destructive testing — Leak testing — Criteria for method and
technique selection



EN 378-2 - Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Safety and environmental
requirements – Part 2: Design, construction, testing, marking and documentation



etc.

In the Norm EN 378-2 we can find the information which kind of rules we have to apply to make
the CO2 - refrigerating plant safe.
This document (EN 378-2:2008) has been prepared by Technical Committee EN/TC 182
“Refrigerating systems, safety and environmental requirements”, the secretariat of which is held
by DIN
This European Standard has been prepared under a mandate given to CEN by the European
commission and the European free trade association and supports essential requirements of the
EU Directives 97/23/EC and 98/37/EC.
For relationship with the EU Directives, see the informative Annexes ZA (Directive 97/23/EC)
and ZB (Directive 98/37/EC), which are integral parts of this document.
EN 378:2008 consists of the following parts under the general title Refrigerating systems and
heat pumps — Safety and environmental requirements:
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Part 1: Basic requirements, definitions, classification and selection criteria



Part 2: Design, construction, installing, testing, marking and documentation



Part 3: Installation site and personal protection



Part 4: Operation, maintenance, repair and recovery

This European Standard is applicable to the design, construction and installing of refrigerating
systems including piping, components and materials and including ancillary equipment directly
associated with such systems. It also specifies requirements for testing, commissioning, marking
and documentation.
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6.2 Application of protection devices
Protection devices shall be provided for both the refrigerating system and the secondary heat
transfer circuit. If pressure relief devices are used to prevent excessive pressure at the high
pressure sides of one and two stage systems during operation, a safety switching device for
limiting the pressure shall be used, where practicable, to stop the pressure imposing element
before any pressure relief device operates. For relieving excessive pressure a pressure relief
valve shall be used in accordance.
Protection of the refrigerating system against excessive pressure
For each refrigerating system protection devices shall be provided according to the flow chart as
indicated in Figure 1.
Figure 1 consists of parts A, B, C, D, each of which has to be considered in relation to one
another in order to determine the protective devices.

Figure 1 part A — Protection of the refrigerating
system against excessive pressure
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Figure 1 part C — Protection of the refrigerating
system against excessive pressure

Figure 1 part D — Protection of the refrigerating
system against excessive pressure

6.2.1 Leakage control detector
Refrigerant detection systems shall be fitted in machinery rooms for refrigerants with ODP > 0
or GWP > 0 if the system charge is greater than 25 kg. Refrigerant detection systems shall be
fitted in machinery rooms for any refrigerants in order to raise alarms and initiate ventilation if
the levels rise to 25 % of the LFL or 50 % of the ATEL/ODL.
When the concentration of the refrigerant may exceed the practical limit in accordance with EN
378-1:2008, Annex C, detectors shall actuate an alarm and in the case of the machinery room the
emergency mechanical ventilation, they shall conform to the following requirements.
Location of detectors

The location of detectors shall be chosen in relation to the refrigerant and they shall be located
where the refrigerant from the leak will collect.
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Number of detectors

At least one detector shall be installed in each machinery room or occupied space being
considered and/or at the lowest underground room for refrigerants at the highest point for
refrigerants lighter than air.
Function of the detector

The sensor shall detect oxygen deprivation or refrigerant. Oxygen sensors shall only be used
with systems containing A1 refrigerants.
Type and performance of a detector

Any suitable detector may be used and shall give an electrical signal at the pre-set value of the
refrigerant or oxygen concentration (the pre-set value) that activates the shut-off valves, the
alarm system or the mechanical ventilation. The pre-set value for the refrigerant detector shall be
half or less of practical limit concentration at as listed in Annex E of EN 378-1:2008.
Construction and installation

The construction of the detector shall be sufficiently strong to avoid damage. The construction
and the installation of the detector shall be designed so as to allow the access, checking and
repair by an authorized person.
The detector shall be installed so its function can be verified easily.
The detector shall be protected against the access of unauthorized person to prevent tampering or
resetting of the pre-set value.
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MASTER MODULE 7
DRIVERS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF CO2 TECHNOLOGY
Written by Álvaro de Oña, Nina Burhenne, Alexandra Maratou, shecco sprl
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7.1 Introduction
The aim of this publication is to present an overview of the applications where CO2 can be used
as a refrigerant. Today, there are hundreds of engineers around the world working with CO2,
trying to adapt its properties where it fits best in order to obtain reliable operation and high
efficiency. Even though CO2 has been considered as a refrigerant for over a century, its presence
on the market is for the moment limited, differing, however, also widely for the field of
application and the world region in question. A fundamental reason for this has been the lack of
sufficient incentives to move away from synthetic refrigerants to natural ones. However, the
recent focus on environmental concerns, the pressing need to find alternative technology to
alleviate the negative impacts of climate change, and more specifically increasing voices
demanding a phase-out of HFCs in the EU and beyond is providing several opportunities

for a wider deployment of CO2-based applications in the market.
The present chapter explores the factors affecting the market uptake of CO2 components and
systems in the European Union (EU), beyond engineering or technical discussions. The objective
is to understand what next steps would be necessary to ensure a successful implementation of the
technology where it can bring the biggest benefits to consumers, the industry and the climate.
Segments analysed in this chapter are those where the biggest potential for implementing
CO2 can be expected, namely: commercial and industrial refrigeration, mobile air
conditioning and heat pumps. For each of these segments, an overview of the market is first

offered, together with a detailed analysis of key drivers. A final section of the chapter offers an
overview of other applications where CO2 could play a role in the future.
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7.2 Policy & market drivers - an EU overview
The urgency to deal with the challenge of global warming is setting the legal and commercial
frameworks for the EU market to move towards more sustainable solutions, including the use of
CO2 as a refrigerant within the field of heating and cooling applications. However, whether CO2
can serve as a game changer for the entire European HVAC&R industry largely depends on 1)
market conditions driving the move towards R744 in selected industries, and 2) policy initiatives
supporting the wider market uptake of HFC-free cooling and heating technologies:
Market conditions - In times when the world is facing the largest economic recession in

decades, entire industries have to bow to cost pressures on one side, and mounting consumer
demands for more sustainable approaches to doing business on the other. Maintaining

business-as-usual strategies are no longer considered to bring the expected return on investments
in the medium to long term, especially in end consumer-oriented industries, such as food
retailing and the beverage industry. As a result, selected market players have embarked on a
journey towards HFC-free cooling, among them leading food retailers and consumer brands.

Factors affecting the drive towards R744: gaining and maintaining an image as a “green”
company towards all stakeholders, keeping activities in the framework of corporate social
responsibility, implementing and enhancing environmental management systems and standards,
considerations regarding long term investment security for technologies not expected to be
restricted by future legislation, etc.
Policy drivers - The following types of policy initiatives with a positive impact on the

developing market for CO2 Technology can be distinguished:
Legislation - the “negative” motivation: Phase-out or phase-down schemes for high global
warming hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have already led to remarkable results regarding the

market uptake of R744 solutions. Judging by the high success of CO2 in Denmark and other
Scandinavian countries, strong policy signals seem to be the only effective driver to “convince”
otherwise reluctant industries to switch to HFC-free solutions. In Denmark, the combination of
high import taxes on HFCs and refrigerant charge limits have made the use of fluorinated gases
prohibitive. Now other European Member States, such as Sweden and the UK, are set to follow
this example.
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Incentives - the “positive” motivation: Another approach is taken by Germany’s government
providing financial incentives to cover 25% of net investment costs in refrigeration systems

using natural refrigerants, including CO2. After several months of the scheme being in place,
suppliers of R744 systems claimed a significantly higher commercialisation rate of their
products.
Both approaches have proven their effectiveness so far and might be considered by other EU
states. Depending on legislative frameworks already in place, budgets available for technologies
capable of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and the perceived importance of reducing leakage
rates of fluorinated gases, a focus on mandatory or voluntary schemes, or a combination of both
might be chosen for national markets. The appropriate policy framework conditions, however,
have to be clearly defined at the EU level as the legislator to outline a majority of legislative
conditions under which today’s businesses operate.
Incentives at the international level

At the international level, and therefore with impact also on the EU market, some provisions
within the Montreal and the Kyoto Protocols9 provide funding opportunities for

manufacturers of systems based on natural refrigerants, including R744:


Montreal Protocol: Under the decision (XIX/6) of the 19th Meeting of the Parties to the

Montreal Protocol on the HCFC accelerated phase out, conversion projects of HCFCs to
natural refrigerants can be funded by the Multilateral Fund under the Montreal Protocol.
These projects may experience a priority over HFCs because of the superior climate
benefits provided that such solutions maintain acceptable cost effectiveness.


Kyoto Protocol: Emission reductions of gases controlled under the Kyoto Protocol (e.g.

conversion of HFC emitting uses) have a chance to be additionally financially supported
through the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol. However, in some
cases because of the formal requirements for monitoring or baseline assessments or the
varying market price for Certificates of Emission Reduction (CER), the income might be
too marginal to serve as an incentive [GTZ 08]. Here, a CDM project which generated
9 Whereas the Montreal Protocol was established to reduce emissions of ozone depleting substances, the Kyoto
Protocol aims to reduce emissions from greenhouse gases that are at the base of global warming. Both therefore
affect the use of different generation of refrigerants.
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credits also by replacing high-GWP refrigerants with hydrocarbon refrigerant
R600a may serve as an example of a successful project on which similar CDM
projects using CO2 technology can be drawn. Since the beginning of 2009, the “Cool

Carbon - BSH Refrigerator Exchange Program with Carbon Certificates”, a household
refrigerator replacement programme in Brazil is eligible for CDM credits. The project has
so far replaced more than 80,000 obsolete refrigerators with new energy efficient R600a
ones. The accounting framework for calculating CDM credits, which was developed by
GTZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit), accounts both for the
energy efficiency gains and the elimination of f-gases. The resulting methodology
allowed for 0.1 - 0.8 CERs (Certified Emission Reductions) to be gained per refrigerator.
All in all, while international agreements are key to determine the framework and priorities to be
addressed in terms of environmental policy, they do not seem to be effective in directly
influencing the industry in its choice of refrigerant. Accompanying national rules and legislation
based on the principles of these agreements, on the contrary, may have a definite impact on the
market. Moreover, there have been occasions where CDM projects provide perverse incentives.
This was the case for a World Bank deal with China under which CERs could be earned from
disposing of HFC-23, an unwelcome by-product of HCFC-22 production. According to Stanford
Law School’s Programme for Energy and Sustainable Development calculations, HCFC-22
producers in China, India and Brazil were making up to twice as much money from burning
HFC-23 than from selling the refrigerant. The CDM was thus in this case providing an incentive
to produce even more HCFC-22 if only for the sake of disposing of the useless by-product. This
points to the importance of taking into account the synergies between the two major
international agreements in their future shaping.
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7.3 Commercial refrigeration
As the fastest-growing market for R744, the deployment of natural refrigerants in commercial
refrigeration in the EU is becoming an example to be followed by other world regions. In a cutthroat competition, the European Union food retail market is experiencing increasing
pressure from legislators, non-governmental groups, and consumers to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and improve efficiency of refrigeration systems. The following subchapter will

mostly focus on commercial refrigeration for supermarket applications, and will only to a lesser
extent take into account light-commercial applications including vending machines or ice cream
freezers.
Although the market for CO2 commercial refrigeration in many EU countries is still in its
infancy, the following trends can be appreciated:
1. Growing number of installations: The total number of transcritical CO2 installations to
date is in the range of 300+ in the EU alone, while the market is developing at a fast pace,
especially in Northern Europe. There has been a steep increase in 2008 alone, with several new

sites opening in a short space of time, which indicates that the upward trend could be quick. As
of September 2008, more than 100 transcritical system had been installed in Denmark alone.
Serial production of necessary components and systems can be expected within a few years,
depending on whether favourable incentives are in place.
CO2 is also employed in subcritical mode in numerous installations, with a broad choice of
possible combining refrigerants for low and medium temperatures. Estimates for the market
penetration of cascade refrigeration systems range from several hundred units to even
having reached the range of thousands.
2. Geographical dispersion: The Scandinavian market is, in the short term, where the
biggest potential for CO2 technology is to be found, both for transcritical and subcritical type

of installations. Given temperature conditions, the potential to realise efficiencies and the
existing legislation on HFCs, CO2 is expected to grow significantly in Scandinavia over the next
few years. In the medium term, the biggest potential appears in both Germany and the UK,
due to size and the positive signals from the market regarding the application of CO2 in
commercial refrigeration. Latest energy efficiency modeling tools suggest a widespread use of
transcritical R744 systems from Scandinavia to France. Below this geographic threshold,
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subcritical systems might be the preferred choice in warmer climates. However, the still not fully
exploited technical potential of CO2 systems is likely to relocate and later even eliminate these
usage borders. Moreover, the successful operation of a transcritical R744 refrigeration system in
an Australian supermarket has signaled to the European industry under which harsh climatic
conditions CO2 Technology is still able to operate in an energy-efficient manner.
3. Key positive drivers: Market conditions driving the market for R744 include the rising
prices of chemical refrigerants due to steadily increasing raw material costs, storage, and

distribution charges. The compliance with control schemes, such as the EU F-gases
Regulation, have made synthetic gases less attractive and narrowed the price gap to R744.

Overall, rising energy costs and nations’ strive for energy independence from fossil fuel can
further serve as an incentive for the wider spread use of natural refrigerants. In areas with
favourable climate conditions and usage patterns, with high-quality engineering and system
layouts, retailers have confirmed considerable energy savings with R744. In addition, the
increasingly positive image of CO2 within retailers is expected to move the market into the

direction of R744.

7.3.1 Policy drivers
Although EU legislation in place does not prohibit the use of high global warming refrigerants
to date, it does place restrictions to their use. This, combined with more stringent legislation
in some Member States of the EU, is leading to increased opportunities for CO2 and other

natural refrigerants. Upcoming initiatives could have a definite impact in bringing about an
important transition in the market.
This heading analyses relevant legislative drivers having an impact on the commercial
refrigeration market. A review is offered for the EU and relevant specific countries respectively.
7.3.1.1 EU Legislation

Several requirements in relation to refrigeration systems need to be respected at the EU level. An
overview of those is provided in the table below (Table 1). Among those, the F-Gases Regulation
and the Eco-Design Directive are the most relevant for the uptake of CO2-based commercial
refrigeration systems:
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- The F-Gas Regulation addresses the containment, use, recovery and destruction of high global
warming fluorinated greenhouse gases (F-Gases), such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs); the
labelling and disposal of products and equipment containing those gases; the reporting of
information on and the control of uses of those gases; the placing on the market prohibitions of
the products and equipment; and the training and certification of servicing personnel and
operators involved. The regulation's main impact is on systems containing 3 kg or more
refrigerant, to which regular leakage checks and record keeping apply, in addition to end-of-life
and repair requirements. The regulation is set for a review in 2011, which may result in
strengthened requirements.

- Eco-Design Directive: “Commercial refrigerators and freezers, including chillers, display
cabinets and vending machines” is one the product groups for which performance/functionality
requirements will be set under the revised Eco-Design Directive. Eco-Design rules consider the
environmental impact of energy-using products throughout their entire life cycle and

therefore under this approach, direct emissions from the refrigerant are also taken into account.
Products not meeting certain requirements will not be allowed on the EU market. A consultation
process for setting requirements for this product group is undergoing, with the finalisation of the
decision process and adoption of a proposal by the European Parliament expected by 2011.
Successful market uptake and promotion of energy-efficient CO2 based commercial refrigeration
systems, could serve as a benchmark when setting eco-design requirements, the respect of which
would then encourage further market uptake of such systems in the EU.
The following table provides an overview of other EU legislation affecting the commercial refrigeration
sector:
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Legislation type and scope

Legislation name

Overview of legislation

A. Environmental Legislations
Refrigerating Fluids

Ozone

Depleting This

regulation

covers

production,

Substances Regulation

importation, exportation, placing on the

2037/2000

market,

use,

recovery,

recycling

and

destruction of chlorofluorocarbons, other fully
halogenated
carbon

chlorofluorocarbons,

tetrachloride,

halons,

1,1,1-trichloroethane,

methyl bromide, hydrobromofluorocarbons
and hydrochlorofluorocarbons. The regulation
also imposes the reporting of information on
these substances.

B. Legislations related to Safety
Refrigeration Systems

Refrigeration
Pressure

Systems The

Directive

applies

to

the

design,

Equipment manufacture and conformity assessment of

Directive 97/23/CE

pressure equipment and assemblies of pressure
equipment with maximum allowable pressure
greater than 0.5 bar above atmospheric
pressure (i.e. 1.5 bar of absolute pressure).
Its purpose is to harmonise national laws of
Member

States

regarding

the

design,

manufacture and testing and conformity
assessment

of

pressure

equipment

and

assemblies of pressure equipments by setting:



A classification of the equipments



Essential
impacting

safety
on

requirements

material

choice,

conception and manufacturing



Conformity evaluation procedures

Table 1: Overview of EU legislation concerning the commercial refrigeration systems
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7.3.1.2 Legislation at National level

This section outlines the national regulations governing the use of fluorinated refrigerants in the
respective countries. The stricter the national regulation the more favourable the conditions for
the uptake of CO2 technology.

Denmark
In Denmark, there are about 2,200 supermarkets [Bertelsen 02]. The complete Danish
refrigeration industry is subject to a gradual phase out of fluorinated greenhouse gases

(HFCs, PFCs and SF6) that has been put in place, with the use of new refrigeration systems
requiring more than 10 kg of fluorinated refrigerant been banned since 1 January 2007. This is
the main driver explaining the fast growth in market uptake of commercial refrigeration systems
running on natural refrigerants in Denmark. The ban is further complemented with a tax on
the import of fluorinated greenhouse gases. The most relevant pieces of legislation currently

in place in Denmark are:
Statutory Order no. 552 of 2 July 2002 governing fluorinated greenhouse gases

From 1 January 2006 to 1 January 2011 there is a general ban on the use, import or sale of
fluorinated greenhouse gases (HFCs, PFCs and SF6). A gradual phase out has been put in place
for some applications. New refrigeration systems requiring more than 10 kg of refrigerant
greenhouse gases may no longer from 1 January 2007. Exemptions must be obtained in order to
use greenhouse gases in new refrigeration requiring more than 10 kg of refrigerant. It is possible
to be granted an exemption if:
1. No alternatives exist
2. The alternatives cannot be used
3. There are unreasonable costs associated with using the alternatives
4. Use of the alternatives would lead to greater greenhouse gas emissions
Products for export are not covered by the ban. Refrigerators and other products containing
HFCs may be produced in Denmark if they are exported. It is also permitted to import HFCs for
use in products to be exported. The use of HFC for service purposes is further exempted from the
order.
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However, occasions have been observed where installers have found a way around the 10 kg
limit, by combining several small units. This, however, is energetically not advisable, as several
Danish manufacturers confirm [HEDENSTED 09].
Tax on the import of fluorinated greenhouse gases (Consolidated Act No. 208 of 22 March
2001 on tax on certain ozone layer depleting substances and certain greenhouse gases)

Industrial greenhouse gases are also covered by the Danish Act concerning taxes on certain
ozone layer depleting substances and industrial greenhouse gases (chlorofluorocarbons, halons,
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluorid), administered by the Danish tax
authorities (SKAT).
The tax act levies a green tax on the import of fluorinated greenhouse gases, to be paid to the
Danish Government. The tax on industrial greenhouse gases is differentiated – the gases with the
greatest impact on climate are subject to the highest tax level, with a tax level of €28/kg for R134a and €78/kg for R-404A as of 2009. The HFC tax is repaid when products containing HFCs
are exported.
Austria
Ordinance No 447/2002 of 10 December 2002 and amended by Ordinance No 139/2007 of
21 June 2007

The Ordinance bans the placing on the market and use of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs),
perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) greenhouse gases in certain equipment,
units and products, unless they are used for research, development and analytical purposes. As
regards stationary applications, the bans only apply to small plug-in units with a refrigerant
charge of 150 g or less and to stand alone equipment with a refrigerant charge of 20 kg or over.
Germany

Germany’s “Integrated energy and climate protection programme” formally recognises the
environmental gains to be made by reducing fluorinated greenhouse gas emissions and switching
to natural refrigerants. Within this context, Germany recently launched a funding programme
to advance the development and market launch of commercial refrigeration systems using
natural refrigerants. The most relevant initiatives in Germany are:
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Integrated energy and climate protection programme

On 24 August 2007, the German Federal Cabinet adopted an integrated energy and climate
protection programme. One of its focus areas is the “reduction of fluorinated greenhouse gas
emissions” with the following four recommendations for action measures:
1. Issuance of a climate protection regulation on chemicals;
2. Measures that would lead to an early switch from f-gas-operated mobile air
conditioning equipment to that with a GWP of considerably less than 150 in new
passenger cars;
3. Support of development and market launch of particularly energy efficient and
ecological refrigeration systems using natural refrigerants;
4. Renewal of EC regulations on f-gases.
On 26 June 2008, the German Federal Cabinet adopted the Ordinance on climate protection
against changes caused by release of certain fluorinated greenhouse gases. The Ordinance
entered into force on 1 August 2008 and is intended to complete the EU regulations concerning
fluorinated greenhouse gases. Funding provisions under the programme include:
Climate Protection Incentive Programme for Commercial Refrigeration

The German Federal Ministry for Environment instituted a Climate Protection Incentive
Programme for commercial refrigeration plants, in order to advance development and market
launch of particularly energy efficient and ecological refrigeration systems using natural
refrigerants.
- Funding for new systems: Funding covers 25% of the net investment cost of installing energy
efficient commercial refrigeration systems using natural refrigerants. A further 10% (total 35%
of the net investment cost) of funding is available if the refrigeration system using natural
refrigerant is non-electrically powered (e.g. gas), or for the further use of waste heat from
refrigeration systems using natural refrigerants. To be eligible applications should concern plants
that are expected to consume at least 100,000 kWh of electric power per annum or
10,000 € per annum.
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- Funding for existing systems: Funding is also available for energy performance improvements
of existing systems. 25% of the net investment cost is funded if climate-friendly refrigerants are
used in such systems as opposed to only 15% if conventional refrigerants are used. To be eligible
applications should concern plants that use at least 150,000 kWh per annum, while a prior status
inspection of the plant must have identified an energy-reduction potential of at least 35%.
In the long term the funding programme is expected to stimulate the CO2 market in the German
retail sector, as confirmed by several manufacturers. However, relevant players admit that
funding opportunities for the moment are very modest and only retailers have the option to apply
for it, thus providing no strong incentive to suppliers. While first results in 2009 pointed to a
success of the scheme, the plan needs to be seen under a medium to long-term perspective.
Building up on the experience accumulated during the programme’s first year, the German
Environment Ministry expects to make significantly more funding available as from end of 2009,
also including suppliers of systems and components [shecco 08a].
Norway

Even though Norway is not a Member State of the EU, it belongs to the European Economic
Area (EEA), meaning that all environmental and internal market legislation of the EU applies in
this country, too. Therefore, the country has to comply with requirements under the F-Gas
Regulation. Furthermore, Norway imports HFC and PFC gases for industrial use (refrigeration,
air conditioning, fire extinguishers and foam blowing), as there is no domestic production of
HFCs. Increasing imports of HFCs replace the decreasing import of HCFCs which are being
phased out under Montreal Protocol arrangements. A tax and refund scheme for HFCs
provides an incentive to move to natural refrigerants:
Tax and refund scheme for imported HFCs

This policy measure is a tax on imported HFC and PFC, which has been introduced explicitly as
a greenhouse gas reduction measure. The tax is coupled to a refund scheme.
The special tax (Regulations no. 1451 of 11 December 2001) is set at 190.50 Norwegian Kroner
(approximately 24 €) per tonne of CO2-equivalents and applies to both imports as well as
national production (although there is currently none) of HFC gases, whether in bulk or in
products. The tax, which is collected by the Norwegian Ministry of Finance, makes the import
price of the refrigerant higher, leading to a more restricted use of the gas, and bringing
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alternatives within reach. The tax is coupled to a refund scheme. As a result the tax for R404a is
currently at approximately 82 €/kg and the one for R134a at 32 €/kg.
A refund of taxes on hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and perfluorocarbons (PFCs) (Regulations no.
1060 of 30 June 2004) is paid to stimulate the safe removal and disposal of refuse gas. The
refund is disbursed for the quantity of HFCs and PFCs that is delivered to an approved
destruction facility for destruction. The refund rates equal the differentiated tax rates for the tax
on HFCs and PFCs applicable at the time of delivery. The refund is administered by the Ministry
of Environment’s Pollution Control Authority (SFT).
Sweden

Sweden has a long record of prohibiting HFC in large quantities and the refrigerant charge per
system has been limited to some 30 or 40 kg for many years [GTZ 08]. Tax burdens on HFCs,
following the example of Norway, are also in consideration and could lead to further barriers

to the use of synthetic refrigerants in Sweden.
In that respect and responding to a government instruction issued on September 2008 to
investigate whether a tax would be the most appropriate instrument to reduce emissions of Fgases, the Swedish Ministry of Finance (Finansdepartementet), published at the end of June
2009, a proposal on introducing an HFC tax in Sweden. The conclusion of the Inquiry is that a
tax on HFCs is the most appropriate instrument to reduce emissions of F-gases. The study
estimates that, if the tax is introduced, a reduction in emissions by 2020 due to the tax of around
0.1 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent will be achieved. The tax will be set initially at a
level corresponding to the reduced carbon dioxide levied on industry not covered by the EU
emissions trading scheme. In 2009, this level is 22 öre (Swedish Krona cents) per kg (21% of the
general level, which is 105 öre per kg of carbon dioxide in 2009). The tax level will be based on
the respective HFC compound’s GWP (Global Warming Potential) and be charged on the actual
content of HFC. Concretely, this would translate to a tax of 287 (=1,300 x 0.22) Swedish Krona
(KR) per kg for the case of R-134a, which is about 26 €/kg. Accordingly, different HFC
compounds will have different tax rates. The tax will be complemented by a premium which is to
be paid when HFC is delivered for destruction. The premium, which will contribute to further
emission reductions, will according to the proposal be set at the same level as the tax, and will be
paid regardless of whether tax has previously been paid on the HFC delivered.
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Overall, the proposed tax is expected to decrease emissions by around 0.1 million tonnes of CO2
equivalents by 2020, while the proposed premium to be paid when HFCs are delivered for
destruction will contribute to further reductions. The proposal is now open for consideration until
the 5th of October. If accepted, the proposed tax on HFCs, together with the proposed premium,
should be possible to enter into force on 1 July 2010.
UK

The UK is one of the EU frontrunners in terms of climate change legislation. However, it has
been lagging behind compared to countries in Scandinavia when it comes to national fluorinated
gas regulation. Nonetheless, momentum is growing in the UK, where the HFC regulation
debate is moving towards an HFC phase out or taxation [shecco 08b]. As an example,

SIRAC, the Industrial Academic Research Partnership Network on Sustainable Innovation in
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, in early 2009 set out to open a wider debate within the RAC
industry on its proposal to introduce a tax on HFCs based on their Global Warming Potential
(GWP), similar to the approaches taken in Norway and Denmark. Revenues would then be used
to subsidise recovery, new technology and training.
More recently (30 June 2009), a motion for introducing the “Hydrofluorocarbons Limitation Bill
2008 - 09” was presented in the UK House of Commons. The Bill (Bill 127) seeks to make
provisions for limiting the use of HFCs in certain premises. More specifically, it will end the use
of HFCs in the refrigeration units of large supermarkets, as opposed to small retailers (i.e. corner
convenience stores) that would only be required to introduce equipment that do not contribute to
global warming when their old units need to be replaced. The Bill will be further debated in
October 2009.
Regardless of the actual approach taken, it may be expected that the UK will introduce stricter
fluorinated gas regulations, which will provide an impetus for a faster uptake of natural
refrigerants in the country.

7.3.2 Other market drivers
Besides legislation in place or planned, there are a number of factors affecting the pace of uptake
of CO2-based applications in commercial refrigeration. The following can be considered as most
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relevant, according to findings from a recent survey carried out by shecco with suppliers and
retailers:
-

Costs over lifecycle of equipment

-

Availability of necessary technology and servicing

-

Positive environmental impact (& related green image of end customer)

The combination of policy and market drivers as outlined above determines to a great extent the
choice of refrigerant and technology by end customers. For example, in Denmark, the impact of
legislation has led to several important barriers to the use of conventional high global warming
refrigerants, namely by increasing its costs to almost unaffordable levels. Hence, as from 1
January 2007 on, practically every new-built system is using CO2 or other natural refrigerants.
As legislation was faster than the market development of CO2 Technology and related knowhow, the Danish government decided to financially support training measures in the period
2007-2009 on how to install and service these applications. Free lessons available for engineers

and servicing staff are meant to further accelerate the market uptake of CO2. As a result, the
government is acting to facilitate a technology which is starting to become mainstream in the
country. Finally, the positive environmental impact resulting from this process is serving to
reinforce the need to proceed with the transition.
These three additional market drivers and their interaction are developed below.
7.3.2.1. Costs

A major factor determining the success of new refrigeration technology is logically the cost of
new equipment compared to a standard one based on conventional refrigerants. For a complete
evaluation of the costs of an installation, however, a retailer or end customer needs to take a
holistic approach, including the cost of purchase of the original equipment and the cost of
operation and maintenance during its life time. This would therefore include energy

consumption, cost of refilling refrigerants and the man-hours spent on monitoring the system,
among others. A similar life-cycle approach can also be applied to calculate related greenhouse
gas emissions, also including the disposal of the equipment.
Currently, the costs of original equipment remain a major barrier to CO2, as the necessary
components are not produced in mass quantities. Current prices for key components are therefore
significantly higher for the moment - for transcritical CO2-only systems - than those for
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components suited to conventional refrigerants, although this situation is expected to change
within the next few years, depending on other incentives being in place. Once in operation,
however, CO2 systems have generally proved reliable. When designed optimally, these
systems have also led to reductions in energy consumption even at high temperature conditions.
An example can be found in Australia, where several CO2-based supermarkets are successfully
in operation at extreme temperature conditions, and leading to higher efficiency than
conventional systems10.
As a refrigerant, CO2 is widely available and inexpensive. As a by-product from industrial
processes, which does not need to be manufactured from scratch, CO2 is not subject to price

fluctuations affecting synthetic refrigerants. In 2008 alone, for example, main chemical
producers announced price increases for several ranges of refrigerants, including HCFCs and
HFCs. The increase ranges from a minimum of 10% up to 40% depending on the refrigerant11.
The requirements posed by the F-Gas Regulation in Europe has also led to increased costs for the
training of technicians and certified personnel, closing the gap between the costs of providing
training for conventional refrigerants and CO2 and other natural refrigerants.
In terms of system performance and efficiency, further details can be found in a previous chapter
of this publication.
7.3.2.2 Availability of Necessary Technology and Servicing

Suppliers and end-users see the lack of suitable CO2 components for a wider variety of
applications as a major setback for a faster growth of transcritical applications [shecco,

survey 2008]. The necessary technological development seems to be progressing steadily, as the
showcase of an increasing number of CO2 related components in recent international trade fairs
confirm. However, these products are mostly only available in small series or limited
construction sizes. Manufacturers of compressors, tubing, heat exchangers or evaporators
confirm that a serial production has not yet started or if it has, that it still lacks the necessary
market demand to become a viable business. So far, new European suppliers are still
R744.com- ¨Australian CO2 Supermarket wins CoolWorld Award¨, 2008-05-06 - http://www.r744.com/articles/2008-05-06australian-co2-system-wins-coolworld-award.php
10

11

Honeywell- ¨ HONEYWELL ANNOUNCES PRICE INCREASES ON GENETRON© R-22 REFRIGERANT IN EUROPE-

http://www51.honeywell.com/sm/chemicals/refrigerants/eu/en/news-n2/news-details/16-12-08.html
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manufacturing single pieces and sizes on request, with a timely production and delivery of
transcritical components still posing a challenge for these companies.
Other industry sources estimate that, at the current pace of development, transcritical CO2
refrigeration could become established as a standard for the food retail market in about 23 years. While present investment costs would be about 50% higher than for conventional

systems, in 3-5 years the difference might have dropped to 20-25% [GTZ, 2008]. The interaction
between policy drivers and costs as seen above could probably become the decisive factor to
trigger a mass production of necessary technology at affordable prices.
7.3.2.3 Positive Environmental Impact (& Related Green Image of End
Customer)

Last but not least, the contribution of the refrigeration system to the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions from the retailing sector should not be underestimated. The urgency to tackle global
warming has now reached consumers, who are increasingly aware of the environmental
impacts of the choice they make. For retailers, this represents a potential source of risk but
also an opportunity to improve their image, and hence their market value, by positioning

themselves as ¨green¨.
Some recent announcements by highly influential companies could have knock-on effects on the
(light-)commercial refrigeration segment, by setting trends, namely:
- PepsiCo and the Coca-Cola Company: Both companies launched in spring 2009 pilot projects
testing natural refrigerants, including R744 as part of their sustainability efforts to completely
phase-out HFCs. More specifically, at the end of March 2009, PepsiCo announced it was
launching a pilot program in US capital Washington DC to test the most climate-friendly
vending machines ever in the US. Featuring its new logo and an environmental sticker on each
bottle, 30 new R744 dispensers will be placed in high consumer traffic places and tested over a
period of 18 months in the capital with the aim of rolling them out globally over the next few
years12. Following the PepsiCo announcement, the Coca-Cola Company announced in April
2009 plans to install 4 CO2 beverage coolers at the U.S. House of Representatives as well as up
to 1,800 CO2 coolers and vending machines throughout the U.S. and Canada later this year.
12

R744.com: “PepsiCo pilot project to green drinks with CO2 vending machines” - http://www.r744.com/articles/2009-03-31pepsico-pilot-project-to-green-drinks-with-co2-vending-machines.php
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Most of these coolers are destined for Vancouver, where 1,400 climate-friendly coolers and
vending machines will be installed at the venues for the 2010 Olympic Winter Games13.
- REWE: Europe’s 3rd largest food trader has announced to use R134a/R744 cascade systems
for all “City Markets” in Germany (500-1000 m2 distribution area). The retailer has thus chosen
CO2 as a key pillar of its new environmental building and furnishing standards comprised in the
“Small Surface Concept”.
- Aldi Süd: By February 2009, Aldi Süd had installed 13 CO2 refrigeration systems throughout
Germany, with more installations planned. Within the next two years, the discount supermarket
chain plans to have finalised all testing to go into serial production. The retailer announced to use
CO2 as the kick-off for an accelerated phase out of HFCs. By 2008, Aldi accounted for more
than 80% of all transcritical R744 systems in the country.

13

R744.com: “Coca-Cola to install 1,800 CO2 coolers in North America” - http://www.r744.com/articles/2009-04-30-coca-colato-install-1800-co2-coolers-in-north-america.php
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7.4 Industrial & transport refrigeration
A growing market for CO2 Technology is taking shape in industrial environments. The range of
applications in this field is broad, covering the meat processing, manufacturing, fishing, cold
storage, logistics, and the leisure industry, among others. Due to this variety, the identification of
common drivers poses challenges.
However, the following general trends can be appreciated concerning CO2-based applications
for industrial refrigeration systems:
Unexploited Potential for CO2: The use of CO2 promises high potential outside the three main

sectors of commercial refrigeration, mobile air conditioning, and heat pumps. The viability of
R744 has been proven in cascade systems, combining CO2 and ammonia, for the

manufacturing and cold storage industry, for large-scale distribution centres and warehouses for
the food processing and pharmaceutical industry, in ice machines, in liquid chillers on fishing
vessels, and for safely cooling electrical switchgear cabinets, which may open the door for the
use of CO2 systems in other highly sensitive installations to control industrial production
processes. Besides its promising use in cooling data centres, explained in more detail in section
1.6.2, CO2 has certainly not yet reached its full potential with a variety of unexplored
applications promising economic and ecological benefits.
Growing logistics infrastructure: Between 1995 and 2005, the freight transport grew by
31% in the EU, with a further 50% increase predicted by 2020. Fuel prices, growing road

congestion and increasingly stringent EU legislation to lower the impact from road and maritime
transport are forcing freight and delivery services to rethink their transportation strategies so as
to save money and limit their environmental impact. Truck and van fleets, as well as ships pose
an ever increasing strain on infrastructure and energy security. Globalisation and soaring energy
prices make high-efficient refrigeration solutions a must to lower noise levels and energy
consumption. CO2 road transport refrigeration solutions available on the market promise high
potential in terms of lowest noise levels, making overnight deliveries to populated areas possible.
A fast temperature recovery and high cooling capacity reduces both energy and diesel usage, as
well as emissions of greenhouse gases, NOX and other particulate matters.
Similarly, ever rising emissions from shipping, now doubling those of aviation, have increased
the pressure on legislators to address the largely unregulated sector accounting for 90% of goods
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transport worldwide. Initial proposals include charging polluting ships more for docking in a
port, covering it under the Kyoto Protocol and the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), and
providing direct incentives for building more efficient ships, including the goods refrigeration
system.
Manufacturing, storage, and logistics processes can no longer be treated independently, as
supply chains have become longer and more complex, affecting competitiveness within the

European borders and beyond. At the same time, studies show that transportation and
logistics can account for up to 75% of a business’ carbon footprint. These two tendencies

combined make the use of highly efficient freezing and cooling processes in production, storage
and distribution a must to remain cost-effective and hence competitive in ever more globalised
markets. According to studies performed in Australian food processing plants to combine floor
and storage cooling with hot water supply, R744 systems could save up to 40% in the pork,
chicken and beef industry [Visser 08]

7.4.1 Policy drivers
Industrial and transport refrigeration have not yet moved to the centre of political and public

attention, and are not highly regulated applications sectors for now. However, increasing
greenhouse gas emissions from the production and manufacturing industries, and from logistics
have raised public awareness for an urgent need of more stringent regulation.
So far, major EU legislation ruling the usage of CO2 in commercial environments applies
equally to industrial systems.
Greenhouse gas emissions / Ozone depletion: The F-Gas Regulation, described in detail in the

previous chapter, addresses the containment, use, recovery and destruction of high global
warming fluorinated greenhouse gases, including HCFCs, HFCs, in applications containing 3 kg
and more of these refrigerants. As a result, its major impact is on industrial large-scale systems,
such as in the food processing and manufacturing industry. Placing on the market prohibitions,
labeling standards, recovery and disposal rules, as well as reporting, record keeping and training
requirements limit the use of high global warming refrigerants, and may serve as a major driver
for alternatives not subject to the extensive range of legislative obligations.
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The Ozone Depleting Substances Regulation, currently under review to potentially also address
global warming substances, is of similar importance for industrial refrigeration applications as it
is for commercial systems. Besides regulating CFCs and HCFCs, an August 2008 proposal by
the European Commission clearly acknowledges the link between a phase out of ODS and a
significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. However, it does not mention the risks
associated with a substitution of ODS with high-global warming HFCs, hence failing to support
more sustainable solutions, including natural refrigerants. As a result, ensuring that the global
phase-out of HCFCs leads to the introduction of climate-friendly alternatives is left for future
discussions at the international level. Indeed, end of January 2009, the European Commission
presented a communication uncovering the necessary steps to reach a post-Kyoto international
agreement on how to tackle climate change at the UN conference in Copenhagen later in the
year. According to the document, the EC will press for Copenhagen to include an international
emission reduction for HFC emissions.
The European Emissions Trading scheme (ETS) could play a more significant role for the
shipping industry, and therefore for the use of CO2 refrigeration in maritime transport
applications. So far, GHG emissions from shipping are one of the few sectors still not
covered by EU climate change measures, by the Kyoto Protocol and, hence, by the ETS. As a

result, emissions from shipping, equivalent to 4.5% of worldwide emissions, are three times
worse than currently thought, a report by the IPCC found in 2008. With an expected rise by 30%
by 2020, the need for action has become more urgent. Legislation is in the process of being
drafted.
At the international level, the Montreal Protocol and the Kyoto Protocol to reduce ozone
depleting substances and greenhouse gases, provide further incentives for industrial facilities to
install systems based on natural refrigerants, including CO2. For more details, see the previous
chapter about commercial refrigeration.
Energy Efficiency: The Eco-Design Directive, currently under review at the EU level, originates

in legislation ruling household appliances and has been expanded to also cover commercial
refrigeration equipment in the future (see previous chapter). However, despite its extended
application range, the Eco-Design Directive has not yet targeted large-scale applications, and the
working plan 2009-2011 only addresses food-preparing equipment but abstains from ruling other
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than commercial refrigeration equipment. A proposal by the European Parliament environment
committee to extend the directive’s scope to all products except for means of transport was
rejected. As a result, energy efficiency requirements for industrial refrigeration systems will
remain largely unregulated.

Although voluntary, the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) developed at the European
level to rival the ISO 4000 series, promises further potential to step up efforts in industrial
processes. EMAS is a management tool originally developed for industrial companies to
evaluate, report and improve their environmental performance. It provides an effective
framework for the use of hazardous substances and their recovery, of energy consumption
reductions and the uptake of Best-Available Technologies (BAT), and is therefore specifically
addressing machinery and equipment energy efficiency improvements, such as for refrigeration
systems. So far, around 4,200 organisations have signed up to EMAS, compared to 35,000 using
the ISO series. The European Commission has set a goal to match take-up of the ISO scheme
within ten years.
Safety: Safety requirements for machinery, general product safety and electrical equipment

apply to the same extent as for commercial refrigeration systems. The Pressure Equipment
Directive 97/23/CE rules the design, manufacture and conformity assessment of pressure

equipment with a maximum allowable pressure greater than 0.5 bar above atmospheric pressure.
Some recent announcements by highly influential companies could have knock-on effects on the
transport refrigeration segment, by setting trends, namely:
- Aldi Süd, Germany’s leading food retailer, announced in mid-2009 a new prototype of road
transportation for frozen food and beverages. The CO2 closed cycle system, an effective
isolation and a carbon fibre housing of the truck combined constitute a quantum leap in greening
transport refrigeration, according to the retailer. In addition, the CO2 cooling system is driven by
solar panels installed on the truck. Aldi Süd confirms that servicing of the R744 unit will be less
complicated than that of currently HFC-based cooling systems. Serial production at competitive
prices could start in 2012.14

14

R744.com: “Aldi pioneering innovative R744 truck refrigeration” http://www.r744.com/articles/2009-06-08-aldi-pioneeringinnovative-r744-truck-refrigeration.php
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- Manufacturer Thermo King announced in 2008 a new temperature control unit working with
recycled liquid CO2 as a coolant. The cryogenic unit can be applied in conventional dieselpowered trucks with both single and multi temperature truck operations. Low noise levels, high
cooling capacity and fast temperature recovery are combined. Being only one example of
cryogenic cooling units, these deliver on impending regulations for temperature control and
product integrity.
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7.5 Mobile air conditioning
The market for mobile air conditioning has experienced fast developments over the last few
years and months, with intensive debates and negotiations around the next generation of
refrigerant suitable to this application. The intense technological development and testing of
several new refrigerants was a result of a piece of legislation adopted by the EU in 2006, the socalled MAC Directive (EC/2006/EC), which bans refrigerants with a global warming
potential higher than 150 for use in new types of vehicles from 2011.

The following trends can be appreciated concerning CO2-based applications for commercial
refrigeration systems:
1. Technology race: Testing of several new synthetic refrigerants and natural ones is underway

since restrictions to current refrigerants were made public. After several chemical alternatives
had been presented but then dismissed by the industry due to a lack of minimal safety
characteristics, the race seems to have narrowed down to two options: CO2 and the new
chemical refrigerant HFO-1234yf. As of August 2009, the German Association of Automotive

Manufacturers (VDA) was still holding on to its commitment to implement CO2, while others
had issued no official statement.
2. Market concentration: The current market is dominated worldwide by the refrigerant R134a,

with some minor presence of hydrocarbons on the Australian and US market and remaining use
of ozone depleting refrigerants in some developing countries. The emergence of a newcomer to
the market will probably lead to a segmentation of the market in geographical areas.
3. Key drivers: The EU MAC Directive (2006/40/EC) and related EU initiatives are serving as a

trigger to technological changes in this field. The position of other leading industrial nations,
such as Japan and the US, will also have a big influence on the configuration of a future

mobile air conditioning market. Emerging economies such as China and India are currently
testing different technologies and are expected to implement changes after they have proven
successful in other countries first. Again a combination of policy and market forces, such as cost,
availability of technology, together with safety considerations, are probably key to foresee the
evolution of this segment.
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7.5.1 Policy drivers
The EU has proven to be the clear leading force of change in the market of mobile air
conditioning. Besides the so-called MAC Directive, a number of initiatives affecting the overall
vehicle CO2 emissions, and establishing minimum efficiency requirements for mobile air
conditioning technology will probably have a high influence on the market.

7.5.1.1 EU Legislation

The following pieces of legislation and initiatives are likely to have the biggest impact on the
MAC market, especially in Europe:
- MAC Directive: Adopted in 2006, it bans MAC systems working with fluorinated GHG with a

GWP higher than150 from 2011 for new types of vehicles, and for all new vehicles as of 2017.
The ban therefore covers the current refrigerant used today, HFC-134a. After the adoption by the
EU, Member States had to transpose the Directive into their national legislation by 4 January,
2008, and draw up regulations and administrative procedures to comply with it. The mechanism
to implement the Directive is the type approval procedure, by which car manufacturers need to
homologate their vehicles before they can be put on the market. The EC is considering extending
the Directive to other vehicle categories (now: M1, N1).
- CO2 car emissions regulation: With this initiative, the EU has formally set emission

performance standards to reduce CO2 emissions from light-duty vehicles. According to the
adopted regulation, the CO2 emissions limit of 120 g/km will be gradually introduced and apply
to 65% of new cars in 2012, 75% in 2013, 80% in 2014 and 100% in 2015. More importantly,
the final text of the legislation includes a provision on eco-innovations, whereby car
manufacturers will be able to apply for special credits from innovative CO2 reducing
technologies that are currently not included in the normal test cycle and could include CO2
mobile air conditioning (MAC). The total contribution of those technologies can be up to 7 g
CO2 reduction of each manufacturer’s average specific emissions target. As a next step the
European Commission will adopt by 2010 detailed provisions for a procedure to approve such
innovative technologies..
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- Efficiency requirements: Early 2008, the European Commission held a consultation to receive
public comments regarding minimum efficiency and safety requirements for MAC. The
Commission is currently working on physical and virtual test procedures. The aim is to increase
the efficiency of mobile air conditioning devices to achieve fuel savings and thereby reduce

indirect emissions of greenhouse gas emissions. Indications in the form of labeling could be
offered to consumers as a way to facilitate informed choice based also on the efficiency of the
systems. A formal proposal by the European Commission is expected during 2009.
Beyond the EU, there are, at the moment, no bans on the use of high global warming
refrigerants in vehicles. Most legislation currently in place focuses on safety, leakage control

and efficiency of the systems. The impact of the EU Directive and the increasing awareness of
the impact of emissions from mobile air conditioning systems could however lead to more
stringent legislation in parts of the USA and Japan within the coming months.

7.5.2 Other market drivers
To comply with EU legislation in place that will apply from 2011, car manufacturers are now
confronted with a choice of technology to equip their future vehicles. The choice seems to have
narrowed down to two alternatives: CO2 or the new chemical refrigerant 1234-yf, proposed
jointly by DuPont and Honeywell. Clearly, no ideal solution exists, and hence several scenarios
are possible over the next years [Global Insight, 2008].
Along with the impact of legislation, market dynamics in the automotive sector are playing a key
role in determining the choice of technology. The following factors will most likely determine
the direction that the market will follow in the next years:

-

Costs & market positioning

-

Technology

-

Safety

7.5.2.1 Costs & market positioning

From a broader perspective, mobile air conditioning is already considered a standard
equipment in passenger cars, with a rate approaching 80% of all new cars including a MAC
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system today worldwide. The vehicle car market as a whole is projected to grow significantly
over the coming years, especially due to the additional capacity offered by emerging economies
such China and India. However, since 2008, the car industry has been hit hard by the current
economic crisis. The implications for car manufacturers will probably depend on how deep and
long-lasting the recession will be, although it appears clear that many of the projections will be
altered. As consumer demand decreases, car manufacturers are looking to optimise structures
and reduce costs across the board. This is having a knock-off effect on the pace of development
of mobile air conditioning technology.
In terms of refrigerant choice, CO2 for vehicles is in a similar state as the case of commercial
refrigeration described above. Although the technology is developed to a large extent, the
necessary components are not yet mass-produced, which makes the initial investment in CO2

significantly more costly than for conventional systems. In the case of vehicles, CO2 works on a
transcritical mode, reaching pressures up to 130 bar. Components used today are not designed to
withhold these high levels of pressure, and hence a re-design of the system is required, leading
to a considerable initial investment for manufacturers. Over the life cycle, however, CO2 is

inexpensive as a refrigerant and widely available, and its servicing will be less costly than today
as there is no need to recover the refrigerant at the end of life. Given an optimised design, CO2
systems can lead to significant fuel reductions, which will benefit the consumer.
On the other hand, the alternative refrigerant proposed, 1234-yf, will also imply increased costs
for car manufacturers. With similar properties than R134a, the initial cost for car
manufacturers could be lower than for CO2 but would, to achieve similar efficiency levels
as R134a, also require at least a slight system modification. However, to mitigate the gas’
flammability, a significant re-design of the system to minimise risks would be needed, as

well as additional safety measures to ensure that R134a cannot be re-filled to the same system.
Even though refrigerant manufacturers have given no indications on its price yet, industry
insiders and competing chemical manufacturers consider the refrigerant’s chemistry to be too
complicated and therefore up to 10 times higher than that of R134a. Moreover, the servicing
infrastructure for 1234-yf is expected to be more complex than previously estimated. Classified
as “highly flammable” under EU legislation, 1234-yf would be subject to ATEX level 2
management, requiring anti spark equipment along the whole value chain from production to
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recovery.15 Consequently, for servicing, spark-free tools would be a minimum requirement. The
increased costs for storage and distribution could further reduce the cost efficiency gap between
R744 and the non-natural alternative.16
7.5.2.2 Technology

In terms of performance, CO2 has the potential to outperform current conventional systems.
Leading automotive suppliers, such as Visteon, Modine, Behr, ixetic, and several car
manufacturers have done extensive research and have solid evidence on better performance of
CO2-based systems compared to conventional systems using R134a. In this sense, tests
presented by the German Environmental Agency in September 2008 showed how a CO2-based
system installed in medium-sized Volkswagen offers up to 14% better efficiency at outside
temperatures over 35 degrees Celsius17.
A second key driver from the technology side is the move towards full and hybrid electric
vehicles. Facing the current global economic crises but also long term prospects of ever

decreasing oil reserves, the automotive industry has shifted the electrification of vehicle fleets to
the forefront of development plans und budget allocations. As a result, full electric vehicles
(EVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are expected to take significant market
shares over the next decade. The use of proposed non-natural refrigerant alternatives for the
vehicle air conditioning and the battery cooling raises additional concerns, as flammability and
chemical reactions pose major risks. Industry experts consider R744 to be one of the most
viable alternatives compatible with electrical equipment, as already proven in other
applications (see IT equipment cooling). Furthermore, CO2 promises further technological

potential in electric vehicle environments where, due to the battery’s efficiency, the waste heat
currently gained from the internal combustion engine will no longer be sufficient to provide
heating to the passenger compartment in low ambient temperatures. The reversible CO2 cycle,
operating even more efficiently than for cooling also as a heating device, recommends its use in

15

The EU directive “Equipment and Protective systems intended for use in Potentially Explosive Atmospheres (ATEX) Directive
94/9/EC”, provides the technical requirements for equipment intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres., and safety
and health protection of workers potentially at risk from explosive atmospheres.
16

R744.com: A more detailed analysis of CO2 and HFO-1234yf can be found at: http://www.r744.com/articles/2009-07-22-afterverheugens-confirmation-of-2011-deadline-what-choices-are-left.php
17

R744.com:
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MAC
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more
efficient,
Federal
Agency
http://www.r744.com/articles/2008-09-25-co2-mac-up-to-54-more-efficient-federal-agency-car-proves.php
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EVs and PHEVs, as CO2 is the only currently available refrigerant option to operate in an air
conditioning and heat pump mode, if required.
7.5.2.3 Safety

Carbon dioxide is a natural substance that we all exhale when we breathe out. At high
concentrations, it displaces oxygen and has an effect on humans. However, out of all alternatives
under discussion for mobile air conditioning systems, R744 is the safest refrigerant. The
American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
classifies CO2 as A1 in terms of safety, which is the highest possible level. Applied in vehicles,
the small charge needed (up to 400 grams in small or medium-sized cars), makes reaching
critical concentrations which would cause a problem to human beings very unlikely. Even if all
the charge of the refrigerant were to leak into the passenger cabin, several devices are available
in the market, including sensors, to ensure a safe use of CO2 as a refrigerant.
On the other hand, 1234-yf is flammable and decomposes into highly toxic substances when
it burns. This is mentioned in Honeywell’s material safety data sheet, that classifies this

refrigerant as ¨extremely flammable¨, and lists its decomposition products, such as Hydrogen
Fluoride (HF). In case of an accident, using this refrigerant would imply a higher risk for
passengers and rescue personnel, as recent research has shown18.

18

R744.com: Prime time German TV reports about "Danger in Car"

http://www.r744.com/articles/2008-10-29-prime-time-german-tv-reports-about-danger-in-car.php
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7.6 Heat pump water heaters
Water heating heat pumps are probably the application where CO2 can show best performance
when used as a refrigerant. Given its thermodynamic properties, CO2 can be highly efficient
for heating purposes, allowing them to reach extremely high temperatures. Water heating heat
pumps based on CO2 are a commercial success in Japan, where they are present in the

market already since 2001. Latest developments could result in a broad deployment also in the
EU.
Trends for CO2-based Heat Pumps are:
1. General positive trend: The so-called Eco-Cute heat pumps, based on CO2, are being sold in

the Japanese market since 2001. According to the Federation of Electric Power Companies of
Japan, cumulative shipments of Eco Cute units topped 1.5 million as of the end of October
2008. An estimated 500,000 units of Eco Cute air to water heat pump water heaters using natural

refrigerant CO2 were sold in fiscal year (FY) 2008 alone, with sales expected to grow
substantially in FY 2009. In Europe, heat pumps are generally on the rise, regardless of the
refrigerant used. Additional incentives to address refrigerant leakage or performance could
favour a trend towards CO2-based heat pumps in Europe.
2. Intensive R&D developments: Latest research developments are focusing on combining

water and space heating for an integrated heating support provided by Heat Pumps. CO2 offers a
strong potential for the so-called ¨passive houses¨ where the demand for hot water is bigger in
relative terms.
3. Key drivers: New funding and support schemes promoting the uptake of heat pumps at
the EU Member States level are now anticipated as a consequence of heat pumps been

formally recognised as a renewable source of energy in the EU. Cost considerations and
availability of the technology in Europe will also influence the pace of its uptake.
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7.6.1 Policy drivers
Water heating appliances are regulated through several EU Directives and other regulations, a
large part of which are covered within the tests for CE-marking. The most relevant pieces of
legislation in place and upcoming initiatives concerning heat pumps in the EU are:
- Fluorinated Gases Regulation (EC 2037/2000 & EC 842/2006). It is relevant for water
heaters when such gases are used as foaming agents in insulation foam and when used as a
refrigerant in heat pump water heaters. Although the Regulation does not ban conventional
refrigerants, it does however place an obligation of periodical leakage inspection of heat pump
installations: For installations with more than 3 kg of refrigerant of the designated type the
frequency is at least once a year. Over 30 kg this is once every six months and with installation
containing more than 200 kg the frequency becomes every three months.
Furthermore, there are regulations regarding responsible recovery as well as an obligation for
labelling of heat pumps regarding HFCs used. As from 31 March, 2008, each producer, importer
and exporter of a certain amount of F-Gases must report on their use, and quantity for sale,
recovery and destruction. It is not allowed to put F-Gases on the market without proper labelling
on the refrigeration and heat pump systems, equipment and containers specifying the industry
nomenclature, the quantity and Global Warming Potential (GWP) of the refrigerant. By 4 July,
2008, all Member States had to put in place own training and certification programmes for
servicing staff handling F-Gases and have to recognise certificates of other Member States that
comply with the Regulation.
- Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources: Having recently

been adopted (April 2009), this is probably the most relevant legal initiative affecting the future
of heat pumps in Europe, as it will determine to a large extent the access to funding and
incentives to the deployment of heat pumps. Based on a proposal by the European Commission
in January 2008, this initiative aims to promote renewable energy in EU countries, with an
original target for the EU overall of 20% share of energy from renewable sources by 2020. The
adopted text specifically takes into account highly efficient aerothermal, geothermal and
hydrothermal heat pumps. Hence energy delivered by heat pumps whose output significantly
exceeds the primary energy input is considered as renewable energy in the directive. All

Member States are asked to promote heat pumps which fulfill the minimum requirements of eco330
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labelling set down in Decision 2007/742/EC. As there is interplay between legislation
developments at the EU level and policy decisions at the national level, the recognition of heat
pumps as a renewable source is expected to influence the level of support for heat pumps at the
national level. Hence, with the EU legislation in place, new national schemes promoting the use
of heat pumps as well as follow-up schemes in EU countries where such initiatives already exist
are expected to take shape within the next 2-3 years.
- The European Ecolabel established in 1992, is a voluntary label which is awarded to the most
environment-friendly products on the market and enables consumers and public authorities alike
to identify and buy ‘greener’ products. European Commission Decision 2007/742/EC establishes
the ecological criteria for the award of the Community eco-label to electrically driven, gas driven
or gas absorption heat pumps with a maximum heating capacity of 100 kW. The decision does
not cover heat pumps which can only provide hot water for sanitary use or heat pumps which can
only extract heat from a building and eject it to the air, ground or water thus resulting in space
cooling. The ecological criteria specified in this decision are valid until 9 November 2010. The
decision requires that the efficiency of the heat pump unit in heating mode (COP) shall exceed
certain minimum requirements of the coefficient of performance (COP) and primary energy ratio
(PER). For electrically driven air to water heat pumps the minimum COP required is set at 2.6
and the minimum PER required at 1.04 when the inlet temperature is 30 and the outlet
temperature 35. When inlet temperature is 40 and the outlet temperature 45 minimum COP
required is set at 3.1 and minimum PER at 1.24. With regards to the refrigerant used, the
decision requires that its global warming potential (GWP) must not exceed GWP value > 2,000
over a 100 year period. If the refrigerant has a GWP of less than 150 then the minimum
requirements of the coefficient of performance (COP) and primary energy ratio (PER) in heating
mode and the energy efficiency ratio (EER) in cooling mode shall be reduced by 15%.
- The Eco-Design Directive (2005/32/EC) was adopted on 6 July 2005 to set maximum levels of
energy consumption for a given performance/functionality of energy-using products (EuPs).
Products which do not meet the requirements will not be allowed to be put on the EU market.
Eco-design rules consider the environmental impact of energy-using products throughout their
entire life cycle. Under the Eco-Design Directive, contained in the overall Action Plan, the
European Commission analyses the feasibility of certain measures to set minimum energy
performance standards for energy-using equipment. Here, it will review labelling requirements,
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as well as expand the scope of legislation to other sectors. Boilers and combi-boilers
(gas/oil/electric) is one of 14 priority groups under the Eco-Design Directive, while water heaters
(gas/oil/electric) are another one.
- The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (2002/91/EC) aims to improve the energy
performance of buildings with the following requirements to be implemented by the Member
States:
• the general framework for a methodology of calculation of the integrated energy performance
of buildings;
• the application of minimum requirements on the energy performance of new buildings (homes
and commercial);
• the application of minimum requirements on the energy performance of large existing buildings
(now commercial only, eventually homes to be included at later stage) that are subject to major
renovation; energy performance certification of all buildings with frequently visited public
buildings being required to prominently display the energy certificate;
• regular inspection of boilers (>10 kW) and of air-conditioning systems in buildings and in
addition an assessment of the heating installation in which the boilers are more than 15 years old;
• requirements for experts and inspectors for the certification of buildings, the drafting of the
accompanying recommendations and the inspection of boilers and air conditioning systems.
Within these general principles and objectives, it is the individual responsibility of each EU
Member State to choose measures that corresponds best to its particular situation (subsidiarity
principle). The 25 Member States of the EU (all members except for Bulgaria and Romania) had
to transpose the Directive into national law by 4 January 2006.
- The Pressure Equipment Directive (97/23/EEC) covers safety of pressurized equipment.
Since CO2 is defined as a high-pressure gas, it is subject to its requirements. There are a number
of ratified standards affecting the heat pump sector, namely:
• EN 14276-1:2006: Pressure equipment for refrigerating systems and heat pumps Part 1: Vessels - General requirements
• EN 14276-2:2007: Pressure equipment for refrigerating systems and heat pumps Part 2: Piping - General requirements
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• EN 12178:2003: Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Liquid level indicating devices Requirements, testing and marking
• EN 13136:2001: Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Pressure relief devices and their
associated piping - Methods for calculation
• EN 378-1:2000: Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Safety and environmental
requirements - Part 1: Basic requirements, definitions, classification and selection criteria
EN 378-2:2000: Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Safety and environmental requirements
- Part 2: Design, construction, testing, marking and documentation
• EN 12263:1998: Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Safety switching devices for limiting
the pressure - Requirements and tests
• EN 1861:1998: Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - System flow diagrams and piping and
instrument diagrams - Layout and symbols
• EN 12284:2003: Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Valves - Requirements, testing and
marking
- The Energy Labelling Directive (92/75/EEC): Water heaters are on the list of appliances to be
labelled with a mandatory EU Energy Label according to 92/75/EEC Framework Directive.

7.6.2 Other market drivers
Besides policy measures, other market drivers for the uptake of heat pumps include:
- Initial investment
- Energy prices
- Availability of technology
7.6.2.1 Initial Investment

As a new technology requiring more costly components, the upfront costs to install CO2-based
heat pumps will remain a major barrier for its wide deployment. As with other applications

based on the natural refrigerant, the cost difference compared to conventional equipment suitable
to synthetic refrigerants is expected to decrease sharply as mass production of necessary
components in ensured.
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In the meantime the availability of subsidies for heat pumps can counterbalance the
relatively high cost of initial investment necessary for their installation. Such subsidies are
already available to some extent in several European countries (e.g. Belgium, UK) and have

also been a major reason in the past for the wide deployment of Eco Cute heat pumps in Japan.
In addition, as already mentioned, the acceptance of heat pumps under the Renewable Energy
Sources is expected to spur the introduction of new and more far-reaching subsidy schemes for
heat pumps at the national level.
7.6.2.2 Energy Prices

Irrespective of forthcoming expected support for renewable heating technologies, wider
deployment of heat pumps could be enhanced in the medium to longer term by lower electricity
prices relative to gas prices. Given that in most European countries electrically-driven heat
pumps usually have to compete with boilers running on natural gas, the actual price and the
expectations regarding the future price of electricity relative to that of gas is instrumental in
allowing a wide deployment of heat pumps in Europe. A decrease of the electricity/gas price
ratio would pave the way towards achieving significant operational cost savings of a heat
pump heating system that would more than counterbalance higher initial investment costs for

the system and therefore lead to overall cost savings. However, the relative price projections
for electricity and natural gas are highly uncertain, given the plethora of events that could

affect the future in these sectors. Nonetheless, since electricity is an energy carrier that can be
produced by several different energy sources (wind, nuclear etc), the installation of highly
energy-efficient electric driven heating systems may be more desirable than gas boilers, which
depend on one source of energy alone. The former may therefore contribute towards security of
energy supply.
Even with no public support and given current prices for electricity relatively to gas and current
Coefficients of Performance (COP) for heat pumps, there are currently 3 types of properties for
which the installation of heat pumps could already be attractive in the EU, namely:
1. Properties off the main gas grid: Renewable heat technologies, and therefore heat
pumps, are more attractive off the gas grid, where they will be competing with heating
technologies such as heating oil and electric heating, which have historically been more
expensive than gas heating. It follows that this is where renewable heat can be brought on
for least cost in the nearer term.
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2. New thermally efficient buildings that require minimal space heating: New buildings
are generally highly thermally efficient and require minimal space heating in comparison
with the typical existing housing stock. Heating in such buildings will mainly be required
for sanitary hot water purposes. Because of upfront capital costs and the space
requirements of gas boilers, it may be cost-effective to install only electric heating in
these buildings. The use of heat pumps in such thermally efficient buildings will further
reduce fuel costs. To the extent that electricity is renewable (which may be over 30% by
2020), electric heat would also be partly renewable. In the longer-term, using
decarbonised electrical heating for existing buildings may become more attractive
[BERR 08, p.110].
3. Public sector buildings, by looking at the carbon reduction aspect: While in the
private sector the deployment of heat pumps will depend on operational and fixed costs,
in the public sector the take up of heat pumps could be better by looking at the carbon
reduction aspect. When this aspect is taken into consideration, lower COPs are sufficient
to allow deployment. Significant carbon savings can further be achieved by employing
refrigerants with low or zero global warming potential such as CO2.
4. Old buildings sector: The thermodynamic properties of CO2 allows a heat pump to
reach extremely high output temperatures, yet with a compromise in efficiency,
compared to temperatures achieved by conventional heat pumps. This factor may open up
the old buildings sector to heat pump deployment, since high output temperatures will
allow old radiators to be used in conjunction with the heat pump system.
Wider deployment of heat pumps will be possible for lower electricity relative to gas prices and
will be further supported by likely forthcoming support for renewable heat in the EU.
7.6.2.3 Availability of Technology

Currently, there is a technology race to develop efficient heat pumps adapted to European
conditions. Several leads exist in different applications, including residential and industrial use.
Some products are already available in the market, including those by leading brands, such as
Sanyo and Daikin, but with minimal impact so far. For the moment, they are only available in
north and western European countries, at capacities of 4.5 and 9 kilowats/hour generally, suitable
to a medium-sized household. Research efforts by now concentrate on systems satisfying all
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heating demand of a household. This is more likely to happen in so-called passive houses, where
the energy demand is low, and the demand of hot water is bigger in relative terms than in
average households.
All in all, the pace of research and the attractiveness of the market based on all drivers
mentioned above will determine the speed at which the necessary components, such as
compressors, heat exchangers, etc., are produced and available in the market.
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7.7 Upcoming applications for CO2
A consensus by industry experts exists that, although CO2 is in the process of capturing more
market shares in the established market segments of commercial and industrial refrigeration, heat
pumps, and Mobile Air Conditioning, its potential use could reach far beyond these
applications. Already covering the widest range of usage among the main natural refrigerants,

R744 hence promises further potential in the domestic appliances market and commercial
systems outside refrigeration. This chapter provides a brief overview of upcoming applications

that could become a major playing field for CO2 Technology in different world regions.

7.7.1 Stationary air conditioning
Compared to the pace of development in mobile air conditioning, the research and development
efforts on CO2 stationary air conditioning have been relatively few. As a result, at present there
are no indications of a clear market uptake of this kind of application. However, the upcoming
phase-out of the most common HCFC (Hydrochlorofluorocarbon), R22, has created an incentive
to develop solutions on more benign refrigerants. Pressure on its alternatives, HFCs, is also
mounting. Hence natural refrigerants appear as a likely option. For reduced capacity, where the
refrigerant charge is small, hydrocarbons look like a leading alternative.
On the other hand, there have been some promising results with CO2-based applications. The
biggest potential may lie with units working on heat pump mode, able to provide both
heating and cooling comfort. The rationale would be to apply these units in living areas where

buildings require heating during the cold season and cooling during the hot season. Redirecting
the refrigerant flow, however, requires several additional valves and fittings, thereby adding
extra costs, possible leakage and pressure drop to the system. Another option, investigated by
SINTEF19 and its partners, is to develop a small capacity unit with a reversed air-flow.
Results showed that, even at extreme ambient temperatures of up to 52°C R744, residential air
conditioning (RAC) units with a “one-way” refrigerant circuit are working reliably and efficient.
Moreover, the simplicity of the system arrangement, its flexibility in the degree of

19

R744.com: Air Reversing R744 AC Systems a global solution, tests show

http://www.r744.com/articles/2008-09-24-air-reversing-r744-ac-systems-a-global-solution-tests-show.php
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automatisation and the lack of sophisticated switching devices make the air reversing RAC unit a
cost-efficient and compact solution for developed and developing countries.
The optimisation of design for type of units will determine the degree to which they will be
affordable in the future, as the necessary components are available. Another key driver for this
market can be the potential inclusion of fluorinated gases in the upcoming Copenhagen Protocol,
as successor to the Kyoto Protocol, to be agreed by end of 2009. Specific measures targeting Air
Conditioning devices could result in financial incentives and support to natural alternatives. CO2
could therefore represent in the medium to long term an important share of the total market.

7.7.2 IT equipment cooling
In today’s information society, where more and more data is accumulated and centralised to
make it available to large sectors of the world’s population, the necessity for high performance
data centres is steadily increasing. This rising capacity for data storage and processing is

coupled with a concurrent trend towards high-density working environments. Efficient heat
absorption, IT equipment cooling and air conditioning become therefore crucial to ensure the
safety of data volumes and thereby a smooth operation of financial markets and production
processes, to enhance workplace safety and comfort, and improve work efficiency.

Two developments of future interest for CO2 can be distinguished in this field:
7.7.2.1 IT Desk Cooling

First CO2 system providers have invested in desk cooling units with simultaneous heat
absorption from PCs. The high-density air conditioning solutions are suitable for trader
desks in investment banks characterised by a high amount of personnel required to make

decisions under increased stress levels within a limited time frame. R744 desk cooling units
combine several advantages that recommend its use in trading organisations and banks. It is
electrically benign, as the liquid CO2 used will not present a “water electronics” risk to IT

equipment, power sources and data cabling, as opposed to traditional cooling done by water. The
installations mounted below the desk ensure that PC heat is absorbed before it can escape from
the desk, while simultaneously providing microclimate process cooling right at the source
independent of an operating air conditioning. Reduced pipework diameters of CO2 highpressure systems ease their integration and coordination with the building and other services - a
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key necessity in high-density working environments where the personnel’s comfort and reliably
operating IT equipment are essential.
7.7.2.2 IT Server Cooling

Similarly, given the dependency of operations and decisions worldwide on mounting quantities
of data, their storage and ready availability at any time on the one side, and rising energy prices
on the other, the need for efficient server blade cooling in IT data centres has become a priority
for data centre operators. More importantly, the projected energy consumption rise poses a
problem in terms of EU energy and environmental policies, as data processing is already
putting a strain on infrastructure. CO2 server cooling solutions comprising rack mounted

server cooling units and a centralised R744 plant have been developed by some market players in
the EU to eliminate the need for indirect water-based systems, lowering the installation and
energy consumption costs. First models promise high cooling capacity, operating efficiency
and heat absorption at an up to 75% space savings in the server room. In addition, CO2 units

promises further potential to be combined with waste heat recovery, and provide
simultaneous heating and cooling. Blade server applications typically range from 10 to 60

cabinets, where CO2 is currently used mainly for the high-density areas. However, R744 is
suitable to be applied in all areas of new and existing data centres. After first successful
installations in the UK and Scandinavia, the word is spreading to other world regions. Major
setbacks for a wide-spread use of CO2 Technology for IT equipment cooling are differing
national and local legislation regarding workplace safety, environment, and technical equipment.
By 2020, energy demand from data centres is expected to rise to 104 TWh/ PA. As a result,

IT centres have moved to the centre of attention at a political level, given the urgent need to
reduce environmental, economic and energy supply security impacts resulting from increased
energy consumption. On 30 October 2008, the European Commission issued a draft “Code of
Conduct on Data Centres Energy Efficiency” to inform and stimulate data centre operators to
voluntarily reduce energy consumption in a cost-effective manner without putting at risk their
critical function. The document aims to improve understanding of the centres’ energy demand,
raise awareness for economic, environmental and infrastructure benefits arising from saved
energy, and recommend energy-efficient best practice in the interplay of stakeholders,
manufacturers, consultants and utilities. Its Best Practice chapter recommends the use of highefficiency cooling systems with high COP, effective mechanisms to monitor energy
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consumption, and automatic cooling control - factors that could help drive the demand for CO2
server blade cooling.

7.7.3 Industrial heat pumps
CO2 may be used in the industrial sector through heat pumps. The potential lies in processes
using low temperature heat on the one hand and the recovery of useful low temperature waste
heat on the other.
7.7.3.1 Industrial Heat Processes

In general, the highest heat requirement for manufacturing companies, next to the buildings’
heating systems and hot water treatment, is demanded by processes. For example in Germany,
approximately 65% of the secondary energy produced by manufacturing companies is used
to produce process heat. Low temperature industrial heat (< 130 ºC) that can be produced by

heat pumps represents a significant part of the overall industrial heat requirement (e.g. about a
quarter of the industrial heat requirement in Germany).
The application of heat pumps within the industrial sector, therefore, encompasses a
particular high potential, for processes using low temperature heat (< 130 ºC). As with small

capacity heat pumps for residential and commercial use, heat pumps may achieve considerable
energy savings in the industrial sector. Examples of applications where heat pumps may be used
include (thermea, 2008):
Drying Processes: Heat pumps may be employed to dry products such as wood, wood chips,

and sewage sludge. During the process of drying, water vapour is absorbed from the goods to be
dried by warm air. This air is cooled down on the cold surfaces of the heat pump’s evaporator,
dehumidified and subsequently reheated in the gas cooler before being fed to the goods again. In
general, the temperature of the circulating air differs between 40 ° C and 80 ° C. Alongside the
remarkable energy conservation, the closed air cycle is a significant advantage of the so called
condensation dryer. Thus an environmental load of contaminants and unpleasant odour can
be widely avoided.
Washing Processes: In many cases industrial washing processes require hot water, whereby

fresh water is first preheated to around 40 °C in counter current to warm sewage water and later
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heated from this 40 °C until the required washing water temperature is achieved. For example
temperatures between 60 °C and 90 °C are needed when washing textile, while in cosmetics hot
water at about 85 °C is commonly used for the cleansing of production facilities.
Heating of Process Water: Warm water is, for example, required in starch production, whereby

water with temperatures of about 80 °C is used for releasing starch in order to steam strip it
afterwards into different levels. During this type of chemical production processes, large scale
high temperature heat pumps enable the preheating of water.
Heating of Process Air: Warm or hot air is used as a means of conveyance during production

processes. An example includes the production flake boards whereby the gluing of chips can be
carried out during their transport. For that purpose ambient air is heated from outdoor
temperatures up to 110 °C.
Steaming Processes: Steam is employed by most manufacturing companies, either as a heating

medium or for cleansing purposes. A special case of cleansing is the steam regeneration of
activated carbon filters in order to recover solvents. During this process activated carbon loaded
with solvents is vaporised. Subsequently, the steam-solvent mixture (desorbat) is condensed and
extracted in different phases. As the demand in live steam is high, respectively substantial
amounts of water are to be heated in order generate steam. As the condensation of the desorbat
provides an adequate amount of industrial waste heat, the preheating of feed water through the
use of a large scale high temperature heat pump may result in substantial energy cost savings.
At the time of writing this chapter (August 2009), Japan announced a new wave of CO2 heat
pump dryers to enter the market, targeting potential applications such as drying paint on cars,
drying clothes, drying in lithium-ion battery manufacturing processes and dehumidification in
different chemical industrial processes. Seen as the next major trend in the use of R744 in
heating applications, this might also affect the EU market currently showing a steadily rising
interest in CO2 heat pumps.
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7.7.3.2 Low Temperature Waste Heat Recovery/Use

In most industrial processes heat energy is either required or generated during mechanical energy
conversion. This heat is subsequently dispelled into the environment as a waste product through
the use of cooling facilities.
Low temperature waste heat normally can no longer be re-used for heating purposes. However,
it constitutes an ideal heat source for a heat pump that could re-gain a fraction of this
expensively generated heat. Opportunities for use are considerably versatile and range from

simple waste heat recovery using heat exchangers up to direct usage of waste heat, for instance
in district heat systems. For example, a 1MW CO2 heat pump was recently delivered to a Danish
municipal district heating grid. The heat pump takes up the heat from the city’s sewage waste
water before the water is pumped in to the sea. The heat is delivered as 80ºC warm water directly
in to the district heating grid.

As energy requirements often constitute the largest proportion of a company’s operating costs it
would be sensible to use the waste heat already been created. The use of waste heat would
reduce energy requirements for heat generation on the one hand, and discharge the recooling systems on the other. The employment of heat recovery may also enable industrial

entities to meet certain temperature thresholds for sewage disposal of cooling water into surface
water, or the sewerage system, and bring down the cost of the course of treatment and regulation
cost compliance.
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List of Symbols, Acronyms and Abbreviations
A/C

Air Conditioning

ACEA

European Automobile Manufacturers Association (EU)

ANSI

American National Standards Institute (U.S.)

CFC

Chlorofluorocarbon

EC

European Commission (EU)

ELV

End-of-Life Vehicle

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.)

equiv

Equivalent

EU

European Union

F-Gas

Fluorinated Gas

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GWP

Global Warming Potential

HCFC

Hydrochlorofluorocarbon

HFC

Hydrofluorocarbon

HMR

Hazardous Materials Regulations (U.S.)

HP

Heat Pump

IPCC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IPP

Integrated Product Policy

JAMA

Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association

LCC

Life Cycle Cost

MAC

Mobile Air Conditioning

METI

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (Japan)

MPa

Megapascal

mpg

Miles per gallon

Mtonne

/ MT Megatonne

NEDC

New European Driving Cycle

NHTSA

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.)

ODS

Ozone-depleting Substances

ppm

Parts per million

PE

Pressure Equipment

PED

Pressure Equipment Directive

SAE

Society of Automotive Engineers (U.S.)
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SNAP

Significant New Alternatives Policy (U.S.)
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8.1. Compressors
Due to CO2 thermodynamic characteristics, carbon dioxide transcritical cycles operate at high
pressure levels, typically ranging from 75 to 140 bar. The effective mean pressure is therefore
much higher than it is in traditional HFC operated cycles, even when the so-called “high
pressure” fluids, like R410A or R32, are used. Fig. 8.1.1 shows the effective mean pressure pm
for a CO2 and a R134a compressor having the same cooling capacity at 0°C .The high pressure
level resulted in a total re-design of compressors, so that the burst pressure could be raised to 350
- 400 bar; at the same time the new CO2 compressors needed to take into consideration the
peculiar thermo physical properties of the new fluid.

Fig. 8.1.1 Comparison between indicator diagrams of R134a and R744 cycles having the same
cooling capacity at 0°C. p is the pressure ratio and pm the effective mean pressure [8.1.1]
The traditional approach to the compression process, based on the indicator diagram, in which
pressure inside the cylinder is plotted as a function of the actual volume occupied by the gas,
considers throttling losses through valves as the major reason for the penalisation of the
compression efficiency related to the ideal isentropic process. When referring to CO2, the
difference between suction pressure and discharge pressure is relatively high, as it was shown in
Fig. 8.1.1, thus limiting the incidence of throttling losses through valves on the total energy
penalisation, in comparison with fluids like R134a. In addition, the limited pressure ratio
between suction and discharge pressure, typical of CO2, positively acts towards expansion of
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trapped gas inside the cylinder. The limited pressure ratio promotes an early opening of suction
valves (in comparison with HFCs), which should theoretically improve volumetric efficiency.
The efficiency of the real compression process depends also on the leakage of the cylinder, as
well as on heat transfer between the fluid and the cylinder wall during compression.
An interesting work by Suess and Kruse [8.1.2] has demonstrated that losses related to leakage f
the cylinder overcome throttling and heat transfer losses. They show how leakage losses depend
on the difference between power third of pressure before and after the cylinder: in the case of
CO2 the difference between suction and discharge pressure can easily reach 100bar. As a
consequence, losses related to leakage through the cylinder can become relevant. However, with
the proper mechanical design, leakage can be reduced. As a matter of fact, Suess and Kruse
[8.1.2] present the reciprocating compressor as the favourite option for R744 compression, due
to the fact that it is easier to improve sealing of the cylinder, mainly with sealing rings, than it
would be with rotating compressors.
From a technological point of view, the difference between discharge and suction pressure
results on high stress on drive mechanisms and bearings. Compressor manufacturers have
adopted different solutions, like two stage compressors with intermediate pressure crankcase and
oil free bearings.
The market offers different technologies for compressors: reciprocating compressors are
available for a wide range of applications and cooling capacities, but there are also scroll, rolling
piston, radial piston for stationary and mobile applications, wobble and swash plate compressors,
mainly for the automotive industry, and screw compressors for large capacities.
It is worth mentioning the so-called “subcritical compressors”, which have been specifically
designed for subcritical applications, that are possible in cascade cycles or whenever heat is
rejected to a fluid which is ideally colder than the critical temperature all over the year. Such
applications are typical of industrial refrigeration and very common in commercial centralised
systems. From a mechanical point of view, the design is less challenging in terms of pressure
resistance, stress and leakage of the cylinder.
Fig. 8.1.2 [8.1.3] shows typical working pressure for CO2 compressors, in comparison with
traditional fluids.
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Fig. 8.1.2 Typical application envelopes for CO2 compressors [8.1.3]
If compressors for subcritical operations might display some possible synergies with standard
components (R410A compressors) in terms of housing strength, compressors for transcritical
applications require a new design, specially developed to withstand extremely challenging
pressure levels, with consequent cost impact.
The load condition is always very high both for subcritical and transctitical compressors, thus
requiring solid construction and generously sized moving parts and bearings, due to high
pressure difference. This requirement becomes extremely important for transcritical
compressors, with a significant cost impact [8.1.2]

8.1.1 Compressors available on the market
An overview of the presently available on the market compressor range will be given.
Compressors for CO2 are positive displacement compressors both reciprocating and rotating.
Reciprocating compressors have been developed for medium-size and small-size applications,
mainly stationary, while rotary compressors are dedicated to large-size stationary applications or
medium-low capacity stationary or mobile applications. Especially in the case of reciprocating
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compressors for stationary applications, subcritical or transcritical compressor families can be
identified. Automotive compressors will be presented at the end of the section.

8.1.2 Reciprocating compressors
Reciprocating compressors for carbon dioxide have been available for almost ten years. As the
first consequence of CO2 thermophysical properties, they display very small cylinders, if
compared to an equivalent capacity HFC compressor: miniaturisation is one of the challenges,
especially in low capacity compressors, like those for vending machines.
Reciprocating compressors are available in hermetic, semi-hermetic and open type execution,
single or multiple cylinder, single or double stage.
Hermetic reciprocating compressors

Hermetic reciprocating compressors were developed several years ago, in order to satisfy the
light commercial refrigeration market, mainly vending machines and bottle coolers. They are
transcritical compressors, designed to work up to 140 bar. Very high discharge pressures are
mainly intended for heat pump applications.
They are single piston compressors, with a displacement ranging from 1.00 to 4.00 cm3. Suction
gas cooling is a standard, but forced air cooling is recommended for heavy working conditions.
Typical evaporation pressure stays in the 20 to 42 bar, but Embraco offers the possibility of
using some compressors for freezers, with evaporation pressure down to 18 bar.
Fig. 8.1.3. shows the section of the early Danfoss compressor [8.1.4]
Table 8.1.1. summarises the main characteristics of hermetic compressors. Capacity is calculated
at -10°C and 7.2°C; suction temperature and gas cooler outlet temperature are equal to 32°C and
discharge pressure is 90 bar.
POE oil is used by major manufacturers.
An example of isentropic and volumetric efficiency is given in figures 8.1.4 and 8.1.5, as a
function of discharge pressure for different evaporation pressure values [8.1.4].
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Fig. 8.1.3. Danfoss compressor section [8.1.4]

Displacement (min-max)

[cm3]

0.92-4.00

Cylinders

[-]

1

Low pressure (min-max)

[bar]

18-42

High pressure (max)

[bar]

120

Motor cooling

Suction gas/fan cooling

Capacity at -10°C (min-max)

W

480-2070

Capacity at 7.2°C (min-max)

W

760-3330

Table 8.1.1 Main characteristics of hermetic reciprocating compressors for CO2
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Fig. 8.1.4. Isentropic efficiency of Danfoss compressor [8.1.4]

Fig. 8.1.5. Volumetric efficiency of Danfoss compressor [8.1.4]
Manufacturers of hermetic reciprocating compressors are ACC, Danfoss, Embraco and
Tecumseh.
Fig. 8.1.6 [8.1.2] shows the present offer of Asercom members in terms of small reciprocating
compressors.
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Fig. 8.1.6. Product offering of CO2 hermetic compressors for household and light commercial
use from Asercom members [8.1.2]
Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors

Semi-hermetic CO2 reciprocating compressor development started in the early 1990s, mainly
concentrated on transcritical application. The target market was commercial refrigeration and
stationary air conditioning. In few years the commercial refrigeration market actually displayed
its potentialities and at the moment there are hundreds of compressors running all over Europe
and also in some extra European countries.
Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors can be basically divided into to families, according to
the application they are intended for: transcritical or subcritical compressors. Inside the
transcritical family, single-stage or double-stage compressors can be identified. While
transctitical compressors are mainly intended for commercial refrigeration and stationary air
conditioning, subcritical compressors are used in commercial and industrial refrigeration.
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Therefore the subcritical family includes very different compressors, according to the maximum
discharge pressure and cooling capacity.
In addition to the traditional reciprocating compressors, an innovative radial piston family was
developed for transcritical applications and it will be illustrated in the next section.
Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors for transcritical application

All the major European compressor manufacturer have developed a complete range of semihermetic reciprocating compressors. Most of them have two in-line cylinders, but the need for
higher capacity has led to the development of compressors with four cylinders or to factory
coupling of two compressors (tandem configuration).
Fig. 8.1.7 shows the section of two families of single-stage semi-hermetic compressors (CO2
100/200 and CO2 300) by Dorin, in an early version [8.1.5]. CO2 300 family, which provides the
largest cooling capacity, is equipped with oil pump. Today, also the low capacity compressor has
the oil pump and oil pressure monitoring with pressure sensor.
POE oil is the most popular choice, but PAG and PAO lubricants are used as well. External oil
cooling is sometimes required by compressor manufacturers, in order to keep oil viscosity high.
Other manufacturers give strict prescriptions on refrigerant suction temperature, in order to avoid
any liquid droplet coming back thus compromising lubrication.
As a matter of fact, most compressors have motor cooled by suction vapour, thus increasing the
accidental quantity of liquid that can be sucked by the compressor itself [8.1.2].
Table 8.1.2 summarises the main technical characteristics of semi-hermetic single-stage
reciprocating compressors for transcritical applications that are now available on the market.
.[8.1.6, 8.1.7, 8.1.8, 8.1.9]. Cooling capacity is calculated at -10°C and 7.2°C evaporation
temperature; suction temperature and gas cooler outlet temperature are equal to 32°C and
discharge pressure is 90 bar.
A typical isentropic and volumetric efficiency curve as a function of pressure ratio and at
different suction pressure and constant superheat is given in Fig. 8.1.8 and Fig. 8.1.9.
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Fig 8.1.7. Section of semi-hermetic piston compressors with centrifugal oil circulation (CO2
100/200) and oil pump (CO2 300) [8.1.5]

Swept volume (min-max)

[m3h-1]

1.0-25.2

Cylinders

[-]

2 and 4
-1

Rotational speed

[min ]

1450 and 2900

Low pressure (min-max)

[bar]

20-50

High pressure (min-max)

[bar]

40-140

Motor cooling

Suction gas/external cooling

Lubrication

Oil pump

Capacity at -10°C (min-max)

[kW]

3-75

Capacity at 7.2°C (min-max)

[kW]

5-121

Table 8.1.2 technical characteristics of semi-hermetic single-stage reciprocating compressors for
transcritical applications available on the market.[8.1.6, 8.1.7, 8.1.8, 8.1.9]
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Fig 8.1.8. Overall isentropic efficiency of semi-hermetic single-stage reciprocating compressor
as a function of pressure ratio [8.1.10]

Fig 8.1.9. Volumetric efficiency of semi-hermetic single-stage reciprocating compressor as a
function of pressure ratio [2.1.10]
Efficiency issues, as well as technological problems, like very high discharge temperature, limit
the minimum suction pressure or the maximum pressure ratio of transcritical compressors.
In order to guarantee the possibility of using carbon dioxide for freezing applications, according
to a transcritical cycle, the Italian manufacturer Dorin has developed an internal compound
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double-stage compressor, which has been on the market since the latest 1990s. The double-stage
compression allows inter-stage cooling, thus extending the application field of the compressor,
as it is shown in Fig 8.1.10 [8.1.6].
When double-stage compressors are not available, freezing application require in any case a
double-compression which can be achieved in a cascade or booster cycle.

Fig 8.1.10. Application envelope of semi-hermetic double-stage reciprocating compressors
[8.1.6]
Table 8.1.3 summarises the main characteristics of the double stage compressor family. Cooling
capacity is calculated at -30°C evaporation temperature; suction temperature and gas cooler
outlet temperature are equal to 32°C and discharge pressure is 90 bar.
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Swept volume (min-max)

[m3h-1]

3.0-12.6

Cylinders

[-]

2

Low pressure (min-max)

[bar]

7-20

High pressure (min-max)

[bar]

38-138

Motor cooling

suction gas

Lubrication

forced

Capacity at -30°C (min-max)

[kW]

4.8-20.0

Table 8.1.3 Technical characteristics of semi-hermetic double-stage reciprocating compressors
for transcritical applications available on the market.[8.1.6]
In 2006 the German manufacturer Bock, which has a long tradition with semi-hermetic and open
type CO2 reciprocating compressors, presented a new design for a stationary piston compressor,
which was developed in cooperation with the automotive industry. It is a radial piston
compressor, with five (early version) or six cylinders (final version), whose mechanism is
displayed in figure8.1.11 [8.1.11].

Fig 8.1.11 Radial piston compressor mechanism [8.1.11]
Rotational speed is 1500 and 3000 rpm and motor is cooled by part of the suction gas, as it
emerges from figure 8.1.12.
The section of the compressor shows that there is no oil pump and no oil reservoir in the
crankcase; for this reason the compressor can be used vertically or horizontally.
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Fig 8.1.12 Radial piston compressor section [8.1.11]
Finally, Fig. 8.1.13 [8.1.2] shows the product range available from Asercom Members in terms
of transcritical semi-hermetic piston compressors.
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Fig 8.1.13 Product offering of CO2 semi-hermetic compressors for transcritical commercial
systems from Asercom members [8.1.2]
Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors for subcritical applications

Cascade cycles where carbon dioxide is used for the low pressure stage display a very good
efficiency. CO2 in combination with ammonia, hydrocarbons or HFCs is widely used in
industrial and commercial refrigeration. For this reason all the major compressor manufacturer
offer a wide range of subcritical compressor. The typical maximum discharge pressure ranges
from 30 to 40 bar. As a consequence, the design is less challenging in terms of pressure
resistance, stress and leakage of the cylinder and in some cases it might be derived from high
pressure fluid compressors, like R410A.
Fig. 8.1.14 [8.1.8]shows the typical working envelope for a subcritical compressor, while Table
8.1.4 summarises the main technical characteristics of subcritical compressors available on the
market [8.1.6, 8.1.12, 8.1.13, 8.1.14]. Cooling capacity is calculated at -30°C evaporation
temperature;0°C condensation temperature without subcooling, suction temperature and is equal
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to 0°C. There also very large capacity compressors dedicated to industrial refrigeration
applications, which have up to eight cylinders and a swept volume up to 452 [m3h-1],
corresponding to a capacity of 828 kW at the above mentioned conditions. Sabroe compressor is
represented in Fig. 8.1.15 [8.1.15].

Fig 8.1.14. Application envelope of semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor for subcritical
application [8.1.8]
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Swept volume (min-max)

[m3h-1]

2.7-48.8

Cylinders

[-]

2-4
-1

Rotational speed

[min ]

1450

Low pressure (min-max)

[bar]

6.8-16.8

High pressure (min-max)

[bar]

26.5-40.0

Motor cooling

Suction gas

Lubrication

Oil pump

Capacity at -35°C (min-max)*

[kW]

6-89

Table 8.1.4 Technical characteristics of semi-hermetic double-stage reciprocating compressors
for subcritical applications available on the market [8.1.6, 8.1.12, 8.1.13, 8.1.14].

Fig 8.1.15. Sabroe semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor for subcritical application [8.1.15]
There are some very specific working conditions when discharge pressure is often subcritical but
sometimes it may rise just above the critical value, like in the case in which the gas cooler is
directly cooled by external air but the climate is relatively cold (northern European countries) or
it is simply higher than 30-40 bar, like in the case of heat rejection to sea or river water. For
these applications, or just to increase reliability in the case of failure of the high pressure stage in
a cascade system, the Italian manufacturer Doris has developed an intermediate compressor
family between the subcritical and the transcritical ones. The application envelope is represented
in figure 8.1.16. The swept volume ranges from 7.0 to 18.8 [m3h-1] [8.1.6].
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Fig 8.1.16. Application envelope of Dorin SCS semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors for
subcritical/transcritical applications [8.1.6]
Fig. 8.1.17 [8.1.2] summarises the subcritical compressor range available from Asercom
members. Copeland compressors are included and they will be illustrated in the rotary
compressor section.
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Fig 8.1.17 Product offering of CO2 semi-hermetic compressors for subcritical commercial
systems from Asercom members [8.1.2]

8.1.3 Rotary compressors
Carbon dioxide rotary compressors for transcritical application have been developed especially
by Asian manufacturers in order to meet the market of hot tap water. They are medium or low
size scroll, screw, rolling piston and swing compressors. In most cases they have DC motors and
they can be inverter driven, thus resulting in a good overall compression efficiency. They are
typically intended for positive or just below zero evaporation temperature. Sanyo produces a
double stage rolling piston compressor which guarantees the possibility of increasing the
pressure ratio: the double stage compression also limits the leakage problem, which is typical of
rotary compressors. In rotary compressors the inlet is normally controlled by the piston position
and an the outlet may either be controlled also by the piston position or a self-acting pressure
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controlled valve. Normally there are no particular sealing elements and the components forming
the compression chamber are manufactured with high accuracy. Oil is lubricating the compressor
drive and reducing the gas leakage.
Fig. 8.1.18 shows some of the compressors for heat pumps. The typical displacement is 3.00
cm3.The rotational speed can normally be regulated up to 7200 min-1. The cooling capacity at
+7.2°C evaporation temperature, 90 bar discharge pressure and 32°C gas cooler and outlet
temperature can be about 6 kW at the maximum speed.

Fig 8.1.18 CO2 rotary compressors for the Japanese heat pump market.
Some design particulars of the Matsushita scroll compressor are represented in figure 8.1.19 and
8.1.20.
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Fig. 8.1.19. Matsushita CO2 scroll compressor

Fig. 8.1.20. Matsushita CO2 scroll compressor liquid release device
Fig. 8.1.21 represents the Sanyo double-stage rolling piston

compressor; Sanyo offers a

complete range of compressors with displacement from 0.5 to 3.3 cm3. It has been widely tested
for a large number of applications, like vending machines and bottle coolers used and there are
many relevance in the technical literature.
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Fig. 8.1.21. Sanyo CO2 double-stage rolling piston compressor
Fig. 8.1.22 and Fig.8.1.23 [2.1.10] represent the overall isentropic efficiency and the volumetric
efficiency of the Sanyo double-stage rolling piston compressor, as a function of the ratio between
gas cooler and evaporator pressures, for different suction pressures and constant superheat.

Fig. 8.1.22. Overall isentropic efficiency of Sanyo CO2 double-stage rolling piston compressor
[8.1.10]
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Fig. 8.1.23. Volumetric efficiency of Sanyo CO2 double-stage rolling piston compressor [8.1.10]
Large capacity rotary compressors are also available for industrial refrigeration; they are mainly
subcritical compressors for cascade systems.
For large transcritical applications Mayekawa (MYCOM) has made a brine chiller operatine at
23 bar suction pressure and 90 bar discharge pressure and nominal capacity 141 kW. The
compressor was specifically developed for CO2 and equipped with oil injection. Fig. 8.1.24
shows the Mayekawa chiller, with shell and tube heat exchangers.

Fig. 8.1.24. Mayekawa CO2 liquid chiller
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For subcritical applications Copeland offers a complete family of scroll compressors, with swept
volume from 4.1 to 11.7 m3h-1 . The application envelope is presented in Fig. 8.1.25 [8.1.16].

Fig 8.1.25. Copeland CO2 scroll compressor for cascade applications and its operating envelope
[8.1.16].
Large capacity screw compressors for cascade industrial applications are available on the market,
as summarised by Fig. 8.1.26 [8.1.2].
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Fig 8.1.26 Product offering of CO2 piston and rotary compressors for subcritical industrial
systems from Asercom members [8.1.2]

8.1.4 Automotive compressors
Automotive air conditioning is one of the privileged application field for carbon dioxide. As a
matter of fact different compressors have been developed to serve automotive AC systems. They
can be either piston (mainly wobble and swash plate) and rotary (scroll) compressors, they can
have fixed or variable displacement and they share the characteristic of being open-type
compressors.
Among the piston compressors, swash and wobble plate compressors are the most common: in a
wobble plate compressor, the pistons are connected to the plate with short push rods. The pistons
are driven back and forth in their bores by the shaft rotation. On the contrary, in a swash plate
compressor the plate itself rotates with the driveshaft.
Both in swash and wobble plate compressors, the angle of the wobble plate or the swash plate to
the shaft determines the length of the piston stroke. In the case of a variable displacement
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compressor, the ngle can be varied, thus changing the pistons stroke and, therefore, the swept
volume. Springs and linkage that move lengthwise along the driveshaft are used to vary the angle
between the plate and the shaft and it is then controlled with refrigerant pressure in the
compressor housing.
Sanden (29.8 cm3 displacement), Zexel ( 28.0 cm3 displacement), Calsonic-Kansen (30.0 cm3
displacement), have swash plate compressors with fixed displacement.
In case of fixed displacement a magnetic clutch for on-off cycles is needed, increasing the costs
and the mass of the compressor. Recently Ixetic has developed a compact swashring compressor
for compact cars, with 20-25 cm3 displacement and cluchless drive, whose mechanism is
represented in Fig. 8.1.27. The overall isentropic efficiency as a function of rotational speed is
represented in Fig. 8.1.28.

Fig. 8.1.27. Ixetic fixed displacement swashring compressor mechanism [8.1.17]

Fig. 8.1.28.Ixetic fixed displacement swashring compressor isentropic efficiency as a function of
rotational speed [8.1.17]
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Fig. 8.1.29. Nippodenso variable displacement compressor and its control system [8.1.18]
A swash-plate variable displacement compressor developed by Sanden in collaboration with
LuK and its displacement control system are represented in Figg. 8.1.30 and 8.1.31. The
compressor displacement is 33 cm3. The smaller compressor by the same manufacturer, which
has 22 cm3 displacement and is represented in Fig. 8.1.32, has the same cooling capacity of a
170 cm3 displacement R134a compressor. As a matter of fact, size and weight reduction is one of
the driving element towards the use of CO2 in automotive AC.
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Fig. 8.1.30. LuK- Sanden swash-plate compressor and its displacement control system

Fig. 8.1.31. LuK- Sanden swash-plate compressor displacement control system
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Fig. 8.1.32. LuK- Sanden R134a and CO2 compressors with equivalent cooling capacity
The Austrian company OBRIST, which has a very long tradition with CO2 compressors and
systems, proposes a variable displacement compressor with the following main characteristics:
total displacement 33 cm3, 7 cylinders, maximum discharge 500 kg h-1, rotation velocity from
600 to 8000 rpm, which is represented in Fig. 8.1.33

Fig. 8.1.33. Obrist CO2 compressor
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8.1.5 Lubricants for CO2 compressors
In the last years a great effort has been dedicated to find out the best lubricant for CO2
compressors.

Mineral

and

synthetic

oils

(polyolesthere

POE,

polyvinilesther

PVE,

polyalchilenglycol PAG, Alchilbenzenic AN, polyalphaolefin POA) have been analysed;
however it is still very hard to find data in the open literature.
The interest of the compressor manufacturers is mainly concentrated on PAG, POE and, in a
more limited way, in PAO lubricants.
In general terms, when a lubricant is used in a vapour compression cycle the following
requirements must be considered:


good lubrication properties for the compressors (viscosity and tribology)



oil return to the compressor



stability and compatibility with materials in the refrigeration circuit.

As for the lubrication of moving contacts inside the compressor, due to the high pressure level
(the higher the pressure the higher the specific stress) the stress on gear is relevant, therefore the
lubricant must show up very high viscosity properties. The viscosity of the mixture CO2lubricant must be considered whenever CO2 is miscible in the oil. The solubility behaviour is
also important to size the pipe lines from the evaporators to the compressor, and to guarantee oil
return to the compressor.
For compressor manufacturers, as well as for plan designers, it is of the greatest importance to
know the equilibrium diagram of the mixture CO2-oil, in order to evaluate what is the exact
composition of the mixture and to know, in the dedicated diagram, its actual viscosity.
Fig. 8.1.34 and 8.1.35 [8.1.19] show the phase diagram of the system CO2 + POE oil and CO2+
PAG oil. It is worth underlying that each lubricant is a mixture of different components and
phase diagrams, as well as viscosity diagrams, might show different values depending on the
actual lubricant which is presented.
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Fig. 8.1.34. Phase diagram for POE+CO2 [8.1.19]

Fig. 8.1.35. Phase diagram for PAG+CO2 [8.1.19]
In Fig. 8.1.34 the dotted line between points A and B, laying on the isothermal/isobar line at
5°C/40 bar shows that there are two coexisting liquid phases: the first one, laying on the bottom,
consists of 60% (in mass) of CO2, while the other one only contains 10% of CO2. In a situation
which might be typical of the discharge line of the compressor (90 bar, 100°C), a pure phase of
gaseous CO2 (C) coexists with lubricant with15% of CO2 (D). The gap of solubility is a typical
behaviour of the mixture of carbon dioxide and POE oil.
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On the other hand, Fig. 8.1.35 explains the limited solubility of CO2 in PAG oil: for example, at
5°C the percentage of CO2 in oil raises as pressure raises. However, when raising the pressure
over 40bar, no significant increase in the CO2 content is achieved .
At 100°C and 90 bar (E),the concentration of CO2 in the lubricant is around 12%, much more
limited than in POE oil.
Fig. 8.1.36 represents the viscosity diagram of a POE ISO 100 oil and CO2 [8.1.20] This diagram
can be extremely useful to determine the viscosity of oil+CO2 and an example will be given also
for a PAG oil.

Fig. 8.1.36. Solubility (right) and viscosity for POE ISO 100+CO2 [8.1.20]
From the graph on the right hand it can be noticed that at 100°C and 90 bar, the mixture oil+CO2
contains less than 50% of lubricant. At the same temperature, on the left hand graph it can be
noticed that the viscosity of mixture oil and CO2 with the above mentioned concentration is
about 0.5 cSt, while, at the same temperature, the pure lubricant shows 10.5 cSt.
When carefully looking at Fig. 8.1.34 and 8.1.36, different values of miscibility can be seen: the
chemical properties of the oils are not described, but it is probable that different formulations
were considered.
While with HFCs we are used to low viscosity POE oils (ISO 32, 55 o 68), the high miscibility
with CO2 requires high viscosity POEs (POE ISO 100 and 120).
On the other hand, the lower miscibility of CO2 and PAG allows the use of standard PAGs,
which are already widely used with R134a.
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Polyalkylene glycols are very hygroscopic; hygroscopicity might be a limitation for the use in
not hermetic systems, like in industrial or commercial refrigeration, where periodical
maintenance is foreseen. To face the problem, the chemical industry has developed the so-called
‘double end-capped PAGs’ wherein the polylakylene glycol polymer chain has chemically
inactive groups at both ends of the molecule (double end-capped) rather than the terminating
hydroxyl functionality found commonly in polyalkylene glycol polymer chains.

Fig. 8.1.37 Solubility (right) and viscosity for ISO 46 PAG +CO2 [8.1.21]
Fig. 8.1.37 [8.1.21]shows the miscibility of CO2 and a ISO 46 PAG oil. It is clear that it is much
lower that in the case of POE, as well as the viscosity deterioration due to mutual solubility. As a
consequence, the same PAG viscosity used with R134a is proposed also for CO2.
Both POEs and PAGs do not show problems related to their flow back to compressors.
The density of oil related to CO2 is particularly important in managing lubricant recovery from
low pressure receivers, in the case of flooded evaporators. As a matter of fact, if the lubricant is
lighter than CO2, it will float over liquid CO2, thus preventing from recovery lubricant from the
low pressure receiver. Fig. 8.1.38. shows the typical behaviour of lubricants and saturated liquid
CO2 density as temperature rises : while oil density is almost constant, liquid CO2 becomes
lighter and lighter while approaching the critical temperature. As a consequence, a specific
lubricant might be heavier than CO2 until temperature is not lower than a specific value (called
‘inversion temperature’) and become lighter below.
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Fig. 8.1.38. Saturated liquid CO2 and lubricant density in g cm-3 as a function of temperature.
Phase inversion phenomenon
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8.2 Heat exchangers
Heat exchangers are basic components of a refrigerating circuit very important for energy
efficiency and therefore their choice and sizing must be carefully assessed.
In general, there is not much difference between the heat exchangers used for the traditional
cycle and the ones for transcritical cycles, except for the need of resisting much higher pressure.
Under this section a description will be given of the main type of heat exchangers used for CO2
application with the aim at elucidating the basic choices that face the designer and the
fundamental aspect to evaluate.
The topics directly concerning the design and the sizing of heat exchangers, such as optimisation
criteria, heat transfer and pressure drop correlations will be reported in details under the specific
section devoted to this matter.

8.2.1 Finned tube heat exchangers
8.2.1.1 Basic heat transfer characteristic air side

Although this is a general aspect pertaining to all type of finned tube heat exchangers, regardless
of the fluid flowing inside tubes, it is worthwhile to recall some basic assumptions that are
applied for characterising the air side performance, often without having in mind the involved
approximations.
The thermal characteristic air side is generally summarized by the relevant heat transfer
resistance (or, according to the opportunity, by its inverse, called thermal transmittance),
intended as the ratio of the temperature difference between air and the wall to the heat flow rate

Q .
This thermal resistance is a combination of a convective surface resistance and a conductive
resistance related to the process of heat conduction from the fin surface to the fin base; therefore
it depends not only on the air flow characteristics, but also on the geometrical design of the fin,
mainly on its thickness and on the thermal conductivity of the material. On the other hand, it
would be preferable to uncouple conduction from convection, so that the thermal analysis could
be simplified. This is obtained by means of the concept of fin thermal efficiency, on which is
based the traditional method used for evaluating the thermal performance of a heat exchanger
with extended surfaces.
The fin efficiency f is defined as the ratio of the actual heat flux entering the surface to the
maximum heat flux, related to an ideal fin with infinite thermal conductivity. For f the
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following definition is generally assumed, which is valid only if the surface coefficient of heat
transfer  is uniform over all the fin surface.

f 

Ta Taf

(8.2.1)

Ta Tbf

where:
Ta = air temperature
Taf = average temperature on the fin surface
Tbf = temperature at the fin base
When the extended surface includes the fins, of area Af, as well as a surface At with unitary
efficiency (as the free surface of the tubes in a finned tube heat exchanger), an extended surface
efficiency s is accordingly defined, taking into account the whole external area, not only the
fins area. Between f and s the following relation holds:

s 1

Af
A f  At

(1 f )

(8.2.2)

As a result, the air-side thermal transmittance of an extended surface can be considered the
product of its efficiency s and its surface transmittance [ (Af+At)], so that the heat flow rate

Q can be expressed by the following correlation:
Q  ( Af  At ) s (Ta Tbf )

(8.2.3)

Of course, the overall thermal resistance of a heat exchanger can be calculated as the sum of
inside and outside thermal resistances, with the addition of the thermal resistance of the metallic
wall, if not negligible. As far as the evaluation of f is concerned, some analytical solutions,
which are well known and easy to be used, are available. Unfortunately, in current heat
exchangers with extended surface, the surface coefficient of heat transfer is far from being
uniform along the fins and therefore it would not be correct, in the strict sense, to apply such a
theory. Nevertheless the advantages of such a simplified approach are universally recognized and
the assumption of a uniform surface coefficient  is generally accepted.
In Fig. 8.2.1 a representation is given of how uneven the heat transfer coefficient can be along
the external surface of a finned coil with round tubes; the numerical values in this figure are
mass transport coefficient experimentally determined by a chemical reaction occurring at the
surface, that can be assumed proportional to heat transfer coefficient, since mass transport by
turbulence is responsible both for heat transfer or chemical reaction.
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Fig. 8.2.1 Distribution of the mass transport coefficient [m3/(m2 h)] along a continuous fin with
two tubes in line.
It is worth noting that the coefficient, assumed uniform, used for characterising the performance
air side is not the value of the surface coefficient of heat transfer averaged on the whole surface,
but a very conventional value, which is evaluated on the basis of experimental heat transfer data.
The conventional value of  coefficient is indeed defined as the one that leads to the
experimental value of heat flow rate, when it is introduced into a suitable mathematical model of
the heat exchanger working under the same operating conditions of the test. Every author
therefore ought to specify under what hypotheses this conventional value has been evaluated.
Even if there are some exceptions, usually the definition of  complies with the following
assumptions, beyond the basic one referring to an uniform coefficient of heat transfer on the
whole air side surface (fins and the free portion of tubes):
1) in the case of multipass cross-counterflow arrangement, the heat exchangers is considered as
operating in perfect counterflow;
2) continuous fins between a tube bank are assimilated to transverse circular fins of equivalent
area;
3) the thermal resistance due to the imperfect contact between the fins and the wall separating
the two fluids is neglected, even if, in finned tube heat exchangers, the thermal bond is
assured by mechanical expansion of a tube against the fin.
It could be observed that directly evaluating from experimental data the overall thermal
transmittance air side, inclusive of the term due to the conduction along the fin, does not result in
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a increased difficulty and would yield more direct information on the heat transfer capability.
The reason of separating conduction from convection lies indeed not so much in the possibility
of taking into account the effect of the fin material or thickness on thermal performance, as in the
ability to use the dry sensible heat transfer coefficient when dealing with a case of combined heat
and mass transfer (See next section).
8.2.1.2 Fundamentals on combined heat and mass transfer in wet surface air
coolers

Extended surface heat exchangers are often used for cooling atmospheric air; thus, when the
surface temperature is lower than the dew point, humidity condenses and sensible heat transfer is
combined with mass transfer.
In this case, according to Goodman and Threlkeld [8.2.1-8.2.2], even if the two transfer
processes depend on different potentials (temperature for the sensible heat exchange and partial
pressure of water vapour for latent heat exchange), the total (sensible plus latent) heat transfer
can be considered proportional to the difference between the air enthalpy ha and the surface
enthalpy hs, intended as the saturated air enthalpy at the surface temperature; then the total heat
flux q t through a unitary surface area can be predicted with a good approximation by:
q t 


cp

ha  hs 

(8.2.4)

where  is the sensible heat transfer surface coefficient and cp is the specific heat of the humid
air.
This theory, today universally accepted, sets an analogy between the differential equations
governing the thermal variables in heat exchangers subjected only to sensible heat transfer and
those which apply to combined sensible and latent heat transfer: so one can extend to the heat
exchangers used for cooling and dehumidifying air the traditional methods of thermal analysis,
as the ones based on the effectiveness and mean logarithmic difference concepts, by substituting
enthalpy potential (air enthalpy and saturated air enthalpy at the temperature of the fluid inside
the tubes) for temperature potential.
In the presence of an extended surface, a fin wet efficiency f,w can be defined as for a dry
surface, but substituting in Eq (8.2.1) the enthalpy values for the temperature values; Eq (8.2.2)
holds again for the extended wet surface efficiency. Then the total heat flux exchanged for
cooling and dehumidifying can be expressed by:
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q t 


cp

A

f

 At  s ,w ha  hbf



(8.2.5)

where, as usual, the enthalpy at the fin base is to be intended as the saturated air enthalpy at the
fin base temperature.
The thermal factor of the air transformation (defined as the ratio of sensible to total heat
exchanged), and hence the final point of the transformation, can be easily evaluated on a
psychrometric diagram, as the thermodynamic conditions of air evolve along a straight line
connecting the initial point with that which represents the saturation condition at the surface
temperature. Of course, to put into practice such a theory, it is necessary to know the value of
sensible heat transfer surface coefficient , as well as the wet efficiency s,w.
As for , it is usually assumed that there is no variation between dry and wet condition, in spite
of an increase of turbulence and pressure drop at the air-side, owing to the water adhering to the
fin surface and to the droplets dragged into the air stream. However, it seems that such an
assumption does not introduce a significant error in estimating the thermal performance of finned
coil heat exchangers [8.2.3].
It remains to evaluate the wet fin efficiency f,w, defined by the following expression, once again
perfectly analogous to the one for dry fin efficiency:

 f ,w 

ha haf

(8.2.6)

ha hbf

It is evident that in the wet case, the fin efficiency decreases as a consequence of higher heat flux
collected at the fin surface (latent heat flux is added to sensible heat flux), which produces higher
temperature fall from top to base.
Threlkeld [8.2.2] demonstrated that, under the assumption of approximating the actual function
hs(T) (the saturated air enthalpy as a function of the temperature) to a straight line with suitable
slope  = dhs/dt, it is possible to calculate the wet fin efficiency as in the case of dry fin,
provided that the actual  value of the heat transfer surface coefficient be replaced by a fictitious
value * given by:

*



(8.2.7)

cp

where  is derivative of the saturated air enthalpy with respect to temperature and cp is the
specific heat of air.
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Since the value of  (= dhs/dt) is strongly dependent on the temperature, as clearly shown in Fig.
8.2.2, the temperature at which  is evaluated appears as a critical choice; the average fin
temperature is the most plain choice, but this suggestion requires an iterative calculation
procedure.

Fig. 8.2.2 The derivative of the saturated air enthalpy with respect to temperature, as a function
of temperature.
8.2.1.3 Finned tube heat exchanger using round tubes

The traditional finned coils with copper tubes and aluminium continuous fins are the most
widespread and known heat exchanger used when the external fluid is atmospheric air. It is an
industrial product manufactured according to a mature technology and it is available on the
market in a very extended range of geometry to comply with the needs of all current
applications. Its success is related to good cost/performance ratio, high reliability and much
flexibility of design.
Using such a kind of HX with CO2 operating according to transcritical cycles only requires to
have a thick enough wall tube to resist the high pressure involved with the gas cooling process,
of the order of 80100 bar and even more; of course, evaporator tubes can be lighter, if specific
measures are taken to limit the increasing of pressure during standstill periods (e.g. auxiliary
cooling unit for emergency). As for the thickness of the wall tube, PED directive is the
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regulating standard, but this matter is in evolution, as the use of CO2 in inverse cycles is a rather
recent development of the technology and only since few years is gaining popularity; there are
rumours that the values of the burst pressure could be mitigated. In any case attention must be
paid to the joining curves that are currently brazed and because of annealing of copper,
contribute to weaken the system.
The technology for manufacturing the traditional finned coils is well known and is summarised
in Fig. 8.2.3.

Fig. 8.2.3 Materials: copper tubes, bent in form of hairpin (A) and aluminium continuous fins
(B). Insertion of the curves (C).
The main geometric parameters characterising the heat exchanger, air side, are shown in Fig.
8.2.4, but we have to add another fundamental geometric feature, i.e. the geometry of the fin
surface that can conform to a very wide variety of shapes; continuous fins rarely are smooth as in
Fig. 8.2.5 A, but usually are corrugated as in Fig. 8.2.5 B, wavy, or embossed in different ways;
interrupted fins present a great variety of forms, as illustrated in Fig. 8.2.6.
Although finned coils are heat exchangers of very common use, empirical general correlations
for predicting the surface heat transfer coefficient are available in the scientific literature only in
the case of continuous smooth fins; for other forms of fin (corrugated fins, louvered fins,...) it is
very difficult to find a general approach that takes into account the extreme variability of the
shapes of complex fins and therefore designers are addressed to manufacturers for characterising
the thermal performance of the specific geometry. It is worth reminding that manufacturers
usually give the conventional heat transfer coefficient , or the apparent coefficient * (for dry
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conditions) as a function of the face velocity. The dependence of  or * on the number of tube
row is rather weak and often is neglected in the technical data sheets, but the first row behaves
better than the following as the thickness of the boundary is thinner at the leading edge of the
fins, so that in general finned coils with many rows perform slightly worse than that with few
rows. A similar remark applies to the effect of the fin spacing; this variable is affecting much the
pressure drop, but is nearly negligible for the heat transfer coefficient, so that seldom the
correlations used by designers take into account such a parameter.

Fig. 8.2.4 Fundamental geometrical dimensions of a finned coil with staggered tubes and
continuous fins: Pl, Pt (longitudinal and transverse tube pitch), Dt (tube diameter), Pf (fin pitch),
 (fin thickness).

Fig. 8.2.5 Examples of surface of continuous fins.
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Fig. 8.2.6 Examples of louver geometries for finned coils.
8.2.1.4 Enhancement techniques

The search for more compact heat exchangers calls for higher heat transfer surface coefficients,
as well as for higher values of the area density i. e. the ratio of heat transfer surface to volume,
to the extent that is allowed by the increase in pressure loss, which necessarily follows from any
enhancement technique.
High heat transfer surface coefficients can be obtained by using enhancement techniques, which
rely on different principles, often combined together. In the main these fall into three groups: i)
reduction of the characteristic dimensions ii) increase in turbulence, and iii) interruption of the
fin surfaces.
Scaling down the geometry
It is a common experience that the heat transfer coefficient is by far higher in wires than in the
external surface of tubes; the reason lies in a smaller diameter that provides a thin boundary layer
on a great part of the surface. As a matter of fact, under similarity conditions (that is, being equal
geometry and the Nusselt number), the heat transfer surface coefficient is inversely proportional
to the characteristic geometric dimension: it is true that the constancy of Nusselt number requires
the constancy of Reynolds number, hence a higher air velocity for the smaller system, but, in
general, even in the case of equal velocity, the reduction of the geometric dimensions results in a
larger heat transfer coefficient. Of course, a global judgement on the benefit arising from this
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action requires a comparison between the increased heat transfer performance and the increased
power dissipated by friction. Later on this section this problem will be discussed.
Increase in turbulence
To obtain an increase in turbulence air side in finned tube heat exchangers the most common and
known technique is using corrugated or wavy, or embossed surfaces. The increase in heat
transfer coefficient over that of a plain fin is of the order of about 20% (See Fig. 8.2.10), being
equal the air velocity, but this is a rather limited comparison as does not take into account the
increased pressure loss.
Using interrupted surfaces
A widely exploited way of improving the heat transfer coefficient relies on the use of interrupted
surface. As an example, in Fig. 8.2.7, a sketch of an array of rectangular plates is shown, which
is representative of offset strip fins often employed in plate fin heat exchangers. This kind of fin,
like all these using interrupted surfaces, provide an enhancement of heat transfer by the repeated
growth and destruction of the laminar boundary layer. As displayed in Fig. 8.2.7, the boundary
layer is increasing over the short strip length and afterwards is destroyed in the wake region
between the strips. The heat transfer coefficient is increased, as compared with that of an array of
continuous plates, because of the multiplication of the leading edges. As a matter of fact, with
continuous surfaces the local heat transfer coefficient, which is high close to the leading edge,
soon falls as two adjacent developing boundary layers meets and the flow become fully
developed. Thus, using the so called "leading edge efficiency" it is possible to augment
remarkably the heat transfer capacity of a surface.

Fig. 8.2.7 Heat transfer mechanism of offset strip fin.
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Performance evaluation criteria for enhanced heat transfer surfaces
Since, in general, any measure capable of increasing the surface heat transfer unfortunately
brings about an increase in pressure loss, in evaluating a new solution for the heat transfer
surface, one must appraise the trade-off between increased heat transfer capacity and increased
fan power. This is a controversial matter and many comparison criteria have been so far
proposed in order to evaluate the overall performance of an enhanced surface.
The thermal performance air side of a finned coil can be defined in terms of the Colburn J factor,
or the Nusselt number Nu, or also the value of the heat transfer coefficient  (*), while for the
pressure loss the Fanning friction factor f is the relevant parameter that characterises the heat
exchanger. The Colburn factor J is given by the following expression;
J  St Pr 2 3 


Nu
Pr 2 3 
Pr 2 3
Re Pr
u cp 

(8.2.8)

However a direct comparison of two surfaces, on the basis of their J (or Nu, or ) and f values as
functions of Reynolds number, in general is not useful to select the best performing one, as a
higher J factor goes along with a higher friction factor too. A variety of methods have been
suggested in order to make meaningful such a comparison, but the most direct and useful are
those called Area Goodness Factor Comparison, or Volume Goodness Factor Comparison.
The first method is obtained by plotting for each surface  (or, better, *) value (that is the heat
transfer rate per unit temperature difference and per unit surface area) versus the friction power
dissipated per unit surface area P/A.
In Fig. 8.2.8 an example of the application of such a method is shown, where the characteristic
values of three generic surfaces are reported as relative values. This example do not refer to any
real situation, but the conclusion are general, since the practical experience tells that the curves
do no intersect and the curves referring to more enhanced surfaces lie above those of less
performing surfaces.
From this graph it appears that the surface 1 wins the comparison. For example, point A and
point B represent two operating conditions characterised by the same  value and thus equal heat
transfer capacity, being equal the two surface area, but in this situation the surface 2 shows an
amount of mechanical power lost by friction considerably larger. On the other hand, point A and
point C represent two condition of equal friction power, being the same the heat transfer area,
but the surface 1 results in a higher heat transfer coefficient, so allowing an increase of the same
order in its thermal transmittance. At last, if both the heat transfer capacity and the fan power are
to be the same, the surface 1 allows a remarkable reduction in area (according the ratio of
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segment AD to the segment A0, being 0 the axes origin), as we can observe from points A and
D, having equal ratio /(P/A); of course the areas ratio is the inverse of the  ratio.

Fig. 8.2.8 Area Goodness Factor Comparison for three surfaces of finned tube heat exchangers.
It is worth noting that each of the three comparisons between surface 1 and surface 2 involves
different face velocity of air. It follows that, for example, when the heat transfer coefficient is
equal, the enhanced surface requires lower face velocity; however, as the mass flow rate of the
fluid is a basic design constraint, the conclusions arising from the present method of comparison
make sense only if the geometric dimensions of the exchanger are not fixed, but can be freely
adjusted so that the face area can complies with both the imposed mass flow rate and the face
velocity needed to achieve the same value of  for both surfaces. In other words, enhanced
surfaces (those that in general make use of interrupted surfaces) perform better than traditional
surfaces if it is possible to design the heat exchanger with larger face area and smaller thickness;
in this case the air velocity will be lower, so allowing a significant noise reduction. If
compactness is a design constraint that imposes a moderate face area, an enhanced surface hardly
could be usable.
On the other hand the enhancement techniques air side find a limit in the fact that it is not
worthwhile at all to increase the heat transfer on this side, if the dominant thermal resistance is
on the refrigerant side. As an illustration of this statement, Fig. 8.2.9 shows the percent gain in
the overall heat transfer coefficient U, as a function of the ratio R1/R0 of the thermal resistance
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on side 1 to the overall thermal resistance, for different values of the percent increment in heat
transfer coefficient 1 referring to side 1. For example, it results that 200% increase in the
coefficient 1 yields only 20% increase in the overall heat transfer coefficient U, when R1/R0 is
0.25. Please note that, in extended surfaces, a comparison between  values is meaningful only if
both values are referred to the same surface area.

Fig. 8.2.9 Percent increment in the overall heat transfer coefficient U, as a function of the ratio
R1/R0, for different values of the percent increment in side 1 heat transfer coefficient 1.
This graph makes clear the reason why the development of enhanced surfaces air side in finned
tube heat transfer has promoted a similar evolution refrigerant side. As a matter of fact, the ratio
of internal to overall thermal resistance roughly ranges from 0.2 to 0.3 for two phase flow inside
smooth tubes and traditional plain fins air-side. In this situation it does not pay to enhance the
heat transfer inside tubes, as a too small advantage would result from this practice. But with the
more effective finned surfaces, the air side thermal resistance accounts for about the 60% of the
overall resistance and the effect of a refrigerant side heat transfer enhancement on the overall
heat transfer coefficient is roughly double, as compared with the one in the case of plain fins.
This is enough to explain the success of internally microfinned tubes in combination with high
performance external surfaces: on the graph of Fig. 8.2.10, the evolution is shown of the heat
transfer coefficients, both air side and refrigerant side.
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Fig. 8.2.10 Parallel enhancement of the air side and refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients
from 1970 to 1984, in finned tube heat exchangers.
8.2.1.5
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Multiport minichannel aluminium finned tubes since many years are used in heat exchangers,
mainly in automotive systems. Recently they stirred much interest for applications of air
conditioning in fixed systems, with particular reference to the ones using CO2 in transcritical
cycle.
Such heat exchangers uses flat tubes made of aluminium through extrusion and the fins are fixed
to the plain sides of the tubes by brazing inside an oven in controlled atmosphere. Usually the
fins are formed by an aluminium ribbon bent in V shape so that alternatively is placed into
contact with the plain faces of two contiguous tubes: typically fins are louvered so as to realise
high value of the heat transfer coefficient even with moderate air velocity. The main features of
minichannel heat exchangers are illustrated in Fig. 8.2.11.
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Fig. 8.2.11 Typical aspect of multiport minichannel finned tube HX.
Two arrangements of the tubes in the heat exchanger are possible; the more common is shown in
Fig. 8.2.12 and is characterised by two headers, generally in vertical position, on which the tubes
are inserted. The lengths of the path followed by the fluid can be controlled by introducing a
number of baffles inside the headers, so forcing the fluid to cross more times the face area and
consequently to vary the number of the passes through the heat exchanger. By such a way it is
possible to optimise the mass velocity for getting the best trade-off between heat transfer
coefficient and pressure drop.
Another tubes arrangement, that is rather common for small units, is the one shown in Fig.
8.2.13, which do not use headers for determining the fluid path, since the tube is bent so that it
forms a serpentine.

Fig. 8.2.12 Multiport minichannel finned tube HX with vertical headers.
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Fig. 8.2.13 Multiport minichannel finned tube HX with serpentine arrangement.
Aluminium extruded flat tubes are very suitable to withstand high internal pressure, as required
by CO2 cycles. In this case multiport tubes are designed with internal channels of circular cross
section and small diameter, as it is represented in Fig. 8.2.14.

Fig. 8.2.14 Typical configuration of multiport minichannel finned tube for CO2 transcritical
applications.
The strong points of multiport minichannels finned tube heat exchangers, beyond the mechanical
strength, are the following:
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1) High density of heat transfer area, both internal and external side, which allows great
compactness and small internal volume; this last characteristic is much appreciated with
fluids that are dangerous for the environment (synthetic refrigerant with large GWP) or
for the persons (hydrocarbon and ammonia).
2) High heat transfer effectiveness, air side, as deriving from the comparison between heat
transfer coefficient and pressure drop. Such an appraisal can be conducted in terms of
Goodness Area Factor Comparison”, as previously mentioned (Fig. 8.2.8). The key factor
for the excellent performance of this kind of HX is on the aerodynamic side: flat tube
offers low resistance to fluid flow, while the heat transfer coefficient is very high because
of the effect of surface interruptions (louvers) that continuously repeat the boundary layer
formation. The main advantage over the conventional finned tube HX is the absence of
the wake region behind the tubes, where the air velocity falls and consequently the heat
transfer coefficient is low (Fig. 8.2.1). Moreover the fin efficiency is very high, because
of the limited height of the fins and the invariability of the cross section area of the
conductive heat flow.
3) High heat transfer effectiveness, refrigerant side, resulting from very small hydraulic
diameter of the internal channels, which in its turn requires small length of the fluid path
to limit the pressure drop.
4) Relatively low cost for mass production.
On the other hand there are a number of weak points for such a kind of HX:
1) Serious problems for having uniform distribution of the refrigerant flow rate between the
individual tubes, when the HX is used as evaporator.
2) Problems for evacuating water deriving from moisture condensation, when the HX is
used for cooling and dehumidifying air.
3) Need for frequent defrosting when operating as evaporator with surface temperature
under 0°C.
4) Flow pattern typically conforming to cross flow, which makes it impossible to get high
thermal effectiveness when operating with comparable values of the stream heat capacity
of the fluid on the two side of the HX.
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The reason is illustrated by the curves in Fig. 8.2.15, in which the thermal effectiveness  is
displayed as a function of the Number of Transfer Units (NTU) and of the ratio between the
stream heat capacities of the two fluids (Rc); this diagram in particular refers to non mixed flow
air side, because the air flow is confined inside the very numerous channel constituted by two
adjacent fins, while the refrigerant flowing inside tubes is assumed mixed, for the effect of
thermal conduction across the wall, that tends to make uniform the fluid temperature on each
cross section; moreover air is assumed as having the lowest stream heat capacity.
From the curves of Fig. 8.2.15 the limit of the cross flow arrangement clearly appears: it is not
enough to increase NTU (the overall heat transfer coefficient) for obtaining high thermal
effectiveness, but it is essential to arrange the streams according counter flow; this applies for the
case of similar values of the stream heat capacity of the fluids, as it is required for the best
matching of the temperature profiles along the heat exchanger, whereas the curves tend to
coincide when Rc tends to zero.
As a consequence, minichannel finned tube heat exchangers are suitable for service as
evaporator or condensers (Rc  0), but not so much as gas coolers, when the stream heat
capacities are similar on the two sides. In this case, one possible solution is to place more heat
exchangers in series, but so minichannel finned tubes become much less competitive over
traditional finned tubes.

Fig. 8.2.15 Thermal effectiveness  of heat exchangers as a function of the Number of Transfer
Units NTU and of the ratio Rc between the stream heat capacities of the two fluids (full lines for
counter flow, dashed lines for cross flow).
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More about the flow distribution inside evaporators
It is well known that dry expansion evaporators suffer a loss in performance when the refrigerant
flow rate is unevenly distributed among the circuits (or individual tubes) departing from the inlet
header. The reason for that is schematically illustrated in Fig. 8.2.16, where the effects of uneven
distribution are shown. Briefly, when a circuit is fed with an excess of flow rate, it produces
incomplete evaporation of the refrigerant and the residual liquid fraction must evaporate by
adiabatic mixing with vapour with high superheating; the detrimental effect comes from the fact
that a limited amount of liquid brings about a remarkable increase of the dry area of the other
circuits, so that the rise in heat flow for the wet circuit dos not compensate for the fall in the
thermal performance occurring for the other circuits. A similar effect occurs when, even if the
refrigerant flow rate is evenly distributed, the heat flow rate is different for the individual
circuits, for example, because of non uniform distribution of the air velocity (or air temperature)
across the face area of a finned coil.

Fig. 8.2.16 The effect of uneven distribution of refrigerant flow rate in an evaporator.
Traditional finned coils do not use vertical headers when operating as evaporator to avoid
stratification of the liquid and the vapour phases that would produce overfeed of the lowest tubes
and starving of the higher ones, but employ conical distributors as those illustrated in Fig.8.2.17
that are effective in promoting even distribution of two phase fluid flow among the different
circuits. The principle on which they work is to develop a homogenisation of the two phases by
forcing the fluid flow across a narrow orifice where high turbulence produce fine dispersion of
liquid inside the vapour flow.
The conical type of distributor, like the one represented in Fig. 8.2.17 is the most common
solution for feeding finned coils evaporators and works satisfactorily, but, unfortunately, its use
is impractical, if not impossible, for other most widespread types of heat exchangers, like as
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multiport minichannels finned tube heat exchangers, plate HX, shell and tube HX. For the last
mentioned HX the final solution at the moment has not been yet found.

Fig. 8.2.17 The most common type of flow distributor .for finned coils
In particular for minichannels finned tube the problem is double; the refrigerant has to be evenly
distributed among the single tubes inserted into the vertical header and moreover, for a single
tube, among the different internal ports. Of course, the serpentine pattern shown in Fig. 8.2.13
raises less problems. The flow distribution is very often inadequate as we can see in Fig. 8.2.18;
although inside the vertical headers the stream is rising, severe stratification occurs, as pointed
out by the formation of frost; liquid is preferentially collected at the header basis when the flow
momentum is small, but at the top in the opposite case.
To promote even distribution of the refrigerant flow from cylindrical headers several patents
were filed; most of them are based on the principle of homogenising two phase flow through
turbulence and placing horizontally the header, as shown in Fig. 8.2.19. Another different way to
solve this problem is to separate the liquid from the vapour ahead of the header for feeding the
evaporator only with the liquid, as schematically shown in Fig. 8.2.20.
This matter is the object of a great number of patents, but so far none of them is applied on a
large scale; if some of them are really effective and practical solutions has not yet been proved.
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Fig. 8.2.18 Effect of uneven refrigerant distribution in a multichannel finned tube evaporator.

Fig. 8.2.19 Two examples of patented solutions for promoting even distribution from headers.
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Fig. 8.2.20 A patent for feeding the evaporator with liquid.
The problem of evacuating water condensed from atmospheric humidity
In traditional finned coils water condensed is easily drained by gravity and flows along the
continuous fins, while tubes do not significantly hinder drainage. On the contrary, flat tubes
horizontally placed in minichannels heat exchangers tend to block the downwards motion of
water and make it very difficult to evacuate condensed humidity.
The most common solution to this problem is to place vertically the multichannel tubes, so that
they form the descending path for water; fins have not to oppose water motion and therefore
must be abundantly slitted, as it is normal practice for such a kind of heat exchanger.
To remove the need of vertical tubes, and to improve the drainage capability, a new patented
system was developed, that in some respect behaves similarly as the traditional fins since the
path of water follows the surface of the fins which are placed vertically; in fact, each fin is
provided with a vertical strip that protrudes beyond the edge of the flat tube (Fig.8.2.21 B, C), so
that water can get ahead of the obstacle formed by the tube.
Although the mentioned methods work, the drainage is not so good as in traditional fin and tube
heat exchangers; obviously, hydrophilic treatment of the surfaces subjected to humidity
condensation is a valid help for limiting the air side pressure drop, the carry over of droplets, the
liquid retention on the surfaces. This is even more important in case of frosting surfaces that are
periodically defrosted, but, unlike traditional heat exchangers that rely on pre-treated aluminium
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sheet, as the fin base material, minichannel heat exchangers need hydrophilic treatment executed
on the final product, since pre-treatment is incompatible with the brazing process commonly
employed for manufacturing such components.

Fig. 8.2.21 Modine patent for water drainage.
Defrosting minichannel finned tube heat exchangers
Defrosting is a very critical point for minichannel finned tube heat exchangers, since the
characteristic dimension of ducts air side is more reduced with respect to that of traditional
finned tube and therefore the penalisation related to frost build-up is growing faster; moreover,
unlike traditional heat exchangers that use continuous fins when subjected to frost formation,
minichannel finned tubes always employ louvered fins that are more responsive to the
obstruction caused by frost.
For all those reasons minichannel finned tubes need more frequent defrosting operations, which
involves larger loss of energy efficiency, since at each operation the thermal energy transferred
to the metal must be later counterbalanced by an equivalent amount of refrigerating effect. As a
conclusion, minichannel finned tube heat exchangers are not very suitable to operations entailing
frost deposition.

8.2.2 Plate heat exchangers
Plate heat exchangers (PHE) are since long time very popular and widespread components of
refrigerating circuits when the external fluid at condenser or evaporator is in liquid phase.
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Among the different type of PHE, the brazed version is extensively used in refrigerating systems,
except with ammonia where the semi-welded version is of common use.
The strong points of PHE are the following:
a) High surface density and compactness; as a consequence they require refrigerant
low charge, which is very appreciated with dangerous refrigerant (toxic,
flammable or unfriendly for the environment).
b) High heat transfer coefficients, although this favourable characteristic is often
combined with rather high pressure drop.
c) Flow pattern conforming to perfect counter flow.
A weak point is related to refrigerant distribution among the plate-to-plate channels when PHE is
used as a dry expansion evaporator; each manufacturer tries to solve this problem with a proper
design of the distributing header, mainly relying on a series of orifices directed to the individual
channels, as it is shown in Fig. 8.2.22; it seems that these expedients are working fairly well.
The mechanical resistance of brazed PHE is more than enough to withstand the strain arising
from pressure of inverse cycles operating on traditional refrigerants, but it is inadequate for the
very high pressure of transcritical cycles; then the simplest and most used solution is using
external plates linked by tie-rods (Fig. 8.2.23), as it is current practice with gasketed PHE, that
can be dismantled, unlike any brazed version.

Fig. 8.2.22 Brazed PHE (a), the internal channels (b), inlet header with orifices (c).
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Fig. 8.2.23 Brazed plate heat exchanger for CO2 using an external frame to withstand high
pressure.

8.2.3 Tube-in-tube heat exchangers
Tube-in tube heat exchangers are cheap and easy to manufacture; they do not raise particular
problems for resisting high pressure since tubes with adequate wall thickness are easily available
and workable. The most common type is a multi-tubular heat exchanger (Fig. 8.2.24), where,
unlike the version for traditional refrigerants, the refrigerant is flowing inside the internal tubes,
since this way the mechanical resistance to internal pressure is increased.
Tube-in-tube heat exchangers are used as condenser/gas cooler, evaporators, interstage cooler,
when the external fluid is a liquid. They offer good thermal performance and the major value is
flow pattern arranged in perfect counterflow.

Fig. 8.2.24 Typical cross section of multi-tubular tube-in-tube heat exchanger.
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8.2.4 Special heat exchangers
8.2.4.1 Shell and Plate Heat Exchangers (SPHE)

This kind of heat exchanger shares with traditional Plate Heat Exchangers (PHE) many
operational characteristics, since the conformation of the internal channels is similar, as
represented in Fig. 8.2.25; therefore also this HX is characterised by high density of heat transfer
area, high heat transfer coefficient, counterflow flow pattern. Unlike brazed PHE, SPHE
withstand high pressure without any need of external frame and the seal between the metal plates
is not realised by brazing, but by welding and so it is a convenient choice for refrigerating
machines operated by ammonia, incompatible with copper. With CO2 it is a safe choice, but
unfortunately it cost is much higher traditional PHE.

Fig. 8.2.25 Typical conformation of internal channels in shell and plate heat exchangers.
8.2.4.2 Heat exchangers for tap water

Heat pumps for heating tap water pose a particular problem concerning safety against the
contamination of domestic water in case of leakage of oil/refrigerant inside the water circuit.
The most common procedure against the risk of contamination consists in a double water circuit:
the secondary water circuit, including thermal storage, receives the thermal energy rejected by
the refrigerant at high temperature, while the primary circuit, serving the domestic net, is heated
by the thermal storage by means of a water-to-water heat exchanger; thus any possible
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contamination of tap water is prevented. However such a technique entails a loss in energy
efficiency because of the double heat transfer from refrigerant to the final fluid.
More solutions have been so far devised in order to solve such a problem preserving energy
efficiency. For example in Fig. 8.2.26 the internal tube of a tube-in-tube heat exchanger is
provided with an external jacket including some channels for detecting any possible leak of
refrigerant. In Fig. 8.2.27 refrigerant is flowing inside small diameter tubes bonded to the water
channel, so as to create two barriers from refrigerant to water.

Fig. 8.2.26 Tube-in-tube heat exchangers with double wall internal tube.

Fig. 8.2.27 Refrigerant and water are confined inside different tubes.
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8.3. Prediction of pressure drop and heat transfer of carbon dioxide inside
channels
8.3.1. Carbon dioxide thermophysical properties
According to Refprop 7.0 estimation (based on Span and Wagner, 1996 and on Vesovic et al.
1990 measurements), carbon dioxide thermal conductivity, viscosity heat capacity and density
display large variations close to the critical point (pseudo-critical region; it is well known that, at
the critical point the fluid heat capacity theoretically tends to infinite). In the following graphs,
the effect of temperature and pressure on the mentioned properties is reported.
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Figure 4: Density vs Temperature
As a consequence of the large change in the supercritical carbon dioxide thermophysical
properties, the heat transfer coefficient changes sharply along the gas-cooler and even within the
thermal boundary layer. In this framework, a suitable modelling approach has been proposed in
the open literature, both for pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient calculation.
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8.3.1.1 Carbon dioxide pressure drop during flow inside channels
General definitions


Vapour quality x: ratio of vapour to total mass flow rate
x

V
m
 V m
G
m



Void fraction ε: ratio of the section occupied by vapour phase to total cross section (VG is
the gas volumetric flow rate):
A
V
 G  G
A TOT VTOT



Dimensionless gas velocity JG and dimensionless liquid velocity JL:



JL 

VL
A TOT

JG 

VG
A TOT

Gas velocity uG liquid velocity uL:
uG 

uL 

VG
A TOT

VL
A 1   



Two-phase mixture density:

m
 M  TOT   G    L 1   
VTOT



Mass flux
G

 TOT
m
A TOT

It is well known that, by imposing the momentum balance, the total pressure gradient of the fluid
flowing inside a pipe is a linear combination of frictional acceleration and static head.
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2
 x2

1  x 
 dp  P
2 d


  
 G  1   L gsin  G

dz  G 1   L 
 dz  A

  dp    dp    dp 
           
  dz  f   dz  g   dz  a
Evidently, to evaluate the gravitational and acceleration contribution, a suitable void fraction
model should be implemented. For example, the well-known Rouhani and Axelson (1970)
equation could be used


 x 1  x   1.181  x g L L  V 0.25 
  
  1  0.121  x  


G L


 V L  

1

Anyway several different equations were proposed in the last years. It is worth underlining that
for single phase vapour flow e=1 and for single phase liquid e=0.
For the calculation of the frictional contribution, semi-empirical equations can be used, and will
be considered in this work separately for supercritical carbon dioxide flow and for boiling.

Pressure drop during single phase carbon dioxide in-tube flow
In general, the total pressure drop along a tube stretch with L length can be evaluated as:
G2  L

p 
 fh   
2  D


(1)

where the hydraulic factor fh (Petrov e Popov 1985) is

fh=f+fi
Assuming a one-dimension approximation, the inertia factor fi, can be expressed as :
8q  1    
f i  w    
Gc p    t  p 
m
It is worth pointing out that, for a non-compressible fluid, fi=0, and the equation
G2  L

p 
 f h    gives the well-known Darcy-Weissbach formula:
2  D
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p 

G2  L

 
f
2  D


(4)

Darcy-Weissbach friction factor
So far several equations have been proposed for the evaluation of the Darcy-Weissbach f friction
factor.
Blasius:

f 

0.316
Re 1 / 4

Re  10 5

(5)

1  10 4  Re  5  10 6

(6)

and Filonenko:
f  1.82 log Re  1.64 

2

are largely used for turbulent flow inside smooth pipes (Zukauskas and Karni 1989).
In this charter, “smooth” will be referred to any configuration where surface roughness is small
enough that its effect is limited to the laminar boundary layer.
Incropera and DeWitt proposed to use Blausius or Filonenko equations according to the
Reynolds number, as follows:



Re  2 x 104 for Blasius equation;
3000  Re  5 x 106 for Filonenko equation.

Colebrook and White proposed the following equation:

1
f

0.5

R
2.51 

 2 log rt  0.5
 3.7 f Re 

(7)

Since Colebrook and White eq. is not explicit in f, Althul developed an explicit formulation,
further modified by Tsal (ASHRAE 1993):

68 

f '  0.11 Rrt 

Re 


f'
se

f 
0.0028  0.85 f ' se
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The modified Althul results for f differ only slightly (typically less then 1.6%) from Colebrook
and White results.
Churchill (1977) proposed a different equation valid fo any flow regime and any relative
roughness, in agreement with Moody diagram:




 8 12 
1
f  8    2.457 ln
0.9
 7 
 Re 

   0.27 Rrt



 Re 











16



16
 37.530  

 
 Re  



3 / 2

1 / 12









(9)

When using modified Althul equation (8) lower f values are obtained in comparison to Churchill
(9) especially for high relative roughness.
For relative roughness Rrt  0.001, Churchill and modified Althul equations give almost the
same results. It is recommended to apply modified Althul eq. only for Rrt  0.001.
When considering laminar to fully turbulent flow transition region, or in presence of high
relative roughness, the use of eq. 9 is advised.

Pressure drop during supercritical carbon dioxide in-tube flow
The marked variation during the cooling process of supercritical carbon dioxide clearly
influences the pressure drop.
As a general statement, the absolute value of the inertia drag contribution (that is negative under
cooling flow) is proportional to the friction factor. So it can happen that the total hydraulic
resistance can decrease along the flow direction.
According to Petrov and Popov (1985), during supercritical CO2 cooling, the friction factor,
within the following range Rew = 1.4x104  7.9x105 and Reb = 3.1x104  8x105.(where the
subscripts w and b refer to wall and bulk conditions respectively), can be calculated with the
following equation:

f  f ow

w  w 


 b   b 

s

fow being evaluated with eq. 6 at the wall temperature Tw, and
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 qw 

s  0.023

 G 

0.42

(10b)

The same Authors (1988) evaluated the friction factor during cooling process of supercritical
water within the range Rew = 2x104  1.88x105 and Rem = 2.3x104  2.03x105 and proposed the
following equation:

f
f 0b

 
  w 
 b 

1/ 4

 
 0.17 w 
 b 

1/ 3

fi
f 0b

(11)

f0b being evaluated with eq. 6 at the fluid average temperature, Tb and evaluated fi with eq. 3
It is worth pointing out that f0w e f0b in the Petrov and Popov equations (10 and 11) are calculated
with the Filonenko (6) correlation at Tw and Tb respectively and the equation 6 must be used only
for fully developed turbulent flow inside smooth tubes.
The use of Churchill (9) correlation for calculating f0w e f0b is advised for extending the validity
of equations 10 and 11 to transition region and to rough tubes.
Fang et al. (2001) suggest using equation 10 for the cooling process of supercritical carbon
dioxide, with f0w calculated through the Churchill (9) correlation. A summary of the mentioned
Authors’ recommendations is reported in Table 1.
Table 1, friction factor correlation and related range of applicability, according to Fang et al.
(2001)
Fluid conditions
Equation
Recommended range of validity
Constant thermophysical Blasius (5)
Re < 1.5x105, smooth tube
properties
Filonenko (6)
Re > 8x103, smooth tube
Modified Althul (8)
Re > 8x103, Rrt  0.001
Churchill (9)
all Re, all Rrt
Supercritical cooling of Eq. di Petrov-Popov (10)
CO2, Rew = 1.4x104  7.9x105
the fluid
Eq. di Petrov-Popov (11)
CO2, H2O, Rew = 2x104  1.88x105
As it will be described later, Filonenko equation is used both in Petukhov and in Gnielinski
models for HTC calculation.
Pressure drop during boiling

A typical approach for the evaluation of two-phase flow pressure drop considers the pressure
drop of the single liquid or vapour flow and then two-phase multipliers () are introduced.
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Another option is to consider the total flow rate as a single phase (liquid or vapour);
the LO and GO (Liquid Only and Gas Only) subscripts are introduced.

 LO

 GO

2

2

 dp 
 
 dz  f

  dp  
   
  dz  f  LO
 dp 
 
 dz  f

  dp  
   
  dz  f  GO

  dp 
  
  dz  f


G2
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  dp 
  
  dz  f


G2
2f


GO
d G
 GO

Accordingly, the Reynolds number can be calculated as follows:

Re L 

G 1  x d

Re G 

Re LO 

Re GO 

L
Gxd

G
Gd

L
Gd

G

As an example, the Friedel (1979) is reported here.

Friedel (1979) correlation
For horizontal pipes, or for vertical tubes with upwards flow.

2

 LO  E 

3.23FH
Fr
We 0.035
0.045

with
E  1  x   x 2
2

 L f GO
 G f LO

F  x 0.78 1  x 

0.224
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For vertical tubes with downward flow:
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8.3.1.2 In-tube heat transfer

Single-phase flow, with limited thermophysical properties change (subcritical
conditions)
Several correlations appeared in the open literature for the calculation of the heat transfer
coefficient for a fluid flowing inside a heated or cooled pipe under turbulent conditions with
limited variation of the fluid thermophysical properties. For example, the Dittus - Boelter and the
Sieder – Tate equations are widely used (Incropera and DeWitt, 1996).
Hausen (1959), proposed to consider the viscosity variation through the thermal boundary layer:



Nu  0.037 Re

3/ 4



 180 Pr

0.42

  D  2 / 3   

1    
  L    w 

0.14

(12)

where the dynamic viscosity w is evaluated at wall temperature Tw and all the other properties
are evaluated at the fluid bulk temperature Tb. The validity range is 0.6 < Pr < 103 and
2300 < Re < 106 whereas other researchers (Gnielinski, 1976) recommend the use of eq. 12 only
in fully developed turbulent flow.
Basing mainly on theoretical considerations, Petukhow and Kirillov (1958), Petukhov and Popov
(1963) and Petukhov et al. (1973) proposed the following eq. 13, for fully developed flow inside
tubes:
Nu 

 f / 8 Re Pr
1/ 2
A1  A2  f / 8 Pr 2 / 3  1

(13)

where

f friction factor is evaluated by the Blausius or the Filonenko equation, according to Re
number.


All the thermophysical properties are evaluated at Tm



A1 e A2 are listed in Table 2
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Table 2: A1 and A2 coefficients in Petukhov et al. equation (13), according to Fang et al.
(2001)
Recommended validity
Reference
range
A1
A2
Re
Pr
Petukhov-Kirillov (1958)

1.07

Petukhov-Popov (1963)

1+3.4f

12.7
1 .8
11.7  1 / 3
Pr

104-5x106

0.5-200

104-5x106

0.5-200

Fully
developed
0.7-5x105
12.7
turbulent
flow*
* The Petukhov-Kurganov-Gladunstov was validated for 0.7 Pr(Sc) 5x105 4x103Re 6x105.
Petukhov-KurganovGladunstov (1973)

1.07 

900
0.63

Re 1  10 Pr

Starting from Hausen and from Petukhov et al. works, Gnielinski (1976), developed an equation
valid both for transition and fully developed turbulent flow, with the thermophysical properties
evaluated at bulk temperature:
Nu 

 f / 8Re  1000  Pr
1/ 2
1  12.7 f / 8 Pr 2 / 3  1

(14)

Gnielinski showed that the proposed equation could estimate within 20% more than 90% of the
800 experimental data considered in the range 0.6 < Pr < 105 e 2300 < Re < 106.
Later, Gnielinski introduced a correction factor for his correlation, to keep into account the fluid

 Pr
viscosity variation. For liquids, he recommended the 
 Prw





0.11

factor. As reported in the “VDI

T 
Heat Atlas”, for gases heating and cooling processes should be treated differently: the  
 Tw 
 Pr
should be used, instead of the 
 Prw





n

0.11

, i.e. the Nusselt number should be evaluated as follows:

T 
Nu  Nub  
 Tw 

n

Nub being evaluated with eq. 14 at fluid bulk temperature. The exponent n is linked to heating or
cooling process. For heating, Gnielinski recommended n=0.45, but it has been shown that it
changes with the fluid. n=0.12 is generally proposed in literature for carbon dioxide. During fluid
cooling process, normally n is set to zero.
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Petukhov et al. (1973) modified their equation (13) to consider thermophysical properties
variation through the thermal boundary layer:

1/ 3

k 
Nu b  Nu 0 b  w 
 kb 

 c pw

 cp
 b

1/ 4






 Tw 
 
 Tb 



 0.531.5 log  w
 b



 



(15)

where Nuom is calculated with the Petukhov-Kurganov-Gladunstov (13) equation at the fluid
bulk temperature.
Fang et al. (2001) compared Petukhov 813), Hausen (12) and Gnielinski (14) predictions
Petukhov eq. (13) should be used in the range 104  Re  5x106, where the three different
formulas (according to Table 2) give results that do not differ among themselves more than 5.1%
when 1 < Pr < 150. Hausen (12) model gives the lowest Nu values, at the same given conditions.
Gnileinski eq. (14) gives results closer to Hausen’s in transition regime (2300  Re  104) and to
Petukhov’s in the range (104  Re  5x106). The difference between Gnielinski’s and Petukhov
equation is lower than 5% when 1 < Pr < 150, in the range 106  Re  5x106.
In conclusion, based on previous considerations, the use of Gnielinski (14) equation is advised
for 2300  Re  5x106.

Supercritical carbon dioxide heat transfer

The heat transfer during water and carbon dioxide supercritical flow was deeply investigated
during the Sixties and the Seventies for nuclear power plants application. As a consequence the
especially supercritical fluid heating was investigated, with poor application for carbon dioxide
cooling (i.e. heat flow rate from CO2 to the secondary fluid). In particular, an extensive literature
search (Schiochet, 2005), showed that, up to year 2000, only five works (Krasnoshchekov et al.
1969; Baskov et al. 1997; Petrov and Popov 1985, 1988; Fang 1999) were dealing with heat
transfer and pressure drop during supercritical carbon dioxide cooling. Several papers appeared
in the last years. A list of the most interesting works is reported in Table 3.
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Table 3: List of papers dealing with supercritical heat transfer
Reference

Reynolds number
{Grashof}

Fluid
Pressure [MPa]
temp. [°C]

Petukhov et al. (1961)

5x104 – 3x105

4 – 50

Koppel - Smith (1961)

3x104 – 3x105

18 – 49

~23

Fluid

Exp/
Theor.

9,10,11

CO2

E/T

H

H

7.3 – 7.5

CO2

E

H

H

water

E

H

CO2

T

H

7.75 , 9.7

CO2

E

H

C

7.48 – 7.85

CO2

E/T

V

H

8 - 12

CO2

E

H

H

CO2

E

V

H

CO2

E

V

H

CO2

E

V

H

Bourke - Pulling (1971)

CO2

E

H

H

Shykov et al. (1971)

water

T

water

E/T

CO2

T

10.32 – 10.75

CO2

E

V

H

7.85 , 9.8

CO2

E

H-V

H

8 , 10

CO2

E/T

O

H

T

H-V

~5x 104

Shitsman (1963)
Melik - Pashaev (1966)

>5x 10

Krasnoshchekov Protopopov (1966)
Shiralkar - Griffith
(1969)
Krasnoshchekov et al.
(1970)
Shiralkar - Griffith
(1970)

4

4

10 – 6x10

5

20 – 110

105 – 4.5x 105
2.67x105–
8.35x105
4

30 – 215

9x10 – 1.65x10

6

~1.5x105

Bourke et al. (1970)

7.35 – 10.2

Tanaka et al. (1971)

~31

Yamagata et al. (1971)
Krasnoshchekov Protopopov (1972)
Krasnoshchekov et al.
(1972)
Petukhov et al. (1972)
Kuraeva - Protopopov
(1974)
Petukhov - Polyakov
(1974)

230 – 540

{7.5x106 – 15x106}
6x105 – 1.2x106
4

1.2x10 – 1.6x10

5

.

5

5

0.8x10 – 4.5x10

22 – 45

19 – 88

22.6 – 29.4

H=Horiz.
V=Vert.

H= heating
C= cooling

H
H-V

CO2, H2O,
He

T

CO2

E

H

H

CO2

E

V

C

CO2, water

T

H

H

CO2

E

H

C

Petukhov et al. (1980)

CO2

E

H

H

Petrov - Popov (1985a)

CO2

T

H-V

C

Petukhov et al. (1986)

CO2

V

H

Renz - Bellinghausen
(1986)

CO2

H

H

Popov - Valueva (1990)

various

T

H

Griem (1995)

water

T

H

Kochizuka et al. (1995)

water

T

Zhou - Krishnan (1995)

CO2

T

CO2

Shitsman (1974)
5

5

Adebiyi - Hall (1976)

0.2x10 – 2x10

Baskov et al. (1977)

0.95x105 – 6.4x105
{9.2x107–18.8x107}

Protopopov (1977)

17 – 212

8,10,12

40 – 80

Petrov et al. (1978)

7 – 10

Lee - Howell (1998)
Fang (1999)

3

3x10 – 10

6

Olson (2000)

E
T

V

C

T

V

H

CO2

T

H

C

CO2

E

H

C

Groll et al. (2001)

20 – 124

9.4 – 13.4

CO2

E

H

C

Liao and Zhao (2002)

20 – 110

7.4 – 12

CO2

E/T

H

C

Yoon et al. (2003)

< 80

7.5 – 8.8

CO2

E

H

C

Dang and Hihara (2004)

< 70

8 – 10

CO2

E/T

H

C
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Note: For the papers not listed in the Reference section please refer to Fang et al., 2001
As already mentioned, because of the large change of the supercritical carbon dioxide
thermophysical properties, the local heat transfer coefficient can vary markedly both along the
fluid flow direction (longitudinal) as in the directions normal to the tube axis (transversal). It is
possible to manage with the longitudinal local HTC variation, simply by splitting the tube in a
series of tube stretches short enough. To account for the transversal variation, different
approaches have been proposed by different authors.
Unfortunately, most of the proposed works refer to heating conditions (e.g., Polyakov 1991). In
the following a few of the works related to carbon dioxide cooling are briefly reviewed and
finally a recommendation is given for carbon dioxide gas-cooling HTC calculation.
Krasnoshchekov et al. (1969) experimentally studied the cooling process of supercritical CO2 in
horizontal tubes with inner diameter 2.22 mm. They proposed the following equation to fit the
experimental results.

 
Nu w  Nu 0 w  w 
 b 

n

 cp

 cp
 w






m

(16a)

Nu0w being calculated with the Petukhov-Kirillov (13) equation at Tw:
m is given by

 cp
m  B
 cp
 w







k

(16b)

c p is defined as:

cp 

im  i w
Tb  Tw

(17)

n, B and k in eq. 16 are listed in table 4.
Table 4. n, B and k in Krasnoshchekov-Kuraeva-Protopopov equation (16), as reported in Fang
et al. (2001)
p [bar]
80
100
120
n
0.38
0.68
0.80
B
0.75
0.97
1.00
k
0.18
0.04
0
The validity range for the Krasnoshchekov-Kuraeva-Protopopov (16) is 9x104  Reb  3.2x105
and 6.3x104  Rew  2.9x105. However, the same Author lately compared the estimation of the
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results proposed by Tanaka et al. (1971) for carbon dioxide in vertical flow inside a 6 mm I.D.
tube, under cooling conditions and found great deviation.
Baskov et al. (1977) proposed a modified version of eq. 16, basing on their own HTC
measurements of upward CO2 flow inside a 4.12 mm inner diameter vertical pipe (see next eq.
18).

 cp
Nu w  Nu 0 w 
 cp
 w






m

 w 



 b

n

(18)

where


Nu0w is calculated with the Petukhov-Kurganov-Gladuntov (13) at Tw



cp



m=1.4 and n=0.15 for Tm/Tpc  1, while the related values are listed in table 5 for Tm/Tpc

is defined as in eq. 17

>1


Tpc is the pseudocritical temperature (at which the heat capacity is maximal for the

given pressure).

Table 5: m and n values in Baskov-Kuraeva-Protopopov eq. 18, according to Fang et al. (2001)
cp
cp
1
1
c pw
c pw
p [bar]
m
n

80
1.2
0.15

100
1.6
0.10

120
1.6
0

80
0.45
0.15

100
0.45
0.10

120
0.45
0

Petrov and Popov (1985), proposed the following equation 819) for carbon dioxide cooled in
supercritical conditions, in the range:




3.1x104  Rem  8x105
1.4x104  Rew  7.9x105
-350  qw/G  -29 J/kg

q  c p

Nu w  Nu0 w 1  0.001 w 
G  c pw

where
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n
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cp

4
1
0.66  4 x10 q w / G  if
c pw
n
c
 0.9  4 x10  4 q w / G  if p
1
c pw


(20)

with Nu0w calculated according to Petukhov and Popov eq. (13) at Tw.
Petrov and Popov compared the results of the eq. (19) with the estimations of eq. (16) and (18).
They found eq. 19 results lower than eq. 16 and slightly higher than eq. 18 in the range
-240  qw/G  -50 J/kg.
Later, Petrov and Popov (1988), based on CO2, water and helium measurements, proposed the
following generalized equation:

Nu b 
1.07  1.27

f  2/3
 Pr
8


f
Re b P r
8
 w 
1  A1
b 


f i  
 1  A2
f  
 

f i 

f 


(21)

where:


inertia factor, fi is calculated with equation 3,



the friction factor f is calculated with eq. 11.

Pr 


for CO2 A1=0.9, A2=1.0



for water A1=1.1, A2=1.0



for helium A1=0.8, A2=0.5

c p b
kb

(22)

as a conclusion of the literature survey, it is evident that supercritical heat transfer presents
peculiarities and so it cannot be treated as a single phase subcritical fluid. This aspect is mainly
linked to the marked change in local thermophysical properties for given pressure. In general, eq.
16, 18, 19, 21 that keep into account the differences between bulk and wall conditions give
results higher than Petukhov (13) that considers constant properties. The differences between eq.
13 results and the other equations are larger for conditions close to pseudocritical ones.
The attention towards the cooling process of supercritical CO2 flowing inside tubes has been
obviously increasing after the “revival” of the use of CO2 as a refrigerant.
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Starting from Petrov-Popov and from Gnielinski work, Fang et al. (2001), proposed the
following:

Nu w 

 f w / 8Re w  1000 Prw 
q  c p 
1  0.001 w 
1/ 2
2/3
G  c p w 
A  12.7 f w / 8 Prw  1 

n

(23a)

where
1  7 x10 8 Re w
A
1.07


Re w  10 6
Re w  10 6

(23b)

The friction factor fw is calculated with the Churchill equation at Tw, while c p and n are
evaluated with eqs. 17 and 20 respectively. The deviation of eq. 23 results from eq. 19 is lower
than 5.5% in the range: 104  Rew  106 and -350  qw/G  -20 J/kg.
The experimental results presented in McEnaney et al. (1999) and in Yin et al. (1998) were used
to test the consistency of eq. 23 in the range 3500  Rew  2.5x104 and -115  qw/G  -3 J/kg.
In conclusion, Fang et al. advised the use of their equation (23) in the range 3000  Rew  106 350  qw/G  0 J/kg.
A summary of the mentioned approaches for heat transfer coefficient calculations is reported in
Table 6.
Table 6: Heat transfer coefficient equations for supercritical carbon dioxide cooling inside
papers up to year 2001 (according to Fang et al. (2001)
Fluid conditions
Equation
Validity range
HAUSEN (12)
2300  Re  106 ; 0.6  Pr  103
Constant
104  Re  5x106 ; 0.5  Pr 
thermophysical
PETUKHOV (13)
200
properties
GNIELINSKI (14)
2300  Re  106 ; 0.6  Pr  105
CO2, 6x104  Rew  3x105 ;
K-K-P (16)
9x104  Rem  3x105
B-K-P (18)
CO2, 105  Rem  6.5x105
CO2, 1.5x104  Rew  8x105 ;
PETROV-POPOV (20)
3x104  Rem  8x105 ;
-350  qw/G  -29 J/kg
Supercritical cooling
CO2, H2O, He
2x104  Rew  1.9x105 ;
PETROV-POPOV (21)
2x104  Rem  2x105 ;
-800  qw/G  -200 J/kg
CO2, 3x103  Rew  106 ;
FANG et al.(23)
-350  qw/G  0 J/kg
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Since 2000, several studies appeared in the open literature and a few representative are listed
here.
A study on supercritical CO2 cooling inside a horizontal tube has carried out by Olson (2000).
The Author compared his own data with the models available in literature, without finding good
agreement. So, he decided to modify the Gnielinski equation, trying to keep into account the
thermophysical properties variation at wall and bulk temperature:

Nu b  Nu CPb  w
 b





0. 3

 cp

c
 p ,b






n

with c p defined as in eq.17 and the exponent n calculated as follows:

If Tw/Tpc < 1 or Tm/Tpc ≥ 1.2

n  0 .4

If Tb/Tpc < 1 and Tw/Tpc ≥ 1

 Tp

 1
n  0.4  0.18
T

 pc


If Tw/Tpc ≥ 1 and 1 < Tb/Tpc < 1.2

 Tp

T

 1 1  5 b  1 
n  0.4  0.18
T

T

 pc

 pc


Nub is the bulk flow Nusselt number whereas indicates that the Nusselt number is calculated at
constant thermophysical properties (with Gnielinski equation) and at bulk temperature of the
fluid.
Pitla et al. (2001) proposed the calculation of an “average” Nusselt number:

 Nu  Nub  w
Nu   w

2

 b

(24)

where Nuw and Nub are the Nusselt numbers calculated according to Gnielinski equation with the
thermophysical properties calculated at wall and bulk temperature respectively, while, λp and λm
are the liquid thermal conductivities calculated at wall and bluk temperatures respectively.
Reynolds numbers (Rew and Reb) must be calculated with dynamic viscosity evaluated at wall
temperature and bulk (i.e. at the average fluid temperature, for each single elementary tube node)
temperature, respectively.
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Re w 

4m
 w d

Re b 

4m
 b d

The calculation of the heat transfer coefficient from Nu must consider the fluid thermal
conductivity at bulk temperature.
Yoon et al. (2003) proposed a new correlation, based on a new set of experimental data. The
correlation is similar to Krasnoshchekov et al. equation (16a).

 
Nu w  Nu 0 w  w 
 b 

0.57

 cp

 cp
 w






0.86

(25)

The exponents in equation 25 are obtained through a best fitting procedure of the experimental
data. The Nusselt number Nu0w is calculated with the Gnielinski equation, referring wall
temperature, c p is calculated according to eq. 17.
The same Authors proposed also a simplified version of the eq. 25, particularly suitable for
implementation in heat exchangers design codes.

  pc 

Nub  a Re Pr 

 b 
b
b

n

c
b

(26)

with the following values for the constants
a = 0.14
a = 0.013

b = 0.69
b = 1.0

c = 0.66
c = -0.05

n=0
n = 1.6

se Tb > Tpc
se Tb ≤ Tpc

Dang and Hihara (2004) developed a new semi-empirical correlation, starting from an
experimental test campaign aimed at investigating the effects of mass flux, pressure, heat flux
and tube diameter on the heat transfer coefficient for supercritical carbon dioxide cooling. They
decided to consider a “film temperature” Tf, to account for the thermophysical properties change
through the thermal boundary layer.
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Tf 

Tw  Tb
2

(27)

Accordingly, the Authors proposed a modified “Gnielinski type” equation:
Nu 

Nu 

f

f

d
f

(28)

/ 8Re 1000 Pr

1  12.7 f f / 8

1/ 2

 c p b
 b
 b
 c p  b
Pr  
 b
 cp f

  f

Pr



(29)

1

2/3

c pb  c p

if
if

c pb  c p

and

if

c pb  c p

and

cp 

b  f

b  f
b  f

b  f

(31)

hb  hw
Tb  Tw

Re b 

(32)

Gd

b





f f  1.82 log10 Re f   1.64

Re f 

(30)

Gd

2

(33)

(34)

f

with the subscripts f and b referring to film temperature and to fluid bulk temperature
respectively ( is the fluid thermal conductivity).

A case study

With reference to Zilio et al. (2007) the finned coil gas cooler in table 7 and figure 6 was
investigated with the operating conditions listed in table 8.
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Table 7: Specifications of the heat exchangers
Heat exchanger
Type
Dimension (W x H)
Number of circuits
Number of tubes per row
Number of rows

[mm]

Refrigerant path
Tube pitch

[mm]

Gas-cooler
Finned coil
500 x 500
2
20
4
vertical, countercurrent
25

Row pitch
Geometry
Fin pitch
Fin thickness

[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

Fin type
Tube outside diameter
Tube thickness
Tube type

[mm]
[mm]

19
staggered tubes
2.1
0.1
louver aluminium
(Fig. 4)
9.52
0.65
Smooth

Table 8: Test conditions
Test
1

CO2 inlet
pressure [MPa]
7.911±0.002

CO2 inlet
temperature [°C]
87.0±0.05

CO2 mass flow
rate [kg/h]
169.0±0.2

Air inlet
temperature [°C]
20.3±0.05

Air inlet
velocity [m/s]
1.59±0.01

13

6
5

12
7

14

4
3

11
8

15

2

10

Air

9
1

CO2

CO2

Figure 6. Finned coil lay-out (numbered points indicate thermocouples position)
In figure 7 the comparison of internal heat transfer coefficients estimated with Gnielinski (1976)
and with Dang and Hihara (2004) model for test in table 8.
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NODE
Figure 7. Comparison of Gnilinski (1976) and Dang and Hihara (2004) for the test in Table 8
Flow boiling heat transfer

The problem has been largely treated in the open literature since the Sixties, but the work related
to carbon dioxide is rather limited, in comparison to the research dealing with synthetic
refrigerants. Most of the models propose different ways to combine nucleate boiling and flow
boiling contributions. These kinds of methods can be subdivided into two groups: the ones
suggesting the use of suppression or enhancement factors or the highest of the two contributions
and the ones suggesting an asymptotic combination of nucleate and flow boiling. In this work the
Sun and Groll (2002) model, expressly developed for carbon dioxide, is reported. For reader’s
convenience, the classical Gungor and Winterton (1987) model, which was not developed
including CO2 is reviewed here as well.
More recently, prof. Thome group proposed a different approach, based on a two-phase flow
pattern map. The model, initially proposed for synthetic refrigerants, was then modified for
carbon dioxide and the latest Cheng et al.(2008) model is described here.
In the following,  will indicate the two-phase heat transfer coefficient, whereas NB will
indicate the nucleate boiling contribution and CB the convective boiling contribution to heat
transfer coefficient.
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Sun and Groll model (2002)
Sun and Groll model covers the whole boiling process i.e. pre-dryout, dryout e post-dryout.
The pre-dryout heat transfer coefficient is evaluated according to Chen (1966) approach. For the
post-dryout region, the Dougall e Rohsenow (1963) correlation is considered whereas linear
interpolation is suggested for the dry-out region. The dryout onset and completion is estimated
according Auracher (1993).

Pre-dryout heat transfer coefficient.

   conv   nucl

(4.3)

The first term conv=Fl is the forced convection contribution, where l is evaluated with the
classical Dittus and Boelter equation, as if the liquid phase would flow alone inside the tube. F is
the enhancement coefficient (F>1).
The second term nucl=Spool is the nucleate boiling contribution, being the pool boiling heat
transfer coefficient and S the suppression factor (S<1).
The calculation procedure is the following:

Re L  GD i
Pr L 

L

c PL  L
kL


  L
 tt   V
1

F 1

(1  x)

if





0.5

 V

 L

1

 tt

0.9

 0.1

 1

F  2.35
 0.213
  tt

0.8

l 

0.1

  x 
 

 1 x 

0.736

0.023k L Re L PrL
Di

if

1

 tt

 0.1

0.4
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 pool  0.00122

kL

0.79

C PL

 L
0.5

0.45

V

0.29

 L 0.49

0.24 0.24

r

TSAT

0.24

p SAT

0.75

TSAT  TW  TSAT
p SAT  p SAT (TW )  p SAT (TSAT )





1.17 1

S  1  2.53106 Re tp

Retp  ReLF1.25

Post-dryout heat transfer coefficient:
Dougall e Rohsenow (1963)


  Gd 

 x  V 1  x 
  0.023 V 
d   V 
L


0.8

 c PV  V

 V





0.4

Dry-out onset and completion:
Auracher et al. (1993) as in VDA Heat Atlas

xcr  10.795q 1000
xcr  19.398q 1000

0.125

0.125

xcr  32.302q 1000

G 0.333 1000D 

0.07

G 0.333 1000D 

0.125

0.07

G 0.333 1000D 

e 0.01715 p10

5

e 0.00255 p10

0.07

4.9bar  p  29.4bar

5

e 0.00795 p10

5

29.4bar  p  98bar
98bar  p  196bar

Previous correlations were proposed by Kon’kov in 1965 for the evaluation of critical vapour
quality of water during upward flow in a vertical tube. For different tube inclination, a modified
Froude number must be introduced (accounting also for possible fluid stratification).
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x cr G
Fr 

g

  0 for horizontal tube

gD  f   g cos 

It is well known that the critical vapour quality at the top and at the bottom of the tube is
generally different:
 x cr  x cr ,bottom  x cr ,up 

16

2  Fr 2

It is assumed that the onset dryout vapour quality during annular flow inside a horizontal tube is
the critical vapour quality in the upper part.
x dryonset  x cr ,up  x cr 

x cr
2

The dryout completion is given by the critical vapour quality at the bottom of the tube section:
xcr ,bottom  xcr 

xcr
2

(if xcr,bottom > 1, then xcr,low =1)

As already mentioned, previous equations were developed for water. They can be extended to
other fluids with a similitude criterion, as reported in the following table.
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Table 9: use of Auracher et al. (2003) criterion with different fluids
Validity range for in-tube
Parameter
Similitude criteria
flow

f
Psat 

 g

f
g







fluid _ A

f
g

Mass flow rate



fluid _ A



Critical vapour quality

xcr

fluid _ A

 xcr

Critical heat flux

q cr
Gh fg

Geometry


fluid _ A

7
fluid _ B

fluid _ B

fluid _ B

q cr
Gh fg

f
 980
g

5    100

 0.4  xcr  0.9
No limit

fluid _ B

Same geometry

Tube length to hydraulic
diameter ratio

L
dh


fluid _ A

L
dh

60 
fluid _ B

L
 310
dh

H2O, R12, R21, R22, R113,
R114, CO2

Fluids

In table 9 the following definition of non-dimensional group  must be considered

GD    f 
 
 f   f  g 
where



18

 f  g 
p
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Gungor and Winterton model (1987)
The Gungor and Winterton model is based on Chen work (1966), combining convective and
nucleate boiling contributions

  E l  F pool

but different E and F factors are introduced.
E is an augmentation factor, considering the effect of the higher velocity of the two-phase fluid
in comparison to the same mass flow rate of liquid, so it is linked to the Martinelli parameter.
Furthermore, E keeps into account the effect of the liquid film turbulence induced by the
nucleate boiling. So E is linked also to boiling number.

Bo 

q
Gr

(boiling number)

Where q is the heat flux [Wm-2]. If the effect of gravity is negligible (Fr> 0.05, according to the
Authors), the following equations must be used:

E  1  24000Bo

1.16

 1
 1.37
  tt







0.86



1.17 1

F  1  1.15106 E 2 ReL
0.8

0.023k L Re L PrL
l 
Di

0.4

 pool  55 Pr a  LogPr 0.55 M 0.5 q 0.67
the reduced pressure being Pr  P PCRIT , M the molecular weigth [gmol-1],
a  0.12  0.2 LogR P
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Rp is the tube average roughness.
If for a horizontal tube, Fr< 0.05 (i.e. with liquid stratification), the following equation must be
applied:
E  E vert Fr 0.1 2 Fr 

F  Fvert Fr
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Flow pattern based models

The Cheng-Ribatski-Wojtan-Thome (2005) model is an adaptation of the Kattan-Thome-Favrat
(1998) model, originally developed for synthetic fluids and subsequently modified also for CO2
by El Hajal and Thome (2004). The model was then modified by Cheng-Ribatski-Wojtan-Thome
in 2006 and the most updated version was published in 2008 (Cheng et al.).

Kattan-Thome-Favrat (1998)
In this work, the boiling process inside a horizontal tube is divided in five different regions:
stratified flow, stratified-wavy flow, intermittent flow, annular flow and mist flow. A flow patter
map is then built considering the vapour quality as a function of mass flux G [kgm-2s-1].
The void fraction is calculated according to Rouhani and Axelsson (1970). The tube cross
section is divided in dry and liquid region, by defining a stratification angle strat and a dry angle
dry, according to the relevant flow pattern. For the complete calculation procedure the reader can

refer to Kattan et al. (1998) paper.

Wojtan-Ursenbacher-Thome (2005)
This model was proposed to improve the previous Kattan et al. (1998) model. In fact, the Kattan
et al. model was valid only for x>0.15, the stratified-wavy region was not suitably treated and the
annular-to-mist flow transition needed to be improved. So, the Wojtan et al. model, defines a
dryout region and sub-divide the Kattan et al. stratified-wavy (SW) region into three sub-regions:
slug, slug+SW and stratified wavy. The map validity was extended to x<0.15.
The mist flow region was modified, in comparison to the original Kattan et al. map and a linear
trend of the heat transfer coefficient in between the dryout onset and completion values was
proposed. The mist flow region heat transfer coefficient was calculated according to Groeneveld
(1976).

Cheng-Ribatski-Wojtan-Thome (2005)
Elsewhere it was pointed out that the carbon dioxide thermophysical properties and reduced
pressure are completely different from any other refrigerant. To better interpret the carbon
dioxide flow boiling process an up-dated version of the Wojtan et al. model was proposed by
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Cheng et al. in (2006), by defining a new flow map, specifically designed for CO2. The
experimental works of Knudensen e Jensen (1997), Yun e Kim (2003), Yoon et al. (2004),
Pettersen (2004), Koyama et al. (2001), Yun et al. (2005) were considered. The validity range of
the proposed model is 0.8 dh  10 [mm], 170 G 570 [kgm-2s-1], -28Tsat25 [°C], 5q32
[kWm-2].
The most important differences from the Wojtan et al. model are:






new nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient correlation.
New nucleate boiling suppression factor.
New dryout region.
New vapour quality for the annular-intermittent flow transition.

Cheng-Ribatski-Quibén-Thome (2008)
Based on new experimental data, the Authors proposed an up-dated version of the 2005 model.
The validity range is:





tube diameter from 0.6 to 10 [mm];
50  G  1500 [kg/(m2s)];
1.8  q  46 [kW/m2];
saturation temperature from -28 to 25 °C.

The major modifications are:





annular to dryout transition line modified;
new dryout-mist transition criteria;
a new bubble flow region is introduced;
new post-dryout heat transfer coefficient calculation correlation.

For example, the A-D transition is evaluated with the following:
G DRYOUT
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The dryout onset vapour quality is calculated as follows:
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With Weber and Froude numbers defined according to Mori et al. (1999), while the critical heat
flux is calculated

q crit  0.131V0.5 hLV g  L  V 

0.25

The dryout-mist transition mass flux vs x correlation is:
0.16
0.15
0.72
0.09
 1   0.61

  V   q 
 D  
1

 
 
 

GM  
 ln
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 0.502   x 

  V   gD V  L   V     L   q crit 
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The dryout completion vapour quality is

x de  0 .61e
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The mist flow heat transfer coefficient:
k
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Figure 8 Cheng et al. (2006) map
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Figure 9. Cheng et al. (2008) map

A case study
Referring to Cavallini et al. (2008), the finned coil evaporator described in Table 10 and figure
10, the carbon dioxide coefficient and the ratio R of the air side thermal resistance to the one
refrigerant side (R= CO2Ai/airairAext), air being the overall efficiency of the external surface
of the heat exchanger, including fins and tubes.
Heat exchanger
Type
Face dimensions
(W x H)
Number of circuits
Num. of tubes per row
Number of rows

Evaporator
Finned coil
[mm]

Refrigerant path
Tube pitch
Row pitch
Geometry
Fin pitch
Fin thickness
Fin type
Tube outside diameter
Tube thickness
Copper tube type

[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

500 x 500
2
20
2
vertical, counterflow
25
19
staggered tubes
2.1
0.1
louver aluminium
9.52
0.65
Smooth

Aria
AIR

CO2
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Figure 10. Finned coil lay-out
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Table 10. Evaporator characteristics
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Figure 11. Estimated CO2 HTC and R ratio. Nodes 1-100 refer to first tube row. Node 0: R744
inlet, node 200: R744 outlet.
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Vaporization heat transfer in mini- and micro-channels

More and more research interest has been devoted to flow boiling in micro and minichannels in
the last years. This is due to the wide range of applications of microscale boiling.
Mini and microchannel evaporators present several advantages such as reduced size, higher
efficiency and lower fluid inventory, which are beneficial for both cost and safety.
According to Kandlikar (2002), a tube can be referred to as a minichannel when the hydraulic
diameter is lower than 3 mm, whereas it can be referred to as a microchannel for hydraulic
diameter lower than 200 m. A different approach can account for the capillary constant of the
fluid, so the macro-minichannel threshold diameter can be calculated as follows:


4

D th  
 g  L   V  

1

2

For CO2 at 0°C saturation temperature, Dth= 2.304 mm, and at -30°C, Dth= 1,335 mm.
While there is great technical interest for forced convection evaporation inside small channels,
the dominant heat transfer mechanism during diabatic two-phase flow in micro channels remains
an open question. Also accurate experimental heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop data for
vaporisation and condensation of environmentally safe refrigerants in microtubes are scarce.
Several two-phase flow applications are now being implemented without the benefit of wellestablished thermal design methods for heat transfer and pressure drops. In fact thermal
modelling valid for different fluids and different operative conditions is not available.
In two-phase microchannel flows the liquid flow is often laminar, with liquid Reynolds numbers
varying from 100 to 4000. Capillary (surface tension) forces become important in small diameter
studies, eliminating stratification of liquid. Bubble flow, elongated (slug) flow, annular flow and
mist flow are some of the flow categories observed. For evaporating flows, the zone with
bubbles smaller than the channel diameter is very short as bubbles grow to the channel size very
quickly.
High heat transfer coefficients can be obtained during vaporisation, particularly at low vapour
qualities, of water or other fluids such as the hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) or carbon dioxide.
Some experimental studies show that the heat transfer coefficients obtained during vaporisation
in microchannels are not a function of vapour quality nor mass flux (in contrast with macrochannel trend) but are a function of heat flux and saturation pressure (Kandlikar, 2002,
Kandlikar, 2004, Thome, 2004, Thome et al., 2002). Other experimental studies demonstrate that
the heat transfer coefficient also depends on vapour quality and mass velocity.
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Some experimentalists conclude that flow in small channels is dominated by nucleate boiling
while forced convection evaporation is less important. Instead Thome (2004) shows that
transient evaporation of the thin liquid films surrounding elongated bubbles is the dominant heat
transfer mechanism. In conclusion the heat transfer mechanisms during vaporisation in
microtubes seem to be completely different from those present in conventional macro channels.
Different equations to compute the heat transfer coefficient during vaporisation in small channels
have been proposed but much more experimental and theoretical work is necessary in order to
develop an accurate model, validated against data from different authors.
The present evaluation is carried out by using two data sets by independent research laboratories
(Pettersen (2004), Yun et al. (2005)) covering different types of channels, including multiport
minichannels, and different heating modes (fixing heat flux or fixing temperature difference).
In fact, evaporators may consist of many parallel channels with circular or rectangular crosssection.
In different applications the heat flux may be an independent variable as under Joule-effect
heating or it may be a dependent variable if it is transferred to a secondary fluid as in evaporators
of classic refrigeration cycles. Despite recent activity carried out in order to investigate the
behaviour of flow boiling heat transfer in small diameter channels, there is still a lack of
information and reliable data, if compared to the wide range of engineering design and other
applications. Nevertheless, this thematic research area is very active and several experimental
studies have been published in the last few years.
Although microscale flow boiling heat transfer should be less dependent on the heating mode as
compared to the macroscale case, as indicated by some authors, it is of major interest to consider
both experimental results taken with imposed heat flux and with imposed temperature difference,
since the heat transfer mechanisms in microscale flow boiling are still far from being well
understood and universally agreed on.
Table 11: Experimental uncertainties declared by the authors.
Author
Pettersen (2004)
Yun et al. (2005)

Vapor quality
± 0.028-0.137 %
± 4 % (ave.)

Heat flux
± 1.8-8.5 %
± 1.4 % (ave.)

Heat transfer coefficient
± 5-50%
±12.9% (ave.)

As already stated, the dominant heat transfer mechanism inside a small channel remains an open
question. Dispute over this issue is evident in several recent studies concerning boiling heat
transfer in mini and micro-channels. Lee and Mudawar (2005) reported a list of studies on this
matter showing that researchers are divided into two groups. The first group shares the view that
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nucleate boiling is dominant and therefore dictates overall heat transfer inside the channel. A
second group shares the observation that the local heat transfer coefficient is a function of vapour
quality and mass velocity in addition to heat flux. Of course, the understanding of dominant
mechanisms during flow boiling in mini-channels is the fundamental basis for the development
of an accurate predicting method.
Tran et al (1996) tested flow boiling of R12 in a circular single tube with 2.46 mm internal
diameter and a rectangular channel (4.06 x 1.7 mm). Nucleation was recognized to be the
dominant mechanism and no significant geometrical effect was found between the circular tube
and the rectangular channel. An empirical correlation was proposed by Tran et al. where the heat
transfer coefficient is correlated to the boiling number, Weber number and liquid to vapour
density ratio.
Warrier et al. (2002) tested flow boiling of FC-84 in a multiport minichannel tube having 0.75
mm diameter and five parallel rectangular channels. An empirical correlation was proposed for
saturated flow boiling heat transfer, where the heat transfer coefficient is dependent on singlephase heat transfer coefficient, boiling number and vapour quality. The authors declare that the
correlation can be used in the following ranges for boiling number and vapour quality: 0.00027


Bo  0.00089, 0.03  x  0.55.

The method proposed by Thome et al. (2004) is a three-zone flow boiling model which aims to
describe evaporation of elongated bubbles in microchannels.
According to Thome et al. (2004) the transient evaporation of the thin liquid films surrounding
elongated bubbles is the dominant heat transfer mechanism, not nucleate boiling. Their heat
transfer model describes the transient variation in local heat transfer coefficient during the
sequential and cyclic passage of a liquid slug, an evaporating elongated bubble and a vapour
slug. The heat transfer coefficient is thus obtained as a time-averaged local heat transfer
coefficient.
Figures 12 and 13 refer to carbon dioxide data by Pettersen and by Yun et al.: the two data sets
were both taken in multiport minichannels, but using a different heating mode. It should be noted
that both experimentalists declare quite a high experimental uncertainty, due to the complexity of
measuring the heat transfer coefficient in a multiport tube, above all with high heat transfer
coefficient. The model by Thome et al. overestimates some data by Pettersen at vapour quality
x  0.6, while it underpredicts the data taken by Pettersen at high saturation temperature.
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Figure 12. Comparison between experimental heat transfer coefficient (R744 data by Yun et al.,
R744 data by Pettersen) and the corresponding values given by the Tran et al. model (from Del
Col et al. 2005).

Figure 13. Comparison between experimental heat transfer coefficient (R744 data by Yun et al.,
R744 data by Pettersen) and the corresponding values given by the Thome et al. model (from Del
Col et al. 2005).
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Table 12: Average and standard deviation for different models and sets of data
Exp. data
Model
Thome et al. (2004)
Tran et al. (1996)
Warrier et al. (2002)

Pettersen (2004)
eR [%]
22.8
-7.8
-95.4

Yun et al. (2004)
eR [%]
51.3
-25.7
-93.4

N [%]
121.7
83.2
0.22
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Nomenclature
G : mass flux [kgm-2s-1];
D : tube inner diameter [m];
d : tube inner diameter [m]

 : density [kgm-3];
 : dynamic viscosity [Nsm-2];
x : vapour quality [-];
r : latent heat [Jkg-1];
k: thermal conductivity [Wm-1K-1];

 : surface tension [Nm-1];
cP : heat capacity [Jkg-1K-1];
Pr : Prandtl number[-];
TW : tube wall temperature [K];
TSAT : saturation temperature [K];
pSATsaturation pressure [Pa];

tt : turbulent-turbulent Martinelli parameter [-];

Subscripts
b : bulk
L : liquid
Sat: saturation
V: vapour
W : wall
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8.4. Heat exchangers design
8.4.1 Tools for designing and sizing heat exchangers
Designing a heat exchanger for its optimal performance is a hard task, since there are many
design variables that play important roles in heat transfer and mutually interact; even harder the
task becomes if the designer must take into the due account the cost and is searching for the best
trade-off between cost and performance. All this means that it is not possible to find a
straightforward procedure for the design optomisation; in particular, calculation methods
directed to sizing, for example the tml (mean logarithmic temperature difference) method, are
inadequate, since the output is a basic variable (the heat transfer area, or the length of the heat
exchanger); as a consequence, this method does not consider the need of optimising important
parameters, such as the number of the individual circuits of the heat exchanger, or the flow
pattern; the following section 8.3.3 will deal with this topic.
As a matter of fact, optimising a heat exchanger means to find the best performance among a
number of different design options that the designer deems viable choices. For this task there is
need of a calculation tools directed to the prediction of the performance of a heat exchanger of
defined geometry; of course, in this case, only the inlet variables of the fluids are known, unlike
what applies to classical dimensioning procedures. Since the state of the fluid determines its
transport properties and the state of the fluid along its path is not known, except for the inlet
conditions, a recursive calculation procedure is often necessary; this makes the numerical code
complex and time-consuming, so the designer usually is addressed to utilise a numerical
simulation model available on the market.
Under the present section the main elementary theories for calculating the thermal variables in
heat exchangers will be illustrated and some example of simulation model of these components
will be presented.
8.4.1.1 The method of the mean logarithmic temperature difference (  t m l ).

This well known theory allows calculating the heat transfer area of a generic heat exchanger for
defined temperatures of the two fluids at both its end. It is worth mentioning the basic
assumptions that are implicit in this method:
1) Uniform overall heat transfer coefficient U along the entire surface of the heat exchanger.
2) Constant properties of both the fluids, regardless of the variation of temperature.
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3) No effect of pressure drop on the temperature or the properties of the fluids.
4) Steady state operation of the heat exchanger, assumed as adiabatic.
Under these assumptions the heat flow rate exchanged Q can calculated as:

 t dA

Q  U A A

A

 U A t  U A t m

(8.3.2.1)

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, A is the heat transfer area and  is the
temperature difference between the two fluids, which is variable along the heat exchanger.
Please, note that U and A are conventional values, since only their product is a characteristic of
the heat transfer process.
The value of the effective mean temperature difference tm is a function of the inlet/outlet
temperature of the two fluids. For the basic cases of perfect parallel or perfect counter flow tm
is expressed by the well known logarithmic mean temperature difference:

t m  t ml 

t1  t 2
 t 
ln 1 
 t 2 

(8.3.2.2)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer respectively to the two end of the heat exchanger, irrespective
of their order, provided that the flow configuration conforms to parallel flow or counterflow (See
Fig. 8.3.2.1). The case t1 = t2 makes indeterminate Eq. (8.3.2.2), but this occurs when the
temperature difference between the two fluids is constant along all the heat transfer area;
therefore tm =t1 = t2.
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Fig. 8.3.2.1 Profiles of the temperatures along heat exchangers conforming to perfect
counterflow (A), or perfect parallel flow (B).
For flow patterns different from counterflow or parallel flow, this approach is still applicable, but
the effective mean temperature difference tm does not coincide any more with tml and can
determined by multiplying this last quantity by a correction factor Ft lower than the unity.
This method is usually dubbed Ft correction-factor method; The Ft factor is a function of two
ratios R and  defined as follows:

R



m 2 c2 C 2 t2,in  t2,out


m 1 c1 C1 t1,out  t1,in

(8.3.2.3)

t2,out  t2,in

(8.3.2.4)

t1,in  t2,in

R is the ratio of the minimum flow heat capacity C (i.e. the product of the mass flow rate by the
specific heat of the fluid) to the maximum one;  represents the heat exchanger effectiveness,
defined as the ratio of the actual heat flow rate to the maximum one, that would be achieved with
heat transfer area tending to the infinity; it is obvious that in this case the stream with minimum
flow heat capacity would reach at its outlet the same temperature of the entering fluid with
maximum flow heat capacity.
In addition to R and , the Ft factors depends on the flow pattern of the heat exchanger. An
example of such a dependence for a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with 1 – 2 n passes is shown
in Fig. 8.3.2.2.
Data for different flow patterns of practical interest are available on the open literature and
various handbook [8.3.2.1 -8.3.2.3].
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Fig. 8.3.2.2 Factor Ft as a function of R and  for a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with 1 – 2 n
passes.
The method of the mean logarithmic temperature difference is not directly applicable for the task
of calculating the amount of heat transferred by a heat exchanger, when the flow rates are known
of the two fluids and only their inlet temperatures: the calculation can be made only by a trialand-error procedure, since the exit temperatures of the two fluids are unknown. In this case
another calculation procedure makes things easier: this procedure is based on the concept of heat
exchanger effectiveness and will be exposed in the next section.

8.4.1.2 The  -NTU method

The concept of effectiveness, usually indicated with the symbol , has been already introduced
with the expression (8.3.2.4). It is evident that, being known , it is immediate to determine the
heat flow exchanged, that is given by the product m 2 c2 t 2 ,out  t 2 ,in  , on condition that stream 2 be
the one with the minimum flow heat capacity.
The thermal similarity principle allows finding the parameters on which depend the
effectiveness: they are the ratio R between the flow heat capacity of the two streams, already
introduced as the expression (8.3.2.3) and a second similarity parameter, usually dubbed
“Number of Transfer Units (NTU). This parameter is the ratio of the overall thermal
transmittance (A U) to the smaller of the two flow heat capacity:
NTU 

U A
m 2 c 2

(8.3.2.5)

Therefore:
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  f R , NTU



(8.3.2.6)

The function (8.3.2.6) depends of the flow patterns of the two streams and for the cases of the
most practical interest it is possible to find analytical solutions or suitable diagrams for graphical
solutions in the technical literature. Some of these cases are reported in the next pages.
However it is worth noting that all the theory is based on all the assumptions listed with
reference to the tml method; as a consequence, every real heat transfer process deviates from the
above mentioned assumptions, essentially for non uniformity of the involved parameters, but, to
comply with the basic assumptions it is sufficient to subdivide the total heat transfer area into a
number of elements in such a way that the properties of the fluids and the characteristics of the
process be reasonably constant inside each element.
Some examples of solutions for typical flow patterns

 - NTU solution for perfect counterflow (for the graphical solution, please see Fig. 8.3.2.3) :



1  exp  NTU 1  R 
1  R exp  NTU 1  R 

(8.3.2.7)

 - NTU solution for perfect parallel flow (for the graphical solution, please see Fig. 8.3.2.4):



1  exp  NTU 1  R 
1 R

(8.3.2.8)

Two particular cases, worth mentioning:
a) R = 0
This assumption applies to each heat transfer process where one fluid is isothermal,
irrespective of the flow patterns. In this case, every heat exchanger operates the same way
and the  - NTU solution is:

 1  exp (  NTU )

(8.3.2.9)

b) R = 1
For counterflow, the form (8.3.2.7) is indeterminate (0/0). This case means the same flow
heat capacity for both fluids; as a consequence, the temperature difference between the fluids
is constant on each section of the heat exchanger. The  - NTU solution is:



NTU
NTU 1

(8.3.2.10)

 - NTU solution for cross-flow, both stream unmixed (for the graphical solution, please see Fig.
8.3.2.5); the true analytical solution involves a calculation of a numerical series [8.3.2.1], but a
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more manageable approach is given by the following slightly approximate correlation:




1
0.78




exp
NTU
R
1

0.22
R
 NTU


 1 exp 

 

 

(8.3.2.11)

 - NTU solution for cross-flow, only one fluid mixed:

C max unmixed (for the graphical solution, please see Fig. 8.3.2.6):
 1  exp  R NTU  

R


 1  exp  

(approximate solution)

(8.3.2.12)

C max mixed (for the graphical solution, please see Fig. 8.3.2.6):



1
1  exp  R  
R

(approximate solution)

(8.3.2.13)

where   1  exp   NTU 
Please note that with R = 0 (one isothermal flow) equation (8.3.2.9) is always valid, irrespective
of the flow patterns inside the heat exchanger.

Fig. 8.3.2.3 Effectiveness  as a function of R and NTU for perfect counterflow.
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Fig. 8.3.2.4 Effectiveness  as a function of R and NTU for perfect parallel flow.

Fig. 8.3.2.5: Effectiveness  as a function of R and NTU for cross-flow, both fluids unmixed.
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Fig. 8.3.2.6 Effectiveness  as a function of R and NTU for cross-flow, only one fluid mixed.

Additional considerations on cross-flow heat exchangers

Cross flow, as depicted in Fig. 8.3.2.5 and 8.3.2.6 can result in different combinations of mixed
and unmixed flow. Unmixed fluid occurs in heat exchangers where the streams are confined
inside different channels; a typical example is a traditional finned tube heat exchanger, where air
is flowing inside elementary channels built by two adjacent fins and therefore cannot mix along
the direction orthogonal to the flow, whereas the fluid flowing inside different tubes cannot mix
either. In this case, the outlet temperature is inherently non-uniform. A clear representation of the
profiles of the outlet temperatures is given in Fig. 8.3.2.7.
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Fig. 8.3.2.7 Temperature profiles at inlet and outlet of a cross-flow heat exchangers with both
fluid unmixed.


Unmixed flow means that temperature differences may develop in the direction
perpendicular to the flow but no mixing occurs between adjacent parts of the flow to offset
these differences. The exit temperature of the unmixed stream is that which would result
after complete mixing.



Mixing implies that all the fluid in any given plane normal to the flow direction will have
the same temperature, although this temperature will change in the direction of the flow.

The three possible flow combinations for a single pass cross-flow heat exchanger are both fluids
mixed, one fluid mixed and the other unmixed, both fluids unmixed.
Of course, the reported correlations for cross flow assume that the flow of both fluids is evenly

distributed over the total flow area. In finned tube heat exchangers this condition is
recommended, although some uneven fluid distribution can exist in practical operation. For
example, it is common experience that display cabinets for retail refrigeration are often severely
penalised, when they operate according to dry expansion mode, because of non uniform air
distribution, as an effect of the fans placed upstream the finned coil. Similar considerations apply
to the fluid distribution inside tubes, especially when the fluid is in two phase state at the inlet
and no effective fluid distributors are available.
When considering a multipass cross-flow heat exchangers, generally the tube rows are connected
in counterflow using U-bends, because such a pattern provides the maximum attainable mean
temperature difference. Using the perfect counterflow correlation for multipass cross-flow, when
the number of passes is four or more, entails a very negligible error in calculating the heat
exchanger performance. However analytical solutions are available on the open literature
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[8.3.2.1] for the more usual combinations of passes and flow patterns.
For example, with reference to multipass traditional finned tube heat exchangers, with
continuous fins and tube rows connected in counterflow by U-bends, the following correlation is
available for the effectiveness.



1 1
1  
R  A

(8.3.2.14)

where A is a function of number of passes, NTU and R.
- Two tube rows, two passes (Fig. 8.3.2.8 a):
A

K  K
 1   exp 2 K R 
2 
2

- Four tube rows, four passes (Fig. 8.3.2.8 b):

K  K K2 
 K
  K 1  
A  1  
2 2 4 
 2

3


 K 
 K
 1  2 K R 1  2  exp 2 K R   1  2  exp 4 K R 





(8.3.2.15)

where

 NTU 

K 1  exp  

N
passes


Please, note that NTU and R are calculated as if the stream 2 (air) be the one of minimum heat
flow capacity; this means that the heat flow capacity of air appears at the denominator of R and
NTU, regardless of its relative value; consistently, the effectiveness  is calculated by Eq.
(8.3.2.4), even if the stream 2 (air) is the one of maximum heat flow capacity. This is a more
general approach to the calculation of the effectiveness recommended in [8.3.2.1], although not
yet of common use.
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Fig. 8.3.2.8 Flow patterns for finned coils with two tube rows, two passes (A), four tube rows,
four passes (B).

As a conclusion we can observe that a great amount of work was done by scientist and researcher
to analytically solve the problem of complex flow patterns with the assumptions (such as
uniform properties and uniform heat transfer coefficients) that makes this approach hardly
applicable to real cases. All this work was made obsolete by the advent of the digital computer,
that allows designer to easily use numerical procedure for integrating the differential equations
that rule the heat transfer process; the computer codes usually subdivide the heat exchanger into
several nodes so that the NTU value of each individual node is so small that every flow
configuration behaves quite the same way.
8.4.1.3 Examples of application of the basic procedures
Case 1 (Design)

Under this headline, we deal with the case of calculating the required area A, when inlet and the
outlet temperatures, as well as the mass flow rates are known for both the streams; of course the
total heat flow exchanged is easily computable from the available data
Bearing in mind that all the basic calculation procedures assume uniform properties of the fluid,
it is possible to calculate previously the overall heat transfer coefficient U. Of course such an
hypothesis of uniformity is never strictly verified, but in some circumstance, calculating the heat
transfer coefficients for the mean operating condition of the fluids can be an acceptable solution.
Then the total heat transfer area can be calculated according the methods of tml or -NTU.
-

tml. In this case the Eq. (8.3.2.2) applies, where the only unknown variable is A and tm
coincides with tml in the basic cases of perfect counterflow or parallel flow. When the
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flow pattern is different from the basic cases of perfect counterflow or parallel flow, tm
is given by tml Ft, where the factor Ft can be obtained by a similar diagram as the one
shown in Fig. 8.3.2.2.
-

-NTU. In this case the procedure requires the calculation of R, defined by Eq. (8.3.2.3),
and of , defined by Eq. (8.3.2.4); then the value of NTU is determined, by solving the
relevant expression of the function   f R , NTU

 with respect the unknown variable

NTU, or using a graphical approach on the relevant -NTU diagram (See for example
Fig. 8.3.2.3 – 8.3.2.6). Being known the value of NTU, it is immediate to draw the value
of the product U A and then the value of the area A.
Case 2 (Rating)

In this case only the inlet temperature of both fluids are known, as well as its flow rates and also
the product U A is assumed as known; this last statement is questionable for the practical
application of the method, since U is a function of the fluid properties, which are dependent on
the state of the fluid and are not uniform.
In any case, assuming verified the general constraints of the basic procedures, it is possible to
calculate in a straightforward way the thermal performance (the heat flow rate exchanged Q or
the outlet temperature of the two streams) only with the e-NTU method, through the following
steps: calculation of R and NTU, determination of the effectiveness  by the analytical
expression of the function   f R , NTU

 or its graphical representation (See Fig. 8.3.2.3 –

8.3.2.6). Then it is immediate, from the definition of effectiveness, Eq. (8.3.2.4), to determine the
outlet temperature of the fluid with the minimum heat flow capacity and so the total heat flow
exchanged Q .
Using the tml approach for rating calculations is quite impractical, since a recursive procedure is
needed; a value is assumed for Q and the corresponding values of the exit temperatures of the
two fluids are calculated. Being known the inlet and outlet temperatures of the two fluids, the
area A is calculated according to the case 1 (design procedure) and the resulting value is verified
against the actual value of the heat exchanger; then Q is adjusted until the deviation between the
calculated and the real value of A is negligible.
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An important remark
The basic procedures for rating calculations entail the knowledge of the mass flow rates of both

fluids, which are necessary for evaluating the heat transfer coefficients. This condition is
generally fulfilled with single phase fluids, but not when rating a heat exchanger subjected at
least on one side to phase change; in this case, the mass flow rate of the fluid involved in the
phase change is not known, since depends on the heat flow exchanged Q . As a consequence, for
determining the thermal performance of condensers or evaporators there is no straightforward
procedures, but the computing method must be recursive.
8.4.1.4 Fundamentals on simulation models for heat exchangers

Although the theory of heat exchangers have developed calculation methods for the most
common flow configurations of the fluids, as previously illustrated, using such procedures for
rating or sizing heat exchangers often entails heavy inaccuracy in the results so obtained.
The main reasons are:
1) The heat transfer coefficients are not uniform, as required by the theory, but vary,
especially during phase change where the vapour quality has a strong effect.
2) The dependence of the temperature on the heat exchanged does not follow the
assumption of a constant specific heat of the fluid, especially during the phase change,
where, unlike the theory, the process is not isothermal, but the temperature varies as a
consequence of the pressure drop.
3) During condensation and evaporation, the heat transfer process involve different modes
(superheating, desuperheating, subcooling, beyond the basic phase change process) that
cannot be managed by only one calculation module.
4) Some heat exchangers do not comply with the classical flow patterns; for example,
finned tube HX can be arranged partially according counterflow and partially according
parallel flow.
5) Some heat exchangers, namely the finned coils, allow varying the mass velocity along the
path of the fluid, as a consequence of confluence and divergences.
If the heat exchanger conforms to the basic scheme of counter or parallel flow, all it is needed in
the modelisation of the process is to subdivide it into several steps, such as to make negligible
the deviations of the real process from the theoretical one (See points 1 and 2); so it is solved
also the problem of the changes of the heat transfer mode (See point 3).
In practice the heat exchanger is subdivided into several nodes that are calculated in sequence; a
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generic element is solved when the boundary conditions are known at one end of it; the output of
the computation is given by the properties of the fluids at the opposite end of the element; these
properties become the input conditions of the next node and the procedure continues until every
node has been calculated.

Fig. 8.3.2.9 A counterflow heat exchanger subdivided into several elements for a computing
procedure.
In Fig. 8.3.2.9 this procedure is illustrated with reference to a counterflow heat exchanger
employed with two single phase fluids. Bearing in mind that a performance calculation (See Fig.
8.3.2.3) is the common approach of the designer, it is worth noting that unfortunately a direct
straightforward computation is practicable only with parallel flow, since for starting the
procedure it is necessary to know the fluids properties at a same end of the HX, which does not
occur with counterflow; so the properties of the exiting fluid (at the abscissa l in Fig. 8.3.2.9) for
the first tentative are coming from a mere estimation and the calculation proceeds, according to
the trial and error method, with subsequent adjustments of the forecast until the deviation
between calculated and real inlet properties (at the abscissa 0) is negligible.
If at least one of the fluid inside the HX is subjected to a phase change, its flow rate is not known
as a condition boundary in the rating procedure, as it depends on the heat flow. In this case, the
starting point is a forecast of the unknown flow rate and the convergence criterion is the
deviation between the fluid properties resulting from the calculation and the ones imposed as
input conditions; in general they are the subcooling at the condenser exit or the liquid enthalpy at
the evaporator entry, since usually the calculation procedure starts at the connection of the heat
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exchanger with the compressor. So it is possible to determine the thermal performance of
condensers and evaporators as a function of the saturation pressure.
An example of a simulation model of a finned tube heat exchanger

Some types of heat exchanger, namely the finned coils, allow great flexibility of design in the
choice of the flow patterns, even a combination of the basic modes previously illustrated;
moreover it is possible and convenient to insert convergence and divergences and, in the case of
condensation, to set the length of the circuits operating the subcooling of the liquid.
So there is a need for advanced simulation models, able to describe the true flow configuration,
to be used with the aim at optimising the designer choices in tracing the circuits paths. Here an
example of such a model [4] will be described with reference to a finned coil used as a
condenser.
In the simulation model the finned coil is subdivided into a series of individual elements.
Each tube is divided into cells and the total volume, in the form of a parallelepiped, is subdivided
into individual nodes, each including a small stretch of tube and the related fins. With reference
to Fig. 8.3.2.10, a number N is assigned to each element (node) by using the following rule:

N = (iR-1) NT NC + NC (iT – 1) + iC
where iR , iT and iC are the row, tube and cell current indexes, respectively, and NR , NT and NC
are the rows, tubes per row and cells per tube total number, respectively. The meaning of these
variables and parameters is clarified in Fig. 8.3.2.10, which depicts a particular case with NR = 2,

NT = 6 and NC = 4. This fgure refers to an in-line array of tubes, but the same easily applies to a
staggered configuration.
The numerical approach to the definition of the circuits is accomplished by means of two
arrays, one for the refrigerant [PR(N)] and one for the air [PA(N)]. Each element of the PR
vector (preceding refrigerant) indicates the index of node preceding the N-node, along the
refrigerant flow. A conventional value is associated to the refrigerant inlet node to single out the
refrigerant circuits starting.
As described for the refrigerant, the PA(N) value (preceding air) represents the air-side node
preceding the N-node according to the air flow direction. In a similar way, in the model two
more arrays are introduced to characterize the following nodes, air-side [FA(N)] and refrigerant
side [FR(N)]. Although these last two vectors referred to the following nodes are not strictly
necessary to solve the problem, they are introduced to get an easier and straightforward
calculation procedure.
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When knowing the PR and the PA values, the flow rates of the refrigerant and of the air and
the inlet conditions of both fluids, it is possible to solve numerically the problem of determining
the heat flow exchanged in a finned coil, if an appropriate model is assumed for the heat transfer
and for the refrigerant-side pressure variations. The calculation procedure is typically iterative:
the first trial starts from the initial hypothesis that for each node the inlet air temperature is the
same as that at the inlet of the first tube row. Under this assumption every node can be solved for
heat transfer and refrigerant pressure variation, starting from the refrigerant inlet nodes and
proceeding from one node to the following one along the refrigerant flow. During this procedure,
for each node, the outlet air temperature is evaluated and this temperature is attributed to the inlet
air temperature of the subsequent node along the air flow. In the beginning, the heat transfer can
be calculated in several nodes for arbitrary values of the air temperature. Then this calculation
procedure is iterated several times and the overall air temperature map converges toward the
solution; iterations are stopped when the correction of the inlet temperature of every node drops
to a convenient negligible value.
This simple approach allows a finned coil to be solved regardless of how complicated is the
pattern of the tube circuits, provided that the refrigerant flow rate is known. This is not the case
when computing the thermal performance of a condenser, since thermal performance means heat
flow rate and therefore condensate flow rate, which is obviously unknown.
In the general case for the thermal performance determination, the condensate flow rate is
calculated by an iterative procedure, being known the air flow rate, its inlet temperature as well
as the refrigerant pressure (or its saturation temperature) at the inlet of the condenser. The well
known method of the secant is employed, taking the error as the difference between the required
value of the subcooling of the liquid refrigerant at the condenser outlet and the calculated value;
one must consider that the larger the refrigerant flow rate, the smaller the subcooling. A
conventional negative value of subcooling is defined when vapor is present at condenser outlet.
A flow chart of the simulation model is reported in Fig. 8.3.2.11.
The numerical model allows simulation of finned coils even when two or more internal circuits
are merging into one or when the total refrigerant flow rate is not-uniformly distributed among
the internal circuits, as a consequence of a lack of symmetry both regarding the flow resistance
of the single circuits, and the heat transfer conditions. In the case of a finned coil with merging
circuits, as many values of preceding refrigerant nodes must be related to the node as are the
circuits interesting that node. In this case, a two-dimensional array PR(N,C) has to be considered,
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being C the index of each individual circuit20. For example, if three circuits are converging into
the node N’, PR(N’,1), PR(N’,2) and PR(N’,3) are set respectively equal to the integer number
related to the three nodes preceding the N’-node, refrigerant side. With no confluence, PR(N”,1)
indicates the preceding node and PR(N”,2), PR(N”,3) are set equal to zero. Calculations on the

N’ nodes are possible only when all the parameters are known for all the preceding nodes.
Another feature of the model is the possibility of evaluating the actual refrigerant mass flow
rate inside each internal circuit. This is very important in the presence of an unbalanced heat load
in the internal circuits, leading to a different condensate mass flow rate in each circuit. As a
general rule, the overall refrigerant mass flow is distributed among the different circuits so as to
obtain an equal pressure drop in all the circuits, since this circumstance results in having equal
pressure for every circuit at any merging point. The mass flow rate inside each circuit is
determined by an additional trial and error procedure: the value of the flow rate in each circuit is
step by step recalculated, by multiplying it by a correction factor, assumed as the square root of
the ratio of the averaged value of the pressure drop of all the circuits to the actual circuit pressure
drop.
The finned coil overall geometry has to be completely defined (in-line or staggered tube
layout, face length and height, rows number, longitudinal and transverse tube spacing, that is,
respectively, according to the direction of the air velocity and according to the orthogonal
direction), as well as the tubes and the fin characteristics, including the fin spacing and thickness
and the thermal conductivity of the metal. The operator has to input also the face air velocity and
inlet temperature. Other fundamental input parameters are the refrigerant ASHRAE code (pure
fluids or mixtures), the inlet superheated vapour temperature, the inlet saturation temperature and
the outlet liquid subcooling. The operator may also choose the correlation for the air-side heat
transfer coefficient, depending on the fin characteristics. For each internal circuit of a finned coil,
the sequence of the tubes that the refrigerant flows through has to be defined by the operator by
introducing the sequence of the indexes referring to each tube. These indexes are defined by
numbering the tubes from left to right and from top to bottom as viewed from the coil header;
conventionally, air is assumed as flowing from left to right. Of course other more friendly
approaches can be implemented for the definition of the circuits paths, as the one based on using
the mouse for tracing them.
The air-side heat transfer coefficient is in general an input parameter to be introduced for the
20 The number of circuits is equal to the number of refrigerant inlets; a single circuit is formed by the tubes that the fluid go through
from one inlet to the outlet: as a consequence merging circuits give place to tubes that belong to different circuits.
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specific geometry of the actual heat exchanger in consideration of the very wide variety of
shapes and geometries of common use, which makes general correlations usually unreliable.
This coefficient is assumed as uniform over the entire external surface and the fin thermal
efficiency is properly accounted for.
The correlations for heat transfer and pressure drop, refrigerant side, inserted into the
simulation model are freely chosen from the open literature and the calculation procedure singles
out the correlation to be used according to the specific operating condition of the considered
node. Of course in the computer code, suitable subroutines are implemented for the evaluation of
the thermodynamic and thermophysical properties of the refrigerant.
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Fig. 8.3.2.10 Node numbering example for a finned coil with two tube rows (NR=2), six tubes
per row (NT=6), when assuming that each tube is divided into 4 cells (NC=4).
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Fig. 8.3.2.11 Flow chart of the simulation model
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8.4.2 Optimisation criteria for evaporators, condensers, gas coolers
Refrigerating systems operating on CO2 in subcritical cycles do not differ so much from systems
using traditional synthetic refrigerants; they only must be designed for higher level of pressures,
taking into account, if there will be the case, the rising of pressure during standstill periods (there
is no need for increased strength of materials, if an additional cooling unit is provided to limit the
saturation temperature when the system is halted).
In any case, transcritical cycles rise some problems related to unusually high operating pressure
at the gas cooler side, as well as to the need of a much more detailed and time consuming
modelisation of the heat transfer process in the sense that the heat exchanger must be subdivided
into a very large number of sections (nodes) in order to take into account the fast and large
variation of the thermodynamic end physical properties of the refrigerant when approaching the
critical point.
In this section devoted to heat exchangers optimisation, reference will be mainly made to
conventional finned coils, since they represent the more flexible component and the clearest
example of the application of the optimisation criteria. Of course the extension of this theory to
other types of heat exchangers is often easy and immediate, especially when dealing with finned
tube heat exchanger using flat tube with internal mini/microchannels.
The basic aspects involved in the design optimisation of heat exchangers during phase change
are i) the length of any individual circuit which refrigerant is going across and ii) the
configuration of the fluids paths (parallel flow, counter flow or more complex configurations).
8.4.2.1 The length of the circuits

A finned coil of given geometry and assigned overall dimensions in general allows a free choice
of the number of the individual circuits fed by refrigerant, as represented in Fig. 8.3.3.1.
When decreasing the number of internal circuits, is accordingly increasing their length and, as a
consequence of larger heat transfer area, the heat exchanged is also increasing and so for the
mass flow rate of refrigerant subjected to phase change.
The optimal number of circuits is the one that realises the best trade-off between conflicting
requirements related to mass velocity; as a matter of fact, high mass velocity promotes high
values of heat transfer coefficient, but introduces a penalisation in terms of pressure drop. The
pressure drop cannot be regarded as a thermodynamic penalisation, since the total throttling
exergy loss is unchanged, being the same the pressures at the compressor boundary, but has
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detrimental effect on heat transfer, since reduces the temperature difference between the internal
and the external fluid. This effect is clearly shown in Fig. 8.3.3.2 referring to simplified
temperature profiles during evaporation and condensation processes for perfect counter flow of
the two fluids; when the penalisation for pressure drop prevails on the improved heat transfer
coefficient, as assumed in the example of Fig. 8.3.3.2, the heat flow decreases and this involves a
decrement in the temperature difference between inlet and outlet of the single phase fluid.
However, the pressure drop during condensation has also a slightly positive effect, since lowers
the temperature of the liquid at the inlet of the throttling valve, so increasing the refrigerating
effect; then, in the search for the best performance of the condenser this aspect must be taken in
due account.
The optimal heat transfer performance resulting from the best choice of the number of the
internal circuits can be exploited for improving the energy efficiency of the inverse cycle, being
the same the refrigerating capacity, or otherwise for increasing the refrigerating capacity, being
the same the energy efficiency.
Please note that in the search for the optimal design of a heat exchanger the variable to
investigate can be, instead of the number of circuits, the mass velocity of the refrigerant inside
the tubes, or the length of each circuit.

Fig. 8.3.3.1 An example of finned coils with different number of circuits
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Figure 8.3.3.2 Simplified temperature profiles during condensation and evaporation in counter
flow
8.4.2.2 The configuration of the fluids paths

It is a common opinion that during two phase transformations, parallel flow and counter flow are
equivalent, since for isothermal processes every flow configuration behaves the same. This is of
course true for the assumptions that lead to the well known theory of the mean logarithmic
temperature difference, or to the -NTU method for calculating the thermal effectiveness of a
heat exchanger, but some of them do not hold for real evaporators and condensers.
As a matter of fact they deviate from these assumptions for the following reasons:
a) The process is not isothermal, refrigerant side, for the effect of the pressure drop. As a
consequence the temperature profiles are modified as shown in Fig. 8.3.3.3 for counter and
parallel flows during condensation, while in Fig. 2.3.4 the similar profiles are shown during
evaporation.

Fig. 8.3.3.3 Temperature profiles for counter and parallel flows during condensation.
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Fig. 8.3.3.4 Temperature profiles for counter and parallel flows during evaporation.
As already mentioned, the effect of pressure drop results in decreasing the driving potential for
heat transfer and a directly correlated consequence is the decrement in the temperature difference
of the secondary fluid between inlet and outlet. However, the negative effect is more important
for parallel flow in condensation and counter flow in evaporation, because the maximum
decrement in the driving potential occurs at the end of the heat exchanger where this potential is
minimum and therefore the percent penalisation is by far larger. Of course, a key point of this
argumentation is the boundary pressure assumed as invariable; the correct assumption is that the
suction and the discharge pressures are basic design data to be kept constant.
b) The overall heat transfer coefficient is not uniform along the heat exchanger. As a matter of
fact during condensation the heat transfer coefficient decreases from inlet to outlet as the
momentum is lowering together with the vapour quality. A similar dependence of the heat
transfer coefficient on the vapour quality occurs during evaporation, even if to a smaller extent,
since the momentum of the flow affects only the convective component of heat transfer, not the
one related to nucleate boiling.
As a conclusion, yet again condensation takes advantage from counter flow, while evaporation
does from parallel flow, since it is more convenient to place the highest heat transfer coefficient
at the end of the heat exchanger where the lowest driving potential occurs, rather than the
opposite, so using a positive factor to compensate for a negative one.
c) In general, the overall process involves also single phase heat transfer.
The thermal process inside the condenser can be subdivide into the following parts:
desuperheating, condensation and often subcooling of the liquid. The temperature profiles for the
single phase processes involve decrement in temperature along the direction of the flow and
therefore better mating of the temperature profiles of the two fluids definitely calls for counter
flow.
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The thermal process inside dry expansion evaporators involves a final superheating, while only
for flooded evaporators entirely takes place in the two phase region. It follows that for the most
used type of evaporator (dry expansion) the requirements of two phase process are conflicting
with the ones of the single phase process, since parallel flow is by far penalising the superheating
process, since this occurs at the end of the heat exchanger where the temperature difference is the
lowest, as shown in Fig. 8.3.3.5.
In general, superheating is deemed the most critical factor and for this reason the usual choice for
dry expansion evaporators is counter flow, although some doubt remains on the fact that this
choice be always the most convenient one.

Fig. 8.3.3.5 Temperature profiles for counter and parallel flows during evaporation in a dry
expansion evaporator.
To combine the advantages of parallel flow for two phase transformation with the benefit of
counter flow for superheating, a complex design of the circuit is possible, as the one shown in
Fig. 8.3.3.6. In this figure two different tube arrangements are proposed that configure the first
part of the heat exchanger according to parallel flow, while the last part, where presumably
superheating takes place, is put into contact with the incoming air (at the highest temperature).
The two solution differs for the percent area assigned to superheating, 12.5% and 25%,
respectively for case A and B; The performance of such a circuits configuration was investigated
in [8.3.3.1] through numerical simulation using an advanced and accurate simulation model of
finned coil, taking into account the real layout of the individual nodes, composed of a small
stretch of tube and the related fins. For typical operating condition of commercial refrigeration at
0°C air temperature, both arrangements showed some gain in refrigerating capacity against the
conventional fully counter flow design, case A performing better.
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Fig. 8.3.3.6 Complex layout of the circuits for dry expansion evaporators.
8.4.2.3 Extension of the theory of optimization to gas coolers

Gas coolers are the heat exchangers used in transcritical cycles to reject to the environment the
thermal energy corresponding to the sum of the refrigerating effect and the compression work.
Unlike the analogous HX used in traditional inverse cycles the refrigerant does not undergo
phase change and therefore the pressure is not related to the fluid temperature; so the pressure
drop does not affect the driving potential for heat transfer. Nevertheless also in this case
optimisation means the best trade off between two conflicting requirement: once again high mass
velocity is in favour of high heat transfer coefficient and a penalisation arises from pressure
drop. This penalisation is not any more the fall in the temperature difference, but it is the rise in
enthalpy of the fluid exiting from the gas cooler, which occurs when the pressure lowers while
the temperature is constant. Then, the search for the optimal mass velocity (or the number of
circuit in a finned coil) is performed with the aim at finding the maximum refrigerating capacity
associated with the gas cooler, that is the maximum product of the mass flow rate and the
difference in enthalpy between inlet and outlet; please note that, unlike subcritical cycles, in
transcritical cycles the upper pressure is an independent variable subjected to optimisation.
A fundamental difference between subcritical and transcritical cycles is the wide temperature
interval which the fluid undergoes during gas cooling; this large interval is in favour of CO2
when the external fluid at the gas cooler is subjected to large temperature lift, as in the case for
domestic water heat pump (See Fig. 8.3.3.7), or heat pump for drying service. For this kind of
applications CO2, in spite of low energy efficiency of the idealised cycle, often outperforms the
traditional synthetic fluids. However for exploiting its favourable characteristics CO2 needs a gas
cooler approximating the counter flow arrangement; as a consequence a finned tube heat
exchanger must possess large number of tube rows. In this respect a minichannel HX is not very
suitable, unless it is composed of several units placed in series. This aspect has been illustrated in
more detail under section 8.2.1.5.
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Fig. 8.3.3.7 Heat pump CO2 cycle for heating of domestic water.
8.4.2.4 More about the optimal value of the mass velocity

About the choice of the optimum value of the mass velocity of the refrigerant inside tubes it is
worth mentioning a simple rule that links this value to the properties of the fluid: the higher is
the density, the higher must be the mass velocity. The reason lies on the correct balance between
heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop; high density (generally concerning the vapour phase,
since the density of the liquid is not very variable among different refrigerants) greatly reduces
the fall in temperature caused by the pressure drop, being the same the mass velocity. In fact,
high density not only reduces the pressure drop in itself, but also reduce the derivative (dt/dp)s of
the saturation temperature with respect to pressure. This last statement result from the ClausiuClapeyron equation:
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 dt 
1
T 1
     
 dp  sat r   v  l 

(8.3.3.1)

where:
r = latent heat of vaporisation

 = density
v, l subscripts referring to vapour, liquid
Thence it follows the opportunity of increasing the mass velocity for the fluids which are less
penalised by the pressure drop.
As shown in Tab. 8.3.3.1, R744 is outperforming synthetic refrigerants of common use. Not only
its density is by far the highest, but also the thermal conductivity of the liquid phase is the
highest, so adding a further advantage. As a consequence, optimal design for CO2 heat
exchangers requires reduced flow section, in comparison with traditional refrigerants.
Please note that the heat transfer coefficient is only slightly affected by the fluid density, if the
mass flow rate is assumed constant, whereas pressure drop is severely penalising the fluids with
low density. As a matter of fact, during single phase flow, density has not any effect on the heat
transfer coefficient, being the same the mass flow, although during two phase processes the heat
transfer coefficient is slightly favoured by low density of the vapour.

R
22
R407C
R134a
R410A
R404A
R744

te= -30 °C
psat
l
[bar]
W m-1K-1]

v
[kg m-3]

te= 0 °C
psat
[bar]

1,64
1,62
0,84
2,79
2,05
14,28

7,38
7,21
4,43
10,57
10,69
37,10

4,98
5,13
2,93
7,99
6,05
34,85

0,1084
0,1187
0,1058
0,1293
0,0862
0,1469

l
W m-1K-1]
0,0947
0,1020
0,0920
0,1099
0,0740
0,1104

v
[kg m-3]
21,23
21,88
14,43
30,63
30,72
97,65

Table 8.3.3.1 Fluids properties affecting heat transfer (evaluated at average temperature dewbubble) l = liquid thermal conductivity
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8.4.2.5 Gas coolers optimisation: a numerical example

In this section is presented the optimisation of a fin and tube gas cooler with reference to the
number of the individual circuits fed by refrigerant and to the flows pattern. The numerical
example refers to the finned coil geometry defined in Fig. 8.3.3.8, while the operating conditions
of the refrigerant and the secondary fluid are reported in Fig. 8.3.3.9.

Fig. 8.3.3.8 Gas cooler finned coil geometry
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a)

b)

Fig 8.3.3.9 Refrigerant (a) and air (b) operating conditions
The finned coil as previously described was investigated for the number of internal circuits
varying from 24 to 1, arranged in counterflow pattern; the extreme cases of 1, 2 and 24 circuits
are shown in Fig. 8.3.3.10.
a)

c)

b)

Fig. 8.3.3.10 The counterflow finned coil with one (a), two (b) and twenty-four (c) circuits
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All simulations have been carried out at fixed values of gas cooler inlet pressure, evaporating
temperature, vapour superheating at compressor suction, compressor isentropic and volumetric
efficiency; as a consequence, the mechanical power spent for the compression is constant.
As already mentioned, the optimal number of circuits is the one that realises the best trade-off
between conflicting requirements related to mass velocity. As a matter of fact, high mass
velocity promotes high values of heat transfer coefficient and then lower values of CO2
temperature at the gas cooler outlet, but introduces a penalisation in terms of pressure drop. This
penalisation consists in the rise of the enthalpy of the fluid exiting from the gas cooler, which
occurs when the pressure lowers while the temperature remains almost constant.
The performance of the investigated gas cooler and the most significant refrigerant properties are
reported in the histogram of Fig. 8.3.3.11 and in Table 8.3.3.2 as functions of the number of
circuits.
Please note that, being constant the compression power, the maximum heat flow exchanged at
the gas cooler corresponds to the maximum refrigerating power and to the maximum COP.

Fig. 8.3.3.11 Heat flow and pressure drop as functions of the number of individual circuits
The effect of the circuits number on the performance of the gas cooler is a direct consequence of
the mass velocity; as the mass velocity is increasing, also the heat transfer coefficient increases
and so it is for the heat flow exchanged, as we can see in Fig. 8.3.3.10, at the left side. This
surely occurs when the pressure drop is negligible; when it is not, a second opposite effect is
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superimposed that we can notice for 3, 2 and 1 circuit, when the refrigerant temperature at the
gas cooler outlet is nearly constant and very close to the one of the air at the inlet, but enthalpy is
increasing as the pressure lowers for the effect of the pressure drop.
So we can see that the maximum heat flow, therefore the maximum cooling capacity and the
highest Coefficient Of Performance, occurs for the finned coil with two circuits. Excessive
number of circuits causes low values of heat transfer coefficient, then high values of CO2
temperature at the gas cooler outlet, while the configuration with a single circuit, although its
high values of heat transfer coefficient, is penalised by excessive pressure drops.
Number of
Cooling
Pressure
hout_GC
COP
Heat flow
Tout_GC
circuits
capacity
drop
[-]
[W]
[W]
[bar]
[°C]
[kJ/kg]
[-]
24
3118
1822
0.001
36.2
321.5
1.407
12
3499
2203
0.005
33.3
296.3
1.701
8
3613
2317
0.015
32.0
288.7
1.789
6
3661
2365
0.033
31.3
285.5
1.826
4
3701
2405
0.100
30.7
282.9
1.857
3
3715
2419
0.222
30.5
281.9
1.867
2
3722
2426
0.691
30.3
281.5
1.873
1
3655
2359
5.147
30.3
285.9
1.821
Tout_GC and hout_GC are respectively the CO2 temperature and enthalpy at the gas cooler outlet

Table 8.3.3.2 Significant variables for the performance of a counterflow gas cooler, operating at
85 bar inlet pressure, as functions of the circuit number
Unlike subcritical cycles, in transcritical cycles the refrigerant does not undergo phase change
and therefore the transformation is not isothermal. As a consequence, for high energy efficiency
the gas cooler must conform to counterflow pattern to better fit the temperature profiles of the
two fluids. The effect of the flow pattern for the finned coil with two circuits is shown in Fig.
8.3.3.12, where the heat flow values related to different stream configurations are reported. The
investigated flow patterns are represented in Fig. 8.3.3.13.
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Fig. 8.3.3.12 heat flow values as functions of flow patterns
a)

c)

b)

Fig. 8.3.3.13 Counterflow (a), mixed flow (b) and parallel flow(c) pattern
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As expected, the counterflow arrangement is the one that attains the highest performance, while
the lowest is that of the parallel flow arrangement, being the mixed flow in an intermediate
position.
A detail of the operating conditions and the performance of the optimised gas cooler (two
circuits counterflow) are reported in Fig. 8.3.3.14, while in the diagram of Fig 8.3.3.15, are
plotted the significant temperature profiles along the fluid path, from the refrigerant inlet to the
outlet; the variable on the abscissa axis is the node number related to the simulation model.

Fig. 8.3.3.14 Detailed performance of the optimised gas cooler
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Fig. 8.3.3.15 Temperature profiles for the optimised gas cooler
In order to investigate the effect of the inlet pressure on the optimisation, a simulation was
performed for the counterflow gas cooler operating with 82 bar instead of 85 bar. The results are
reported in Tab. 8.3.3.3.
Number of
Heat flow
circuits
[-]
[W]
2
3577
1
3324

Cooling
capacity
[W]
2327
2074

Pressure
drop
[bar]
0.760
5.884

Tout_GC

hout_GC

COP

[°C]
31.0
31.6

[kJ/kg]
288.1
304.9

[-]
1.861
1.659

Tout_GC and hout_GC are respectively the CO2 temperature and enthalpy at the gas cooler outlet

Table 8.3.3.3 Significant variables for the performance of a counterflow gas cooler, with 1 and 2
circuits operating at 82 bar inlet pressure, as functions of the circuit number
The comparison between the results obtained in the two cases shows a limited effect of the upper
cycle pressure on the COP and on the refrigerating capacity for the optimised gas
cooler.However the system become much more sensitive to the design optimisation as the upper
pressure decreases; in fact, when moving from the configuration with two circuits to the one with
a single circuit, at 85 bar the heat flow and COP percent decrements are 1.8% and 2.8%
respectively, whereas at 82 bar gas cooler pressure the decrements are higher, being 7.1% and
10.9% respectively.
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